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Tras de sus antiparras, Don Carlos de Sigiieiiza,

por mundos de misterio, paciente se asomo

;

y su sabiduria, intensa fue y extensa:

loco de sol y luna, mucho astronomizo.

Chocolate aromoso gustaba en mancerinas;

gallardo fue aunque feo
;
trepo en aureo bajel

;

y su perilla escalan abejas gongorinas

y en sus resecos labios ponen besos de miel.

Domina campos de equis
;
fue teologo

;
fue artista

;

por salvar los archivos las llamas desafio:

I
que antiparras las suyas, largas de larga vista

!

Sigiienza : en tu perilla la luz se columpio

!

—Alfonso Cravioto
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PREFACE

Much valuable work has been done in recent years on the

history of New Spain in the seventeenth century. These investi-

gations have thrown a great deal of added light upon the

activities of the Spaniards in the outlying districts of this realm

and upon their efforts to build up a defensive frontier on the

north. But while our information on these relatively more

remote regions has steadily been increasing, our knowledge of

the other aspects of the life and conditions in New Spain has

not kept pace. The fact is sometimes overlooked that during

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the City of Mexico was,

in reality, the metropolis of the western hemisphere and enjoyed

a relatively high degree of culture. The accounts of foreign

travelers such as Gage and Gemelli Careri tend to prove that at

the seat of the viceregal government there prevailed a compar-

atively advanced and settled civilization during this period.

The Royal University of Mexico was at this time a flourishing

institution numbering among its faculty men of considerable

intellectual ability. These learned gentlemen made real contri-

butions to knowledge of which contemporary and later European

scientists and scholars were glad to avail themselves. Outstand-

ing among these savants of the New World was Don Carlos de

Sigiienza y Gongora who distinguished himself in public service

as well as in his scholastic endeavors.

No adequate treatment of this interesting figure in the

cultural history of old Mexico is anywhere to be found. A few

short accounts have been made but these are in all cases

sketchy and consist of a few pages only. There is a need for a

[ix]



more del ailed hio^n-apliy of tliis neglected individual whose

ijni)or1aiic(‘ llie .Mexicans of today are beginning to recognize

(dearly. It was witli the hope of supplying this deficiency that

Ili(‘ i)res('iit study was undertaken.

Ill the ])reparation of this book it was determined to work

as much as jiossible from the waitings of Sigiienza himself. To

do lids it was necessary to bring together from various and

widely scattered repositories the works of this scholar which are

now extant. These books and manuscripts were then carefully

studied and the facts gleaned from them have been incorporated

into this work. Several chapters, notably those dealing with

Ids relations with Father Kino, the Riot of 1692, the Pensacola

ex[)edition, and its aftermath, are based almost entirely upon

the books and letters of Siguenza. An appendix has been added

in which a list is given not only of the documents used in this

monograph but all others known to have been written by this

l^rolific scholar or attributed to him on good authority.

It is hoped that this book will not only afford a more adequate

account of the life and works of this remarkable Creole than has

hitlierto existed but also, incidentally, give some insight into

the cultural life of New Spain during the latter half of the ij

seventeenth century.

1 wish to acknowledge my debt to Poctor Herbert E. Bolton

for his unfailing encouragement and guidance. His interest and

faith in Don Carlos have been a real inspiration.

Irving A. Leonard.
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CHAPTER I

EARLY CAREER

riie appearance of such a man in the days of Carlos II is enough to

exalt a University and a country, and is proof that the shadows of ignorance

in which we had enveloped our colonies were not so thick nor was the pre-

dominance of theology in the schools which we founded there so despotic.

In this fashion one of the greatest Spanish critics^ expressed

himself, skilfully combining merited praise for a Creole scholar

with a patriotic vindication of Spain’s colonial policy. The

object of this two-edged appreciation was a remarkable Mexican

of the seventeenth century, Don Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora,

from whose curious mind no field of intellectual investigation

was entirely exempt. He was a poet, a philosopher, a mathema-

tician, an astronomer, an antiquarian, and an historian—yet this

is scarcely a complete catalogue of his activities—and in nearly

all of them he excelled. Living in an age and an environment

when learning was chiefly measured by an individual ’s ability to

perform what were often prodigious feats of memory, Don Carlos

was a thinker. Unhampered by the vast amount of classical and

theological lore which he possessed, his mind could soar into the

colder and more rarefied heights of reason. With tireless zeal,

despite limited financial resources, he collected a museum of

Mexican antiquities and other material pertaining to the early

history of New Spain—a collection which excited the admiration

of later scholars though they had access to but a small part of

it. Becoming proficient in the languages of the aborigines

through his studies and his daily contacts with the Indians, he

1 Marcelino Meiiendez y Pelayo, Bistoria de la Foesia Hispano-Ameri-
cana, I, 70-71.
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was able to decipher many of the early monuments and interpret

Indian events in terms of the Christian calendar.

Ilis activities were not, however, confined merely to his

library and study table. His mathematical interests brought

him into the world of practical affairs and again and again his

services were utilized by successive viceroys and other officials in

engineering enterprises and military matters such as the draw-

ing of plans for fortifications.

Not only in connection with technical or scientific problems

was he consulted but also in those related to affairs of state. In

civic concerns such as the dedication of public buildings, the

welcoming of incoming viceroys, and the celebration of ecclesias-

tical and secular holidays, generally featured by ‘

' certamenes ”

or poetical contests, his administrative and exceptional literary

talents were frequently drafted.

Numerous titles and honors were bestowed upon him during

his lifetime. These came not only from those in power in New
Spain but also from monarchs in Europe. The reputation of

the great scholar spread even to the gay court of Versailles.

Louis XIV of France, who was eager to assemble about him

great men of learning, invited Sigiienza to become one of his

coterie of savants, offering pensions and honors as inducements.^

But the modest Creole declined this distinction preferring the

title of Royal Cosmographer bestowed upon him by Charles II.

^

2 Juan Joseph de Eguiara y Eguren, Bibliotheca Mexicana, I. 471.

3 Log. cit. In this connection, Manuel Eivera, Los Gobernantes de Mexico,

287, states: “Sigiienza fue cosmografo de Carlos II j habiendo pasado a
Francia fue invitado con un buen partido por Luis el grande, pero el

rehuso. ’ ’ There is no other evidence yet revealed to support the statement
that Sigiienza went to Prance and it is probable that this is a mistake. In

the ‘ ‘ Alboroto y motin de los Indies de Mexico, Copia de Carta de D. Carlos

de Sigiienza y Gongora Cosmographo del Eey en la Espana Cathedratico

de Mathematicas en la Ei Univ-d y Capellan mayor del Hospital Ei del

Amor de Dios de la Ciudad con q le da razon al Almirante Don Andres de

Pez del Tumulto ” (hereinafter referred to as “Letter to the Admiral.”
A translation of this document is giVen in Appendix B), MS. 11, Sigiienza

laments: “ .... no he salido a peregrinar otras tierras (harto me
pessa) .... ” Tills was written in 1692. The following year he visited

Pensacola and after this date he suffered such poor health that he could

not have undertaken a journey of any length.
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Among the other distinctions which Don Carlos bore with dignity

were : Professor of Mathematics in the Royal University, Head

Chaplain of the Hospital del Amor de Dios, Accountant of the

University, General Examiner of Gunners, Corrector of the

Inquisition, etc. These, as he dryly remarks “are titles which

sound like a great deal but are worth little.”^ But let us turn

to a more detailed account of his life and accomplishments.

The few authorities who have discussed this interesting figure,

who has been called by an eminent authority “one of the most

illustrious men that Mexico has produced,”^ have contented

themselves largely with repeating one another; comparatively

few of Sigiienza’s writings have survived which throw much light

on his life, and other documents are equally rare. But from

these scattered and fragmentary sources, including the works of

contemporaries, it is possible to piece together a fairly clear

picture of this man who must occupy a prominent place in any

adequate treatment of the cultural history of colonial Mexico.

Don Carlos was born in Mexico City in 1645® and was the

eldest son" of a family of nine children.® He came of a noble

4 “ Infortunios de Alonso Eamirez, ’’ in Coleccion de libros raros y
curiosos, XX, 131.

5 Menendez y Pelayo, op. cit., 69.

6 The exact date is in doubt and most authorities content themselves with
the statement that has been given here. Jose Fernando Eamirez, Adiciones

y Correcciones, 540, is positive that the date of Sigiienza ’s birth is September
15, 1645, but the editors of his work (Victoriano Agiieros and Dr. Nicolas
Leon) have placed the following footnote : En el lib. 15 de bautismos en el

Sagrario Metropolitano de Mexico, pg. 128 vuelta se lee: “En veinte de
Agosto de 1645 con licencia del Cura. Semanero Baptise a Carlos hijo de don
Carlos de Sigiienza i de dona Dionisia de Figueroa fue su madrina dona
Ines de Medina y Pantoja su aguela. Lie. Sebastian Gutierrez—Franco
dimes. ’

’ A1 margen ‘
‘ Carlos murio cap" del hospital del amor de Dios. ’ ’

Vicente Eiva Palacio, Mexico d traves de los Siglos, II. 653, states in a
footnote: “A1 final del primer libro de Cabildo, foja 111 vuelta, se lee lo

siguiente: ‘Don Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora, cosmographo de su

magestad, cathedratico juvilado de mathematicas y capellan del Hospital
Eeal del Amor de Dios de esta Cibdad nacido en ella a catorce de Agosto de
mil seiscientos sesenta, [sic] y cinco hijo de Don Carlos de Sigiienza maestro
que fue del Serenisimo principe don Baltazar Carlos y de D“ Dionisia Suarez
de Figueroa y Gongora libro este libro y los que se la siguen del fuego en
que perecieron los archivos de esta ciudad la noche del 8 de junio de 1692
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lineage which had distinguished itself in the defense of Spain as

far back as the days of Isabel, the Catholic Queen
;
many of his

ancestors had received royal recognition of their services in the

form of titles and other distinctions.

By his poetry, which will be discussed later, the Mexican

humanist may be described as a spiritual, though less admirable,

descendant of that conspicious figure in the Golden Age of

Spain’s literature, Don Luis de Gongora y Argote.^® The latter

gave an impetus (if he did not actually initiate it) to that vogue

of obscure and precieuse poetry best exemplified, perhaps, in

his ‘‘Soledades. ” This style of composition, carried to extremes

by enthusiastic though less talented imitators, gave rise to the

term ‘^gongorism” with an unflattering connotation. Don Carlos,

it might be added, besides being a spiritual heir of the great

Gongora was, in fact, a blood relative—a nephew.

en qiie por falta de bastimento se amotino la plebe j quemo el Palacio Eeal

y Casas de Cabildo—Don Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora.’ ” This was pre-

sumably written by Sigiienza himself who had saved the books and kept
them in his possession (see post chap. 7). From the above evidence it

would appear that Don Carlos was born on August 14 and baptized on
August 20, 1645.

7 Francisco Perez Salazar, Obras de Carlos de Siguenza y Gongora, con
una biografia, p. xi.

8 In a letter written December 25, 1689, by the father of Sigiienza and
addressed to Charles II in which he solicits aid from his sovereign, it is

stated: “
• . • y allarme con mas de sesenta anos de hedad nueve hijos y

diez y seys nietos. ... ” Dorothy Schons, “Dos Documentos ineditos

relativos a Sigiienza,” Bevista Mexicana de estudios Mstoricos, I, No. 6.

9 Sigiienza to Conde de Moctezuma, May 9, 1699. This document was
used as the basis of the article of Alfredo Chavero, ‘ ‘ Sigiienza y Congora, ’ ’

Anales del Museo Nacional, III (1882-1886), 258-271.

10 See Miguel Artigas, Don Luis de Gongora, Biografia y Estudio Critico.

A briefer account may be found in Hurtado y Palencia, Ristoria de In

literatura espanola, 574-582, or any standard history of Spanish literature.

11 Francisco de Florencia, La Estrella del Norte, 214, states: “Del Don
Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora anda impreso este milagro en octavos heroi-

cos animados de aquel espiritu Poetico, que con el sobre nombre heredo de
el Mayor Poeta de Espana, Don Luis de Gongora, su Tio. ’ ’ Don Carlos
does not state this himself in any of his writings examined but in his
‘ ‘ Teatro de Virtudes Politicas, ’

’ in Documentos para la historia de Mexico,
ser. 3, I, 28, he writes: “

. . . Ya lo advirtio el hijo primogenito de Apolo

y pariente mio, Don Luis de Gongora, .... ”
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Not only did he have family connections with prominent

figures in Spain but also with others who played important

parts in extending Spanish control in the New World particularly

on the northern frontier of New Spain
;
he, himself, was to have

a share in this work through his association with the exploration

and occupation of Pensacola Bay. Captain-General Don Domingo

Jironza Petris de Cruzate y Gongora, appointed governor of

New Mexico in 1682^^ and conspicuous in the reconquest of that

province, was his uncle. Captain Juan Mateo Mange, who left

Spain in 1692 to join Cruzate and who later became the faithful

Achates of Father Kino in his missionary labors in Sonora and

Alta Pimeria, was a cousin with a flair for writing.

The father of Don Carlos was a man of unusual attainments.

As a very young man he had been ‘
‘ the first one to put the pen in

the hand of the Most Serene Prince of the Spains, Don Baltasar

Carlos de Austria (1629-1646),”^^ the son of Philip IV. Born

in Madrid about 1622,^® he had probably hoped, after serving as

an instructor in the royal household, to better his fortune in the

New World. He appears to have embarked for New Spain as a

12 See K. E. Twltehell, Spanish Archives of New Mexico, I, 2. In Vol. II,

page 82, the official communication of Oharles II appointing Cruzate as

governor of New Mexico is translated into English.

13 Letter to the Admiral, MS. 6.

14 Mange wrote in 1720 an account of his acthdties on the northern
frontier entitled “Luz de Tierra Yncognita, ’’ which exists in manuscript.
In this he states: “En 18 de julio de 1692 en la flota del Cargo del Genl
Conde de San remin me embarque en el Puerto de Cadiz Pa estas Yndias
Occidentales de la Nueva espana en busca del Gen. D. Domingo Jironza
Petriz de Cruzat mi tio a qen la Magd del Eey N. S. Carlos Segdo despacho
del dho Puerto a 10 de abril de 1680 por Visior de los Presidios de las Yslas
de Varlovento en la nao Sn Joseph j 50 soldados p su custodia. Since
both Miange and Don Carlos claim Cruzate as an uncle it is probable that
they were cousins. There was also a Don Gervasio Cruzat y Gongora who
held office as governor of New Mexico in 1731. (See Twitchell, op. cit., I,

19.) Possibly this is a relative of Sigiienza. Por Mangels association with
Father Kino see H. H. Bancroft, North Mexican States and Texas, I, 256;
H. E. Bolton, Kinoes Historical Memoir of Pimeria Alta, passim.

15 Schons, op. cit. (Letter of father of Sigiienza to Charles II.) See
also Rivera, op. cit., 246.

16 Schons, op. cit., fn. 6. Perez Salazar, op. cit., p. x., indicates that his
parents were Cristobal de Sigiienza and Dona Petronila Benito.
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member of the retinue of the Viceroy, Diego Lopez Pacheco,

Diique de Escalona. Beginning about 1644 he served his king

and successive viceroys for some fifty years in the Secretaria de

Gobiernod^ There is evidence that he also employed his talents

in the service of one of the religious orders and was very

successful in reducing their accounts to an efficient systemd®

This dexterity in the handling of figures he passed on to his son.

Charles II issued a cedula in 1674 ordering the new Viceroy,

the Duque de Veraguas and a descendant of Columbus, to ap-

point the elder Sigiienza to some more important office in His

Majesty’s service. Unfortunately, the Duque died and his suc-

cessors did not act upon the king ’s suggestion. The ex-tutor of

the Prince Baltasar remained in ignorance of this evidence of

his sovereign’s favor until five years later. In the meantime his

growing family put a heavy tax upon his slender salary and in

17 The letter of the father of Sigiienza to Charles II (Schons, op cit.) is

dated December 25, 1689. In this he states that he has served “a V. Magd
quarenta j cinco anos continues por official segundo en la secretaria de
Gfovierno .... ’’ Miss Schons appends a footnote to this statement, “En
la epoca de esta peticion ya fue secretario mas antiguo de Grobernacion y
Guerra.” I find the attestation of some documents as late as June, 1693,
signed by a Carlos de Sigiienza “oficial segundo de la Secretaria de la

Govern°"y Guerra,” presumably the father of the Creole scholar. Perez
Salazar, op. cit., p. Ixxiv, states that Sigiienza ’s father died in 1696 at the

age of seventy-four.

18 Copia de la solicitud de Dn Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora. existente

en el Archive del Colegio de la Paz antiguamente San Ignacio llamado
vulgarmente Las Viscainas.

‘
‘ D. Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora Presbitero dice que a su noticia a

llegado que por muerte del Br. D. Ignacio de Chavarria Presbitero a vacado
una capellania de que es Patron Vssa y atento a que el Contador Dn Carlos

de Sigiienza su Pe sirvio mucho tiempo a esta muy illustre Archicofradia en
el exercicio de Contador reduciendo la de la dificultad grande con que antes

se tomaban sus quentas a la facilidad mucha con que oy se ajustan a asi

mismo a que el suplicante come es Publico y notorio no tiene ni en pro-

piedad ni en interin Capellania alguna.

A Vssa Pide y suplica sea servido de darle el interin de dicha Capella-

nia en que le hara gran bien y limosna.

Sn Carlos de sigiienza y Gongora, Rubrica. ’ ’

This was sent to me by E'rancisco F. del Castillo on December 20, 1927,

with the statement: “Esta inedita toda de puno y letra del ilustre Dn
Carlos, solo que no tiene fecha ni dice de que Capellania se trata aunque me
figuro que se refiere a la del Amor de Dios. ’ ’
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1689 he humbly besought the assistance of his monarch. This

petition was granted/® but probably did not result in material

aid to the veteran accountant.

Of Sigiienza’s mother little is known. Her name was Doha

Dionisia Suarez de Figueroa y Gongora/® and most authorities

agree that she was a Creole.”^ It was through her that Don

Carlos obtained the right to add the proud surname Gongora to

his ‘"apellido.”

’ From internal evidence in the writings of Sigiienza it is

possible to make a probable identification of four of his brothers

and sisters. The family seems to have been especially devoted to

the service of the Church for, besides Don Carlos himself, who

remained a secular priest, a sister. Mother Lutgarda de Jesus,

was a nun in the Convent of Jesus Maria in Mexico City,““ and

a brother, Joseph de Sigiienza, was a friar in the Mercedarian

Order. Another brother Francisco de Sigiienza was conspicuous

in assisting the vicero}^ after the corn riot in 1692 a Diego de

19 Schons, 02?. cit., fn. 9.

20 See Sigiienza, Parayso Occidental, 36.

21 Perez Salazar, op. cit., p. x, states that in the will of Sigiienza ’s

mother, dated February 16, 1682, she declared that she was a native of

Seville.

22 Sigiienza, Parayso Occidental, loc cit.

23 In the Triumpho Partlienico of Sigiienza, published in 1683, we learn

that a Mercedarian friar, Joseph de Sigiienza, won a prize for a Sapphic
poem in Latin in a poetical contest. The couplets of presentation by Don
Carlos de Sigiienza indicate a possible relationship. They read as follows:

Buena llevas la mochila
Hermano, pues te festeja

Esta Justa con bandeja
Que yo te saque de pila

La pileta es exquisita,

Ser mas la vandeja fragua:
Pero todo aquesto es agua
Por essa de Dios bendita.

—Triumpho Partlienico, 80.

Jose Mariano Beristain y Souza, Bihlioteca Hispano-Americana Septen-
trional, III, 148, indicates that a friar, Joseph de Sigiienza, of the military
Order of Our Lady of Mercy, published a work entitled: ‘‘Versos saficos-

Adonios en elogio de la Concepcion Inmaculada. de Maria. Imp. en Mexico,
1683. 4.’’

24 Letter to the Admiral, MS. 73, 76.
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Sigiienza y Figueroa received a prize for a sonnet in a poetical

contest. The surname Figueroa and the jocose epigram-^ of

Don Carlos who conferred the laurels upon the winner indicate a

fraternal relationship.^®

In the absence of available data it is logical to assume that

the early education of Don Carlos was in the hands of his father

who, as a former instructor of a prince of the royal family, was

eminently qualified. No doubt, it was this early training in

mathematics which later enabled him to forge ahead. In 1660,

this youth was received as a novitiate into the Jesuit Order.

One writer intimates, with a certain asperity, that because of

his precociousness Don Carlos was ^‘seduced” by the Jesuits

“who were always in pursuit of every youth that betrayed

talent in order to monopolize him for their own advantage and

lead him toward ends v/hich they planned for themselves.”^"

Whether true or not, Sigiienza took his first vows (votos simples)

at the Colegio de Tepotzotlan on August 15, 1662, when he was

only seventeen years of age.^®

Of his life in the Jesuit “colegio” we know little except

that he made a profound study of the humanities, excelling in

25

Tu Soneto a qiie no igualo

Otro, por estar tan bueno
Salio del Catorceno
No ha estado, Hermano, muy malo.

Sobre premiado y muy hueco
Cada eco suyo por solo

Puede del sagrado Apolo
Ser su Ootburno, y su Eco.

—Triumpho Parthenico, 76.

26 Perez Salazar, op. cit., pp. xxxix-xl, states that in the will of the

mother of Don Carlos she declared that the following were her children and
heirs: Doha Ines (the mother of Sigiienza’s nephew, Don Gabriel Lopez de

Sigiienza), Don Carlos, Doha Juana, unmarried and thirty years old (in

1682), Doha Francisca, wife of Don Diego Antonio de Unsueta, Mother
Maria Lugarda [sir.], the nun, Don Diego, married to Doha Maria de la

Peha, Father Fray Jose, Mercedarian and poet, Don Francisco, a bachelor

then but later married to Doha Teresa Eosales, and, finally, Don Ignacio
Felipe de Sigiienza, seventeen years old.

27 Eduardo Euiz, “D. Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora’’ in Homhres Ilus-

tres Mexicanos (edited by Eduardo L. Gallo), II, 341-352.

28 Beristain y Souza, op. cit., Ill, 143.
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philosophy, literature, and sacred theology.^® This training'

during the formative years of his life was of immense influence

on his later career and habit of thought. Though he broke

away from the Order he never failed to display a deep and

sincere devotion to the teachings of the Church and a reverence

for theological doctrine, from which his later contact with secular

philosophers such as Descartes did not shake him. In a singular

fashion he maintained a balance between these seemingly antag-

onistic modes of thought
;
neither one appeared to interfere with

his thinking in the other. A strain of mysticism, which is

occasionally noticeable in his writings, made itself manifest, we

are told, during his student days at Tepotzotlan where he

heard “mysterious voices.

Our next definite fact is the severing of the young scholar’s

connection with the Jesuit Order—a subject over which earlier

authorities pass lightly and about which later commentators

have spilled considerable ink. One writer adduces from a docu-

ment in his possession that Siglienza was expelled from the

Company in Puebla on August 3, 1667, although he admits

that no reason for expulsion is given as was usually the case.^^

Another scouts this theory.^- But the question of the voluntary

or involuntary nature of Sigiienza’s departure from the Order is

still an open one and it is likely that the real explanation will

reflect no discredit upon the great scholar. Possibly Cavo^^ is

right when he states that Don Carlos withdrew from the Com-

pany in compliance with the wishes of his father. Whatever

the solution is, we find the simple announcement in Roble’s

Diary: “August 9, 1667 (Tuesday), after seven o’clock in the

29 Egiiiara j Egiiren, op. cit., 470.

30 Eafael Heliodoro Valle, EZ Convento de Tepotzotlan, 49, quoting from
Manuel Toussaint, Paseos Coloniales.

31 Ramirez, op. cit., 541.

32 Mariano Ctievas, Historia de la Iglesia en Mexico, I, 277, fn. 6.

33 Andres Cavo, Los Tres Siglos de Mexico, II, 93.
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evening, Don Carlos de Sigiienza departed from the Jesuit

Order having been in it seven and a half years.
’

The following five years of his life are obscure. He did not

become immediately a chaplain in the Hospital del Amor de

Dios as has been claimed it is more probable that he continued

his studies in the Royal University. We are told that about this

time he studied Canonical Law there with enthusiasm ^^and to

these acquisitions of his mind he added the cultivation of history,

particularly the early history of the Indian tribes and became

exceptionally proficient in the native languages.
’

His official career may be said to have begun when he was

twenty-seven years of age. On March 14, 1672, Don Luis

Becerra Tanco, a good friend of Sigiienza,^" gained the Chair of

Mathematics in the Royal University without opposition becom-

ing, thereby, a proprietary professor in that institution.®® He
was not destined, however, to enjoy this honor long for within a

few months he died, leaving the Chair vacant once again.

Although Don Carlos had not taken part in the competition for

the professorship earlier in the year, he now decided to do so.

On July 5, 1672, he was formally admitted to candidacy and

found himself in competition with two other applicants, Juan de

Saucedo and Jose Salmeron de Castro. The latter was of the

opinion that he was the only legitimate competitor and cited a

clause in the constitution of the University that aspirants for

34 Antonio de Eobles, ‘‘Diario de Siicesos Notables,’’ in Documentos
para la Jiistoria de Mejico, ser. 1, II, 44.

Ramirez, op. cit., 541, indicates that this mention of Sigiienza in the

Diary is proof that already he was a noted person for, at so young an age,

it was unusual to attract this attention. While this is possibly true it is not

necessarily so. Even at this time Antonio de Robles may have been an inti-

mate friend of Don Carlos. The latter appointed him as one of the executors

of his will. See Robles, op. cit., Ill, 263.

35 Ruiz, op. cit., 344.

36 Eguiara y Eguren, op. cit., 470.

37 Sigiienza, Piedad Heroica de D. Fernando Cortes, chap. 10, par. 112.

38 Vicente de P. Andrade, Ensayo Bihliogrdfico del Siglo XVII, 446,

quoted from Plaza, Cronica de la Universidad, Lib. V, Cap. XVI.
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such distinctions should be possessed of one of the various

degrees of that institution. Since neither of his opponents could

boast of having the right to any of these titles as yet he felt

that the position was rightfully his. Don Carlos was not

impressed by this contention, however, and argued that such a

rule was not applicable to the Chair of Astrology and Mathe-

matics for in that department there could be no '

' bachilleres

graduados. Moreover, he reminded his superiors somewhat

tartly, knowledge of the subject was of more vital importance

than degrees. His opponents had taken hardly any courses in

either astrology or mathematics, while he himself, had studied

them ex-profeso.

.... and was expert in them as is recognized and is well known throughout

all this Eealm because of his having made two almanacs, one of the pre-

ceding year (1671), and one for the present year (1672), which are printed

and were approved by Father Julio de San Miguel of the Company of

Jesus and by the Tribunal of the Holy Office of the Inquisition of this

New Spain.40

His arguments proved convincing and he was duly assigned

his theme to develop in the competition. This he won by a wide

margin on July 20, 1672, receiving “74 votes and 60 in excess.”

He was given possession of the “Chair of Astrology and Mathe-

matics” on the same day; the customary placard {el victor)

announcing the winner of the competition was posted on July

25 ."^

The Royal University of Mexico was a flourishing institution

during the seventeenth century particularly after the reforms

brought about by the famous Visitador-General and Viceroy of

39 Quoted in Perez Salazar, op. cit., p. xxvi.

40 Quoted in ibid., p. xxvii.

41 Eobles, op. cit., II, 126. For light on the methods of choosing pro-
fessors by competition see H. I. Priestley, “The Old University of Mexico,’^
University of California Chronicle, XXI, No.- 4; Victor Andres Belaunde,
Lecture IV—“The Spanish American Universities,” The Bice Institute
Pamphlet, X, No. 4; for customs attending the granting of the doctoral
degrees see brief chapter in Manuel Eomero de Terreros and S. L. Millard
Eosenberg, Mexico Virreinal, 48-52.
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New Spain, Juan de Palafox y Mendoza. It had twenty-three

chairs including two of the Mexican and Otomi langnages.^^

Those who had held the '^catedra” that Don Carlos was to have

for over twenty years had been men of especial distinction. Nota-

ble among these predecessors was Don Diego Rodriguez, Pro-

fessor of Mathematics from 1637 to 1668, who had written a

number of treatises on Logarithms, Speculative Geometry,

Algebra, and other mathematical sciences. But Don Carlos

himself was to outshine those who had preceded him and spread

the fame of the Universit}^ of Mexico to far-off Europe

—

though the latter continued to be indifferent to the intellectual

centers that it had founded in the Western Hemisphere.

During the years following his admission to the Faculty of

the University his reputation grew rapidly and brought him

distinctions and invitations to other courts as we have seen.^^

But his personal fortune did not increase in proportion. Among
the parallels which may be drawn between the universities of

this period and those of today is that of the inadequate compensa-

42 See Priestley, op. cit., 12.

43 Augustin de Vetancurt, Teatro Mexicano (published in 1698), ^‘Tra-
tado de la Ciudad,^’ p. 32, states: “ Tiene veinte y tres Cathedras: Prima
y Visperas de Teologia, Sagrada Escriptura, Prima y Visperas de Canones,
Prima y Visperas de Leyes, Decreto, Clementinas, Instituta, Prima y Vispe-
ras de Medicina, Methodo, Anatomia y Cirujia, Prima y Visperas de Philo-

sophia, Astrologia, Ehetorica, dos de lengua Mexicana y Otomi, Cathedra
de Santo Thomas que lee Eeligioso de N. P. P. S. Domingo

: y otra del

Doctor subtil Escoto que lee Eeligioso de N. P. S. Francisco : la de grama-
tica que se suspendio por hallarse mas utilidad que se aprendiesse en la

Compania de Jesus en el colegio Maximo de S. Pedro y S. Pablo.”

44 Beristain y Souza, op. cit., Ill, 55. Sigiienza mentions him with high
praise in his Libra Astronomica, 177.

45 The ”Diario curioso de Mexico de Juan A. Eivera, ” in Bocumentos
para la Historia de Mexico, ser. 1, VII, 6, has the following entry under
date of August 25, 1676: “Le dio apoplegia a Don Carlos de Sigiienza y
Gongora por la que lo sacramentaron y olearon. ’ ’ It does not seem likely

that this can refer to the Mjexican scholar who was then only thirty-one

years of age. It may, possibly, refer to his father. If so, he did not die, for

we know that he was living twenty years later (1696) (Perez Salazar, op.

cit., p. x). The “Diario Curioso” of Eivera is rendered very unreliable by
the intrusions of the editor, Carlos de Bustamente, into the text. (This
“Diario” is not indicated on the card of the Library of Congress.)
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tion assigned to the teaching staff*. The annual stipend of Don

Carlos was insufficient, in the absence of ample private means,

to maintain himself properly and enable him to carry on the

collection of historical material. It is therefore likely that he

soon began casting about for means of augmenting his income.

Since he had received priestly orders and felt a natural inclina-

tion toward the spiritual as well as the intellectual guidance of

his fellowmen—one can scarcely doubt the sincerity of his

desire to be of service to mankind—he sought a possible opening

in some institution as a chaplain. An application, in the hand-

writing of Siguenza, for an unnamed chaplaincy vacated through

the death of Friar D. Ignacio de Chavarria, is extant.^® Whether

he was successful or not in this effort does not appear. In 1682,

however, he became a chaplain in the Hospital del Amor de

Dios which remained his home for the rest of his life.^‘

The history of this institution, one of the oldest in the capital,

went back to the days of the Conquest. A cedula of the Emperor

Charles V, dated November 29, 1540, accepted and acknowledged

the Hospital del Amor de Dios as under royal patronage.'^® This,

in itself, would indicate that it had already been in existence

some time. Prior to its establishment a similar charitable insti-

tution had come into being through the generosity and piety of

Cortes, and was functioning under the name of the Hospital de

la Inmaculada Concepcion de Nuestra Sehora. Later the Hos-

pital del Amor de Dios was organized to care for those afflicted

with buboes and venereal diseases which the other house of

mercy declined to accept.

46 See ante, fn. 18.

47 Don Gabriel Lopez de Sigiienza, the nephew of the scholar, states in

the prefatory letter in the Flaneta Oriental that Don Carlos had been a
chaplain of the Hospital del Amor de Dios eighteen years. As this letter

(hereinafter referred to as “Letter of Gabriel Lopez de Sigiienza”) was
written the year of Siguenza ’s death (1700), it would indicate 1682 as the
year which Don Carlos was appointed.

48 Sigiienza, Piedad Heroica de D. Fernando de Cortes, chap. 2, par. 10.
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In his Heroic Piety of Fernando Cortes, Don Carlos gives ns

some details of interest concerning the personnel of the Hospital

de la Inmaculada Concepcion de Nnestra Sehora. As the same

conditions doubtless applied, in large measure, to the institution

of which he was a chaplain, we may obtain some idea of his

position and the remuneration which he received by quoting his

own words

:

These [the chaplains] are three in number and the first of them enjoys

a salary of four hundred pesos every year
;
the second, two hundred

;
and

the third, one hundred; and all three, as well as the sexton (to whom
eighty pesos is given), have very comfortable lodgings in handsome rooms

within the hospital; to the foregoing is added fees for burials, masses

and ceremonies in the church associated with their office and state. To the

steward (administrador de la economia) and the housekeeper (domestico de

puertas adentro) three hundred and forty pesos are given; to the physician,

two hundred pesos; to the surgeon, seventy pesos; to the barber, forty

pesos; and to the nurse, one hundred and twenty-three pesos outside of the

lodgings which all five have in the hospital; the apothecary goes by the

job at present (which doesn’t seem advisable to me) for five hundred pesos;

the accountant, three hundred pesos
;
the lawyer, one hundred

;
the scrivener,

as much; and fifty for an attorney (procurador) for whatever lawsuits turn

up. These salaries total three thousand, one hundred, and three pesos in

silver pieces of eight each single year.^a

To this new office Don Carlos applied himself with character-

istic diligence and through his influence the income of the Hos-

pital del Amor de Dios was increased from three hundred and

nine to four hundred and fifty-six pesos.®® He introduced certain

economies designed to release money from other expenditures for

the benefit of the patients. He forbade a Mass which was sung

on Mondays and for which the indigent inmates had been

compelled to contribute a small sum; the souls in Purgatory

were just, Don Carlos believed, and did not seek their own good

at the expense of needy sufferers. He dropped from the calen-

dar the holy day which had been set aside to honor St. Francis

49 Sigiienza, Piedad Heroica de D. Fernando de Cortes, chap. 5, par. 41.

50 Probably the monthly income. The facts contained in this paragraph

are derived from the Letter of Gabriel Lopez de Sigiienza.
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Xavier because those who came into the hospital were obliged to

show that they had ten reales to contribute for this celebration.

If they were unable to do this they were not accepted as patients.

These sensible reforms are an eloquent testimony to the practi-

cal and enlightened form of Christianity which Don Carlos

professed.

In the course of time Sigiienza became head chaplain
;
his

income from this office, together with that of his professorship,

assured him of a comfortable living though it did not permit

him sufficient means to carry on the collection of Indian antiqui-

ties as he would have desired. His duties, presumably, were

neither numerous nor onerous, so that he was able, in this partial

seclusion, to devote a considerable amount of time to writing

and study. To a few of his earlier and lighter works we may

now turn our attention.



CHAPTER II

EARLIER AND LIGHTER WRITINGS

Don Carlos had too deep-rooted a fondness for writing to

permit his various duties, even if they had been more burden-

some, to interfere with this favorite pastime. Prom his student

days in Tepotzotlan until the end of his life he was steadily

engaged in some form of composition. Even the knowledge that

most of his writings would probably never appear in the more

permanent printed form did not daunt him though it was ever a

source of profound regret to him. This devotion to his pen or,

rather, his quill, and his undeniable talent, soon won him recogni-

tion and he was called upon to record various public events of

importance. One of these, which he was delegated to write even

before he became a chaplain in the Hospital del Amor de Dios,

was an account of the founding and erection of the church of the

Virgin of Guadalupe in the city of Queretaro. This was printed

in 1680 under the title of the Glories of Queretaro}

It is a sad fact and not, perhaps, a flattering commentary on

his times, that the works of Siguenza of greatest value, at least to

the general historian, were in most cases never published. Aside

from his Astronomical Libra, to be discussed later, scarcely any

of his works of genuine erudition came out in book form. He was

1 Glorias de Queretaro en la Nueva Congregacioii Eclesiastica de Maria
Santissima de Guadalupe, con que se ilustra: j en el sumptuoso templo, que
dedico a su obsequio I) Juan Cavallero, j Ocio Presbytero, Comissario de
Corte del Tribunal del Santo Oficio de la Inquisicion. Escrirelas D. Carlos

de Siguenza, y Gongora, Natural de Mexico, C'atliedratico proprietario de
Mathematicas en la Eeal Universidad de esta Corte. En Mexico

:
por la

viuda de Bernardo Calderon : IXIDCLXXX. This was rewritten under the

same title by Br. D. Joseph Maria Zelaa e Hidalgo and printed in Mexico
City, 1803.
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so unfortunate as to live in a time and environment when chiefly

those writings which glorified the Church and its servants were

thought worthy of the press. The rigorous censorship imposed

hy the Inquisition too often precluded the publication of works

of a more secular nature. This, in itself, might not have been

so serious an obstacle to Sigiienza, who later became a “correc-

tor” of the Holy Office. Hut the excessive cost of paper and

printing rendered it impossible for this famous scholar to

publish the results of his own studies. Most of his books that

have come down to us were written in compliance with the

re(piest of some individual or organization willing and able to

j)ay for them. And this was the case with the diaries of

(^K ere taro.

It is not to be deduced from these reflections, however, that

the {)ublished works of Sigiienza ai’e \’alueless. ()n the contrary,

they are frecpiently veritable mines of miscellaneous information.

Though his themes are primarily of an ecclesiastical nature

(with the exce[)tion of the Asfrotwmical Libra, of course) his

mind was too richly stored jind his powers of observation too

keenly developed for more or le.ss extraneous facts of interest to

be excluded. This is especially true of the Glories of ljueretaro.

His comj)rehensive knowledge of the history of New Spain and

its peoples and his delight in detailed descriptions appear con-

stantly in this comparatively short work of eighty pages which

will be bi'iefly summarized.

The desire for a suitable structure in Quendaro in which to

do honor to the Virgin of Guadalupe was one of long standing.

When a small amount of money had been raised for this purpose

the cornerstone was laid on dune 1, 1675. The faith—and

possibly the ambition—of certain of the local ecclesiastics im-

pelled them to take an optimistic view of the likelihood of

completing it. And so, with appro{)riate ceremonies, the begin-

ning was made. Don Carlos composed the inscrit)tion in Latin

which, in the manner of the ancients, was engraved ui)on a
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bronze plate. This was placed, together with gold and silver

medals and coins, in a leaden casket and imbedded in the founda-

tion stone ‘‘to be transmitted to posterity as a pleasing symbol

of the piety of the builders.”^ The confidence of the founders

proved not to be misplaced and five years later the completed

structure was dedicated. The bulk of the book is taken up with

a description of this event.

The opening chapter is devoted to some interesting facts of

the pre-Cortesian history of Queretaro; Don Carlos dilates at

length upon the richness of the natural resources and the beauti-

ful surroundings of this favored city. He is unable to resist the

opportunity, from time to time, to correct, parenthetically, the

statements of earlier historians such as Herrera.^ The singular

means by which the devotion of the Virgin of Guadalupe was

introduced into this region are recounted. A royal cedula^ from

the Queen Regent, Dona Mariana of Austria, in 1672, and the

generosity of a certain Juan Caballero y Ocio, had brought into

existence the church which was being consecrated. The installa-

tion of the Holy Sacrament, attended with all the pomp and

dignity of so grave an event, took place. This affords Don

Carlos an occasion for a tedious, though remarkably detailed,

description of the church and its furnishings.

Emerging from this cloud of minutiae we are reminded of the

more mundane features of the program of dedication. One

more than half suspects that the Mexican humanist takes sly

delight in the description of such events as a “mascara” of the

Indians, the bullfights, and other forms of entertainment so dear

to the Spanish and Indian heart alike.

In the course of these days [he writes], other special diversions were

not lacking to amuse the mind for on Monday, having erected a spacious

platform in front of the main door of the church which was adorned with

2 Sigiienza, Glorias de Queretaro, 23. The Latin text of the inscription

is given on p. 24.

3 Sigiienza, Glorias de Queretaro, 51.

4 Ihid., 18, 19. The text of this cedula is given.
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showy canopies and hangings, the “Comedy of the Prince of Fez” was

performed upon it to a large number of people ... .5

Tlie costumes and stage settings, we are told, were elaborate and

“nothing of all the things which are respectable in the comic

style were lacking!”^ On the following Saturday there was the

performance of an “auto sacramental” in the interior of the

church to a more “i)olished audience.”

Of course the ceremonies of dedication were featured by

daily masses and sermons given by prominent ecclesiastical

dignitaries of the caj)ital and elsevvdiere. After extolling the

virtues and talents of those who preceded, Don Carlos states:

All this grandeur was proba]>ly spoiled on Sunday, .since I was the one

who sang the mass, the Venerable Congregation having honored me with

the Altar; but what was lost through my insignificance was compensated for

by the Peverend Father Juan de Robles, Prefect of the Congregation of

San Salvador of the Company of Jesus of Mexico City, who sang like a
‘

‘ swan ”... .7

One of the inevitable features of such a program was the

“certamen” or poetical joust; no i)ublic celebration was com-

plete unless it was crowned by a contest of the muse.s. The

ceremony of awarding the prizes was usually the piece de

reaisiance of such a bainpiet of entertainments. Those with any

claims to intellectual prominence—and many without any—
made special efforts to shed the luster of their i)ersons on this

occasion. The secretary, or ma.ster of ceremonies, of the certa-

men at the dedication of the church in Queretaro was one “of

whose (pialities I would duly say a great deal,” writes Don

Carlos,® “if the pride which 1 might take in having been his

teacher did not prevent me from doing so.” This former student

was Pedro Segundo de Luna, “who, although ‘second’ (Segundo)

by name was ver^^ much of ‘fir.st’ in performing the duties which

5 Sigiienza, Glorias de Queretaro, 56.

olhid., 57.

7 Ihid., 56.

8 Sigiienza, Glorias de Queretaro, 36.
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his reputation (credito) imposes upon him/’® adds the genial

scholar with a special weakness for punning. Through the

efficient management of Pedro Segundo, the program passed otf

very successfully, suitably varied by bits of satirical verse. The

latter, we are assured, never descended to the commonplace.

Don Carlos’ satisfaction was increased no doubt by the fact

that a ‘‘cancion” which he entered in the poetical competition

received a prize. With exaggerated modesty he attributes this

success not to the music of his metrical composition but to the

theme of which it treated. It was, in reality, a panegyric of the

Viceroy, Payo de Ribera Enriquez. Notwithstanding this dif-

fidence it is to be noted that the poet considered his brain child

worthy of the perusal of posterity for he reproduces it in its

entirety in the Glories of Qiieretaro}^

It is opportune, at this juncture, to discuss our author as a

writer of verse. With regret it must be confessed that Don

Carlos, who, in many w'ays rose above his environment and was

in advance of his time, succumbed all too completely to the pre-

vailing literary tendencies of his century. We have already

adverted^^ to the impulse which his uncle, Don Luis de Gongora,

had given to a highly artificial style of poetry in the Peninsula.

This fad had swept with devastating force throughout the centers

of culture of the New World. Less gifted individuals than Gon-

gora seized eagerly upon this innovation and, since verse-writing

is a national trait—one might almost say a national vice—of the

Spaniard, his imitators were legion.

Probably the habit was at its worst in New Spain in the time

of Sigiienza for few anthologies of Mexican verse include repre-

sentatives of this period outside of the one great exception, Sor

Juana Ines de la Cruz.^2 Pompous, affected, and heavily freighted

9 Ibid., 61. 10 Sigiienza, Glorias de Queretaro, 62-65. n Ante, 4.

12 See Francisco Pimentel, Historia Critica de la literatura y de las

ciencas en Mexico desde la conquista liasta nuestros dias, 156-207
;
Amado

Nervo, Juana de Ashaje, passim.
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with classical and mythological allusions, strained conceits, and a

distorted syntax, the metrical productions of this era are, in gen-

eral, dithcnt to decipher as to their meaning if, indeed, they

possessed any. As a curious paradox, Mexico’s greatest lyric

poetess lived at this time and produced verse which the historians

of Spanish literature gladly include with that of the motherland.

But Don Carlos cannot be compared in this respect to his

famous contemporary. After reading some of his poems, one

shares the opinion of an eminent critic who states :

‘
‘ He is worth

much less as a poet and he is the most lugubrious and obscure of

the school [of gongoristic poets].

The first metrical composition of Don Carlos, of which we

have any knowledge, is a sacred, historical ])oem of the Virgin

of Guadalupe, that perennial inspirer of verse, much of it poor,

in New Spain. It is entitled “Indian Spring,”’^ It consists of

seventy-nine octavos reales and was written while he was still in.

the Jesuit college, a youth of seventeen or eighteen. His most

ardent biographers are not ecstatic when referring to this work.

Eguiara^^ speaks of it as a “very youthful poem, indeed, as no

one who reads it will deny . . .
.” Menendez y Pelayo, who ha>s

nothing* but praise for the prose works of Sigiienza, tells us,

referring to a book,^'* that “some samples [of the “Indian

13 Marcelino Menendez y Pelavo, Historia de la PoesUi Hispano-Ameri-

(xina, I, 68-69.

14 Primavera Indiana, Poema Sacro-historico, idea de Maria Santissima

de Guadalupe. Copiada de Flores, escrivialo D. Carlos de Sigiienza, y Gon-

gora. A1 Oapitan D. Pedro Velazquez de la Cadena, Rector de la Ilustre

Arclii-Cofradia del Santissimo Sacramento, Secretario de la Gouernacion, y
guerra de Nueua-Espana, y de Camara del Tribunal de quentas de ella.

Con licencia en Mexico. Por la Viuda de Bernardo Calderon, en la calle de

S. Agustin, Ano de 1668. The text of this poem is now available in Fran-

cisco Perez Salazar, Ohras de Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora con una hio-

grafia, 351-377.

15 Bibliotheca Mexicana, 475.

16 D. Fortino Hipolito Vera, Tesoro Guadalupano, noticia de los libros,

documentos, inscripciones, etc., que notan mencionan, o aluden a la apari-

cion y devocion de Nuestra SeTiora de Guadalupe. (Amecameca, 1889).
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Spring”] may be read here which take away any desire to read

the rest.

There is another youthful composition of Don Carlos’ pub-

lished posthumously by his nephew, Don Gabriel Lopez de

Siguenza in 1700. Bearing the title Eastern Evangelical

Planeta,^^ it is a panegyric of the great missionary of the Far

East, St. Francis Xavier. Don Gabriel tells us that his uncle

composed this poem when he was twenty-three years old (there-

fore in 1668) and at that time the necessary licenses for its

publication were given. In view of his incomplete familiarity

with the subject at that time he feared that some of his

astrological terms might not be well turned and so withheld it.

His nephew might well have done the same though we are grate-

ful for his dedicatory letter giving interesting information about

Don Carlos.

Though modern judgments of his poetry may be harsh there

is little doubt that in the eyes of his contemporaries he was

possessed of marked ability. Ample testimony of this admiration

17 Menendez j Pelayo, op. cit., I, 70. There is a difference of opinion

regarding the first date of publication and also later editions of this poem.
Alfredo Chavero, “Siguenza y Gongora, ” Anales del Museo Nacional de

Mexico, III (1885-1886), 258-271, and Jose Mariano Beristain y Souza,

Biblioteca Hispano-Americana Septentrional, III, 145, both mention 1662

as the date of the first edition which was reprinted again in 1668 and 1683.

Eguiara y Eguren, loc. cit., gives 1668 as the first date of publication and
indicates that it was reprinted in 1680. Vicente de P. Andrade, Ensayo
Bibliogrdtico Mexicano del Siglo XVII, 355, mentions the 1668 edition.

Jose Fernando Ramirez, Adiciones y Correcciones, 547, is exceedingly du-

bious about the 1662 edition but states that he has the 1680 edition before

him. This last was attached as an appendix to the Glories of Queretaro

printed the same year.

18 Oriental Planeta Evangelico Epopeya sacro-panegyrica Al Apostol

grande de las Indias S. Francisco Xavier. Escriviola el Dr. D. Cb,rlos de

Sigiienza, y Gongora, C'osmographo del Eey N. Senor, Oathedratico Jubilado

de las sciencias Mathematicas, y contador de esta E-eal Universidad, Exami-
nador general de Artilleros, y Gente de Mar, Capellan proprietario del

Hospital del Amor de Dios, ministro del Tribunal del Santo Officio, y su

Corrector General de libros. Diolo a la estampa D. Gabriel Lopez de

Siguenza, y lo dedica al Senor Ldo. D. Antonio de Aunzibay, y Anaya,
Canonigo de la Santa Iglesia Cathedral de esta Ciudad, Juez Provisor y
Vicario General de este Arzobispado. Con licencia de los Superiores en

Mexico por Dona Maria de Benavides, Ano de 1700.
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is shown in the frequency with which he was drafted for public

ceremonies where literary talents were requisite. Generally

these were the certamenes in which the intelligentsia of the capi-

tal took delight or, at least, pretended to do so. These were the

raison d’etre of another book of Don Carlos entitled the Parthian

Triumph}^

This volume of one hundred and nineteen pages is a compila-

tion of poems awarded prizes in the contests of 1682 and 1683

together with explanatory material setting forth, in some detail,

the motives of the two celebrations.

One of the fundamental doctrines of the theology of this

time was that of the Immaculate Conception of the Virgin Mary.

Every professor of the University was compelled to subscribe to

this article of faith and take an oath to defend its integrity.-®

That was one of the essential missions of this institution of

learning. Relief in this dogma was regarded as so vital to the

well-being and salvation of the people that they were constantly

reminded of it in the sermons, public festivities, processions,

certamenes, comedies, mascaras, etc. The predominating theme

in all of these was keeping inviolate the conception of the sinless-

ness of the Mother of God. Of late, however, there had been

some relaxation in the continuity of these festivities, particularly

the poetical jousts, which the University had been wont to foster.

Consequently, when the youthful Juan de Narvaez had been

appointed rector by setting aside a statute which placed the

minimum age of that official at thirty,-^ one of the first recom-

19 Triumpho Parthenico que en glorias de Maria Santissima inmacula-
damente concebida, eelebro la Pontificia, Imperial, v Kegia Academia
Mexicana en el Biennio, que eomo su Rector la governo el Doctor Don Juan
de Narvaez, Tesorero General de la Santa Cruzada en el Ar^obispado de
Mexico, y al presente Cathedratieo de Prima de Sagrada Escritura. Descri-

belo D. Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora, mexicano, y en ella Cathedratieo
proprietario de Matliematicas. En Mexico; por Juan de Ribera, en el

Empedradillo. IXI DC. LXXX. III.

-0 H. I. Priestley, “The Old University of Mexico,” TJniversity of
California Chronicle, XXI, No. 4.

-1 Triumpho Parthenico, 16.
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mendations of the new executive was the renewal of this custom.

Inasmuch as he expressed a willingness to finance the under-

taking his suggestion was accepted with alacrity.

It is not necessary to dwell upon the preliminaries although

Don Carlos enters upon an account of them replete with details

and suitably garnished with quotations from the poets, not

omitting his own ‘‘Indian Spring. The fourth day of the

annual celebration of the Immaculate Conception, February 1,

1682, was chosen for the giving of the prizes to the successful

contestants. In the presence of the highest dignitaries of the

realm, including the viceroy, the members of the royal audiencia,

and the judges, Don Carlos, in the capacity of secretary, intro-

duced the ceremony with a poem in ballad meter.^® Delos, home

of the Sun, was the leit motif of the harmonies of these Mexican

lyres and more than five hundred were submitted to Sigiienza.

The winning compositions were read amidst the plaudits of

the concourse; the prizes of silver salvers, silver spoons, silver

tobacco boxes, watches, and silk stockings, were awarded, accom-

panied by punning or humorous epigrams of presentation by the

secretar}^ These witty or satirical bits of verse were the spice of

the program and selection of this officer was, no doubt, made

with great care. Sigiienza ’s repeated appearance in this capacity

is, perhaps, proof of his wit and talent.

Serving as chairman, or master of ceremonies, did not neces-

sarily exclude Sigiienza from also entering poems in the contest

and this he invariably did. For a sonnet"^ “the judges honored

22lhid., 4.

23 IJjid., 50. The poem is reproduced on this page.

24 Si celeste, si Candida, si pura
Es etherea azuzena el Sol luciente

Quando indultando a Delos por su oriente

Privilegia de Intacta su hermosura.

Como pudo el borron de sombra impura
Profanar su excepcion? como indecente
Villana espina horrorizar ardiente

La luz nevada, que aun en Delos dura?
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me with first place,
’

’ he reports and the award of a silver salver

and a narrow-mouthed vase {vaso penado) he gracefully accepted

with an apt epigram.

During the following year the “General Lecture Hall of the

Mexican Athens,” which had fallen into a wretched state of

disrepair, had been remodeled and restored by the energy and

private resources of the rector. The faculty of the University

were keenly appreciative of the advantage of having in office a

rector of means. Not only did he contribute to the improvement

of the buildings but he paid their salaries with unaccustomed

punctuality. These circumstances moved them to petition the

viceroy for authority to set aside still another statute, which

prohibited the reelection of a rector. Their request was granted

and Juan de Narvaez was installed once again as the adminis-

trator of the most important institution of learning in North

America.-'" The coincidence of the reelection of a wealthy rector

and a completed public structure could have but one result

—

another certamen.

On Sunday, February 28, 1683, the remodeled lecture hall was

filled with the most influential and intellectual elements of the

society of the capital; the viceroy and the members of the royal

Si en la sombra no ay soinbra
;

si en la idea

La manelia falta: no queriendo el dia

Que menos que de su luz su cuna sea

Como es original? conio podia
Hallarse impuro con la culpa fea
Siendo de luz la sombra de Maria.

—Triumplw Parthenico, 66.

25 Monstruo de desgracias es

Mi soneto en sus arrojos,

Pues heclio con quatro ojos

Nacio con catorse pies.

Por esso, mas que premiado
De la Justa, y su atencion
Salio en aquesta ocasion
Con salva, y vaso penado.

—Triumpho Parthenico, 66.

26 The petition is quoted in Triumpho Parthenico, 84. Narvaez resigned
on July 15, 1683, after his reelection in order to accept the Chair of Sacred
Writings recently vacated (Ibid., 118).
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audiencia again shed the lustre of their presence on this solemn

and dignified occasion. And again Don Carlos officiated, reciting

a poem of his own composition.^^ This time he entered two

products of his muse, one a cancion.^®

In the second composition which was of Sonnets, the judges gave the

first place to the following: (quoted) .29 Although it was then signed by

another name in order that their judgment might be more impartial, I now
recognize it, such as it is, as of my own making.

reports the poet with a certain naivete. It was a flattering

eulogy of the generous rector.
‘

^ If there is anything good about

it, undoubtedly it was due to the heroic and excellent subject

which it treated,” Don Carlos explains, endeavoring to conceal

his pride. He accepted the prize of a silver flask for scented

water with a punning epigram of acknowledgment.®'^

27 Eeproduced Ihid., 93-94.

28 Printed in Triumplio Parthenico, 101-102
;
reprinted in Pimentel, op.

cit., 144—146, This received the first prize, a missal. Don Carlos acknowl-
edged this with the following;

Premio que se da a ministros
^

De Apolo, yo me prometo
que Aunque fuese muy secrete

no le han de faltar registros.

Eecibolo sea tal qual,

y Priiebo el ser desgraciado,

y que en todo estoy salado
Pues au mi premio es mi-sal.

29 Este, que mas que al porfido luciente

Deve su eternidad a la hermosura
Panegyrico siendo a su estructura

Letras, que en el clausula el occidente:

Este docto Athenas, a quien ardiente

De corona le sirve la que apura
Quantas inundaciones de luz pura
Con Iluvias de esplendor causa el Oriente:

Mas que gloria fugaz, delphica pyra
Joven heroyco, a tu esplendor se ofrece

Que avaro das, y prodigo atesoras:

En ella si tu edad con su edad crece

Para lo eterno a que tu nombre aspira

Aguila es poco, Fenix te mejoras.

—Triumplio Parthenico, 116.

30 Si soy Secretario, y tomo
Agua de olor que se usa
Se atravesara mi musa
Con este premio hasta el porno.
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The Parthian Triumph is of more interest as a curious bit of

evidence of the literary habits of the time than as a collection of

poems. A wide variety of verse forms may be observed, including

glosses, sonnets, octaves, quintillas, sextains, the
‘

‘ romance, ’
’ etc.

;

in substance most of them are typical examples of gongorism at

its worst. They descend to mere verbal gymnastics. And so

fanatical was the enthusiasm for the cult of Don Luis de Gon-

gora that it resulted in such a ridiculous tour de force as the

composing of ‘‘centones. ” In the latter, verses or half-lines

were patched together from the works of Gongora, and linked up

so as to form a new poem of the fragments.^^ That the resultant

composite of sentiments lacked any understandable meaning was

not a serious defect, apparently.

So wearisome and artificial do these poems seem that one

wonders if the viceroy, the noble gentlemen of the royal audien-

cia, and other dignitaries that honored these contests with their

presence, did not yawn discreetly at times and permit their

thoughts to wander over more prosaic matters. Perhaps they

even dozed, for the cloying artificiality and the exaggerated

conceits would seem soporific in effect be3^ond even the clever

and witty sallies of the secretaiy to wholh^ relieve. But notwith-

standing these apparent defects the institution of the certamen

betrayed astonishing vitality" during the period under considera-

tion.

There is no mistaking the fact that Don Carlos was proud of

his verse-writing and he seldom lost an occasion to exercise his

muse. It might well be said of him that

:

Si me lo dan con esmero,

y lo espero extraordinario

Por la fe de Secretario
Que el premio del porno es-pero.

—Triumpho Fartlieiiico, 116.

The closing poem of the Oertamen, addressed to the viceroy on page 118,
is probably also by Sigiienza.

31 For examples of this see ibid., 77-79.
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The more the poet shall be questionable,

The more unquestionably comes his book 132

But in a life so singularly free of blemishes of the cruder sort,

we may be tolerant and forgive him for this little defeciillo

which only proves him to be a very human” being. Let us,

then, turn to the consideration of another phase of his character

in which a more admirable trait may be discerned.

Although thoroughly versed in theology Don Carlos did

not content himself by making his Christian faith manifest in

dialectics and disputation; he strove to conduct his own life in

accordance with the dictates of Christian charity and love.

Much of his time, as we shall presently see, was devoted to helping

unfortunates and distributing alms to the poor. In still other

ways he was of service to his fellowmen. He befriended the De

Alva Ixtlilxochitl family, those descendants of the ancient kings

of Texcuco, and helped them to retain their seignorial rights

over the beautiful and fertile valley of Teotihuacan. The

“cacique,” Don Juan de Alva Ixtlilxochitl, had died without

direct succession so that, by inheritance, the control of the region

properly passed to a brother, Don Diego. Serious difficulties

were encountered and Don Carlos took it upon himself, on April

20, 1682, to intecede with the government in behalf of his

Indian friend in order to obtain a confirmation of the latter’s

title.

It is indicative of the strong influence that Sigiienza already

enjoyed with those in authority in Mexico City that in this he

was entirely successful. We learn that on June 30 of that same

year

:

Being on the public square of San Juan Teotihuacan, before the govern-

ment buildings, at about twelve o ’clock, in the presence of a numerous

gathering, Don Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora asked and demanded of the

chief Alcalde, showing him his documents, that he should give him [Don

Diego] possession; upon which the Alcalde turned over to him all of the

32 Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Aurora Leigh, Book V, line 400.
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lands with their springs, rivers, trees, forests, stones, maguey and nopal

plants, and the ruined palaces which belonged to the ancestors of Don
Diego, and all the rest that pertained to him.ss

An even more impressive evidence of the disinterestedness of

Don Carlos is found in the case of an impecunious Porto Rican

adventurer, Alonso Ramirez. The latter had made a journey

around the world through a series of unusual misfortunes and

had, at last, returned to Mexico City. The viceroy, thinking

that Sigiienza might be interested in such a curious tale, sent

the unfortunate man to him. Sigiienza was profoundly moved

by the recital of the misadventures of Ramirez and not only

wrote a long account of them but personally besought the viceroy

to issue a decree to the Inspector of the Ro3"al Treasury, D.

Sebastian de Guzman y Cordoba, a warm friend of Don Carlos,

to assist the worn traveler with mone\b AVith this request the

viceroy complied.

Through this incident we have one of the most readable

products of the facile pen of Don Carlos. The Misfortimes of

Alonso Ramirez, published in 1690, was dedicated ‘Gn the name

of the one who gave me the material to write it” to the Conde de

Galve and was designed to enlist his further aid to Ramirez.

Thus we have a distinctive piece of writing which, as a narrative

of adventure, ma}^ possibly be regarded as the forerunner of the

Mexican novel. Because of the interest of this little volume

which may, conceivably^ be classed with the epics of Cabeza de

Vaca, Serrano, Orellano, and other Spanish adventurers, a brief

summary will be indicated.

33 Manuel Gamio (ed.). La Fohlacidn del Valle de Teotiliuacdn, Tomo I,

Volumen II, 520.

34 Sigiienza y Gongora, ‘
‘ Infortimios de Alonso Ramirez, ’

’ in Coleccidn
de lihros raros y curiosos, XX, 131.

35 Mariano Cuevas, Historia de la Iglesia en Mexico, III, 457, says in
this connection :

‘
‘ Alguno cree ver en este opuscule la novela muy rudimen-

taria. Nosotros en esta y en las demas obritas que acabamos de mencionar
vemos mas bien el primer paso hacia la prensa periodica, y tanto mas cuanto
las relaciones eran mas frecuentes y de lieclio mas cercanos. ’ ’
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Alonso Ramirez was a native of San Juan of Porto Rico,

born of ‘‘poor but honest” parentage. His father was an Andalu-

sian and a carpenter by trade
;
his mother was Ana Ramirez, a

native of San Juan. The father desired to train his son in his

own craft but the youthful Ramirez did not take kindly to it.

His restless spirit induced him, at the age of thirteen, to ship

as a cabin-boy aboard a boat bound for Havana. This was in

1675. From Havana his ship sailed to San Juan Ulna (Vera

Cruz). Here he deserted and betook himself on foot to Puebla

de los Angeles suffering hardships on account of the roughness

of the trail. He endeavored to earn his living at carpentry but,

during the six months there he ‘
‘ experienced greater hunger than

in Porto Rico ” (p. 32) and concluded to go on to the capital about

which he had heard such glowing accounts. Though impressed

with the beauty of Mexico City he did not tarry long. He had

heard that a relative was living in another city and to this place

he directed his steps. To his chagrin, however, the honorable

Regidor D. Luis Ramirez declined to acknowledge the relation-

ship. Having no other recourse he now took service with a

peddler or traveling merchant. This semi-vagrant life led him

to many parts of New Spain, including Chiapa and Guatemala,

bartering and trading with the Indians, and enduring the

hardships of the trails.

At length his fortunes brought him back to Mexico City and

there he married, hoping to settle down. But fate had much

unkindness in store for him. His wife died in childbirth. Once

more he took up his pilgrimage. Again he found himself in

Puebla, serving as a carpenter’s apprentice, but his master

proved to be so miserly that Ramirez could scarcely get a living.

I despaired then of being able to be something and, finding myself

before the tribunal of my own conscience not only accused but convicted of

being useless, I decided to impose upon myself, as a penalty for this crime,

the same sentence which is given to offenders in Mexico City. This is to

send them in exile to the Philippines, (p. 37.)
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And so he boarded the Manila galleon, the Santa Rosa, at

Acapulco for Cavite in 1682.

Upon reaching the Philippines he found plenty, especially in

Manila where the activity of the Chinese merchants {sangleyes)

made food and clothing moderately priced in their market, the

Parian, outside the walls of the city. ‘‘This, and the beauty

and the fortified condition of the city, together with the pleasant-

ness of its rivers and gardens, and all the rest that makes it

famous among the colonies which the Europeans have in the

Orient, enables those who live in it to get along happily.” (pp.

43-44.)

Feeling the lure of the strange ports of the Far East, which

the continuous sea trade passing in and out of Manila bay

brought to the Porto Rican, he applied himself to the sailor’s

craft at Cavite. From there he sailed forth on numerous

voyages to flourishing marts of trade such as Malaca, Batavia,

and Macao, with their varied and exotic life.

It happened that the provisions fell short in the presidio of

Cavite. General Gabriel de Cuzalaegui dispatched Ramirez in

a small frigate to the province of Ilocos to fetch needed supplies.

Their armament consisted only of four pikes and two muskets, in

a sad state of disrepair, together with two handfuls of bullets

and five pounds of powder as ammunition.

The voyage was made and when about to slip into Manila

Bay with a boatload of provisions, two vessels were sighted to

the landward. Two heavily manned pirogues set out from these.

With dismay Ramirez recognized them as English pirates. As

they came well armed he was compelled to surrender with only

a show of resistance, and he and his companions, mostly Malays,

were taken prisoners. The pirate ships, he found, were manned

with crews totaling one hundred and fifty men and had forty-

four pieces of artillery. This capture took place on March

4, 1687.
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It was then the heyday of the pirate. Dutch, French, and

English corsairs roamed the seven seas, preying upon the rich

Spanish trade on both the Atlantic and Pacific, and spreading

terror and destruction particularly on the eastern and western

littoral of the Western Hemisphere. With especial boldness

they infested the Caribbean area, sacking the important sea-

ports. Even Vera Cruz was plundered under the very nose of

the strong fortress of San Juan Ulua in Sigiienza’s lifetime.®®

And out on the broad Pacific buccaneers of all nations harassed

Spain’s profitable trade with the Far East.

Into the hands of two of these pirate crews, one commanded

by a ^Gnaestre Bel” and the other by Captain ‘‘Donkin”

(Thompkins?), Ramirez and his crew of twenty-five had now

fallen. It would require too much space to record in detail the

hardships and cruelties that they endured. If the legend of

Spanish brutality which has come down to us, is true, it is

apparent from this account that the Spaniards did not exercise

a monopoly on human perversity. But for these details one must

read the little book which Don Carlos has written.

From place to place Ramirez and his dwindling crew were

compelled to sail with the English pirates. Across the Indian

Ocean the winds swept them until they came to Madagascar.

Here “maestre Bel” and “Donkins” decided to get rid of them

by leaving them ashore. But at the humble entreaties and plead-

ing of the Porto Rican, who feared the barbarity of the negros

moros of Madagascar, the pirates agreed to a compromise : they

offered to let Ramirez become one of them. To associate with

such heretics on terms of equality was so repugnant to him that

he assumed a cowardly role and begged them to let him serve in

any menial capacity but not to expect him to fight in case of an

encounter. The matter was dropped and the ship set sail toward

Africa and around the Cape of Good Hope with all on board.

36 May, 1683. See Antonio de Robles, “Diario de Sucesos Notables,”
in Documentos para la historia de Mexico, ser. 1, II, 372; also Manuel Ri-

vera, Los gohernantes de Mexico, 255-257.
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With favorable winds they proceeded across the Atlantic until

they sighted the coast of Brazil. Along this they skirted until

they came to the broad mouth of the Amazon.

A council was now held to decide the fate of the captives.

These numbered only seven, Ramirez, Juan de Casas, a native of

Puebla, two Filipinos, two Chinese, a native of Malabar, and a

Negro of Mozambique, Pedro by name, who was a slave of

Ramirez. Of the others, Ramirez explains (p. 77), eight had been

put ashore on a desert island, five had escaped at “Syncapura”

(Singapore), two died from beatings in Madagascar, and three

others met the same fate in different places.

A number of the pirates in the council were in favor of

murdering the captives; others were disposed to pnt them

ashore where they might perish in the wilderness. But the

suggestion of the quartermaster and the master gunner, whose

friendship Ramirez had won, prevailed. This was to give the

captives a tiny frigate which had been captured in Singapore

Strait, equipped with a few supplies and arms. In this small

craft they were set adrift with the threat that if the pirates ever

sighted them again it would mean certain death. This unexpected

mercy filled the little band with rejoicing. ^‘I believe that my
liberty would have been impossible if I had not continually

occupied my mind and fancy with the Most Holy Mary of

Guadalupe in Mexico City for whom, I protest, I shall always

live as her slave because of what I owe her” (p. 77), said the

politic Porto Rican as recorded by Don Carlos.

Without charts and ignorant of the general direction toward

which they were heading, they were compelled to hug the coast of

Brazil. In time they came in sight of Trinidad but were

frightened by the appearance of an English fleet. Crowding on

all sail they turned toward the north and presently came in

sight of Barbados. Ever mindful of the warning of their pirate

masters never to let themselves be seen again, they veered off and

continued their voyage, despite inadequate provisions, when they
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saw some Englishmen. Ignorant of geography^^ the little crew

were always nncertain of their location and unable to tell

whether the islands which they encountered were part of the

American mainland or not. At length their wanderings brought

them to the vicinity of the coast of Yucatan although they were

unaware of this fact. While at anchor a heavy storm arose at

night and broke their cables. Unable to make headway against

the violent seas, they were driven aground. The waves broke

over them with such fury that they feared their tiny vessel

would break at any moment. In despair Ramirez, who was a

good swimmer, seized the end of a small rope and jumped over-

board. He succeeded in reaching shore in safety. Using the

line as a ferry cable, his companions, one by one, followed, until

by mid-afternoon all were safe on the beach.

But if their hardships had been great on sea they were

destined to be no less on land. Fate had brought them to a

bleak and barren strand where not even a single tree broke the

monotony of the landscape or afforded a shelter from the pierc-

ing wind that blew from the sea. Even worse was the fact that

no fresh water could be found in that desolate region. In

desperation, tortured by thirst, Ramirez decided to make a trip

out to their grounded ship. He was fortunate enough to find a

keg of water still intact and this he got ashore by pushing it

before him as he swam. Like Robinson Crusoe, he made numer-

ous trips out to the boat, bringing back supplies, sail-cloth, and

weapons.

The next day they discovered a little palm grove surrounding

a pool of brackish water. Here they built a small shelter and

established themselves in comparative comfort. This alleviation

of their sufferings was of short duration, however, for the water

proved unhealthful and several members of the party became

desperately sick. Ramirez and Juan de Casas set out on various

37 Sigiienza doubtlessly supplied the names of what he thought the

various islands to be.
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short exploring expeditions, hoping to find some inhabitants of

this desert region, but the only signs of life that they encountered

were some wild pigs, which they killed for food.

A sudden shower brought temporary relief, but they soon

found it necessary to search for another source of water supply.

Painful forced marches netted them but a few leagues a day of

distance but no relief. Their anxiety was further increased by

the conviction that they were somewhere on the coast of Florida

whose inhabitants, they had heard, were exceedingly barbarous

and cannibalistic.

At length, after one of their number had died, Ramirez’

'Lnan Friday,” the Mozambique slave, distinguished two figures

far off. They proved to be two naked ambar-hunters from a

near-by pueblo. From them Ramirez learned the joyful news

that they were not on the dreaded shores of Florida but of

Yucatan. His happiness was somewhat diminished by the cool-

ness of the reception accorded him. English and French pirates

were altogether too prevalent for such a bedraggled but armed

party to be received without sus])icion. For this reason the

shipwrecked travelers were detained by the authorities in various

villages, but Ramirez finally reached Merida on December 8,

1689, and in the following April he was again in Mexico City

with his perilous circumnavigation of the globe completed.

This somewhat lugubrious account is enlivened toward the

end by an incident^® reminiscent of the picaresque novels of the

type of the Lazarillo de Tonnes, for which the literature of Spain

is famous and with which Don Carlos was possibly familiar. In

one of the towns of Yucatan an individual, who had been casting

longing eyes at Ramirez’ slave, approached the master and

embraced him most affectionately.

Is it possible, my friend and beloved countryman, that my eyes behold

you! Oh, how many times have I wept in thinking about you! Who

38 Carlos de Sigiienza, ‘ ‘ Infortunios de Alonso Eamirez, ’ ’ in Coleccion

de libros raros y curiosos, XX, 122-124. The version given below is a some-
what free translation.
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would ever have told me that I should see you in such poverty! Embrace me
tightly, dearly beloved, and give thanks to God that I am here!

Kamirez was skeptical at this effusive greeting and asked the

newcomer who he was.

“What’s that!” [he answered me, Eamirez reports] “when in your

early years you had no greater friend! That you may recognize that I still

am what I used to be, I ’ll tell you that there are rumors about that you are

a spy or some pirate and, as the governor of this province has heard of it,

he will have you arrested and, doubtlessly, will put you to torture. Now,
I have a little ‘pull’ with him and he will do anything I ask of him. It

will be a good thing to win his good will by presenting him with that

Negro, and for this purpose it won’t be a bad idea for you to hand him

over to me. ’ ’ And it was suggested that the matter be kept secret.

“I’m not such a fool, ’
’ Eamirez answered him, ‘

‘ that I do not

recognize you to be a big liar and fully able to give lessons to the worst of

pirates. Whoever will give 300 reales in pieces of eight, can have this

slave and good luck to him !

’
’ But the stranger was no longer interested.

This, ill compendium, is the account of the Misfortunes of

Alonso Ramirez. Here we may see Don Carlos at his best as a

prose writer and we may hazard a guess as to how great a writer

he might have been if circumstances had permitted him to write

fiction. The style is simple and unaffected, conspicious for the

lack of ponderous Latin quotations which make so much of his

available work so unpalatable to the modern reader. We see the

human side of the scholar and his ability to appreciate a good

‘‘yarn.” For once he separates himself from the dulness and

heaviness characteristic of the writing of his time and gives us an

interesting little book whose length we can wish were greater.

And, as has already been indicated, the writing of this account

reveals the charity and kindliness of his nature. Not only did he

obtain financial assistance for the hero of the story but he
,

also

induced the viceroy to issue an order to give the Porto Rican a

position in the Royal Fleet on the Gulf. Then he arranged that

Ramirez should go to his new post in company with Juan

Enriquez Barroto, Captain of Artillery of the fleet, and a

former student and intimate friend of Sigiienza.



CHAPTER III

SIGUENZA AND SOME CONTEMPORARIES

Don Carlos had come to occupy a unique position in the

capital of New Spain. His great fund of knowledge on so many

diverse subjects and his readiness to be of service made his

advice eagerly sought by persons from many walks of life.

Representatives of the king, officials of the municipal as well as

the viceregal government, archbishops, and fellow-scholars, both

domestic and foreign, turned to him for counsel and assistance.

It mattered little whether the problem was a technical one of

engineering or mathematics, an intricate question of history or

ethnology, or a puzzling query on such recondite matters as

theology or philosophy—they were all brought to this self-

effacing chaplain and professor. As one commentator puts it,

‘
‘ they all had recourse to him as a center of learning and study.

’

Under these circumstances it is natural that this quiet and

retiring savant should count a considerable number of the

celebrities and prominent figures of his time among his intimate

friends. The reward for his services was, in most cases, precisely

these friendships which he felt privileged to enjoy and with

this compensation he was, in the main, content. But if it was

chiefly his lot to give, he was occasionally distinguished by

especial marks of favor from those who most admired his char-

acter and work. These tokens of respect cannot have failed to

have been gratifying to him.

1 Alfredo Chavero, “Sigiienza y Gongora, ’’ Anales del Museo Nacional,
III, (1882-1886), 258-271.
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Probably the appreciation of his influential friend, the In-

spector of the Royal Funds, Don Sebastian de Guzman y Cor-

dova, was expressed in the form most pleasing to the Mexican

scholar that could have been devised. This sincere admirer of

Don Carlos published the Astronomical Libra, one of the most

impressive of Sigiienza’s books,^ at his own expense. Consider-

ing the chronic inability of Don Carlos to have his works printed,

such a tribute to his scholarship must have been especially

acceptable.

Guzman had received his education in Spain under a famous

mathematician, Don Francisco de Ruesta, and had devoted much

of his spare time to a work dealing with hydrography and navi-

gation.® These interests brought him into an intimate relation

with Don Carlos which was doubtless of mutual advantage, since

the duties attached to his highly responsible office prevented him

from devoting himself whole-heartedly to his scientific studies.

This close association with Siguenza made him familiar with

the numerous projects that this diligent Creole investigator was

working upon, and from him we have a description of a number

of Siguenza ^s important writings. In some cases this is the

only evidence that we have of their existence. Either through

a lack of money or, as Guzman states, through over-modesty, the

usual fate of the professor’s papers was consignment to oblivion

in the drawer of his study table. This extraordinary diffidence

was a mortal sin, Guzman believes and adds,

. . . . not only I but all his [Don Carlos’] friends, who are not few in

number, and among whom are the supreme heads of both realms [Spain and

New Spain] before whose eyes the vapors of envy, which blind others,

never pass, cannot fail to declare that my good friend, Don Carlos de

Siguenza y Gongora .... is guilty of this transgression.^

Guzman was particularly interested in the Astronomical

Libra, which had been written partly at his instigation. He had

2 See post chap. 4.

3 Prologue of Libra Astronomica.

4

Prologue of Libra Astronomica.
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saved it from the scholar’s draAver with the intention of publish-

ing* it and for nearly a decade it remained in his possession. At

length the appearance of a comet, visible in the morning during

the major part of December, 1689, and exercising the usual

disturbing influence upon the superstitions of the populace,

moved him the following year to bring it forth as a book. This

must have been a source of great satisfaction to Don Carlos for

there is considerable evidence that he was exceedingly proud of

this effort. No less gratifying to the professor must have been

the confidence of his friend in the views which Sigiienza set

forth in his book. Guzman declared that he himself Avould

defray the cost of publication of any dissenting opinion and

bluntly advised critics not to resort to the prevalent pusillanimity

of writing anonymous sonnets on the subject.

Of Sigiienza ’s relations with the various viceroys^ there is

little direct evidence available but there can be little doubt that

they were cordial. Regarding the representatives of Ilis Catho-

lic Majesty in New Spain during the closing years of the

seventeenth century, we have many indications that Don Carlos

was very close in their councils. To the Conde de Galve he seems

to have been especially devoted and to have enjoyed the most

intimate association with him. Despite the exaggerated enco-

miums which he frequently heaped upon this viceroy, one feels

that his regard for this prince was none the less sincere. In his

letter to Admiral Fez describing the events of the corn riot of

1692 in Mexico City his admiration for the administration of

this viceroy is patent.

5 The viceroys during the mature life of Sigiienza were: Don Antonio
Sebastian de Toledo, Marques de Mancera (1664-1673); Don Pedro Nuno
Colon de Portugal, Duque de Veraguas (1673); Archbishop Don Payo
Enrique de Rivera (1673-1680)

;
Don Tomas Antonio de la Cerda y

Aragon, Conde de Paredes, Marques de la Laguna (1680-1686); Don Mel-
chor Portocarrero Lasso de la Vega, Conde de Monclova (1686-1688); Don
Caspar de Sandoval, Silva y Mendoza, Conde de Galve (1688-1695); Don
Juan de Ortega y Montanes, Bishop of Michoacan (1695-1696); and Don
Jose Sarmiento y Valladares, Conde de Moctezuma y Tula (1696-1701).
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Without placing the Most Excellent Conde de Galve in comparison with

his predecessors, for I do not wish to begin by running foul of envy and

jealousy, it is a common saying among those who live in New Spain that

the form of his government was an imitation of that which prevailed

during the Golden Age.s

The object of this praise reciprocated by placing implicit trust

in the judgment of Don Carlos, sending him later, as we shall

see, upon the important expedition to Pensacola Bayd

In later years when Sigtienza suffered intensely from gall-

stones and it was impossible for him to move about more than a

few steps at a time, the viceroy (the Conde de Moctezuma) con-

siderately had the gate of the garden of the Royal Palace left

open whenever he summoned the great scholar so that the latter

should have less distance to walk from his residence in the

Hospital del Amor de Dios near-by.® This is, perhaps, indicative

of the deference that was paid to him by these high officials

throughout his whole career.

Next to and not infrequently of greater importance than the

viceroy was the archbishop of Mexico. With this prelate, es-

pecially Doctor Don Francisco de Aguiar y Seijas, who held

this high office during the relatively long period from 1682 until

his death in 1698,® Don Carlos was on exceptionally intimate

terms, serving during much of this time as one of his almoners.

This famous archbishop is a character of unusual interest.

Born in Betansos of noble parentage which, we are assured,^®

could trace its ancestry back to Julius Caesar, he became arch-

bishop of Michoacan in 1678. His piety and democratic habits

won for him the coveted archbishopric of Mexico when that was

vacated in 1681 by Friar Payo Enriquez de Rivera. To the work

of his new office he applied himself with great zeal, making

6 Letter to the Admiral, MS. 3.

7 Post, chap. VIII.

8 Sigiienza to Conde de Moctezuma, May 9, 1699.

9 See Francisco Sosa, El Episcopado Mexicano, 150-158.

10 Ibid., 150, fn. 2.
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numerous personal visits to the many towns and churches under

his jurisdiction. He strove persistently to eradicate prevalent

evils such as bull-fighting’, cock-fighting, and gambling. Cock-

fighting received his especial attention and he succeeded to

some extent in restricting this sport.

One of his idiosyncracies, which approximated a positive

mania, was his aversion for women. In this respect he had what

modern psychologists might term a
‘

‘ complex.
’

’ He continually

preached against the wiles and defects of womankind
;
he would

allow none of them to take service in his household, and, on i)ain

of excommunication, forbade them to cross the threshold of his

palace. He even declined to pay the customary ceremonial

visits to the viceroy because of the unavoidable association with

the vicereine which they involved. But this pronounced antipathy

did not extend to the extreme of denying them participation in

his liberal alms-giving. Though a confirmed misogynist, he was

the gentlest of souls in his relations with the poor and sinning,

bringing many of the latter to repentance by his compassion.

For his charities Doctor Aguiar y Seijas is one of the most

remarkable archbishops of colonial New Spain. These took

such numerous and diverse forms that he found it necessary to

employ a number of almoners who devoted themselves almost

exclusively to the task of distributing mone}^ and grain to the

poor. Don Carlos added this task to his other duties as chaplain

of the Hospital del Amor de Dios.^- It is in this capacity that

we have one of the few opportunities to see him through the

eyes of a contemporary. The Italian traveler, Gemelli Careri,

about whom Ave shall presently speak at greater length, has left

11 For the obligations of the bishops and the clergy in the matter of alms-
giving see Clemente de Ledesma, Despertador Bepublicano, 155 if.

i2Siguenza’s nephew writes, in Letter of Gabriel Lopez de Sigiienza,
that his uncle was not a man who was anxious for offices; ‘^pues con las que
tenia estaba gustoso, quejandose a muclios no podia librarse excusandose de
dar la limosna que el Ilustrissimo, y Venerable Sehor Doctor D. Francisco
de Ag-uiar y Seyxas le encargo por papeles (que tengo en mi poder) en que
le dize le daria especial consuelo el que fuesse el quien la repartiesse. ’ ^
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a brief record of an interview with Sigiienza in his Giro del

Hondo:

On Monday the 29th [of July, 1698] I went to the Hospital del Amor
de Dios to get from Don Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora the figures which

are seen in this book, and I found him occupied in distributing one hundred
pesos to the poor. Questioning him about this, he told me that the Arch-

bishop of Mexico, Don Francisco de Aguiar y Seijas, a Gallician, gave him
this amount every Monday to distribute to the poor women who were

unable to work
;
and likewise from his hands he [Don Carlos] assisted with

two pesos every convalescent who presented a certificate to him from the

hospital.is

This was but a small part of the mmiificence of this generous but

misguided Prince of the Church. As Gemelli Careri remarks in

another place, ‘‘This ease in finding daily alms is the cause of

there being so many vagrants in Mexico City.
’

In times of public distress and misfortune the archbishop

was conspicuous for his part in relieving conditions, traveling

about at considerable discomfort in order to distribute in person

his benefactions to the suffering. After the heavj^ rains of 1691

which inundated a number of the barrios of the capital, Don

Carlos tells us

:

The many almoners, through whom he is continually distributing all his

income to the poor in a lavish manner, seemed few to him. And so, leaving

them engaged in their daily tasks, he got into a canoe and filled the other

boats accompanying him with food, clothing and corn. Then he visited the

suburbs, barrios, farms, and villages of the Indians which the water had

flooded and left all their fortunate inhabitants supplied with everything.

13 D, Gio : Francesco Gemelli Careri, Giro del Mondo, Farte Sesta, 149.

i4l5id., 150.

15 Letter to the Admiral, MS, 18.

Another account of this incident is given by Father Joseph de Lezamis,
in his Vida del Apostol Santiago el Mayor, (no pagination), embroidered
with certain miraculous details which this enthusiastic friend and biographer
was wont to include when telling about the archbishop. He writes :

‘
‘ Des-

pues estando en Mexico un ano que llovio mucho y estuvieron anegados
los barrios de la ciudad, fue una vez entre otras el Sr. Arzobispo en canoa a
un barrio o pueblo junto a Santiago Tlatilulco: iba con el Br. Joseph de
Coca, Oapellan de la cancel de Corte, y uno de los limosneros de su Illma
con otros : llevaron unos cinco o seis costales de pan para repartir a aquellos

pobres, que estaban aislados. Llegados al pueblo, vaciaron los costales,
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Every allusion of Sigiienza to the archbishop indicates the

profoundest respect and affection for that holy man whose

liberality was such a source of wonder to his biographers. Most

of the evidence available indicates that the respect of the prelate

and the scholar was mutual. One incident is recorded, however,

which strikes a dissonant note in the harmonious relations of these

two gentlemen whose tender susceptibilities were subject to

occasional irritations. The ‘‘Diary of Robles” reports:

A Controversy: Saturday, 11th of October, 1692, Don Carlos de

Sigiienza, lay priest, having some differences with the Archbishop, the

aforesaid Don Carlos said to the Archbishop that His Illustrious Highness

should see that he was talking to him whereupon His Illustrious Highness

broke his [Don Carlos’] glasses with a crutch which he was using and

bathed the aforesaid Don Carlos in blood.is

To one critic^" this incident is of little significance so far as

the Mexican scholar is concerned. All those who, like the arch-

bishop, occupy high posts breathe in an atmosphere of adulation,

he explains, and consequently come to believe that their actions

partake of the divine
;
they forget that they are after all merely

men. This condition engenders a certain scorn and impatience

with other men. As Sigiienza was a man of great learning and

distinction in the capital, he was fully justified in reproving the

haziendo de todos los panes un monton: echoles su Illma, su bendicion, y
comenzaron a repartir a todos quantos alH avia, que serian mas de quinien-

tas personas que avian concurrido con la noticia que tuvieron de que el Sr.

Arzobispo iba a repartir limosna. Kecelaban al principio que no avia de
llegar ni a media torta a la mitad de la gente que alii avia

:
pero fueron

dando por orden de su Illma a cada uno una torta entera: y dando a tantos,

el monton parecia que no se disminuia. Eepararon en esto el Padre Coca, y
los demas que estaban distribuyendo

: y viendo tanto pan, aviendose repar-
tido a tanta multitud de gente dixeron unos a otros, admirados. Mire listed

este prodigio: que parece que no hemos repartido cosa; y bolbiendo a repar-
tir, dieron a cada uno de los pobres que avia a dos y a tres tortas de pan, y
con todo no pudieron acabar con el: y quedo alii mucho para que se diesse el

dia siguiente !

’ ’

16 Antonio de Eobles, “Diario de Sucesos Notables,” in Documentos
para la historia de Mejico, ser. 1, III, 112.

17 Vicente de P. Andrade, Ensayo BiMiogrdfico Mexicano del Siglo
XVII, 727.
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eccentric prelate for some discourteous word or phrase that the

latter had uttered by reminding him to whom he was speaking.

Certainly [writes this commentator], he [Don Carlos] did not deserve

for this advice, or any other, that the Prelate should raise his crutch and
strike him. By this, in spite of his exceedingly high rank, the Archbishop

incurred the censure of the Church and posterity. Thus do the lofty

cedars fall! is

But if the worthy Don Francisco Aguiar y Seijas was a little

erratic at times he tried, no doubt, to compensate for it by his

liberal gifts to the poor. Toward the end of his life these grew

to astounding proportions. We are informed by his friend and

confessor, Joseph de Lezamis,^^ that a viceroy^® was so curious as

to the total value of the alms which the venerable archbishop had

given away in the course of sixteen years of his occupancy of that

high office that he ordered his accountants to make a calculation.

They reported that the benefactions of that prelate had exceeded

two millions of pesos ‘‘which corresponds to 343 pesos for each

day of the sixteen years.
’ ’

To this same over-zealous biographer we are indebted for

another incident which, perhaps, betrays Lezamis more than it

portrays Don Carlos or the generosity of the archbishop :

A few days before the Senor Archbishop died, the latter’s barns were

full of corn and, since His Illustrious Highness was dying, Don Carlos de

Sigiienza, Chaplain of the Hospital del Amor de Dios, and one of the

almoners of the Archbishop who took care of the giving of the ordinary

alms in the Hospital and also of the distributing of the corn, decided to

give all the corn that there was to the poor before His Illustrious Highness

should die; he said that it was better that the poor should eat it since it had

been brought for them than that it should be ruined. And with this

purpose of finishing it up, he sent a great deal of corn to all the barrios of

the City; he notified some of the convents of nuns so that they should send

18 Vicente de P. Andrade, Ensayo Bihliogrdfico Mexicano del Siglo

XVII, 727.

19 Joseph de Lezamis, op. cit. This work contains a prefatory biogra-

phy of Aguiar y Seijas. No pagination.

20 Probably the Conde de Moctezuma.
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for corn
;
and he did the same thing to the homes of the poor

;
and to all of

those who kept coming he gave them all the corn that they wanted to carry;

and even though they did not ask for it, he told the Indian women, who

Avere passing through the street, to come in and carry otf the corn. During

the last four or five days of the life of His Illustrious Highness, much

more was given, thus making extraordinary efforts to finish the corn; but

however much they did, they were not able to use it up and, after having

given away so much, the barn was still as full as if they had not given

anything away. Don Carlos de Sigiienza marveled at this and said to me,

‘^Come here and see a miracle! After having given aAvay a great deal of

corn these days purposely so that no grain should remain here when the

Archbishop should die, I haven ’t been able to do it ! I hn not easily inclined

to believe in miracles, but this is so evident that it cannot be denied.”

And he took me to the barn and I saw that it was full of corn. And when

the coachmen saw me go in they also said, ‘
‘ See the miracle ! After having

given away a countless amount of corn all these days, it’s just as if

nothing had been given away. ’ ’

Thus the authority of the scholar (and that of the coachmen)

is utilized to confirm a supernatural event by the credulous and,

possibly, not creditable biographer of Don Francisco de Aguiar

y Seijas.

The nobility of the character of Don Carlos is possibly best

exemplified in his relations with other scholars, both in New
Spain and abroad. In these we note a willingness to sacrifice

personal ambition and fame for the sake of making knowledge

known to the world. This is scholarship in its broadest and

finest sense. To his more fortunate contemporaries who possessed

the means of publishing their works he was exceptionally gener-

ous, turning over to them many of the results of his diligent

collecting and laborious research which he was unable to bring

forth in books under his own name. Many of the recipients of

these favors, be it said in justice to them, freely acknowledged

their indebtedness. With this compensation he was largely

forced to content himself. In connection with his observations

and studies of twenty-seven years at the Royal Universit}^ he

himself declared that these, ‘‘not being contained in the small

area which the lakes of the Valley of Mexico enclose, had been
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spread about the whole world where it does not fail to console me
that my name may be known.

Space does not permit of a lengthy treatment of this subject;

a few examples of the relationship of this highminded scholar to

other men of learning of his time may not, however, be amiss.

These will serve to illustrate the obligations of other savants to

him (excluding the possibly greater indebtedness of subsequent

students of Mexican history).

An older man who shared Sigiienza’s interest in the early

Indian history of New Spain was Friar Agustin Vetancurt,

Born in 1620 in Mexico City—hence twenty-five years older than

Don Carlos—he labored for the faith in the Franciscan Order

continuously for sixty years. His scholarly attainments won

for him the apointment as chronicler of his Order, a nomination

which was confirmed by Pope Innocent XI. His published and

manuscript writings are numerous but the one of most interest

to us is his Mexican Theater. Dealing with all phases of life in

New Spain, its history, economic, social, and religious, its natural

wealth, people, monuments, etc., it was the sort of book that was

one of the many projects of Don Carlos. In fact, he had actually

begun before 1690 a work of the same nature under the title of

the ‘‘Theater of the Magnificence of Mexico. Considering the

fact that Vetancurt published his book shortly after this date

(1698) and the chronic inability of Don Carlos to publish

his own writings, it is not unlikely that the unselfish scholar not

only withdrew in favor of his elderly friend but even supplied

the latter with many of the valuable data which appeared in the

Mexican Theater. Evidence to support this assumption is not

lacking. Listing the various works which he has utilized, Vetan-

curt refers to numerous original maps, books, and manuscripts

which “my friend and compatriot, Don Carlos de Sigiienza y

21 Sigiienza to Conde de Moctezuma, May 9, 1699.

22 Jose Mariano Beristain y Souza, Biblioteca Hispano-Americana Sep-
tentrional, I, 168.

23 Prologue of the Libra Astronomica.
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Gongora, .... a diligent investigator of old papers and anxious

that the greatness of this new world be uncovered and published,

has shared with me.” A careful examination of the Mexican

Theater reveals frequent allusions to the rich library and the

information received from ‘^my good friend and compatriot,

Don Carlos de Sigiienza, ” whose opinion he invariably cites on

critical matters. It has been declared that Vetancurt seldom

departed in his facts from Torquemada.-^ It is not beside the

mark, however, to seek the handiwork of Sigiienza in the writings

of this Franciscan chronicler.

Another important contemporary of Don Carlos was a Jesuit,

Father Francisco de Florencia, also born in 1620, in Spanish

Florida. Coming to Mexico City he joined the Order and became

“one of the most illustrious adornments of the province of Mex-

ico.”-^ More fortunate than Sigiienza, he Avas able to go to

Europe and spend some time in different parts of Spain as well

as in Rome. Upon his return to Mexico City he devoted himself

to the composition of many works of a doctrinal nature which

were printed. One of these was The Star of the North, which

has the customarily laudatory “aprobacion” of Sigiienza. In

this book Father Florencia endeavors to demonstrate beyond all

cavil the authenticity of the miraculous appearance of the Virgin

of Guadalupe. This difficult enterprise obligated him to have

recourse to various Indian records and manuscripts most of

which, as he acknowledges, were in the possession of Don Carlos

to whom he refers as
‘

^ an animated archive of learned and erudite

information of this realm.”-® Alluding to one item of consider-

able value. Father Florencia declares that “he [Don Carlos!

gave it to me to insert in this history in order to illustrate

24 Francesco Saverio Clavigero, The History of Mexico (translated from
the original Italian by Cliarles Cullen, II, 229. This is refuted by Beris-
tain y Souza, op. cit., I, 168.

25 Beristain y Souza, op. cit., I, 446.

26 Francisco de Florencia, La Milagrosa Invencion de un Thesoro Escon-
dido, 39.
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it, as well as many other data which have been and will be

mentioned. ’

But Sigiienza’s relations with men of learning were by ho

means limited to those of New Spain. Throngh correspondence

and throngh personal visits of European scholars passing throngh

the capital, Don Carlos came to know men in all parts of the

world whose interests were like his own. To these foreign

colleagues he was even more generous than with those nearer at

hand. It is, perhaps, a fact worthy of note that throngh his

excess of liberality some of his work was preserved which other-

wise would have been irremediabl}^ lost, the fate which attended

so much of the fruits of his diligent researches. His posthumous

fame is due, in some measure, to his ungrudging aid to others,

who embodied in their own published writings the material which

they had received from the learned Creole.

The best example of such recipients of Don Carlos’ bounty

is found in the Italian traveler, John Francis Genielli Careri.

Unfortunately, there are few biographical data dealing with this

interesting Neapolitan. Well educated, he had a strong predilec-

tion for traveling which took him about Europe. About 1694

political persecution obliged him to seek a more healthful climate

outside of Italy.-® This moved him to undertake a venturesome

journey around the world which he recorded in his Giro del

Mondo.-^

The account of his stay of several months in Mexico City®®

is of unusual interest not only for the description that he gives

27 Francisco de Florencia, La Estrella del Norte, 104. See also pages 82

and 103.

28 Introduction of Juan Maria de Agreda, Viaje a la Nueva Espana,
Juan Francisco Gemelli Careri, Sociedad de Bibliofilos Mexicanos.

29 An English translation of this work is found in A Collectio7i of Voy-
ages and Travels, etc., IV, printed by assignment from Messrs. Churchill,

London, 1752.

30 Carlos Bustamente, in his Informe critico-legul dado al onuy ilustre

Cal)ildo, is in error when he states (p. 18): ‘‘Apenas solo quince dias se

le permitio a Gemelli Careri estar en Mexico en cuyo tiempo cortisimo pudo
recoger de Don Carlos de Siguenza y Gongora los ai:)untes que le sirvieron

para escribir su obra Giro del Mondo .... ”
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of the city as it was in 1698 but also for the historical data and

ancient Indian paintings which are reproduced. For nearly all

of this material he was indebted to Don Carlos as he freely

acknowledges. “Thus the figure of the Mexican century and the

other antiquities of the Indians which are seen in this volume,

are all due to the diligence and to the courtesy of Sigiienza,

ex[)ert in the Mexican language, who made me a present of such

strange rarities. To obtain some idea of the findings and

discoveries of Don Carlos in his work upon the aborigines of

New Spain, we must refer to this book of Cemelli Careri, for the

rest of his investigations are almost completely lost.^-

During his residence in Mexico City the Italian traveler

made several visits in Sigiienza ’s (piarters. Since the (Uro del

Mondo affords us almost the only report of a i)ersonal interview

between the two, another quotation from this work may be

permitted.

On Saturday the Bth [of July, 169S] I went to tlie Hospital del Amor
de Dios, which has- an income of thirty-six thousand pesos paid from the

Royal Treasury. The Hospital is devoted to the care of those afflicted with

“bubas’’ or the French disease. Don Carlos Sigiienza y Gongora, public

professor of Mathematics, is in attendance there as Rector fRettore)
;

inasmuch as he had desired to meet me for some time, we became very good

friends on this occasion. He being very learned and affable we spent the

time i)leasantly talking about various matters. After having shown me
many remarkable writings and drawings, which I have mentioned before,

relating to the antiquity of the Indians, he gave me, when I withdrew that

night, a book written by himself and printed with the title ‘‘Astronomical

Libra. ’ ’33

Other scholars profited in a similar manner from their

contacts with him. He corresponded with such remarkable men

of learning as Kircher^^ of Rome, Bishop John CaramueP^ of

31 Gemelli Careri, op. cit., 60.
32 For an interesting discussion of the possible destination of some of

Sigiienza ’s manuscripts presented to Gemelli Careri see Zelia Nuttall, The
Booh of the Life of the Ancient Mexicans, Part I, Introduction.

33 Gemelli Careri, op. cit., 144-145.
3-1 This list is taken from the letter of Sigiienza to Conde de Mocteziima,

May 9, 1699.
35 Libra Astronomica, 33, “ ... el llustrissimo Senor Obispo Don

Juan Caramuel, mi grande amigo, y correspondiente finissinio .... ”
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Milan; Peter Kavina of Italy, Cassini, head of the Observatory

of Paris, the great Engish mathematician of London, Flamstead

;

Zaragoza,^® Petrey, Jovenazzo, and Cruzada de la Cruz y Mesa,

chief pilot in the casa de contratacion in Spain
;
Ascaray of the

University of Lima, and also the Jesuit Van Hamme of Canton

and Pekin, China, Plemist by birth, who spent a few days in

Mexico City in 1687 with Don Carlos, communicating observa-

tions made in Europe of a recent cornet.®^ These will serve to

indicate that the reputation and distinction of Don Carlos were

not merely local
;
he, and through himself, the Royal University

of Mexico, became known to important contemporaries in Europe

and even in far-off Asia.

Of interest to the student of the culture of seventeenth-

century Mexico is the relationship between two of its greatest

figures—Don Carlos and Sister Juana Ines de la Cruz. The

former takes his place as presumably the greatest scholar of the

period : the latter is unquestionably the greatest poetess of the

time not merely in New Spain but in the motherland as well.^*

While her genius lay in the writing of poetry—a fact which won

her the flattering title of the Tenth Muse”—she was pro-

foundly interested in scholarship and displayed a remarkable

aptitude for it.

Like so many distinguished Creoles she was born of a Spanish

father and a Mexican mother. She was six years younger than

Don Carlos having been born on November 12, 1651, in one of

the beautiful spots of the world—near the foot of the smoking

volcano of Popocatepetl. Her name before entering the convent

was Doha Juana Ines de Asbaje y Ramirez de Cantillana. She

was a child of exceptional precocity beginning to read when

36 Ihid., 143,
‘

‘ ... y mi buen amigo el P. Zaragoza. ’ ’

37 124,
“ ... el P. Pedro Van Hamme de la Compania de Jesus,

y de nacion Flamenco, sugeto verdaderamente digno de estima por su afable
trato, cortesania discrete., y religion solida .... ”

38 Marcelino Menendez y Pelayo, Antologia de Poetas Hispano-Ameri-
canos, I, LXVII.
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she was but three years of age.^® By the age of six or seven

she had learned to read and write with remarkable facility in

addition to the arts of the needle and other handicraft thought

proper for the education of a young lady. It was at this time

that she learned of the existence of the University and schools

where knowledge was taught and confesses that she begged and

pleaded with her mother to permit her to attend in the garb of a

boy. She read voraciously and studied everything that came

within her reach. When later her4)arcnts moved_ta the capital

she captivated the vicereine by her charm and intelligence

causing that good lady to make the young Creole her maid of

honor. The fame of her intellect spread rapidly, accelerated

by the fact that at the age of seventeen she submitted to a public

examination by some forty professors of the Royal University.

These sedate gentlemen were astounded by her brilliance and

encyclopedic knowledge.

For some unexplained reason she took the veil and became a

nun in the Convent of Santa Teresa when scarcely sixteen years

of age. Some have sought a romantic motive for this decision

—

a blighted love affair or disillusionment. In the courtly circles

of the capital with its gay and occasionally dissolute life, this is

possible for she was not attractive merely because of her keen

wit but also because of her personal beauty. As one writer puts

it,
‘‘ .... we know on good authority that she was far more

beautiful than any nun should be. Be that as it may, she

gave herself wholly to a life of seclusion and study. Her cell

became ‘

' a sort of an Academy ’ with a rich collection of books,

manuscripts, musical and mathematical instruments. Here she

wrote many poems and even plays of a sacred nature, now and

then rising high above the gongoristic habits of her time.

39 Amado Nervo, Juano Ines de Ashaje, 17.

40 Luis G. Urbina, La Vida Literaria de Mexico, 56.

41 Frederick B. Luquiens, “Spanish American Literature,” Yale Eeview
Quarterly, XVII, No. 3 (April, 1928).

42 Menendez y Pelayo, op. cit., I, p. Ixix.
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Her studies and Sigiienza’s poetical efforts enabled both of

these gifted minds to be of mutual assistance—Don Carlos might

guide her in the first and Sister Juana might inspire him in the

second. No doubt her admiration for the great learning of the

professor of mathematics was great, and since she venerated the

name of his illustrious uncle, Don Luis de Gongora, whom she

consciously imitated in her poetry, it is likely that her respect

for her friend was further enhanced by the relationship of the

latter to this classic literary figure. The sentiments of Don
Carlos with respect to the Tenth Muse” may best be seen in

a work of his entitled the Theater of Political Yirtiies}^

This book, published in 1680, was written on the occasion of

the arrival of the new viceroy, the Conde de Paredes, and is both

an allegorical and a historical account of the political virtues of

the ancient rulers of the Aztec empire. A work of great erudi-

tion, abounding in impressive quotations from the classics, it

makes dull reading today. In its writing, however, Don Carlos

received some assistance from Juana Ines, having submitted it

for her criticism. The nun responded with an exceedingly

laudatory sonnet'^^ dedicated to Sigiienza.

43 “ Teatro de Virtudes Politicas que constituyen a im Principe: Adver-
tidas en los monarcas antignos del Mexicano Imperio, con euyas efigies se

hermoseo el Arco Triumfal, que la muy noble. Imperial ciudad de Mexico,
erigio para el digno recibimiento en ella, del Exmo Sr. virey conde de
Paredes, Marques de la Laguna, etc. Ideolo entonces, y abora lo describe,

D. Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora, catedratico propietario de matematicas
en su real universidad, ” published in the Bocumentos para la Historia de
Mexico, ser. 3, I, 5-88. The text of this work is also available in Francisco
Perez Salazar, Obras de Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora con una biografia,
1-148.

44 Dorothy Schons, Bibliografia de Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz, Monogra-
fias Bibliograficas Mexicanas, 19.

y 45 Dulce, canero Cisne Mexicano,
Cuya voz, si el Estigio lago oyera
Segunda vez Euridice te diera
Y segunda el Delfm te fuera humano:

A quien si el Teseo muro, si el Tebano
El Ser en dulces clausulas debiera,
Ni a aquel el griego incendio consumiera,
Ni a este postrara Alejandrina mano:
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The third ‘‘preludio” of the Theater' of Political Virtues with

the title, “Neptune is not a pretended God of paganism, but the

son of Misraim, grandson of Cham, greatgrandson of Noah and

progenitor of the western Indians,” is addressed to Juana Ines

who, apparently, shared this belief with him. The high regard

of Don Carlos for the nun is clearly manifest and, though

couched in the most artificial and exaggerated terms, common in

his times, is unmistakably sincere. “There is no pen that can

rise to the eminence which hers o ’ertops,
’

’ he assures us and adds

grandiloquently

:

I should like to omit the esteem with which I regard her, the veneration

which she has won by her works, in order to make manifest to the world

how much, in the encyclopedic nature and universality of her letters, is

contained in her genius so that it may be known that in one single person

Mexico enjoys what, in past centuries, the graces have imparted to all the

learned women who are the great wonders of history. ^6

And he concludes that the name and fame of “Mother Juana

Ines de la Cruz will only end with the world.”

In other works of Sigiienza there appear iioems contributed

by his friend. The Parthian Triumph contains a gloss signed by

a Felipe de Salayzes which was awarded a third place in the

poetical contest. This, we are assured,"^” was a composition of

No al Sacro Numen con mi voz ofendo
Ni al que pulsa divino plector de oro

Agreste vena concordar lu-etendo:

Plies por no profanar tanto decoro,
Mi entendimiento admira lo que entiendo,
Y mi fe reverencia lo que ignore.

This is reprinted in Beristain y Souza, op. cit., Ill, 144-145, who
claims that it is reproduced for the first time. He is mistaken in this inas-

much as it also appears in Juan Joseph Eguiara y Eguren, Bihlioteca Mexi-
cana, 483.

Perez Salazar, op. cit., p. xxiv, states that this sonnet ‘‘se publico jun-
tamente con la loa que forma parte del ‘ Teatro de Virtudes, ’ el niismo ano
de 1680, en edicion separada y con caratula especial. ’ ’

46‘‘Teatro de Virtudes Politicas, ’’ Documentos para la liistoria de
Mexico, ser. 3, I, 15-16.

47 Schons, op. cit., 19. Perez Salazar, op. cit., XLVIII, states, however

:

‘‘Alii (in the Triumpho Parthenico) encontramos tambien el delicadisinio
numen de Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz escondido tras el anagTama de D.
Juan Saenz de Cauri, obteniendo como recompensa dos repujadas ban-
dejas. ’ ’
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Juana Ines entered in the contest under this pseudonym. Again,

in the Trophy of Spanish Justice, celebrating the Spanish vic-

tory over the French on the island of Santo Domingo, there are

attached a number of congratulatory odes addressed to the

Viceroy, the Conde de Galve; the first of these is a lengthy

‘"silva” by this nun.^®

Before her death this wise and virtuous lady parted with her

beloved books and instruments as a penance at the request of the

archbishop. These were sold and she applied the proceeds to

charity. This act must have been for her one of supreme self-

sacrifice and a severe test of her piety. It is not altogether

unlikely that this loss of the companions of her inner life

hastened her end which occurred during an epidemic in the

capital in 1695.

The knowledge of the truly Platonic friendship which ex-

isted between her and Don Carlos was widespread. It was there-

fore only natural that he should be chosen for the melancholy

task of delivering her funeral oration. Like the majority of

Sigiienza’s writings, this eulogy of his dead friend is lost. With

tenderness, it may be imagined, Don Carlos, himself ill and

soon to follow her to the grave, preserved among his choicest

documents the draft of an essay left by Juana Ines, entitled

‘‘The Moral Equilibrium.”^^

Of the relations of Don Carlos with another remarkable

contemporary we shall treat in the chapter which follows.

48 See Carlos de Sigiienza, Trofeo de la Justicia Espariola, 83-88. This
work of the Mexican professor will be considered in more detail in post
chap. 6.

49 Juan Ignacio de Castorena y Ursua (ed.), Fama y Ohras Posthumas,
III (of collected wmrks of Juana Ines de la Cruz), Prologo a quien leyere

(no pagination in introductory material). This work gives the full title as:
‘

‘ El Equilibrio Moral, Direcciones Practicas Morales, en la segura proba-
bilidad de las Acciones humanas. ” Vicente Eiva Palacio, Mexico a traves

de los Siglos, II, 744, indicates that it was: “Equilibrio moral o direcciones

practicas de costumbres segun las sentencias probables y seguras. ’ ’



CHAPTER IV

A TILT WITH FATHER KINO

As the almanacs had warned there was an eclipse of the sun

on August 21
,
1691, which was ‘‘not only total but one of the

greatest that the world has seen,” wrote the learned Don

Carlosd For almost a quarter of an hour the land was buried in

Stygian darkness. An eerie chill descended abruptly with the

pall of night, both of which phenomena caused the dogs to howl

dismally and the women and children to shriek in terror.

Indians hastily deserted their fruit and vegetable stands on the

central square of Mexico City and fled, stumbling and falling as

they ran, to the refuge of the Cathedral where they offered up

their frightened prayers. The church bells added their loud,

discordant note to the general confusion.

In the meantime [continues Sigiienza], I stood with my quadrant and'^

telescope viewing the sun, extremely happy and repeatedly thanking God
for having granted that I might behold what so rarely happens in a given

place and about which there are so few observations in the books.2 j

This incident, perhaps better than any other, epitomizes the

man and his times. While the superstitious populace flees in
^

dread and terror from natural phenomena which it does not try

to understand, the zealous—and pious—scientist stands with his

instruments in his hand joyfully scanning the heavens amidst

the unnatural obscurity and eagerly searching for data which

may add to the sum of human knowledge and happiness.

1 Letter to the Admiral, MS. 27.

^2 Loc. cit.
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As mathematician and astronomer Sigiienza has one of his

greatest claims to distinction. His ardent devotion to these

sciences brought him, momentarily at least, into intimate associa-

tion with that great missionary explorer of western Mexico and

the United States’ Southwest, Father Eusebio Francisco Kino.^

As a result of the clash of these two intellects on such recondite

matters we have one of the most erudite and impressive works of

Sigiienza, the Astronomical Lihra^ This little volume alone is

sufficient proof that scholarship in New Spain does not suffer by

contrast with that of contemporary Europe.

^ No doubt the New AVorld scholar felt a certain loneliness at

times for it cannot be said that men of comparable learning

abounded in the viceroyaity of New Spain. Often he must have

yearned for intimate contact with kindred spirits of mutual

interests. Fie himself confesses an '

' insatiable desire ’ to know

and communicate with outstanding men of learning particularly

in Europe with whom he might share his observations and infor-

p mation. This desire could be onlj^ slightly appeased. There

is almost a plaintive note in his Astronomical Libra when he

writes,
‘

‘ If some mathematician .... wishes to communicate with

me observations on eclipses, either his own or those of some one

else, and especially of the Moon from 1670 on, I shall send him

mine from the same date with the utmost liberality.
’

For these reasons he strove to meet all the eminent travelers

who passed through Mexico City, many of whom, we have seen,

3 For the best sketch of the' life of Father Kino see the Introduction in

H. E. Bolton, Kino’s Historical Memoir of Pimeria Alta, I, 27-65.

4 Libra Astronomica, y Philosophica en que D. Carlos de Sigiienza y
Gongora Cosmographo, y Mathematico Eegio en la Academia Mexicana,
examina no solo lo que a su Manifiesto Philosophico contra los Cometas
opuso el R. P. Eusebio Francisco Kino de la Compania de Jesus; sino lo que

el inismo R. P. opino, y pretendio haver demostrado en su Exposicion

Astronomica del Cometa del ano de 1681. Sacala a luz D. Sebastian de

Guzman y Cordova, Fator, Veedor, Proveedor, Juez Oticial de la Real

Hacienda de su Magestad en la Caxa desta Corte. En Mexico: Por B. Cal-

deron, 1690. This work consists of 188 small pages.

5 Sigiienza, Lihi'a Astronomica, 4.

Glhid., 177.
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came to be under profound obligation to this high-minded and

generous scholar of the New World. Thus it was that, learning

of the arrival at Vera Cruz of Father Kino in May, 1681,^ whose

fame as a mathematician had preceded him, Siglienza eagerly

sought out the newcomer when he reached the capital.

This meeting was a fortunate circumstance for Father Kino

since Sigiienza was a man of much influence in secular as well as

ecclesiastical circles. He welcomed the future great Jesuit

missionary into his home, introduced him to his many friends,

and helped materially to spread Kino’s fame as a man of learn-

ing. When admirers of the Mexican scholar inquired as to what

Father Kino knew, Sigiienza “even against the dictates of his

own conscience,” would reply, “a great deal and all with per-

fection.”^ No doubt this influence helped to open the way for

Father Kino into the higher and official circles of the city and

even into the favor of the Viceroy, the Marques de la Laguna,

who appointed the new arrival a ro^'al cosmographer.'*'

Father Kino became a frequent visitor at the house of

Sigiienza and it may readily be imagined that the two friends

indulged in many animated discussions. When at length, it

became known that Father Kino was to go to the Californias,

Siguenza loaned him, for copying^*^ some maps of the region

from Cape Lucas to the Punta de Buen Viaje which had been

made by Captain Francisco de Ortega and his pilot, Estevan

Carbonel de Valenzuela, on their expeditions in 1636.^^ With a

tinge of bitterness Siguenza tells us that Kino with forgetful-

ness which is not entirely without parallel among scholars, neg-

lected to return these charts. Only in a worn and damaged condi-

tion did he finally recover them, thanks to his good friend Father

Francisco de Florencia, the rector of the Colegio where Kino

7 Bolton, Kino’s Historical Memoir of Pimeria Alta, I, 38.

8 Sigiienza, Libra Astronomica, 4.

9 Bolton, loc. cit.

10 Sigiienza, loc. cit., 4.

11 See H. H. Bancroft, North Mexican States and Texas, I, 175.
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had been workingd^ The missionary-explorer says nothing of

this assistance rendered by Sigiienza and only remarks that

made copies of these very great maps from the [viceroyal]

Palace of Mexico, borrowing and taking them for this purpose

[to copy] to the Colegio Maximo de San Pedro y San Pablo.

‘‘On this day a comet was seen toward the East which rose

at four o’clock in the morning. In this simple manner was

recorded in Mexico City an event which w^as to distress the

ignorant and exercise the best minds on both sides of the Atlantic.

This was the “Great Comet of 1680,” first seen in Mexico City

on November 15 of that year. It set such bigots as Erni of

Switzerland and Increase Mather of New England to declaiming,

and great scientists such as Bernouilli and Newton to thinking.

Even in the far-off wilds of Illinois, where his scheme to

menace Spain’s holdings in North America was already under

way. La Salle observed this prodigious comet blazing in the

darkness of a clear night and calmly noted down the fact.^®

This same astral apparition precipitated a warm polemic in the

capital of New Spain.

Such phenomena were ever a source of dread to the supersti-

tious masses not alone in the viceroyalty of New Spain, but in

Europe as well. This particular comet seems to have produced

an even greater amount of fear and anxiety than usual and it

became widely regarded as a presage of dire calamities and

misfortunes. For Sigiienza, as we have seen, such heavenly

manifestations were matters for rejoicing since they offered rare

12 Sigiienza, Libra Astronomica, 5.

13 Bolton, Kino’s Historical Memoir of Fimeria Alta, I, 334.

14 Antonio de Eobles, “Diario de Siicesos Notables,’’ in Documentos
para la liistoria de Mexico, ser. 1, II, 315.

15 Andrew D. White, “A History of the Doctrine of Comets,” Papers

of the Arnerican Historical Association, II, No. 2.

16 Francis Parkman, La Salle and the Discovery of the Great West, 213.
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opportunities for study. Consequently, with a generous desire

to allay these groundless fears and the uneasiness which tor-

mented all classes of Mexican society, Don Carlos brought forth

on January 13, 1681, a pamphlet entitled a “Philosophical Mani-

fest against Comets stripped of their dominion over the timid,”

which he later incorporated in his Astronomical Libra}'’ This

tract, as he expresses it, was the “piedra de escandalo” which

started the dispute.^®

In this “Manifest” Sigiienza declared that he did not at-

tempt to ascertain the true significance of these phenomena

which, he stated, should be venerated as a work of God
;
his only

purpose was to remove from human hearts the clutch of fear

which such astral manifestations invariably imposed. He made

reference to the objections of the astrologers and stated in this

connection, “I also am an Astrologer and I know very well on

which foot Astrology limps and upon what exceedingly weak

foundations its structure is reared.”^® This assertion, among

others of Sigiienza ’s, seems to have sounded the “call to arms”

to a certain Flemish gentleman then living in exile in Campeche.

Feeling, no doubt, that this was an unprovoked attack upon the

science which claimed his admiration and allegiance, this indi-

vidual, Don Martin de la Torre by name, published a pamphlet

under the title, a “Christian Manifest in favor of the Comets

maintained in their natural significance,”-® evidently availing

himself of many astrological data to demonstrate that comets

were, in reality, heavenly indications of coming calamitous events

sent by God himself.

Without hesitation Don Carlos replied to this attack with

another pamphlet to which, permitting himself to indulge in the

17 ‘ Manifesto Pliilosopliico contra los Cometas despojados del imperio
que teman sobre los timidos. ” See Libra Astronomica, 8-19.

18 Sigiienza, Libra Astronomica, 8.

^^Ibid., 15.

-0 Ibid., 150-153, a few paragraphs of this tract are quoted.
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poor taste of his time, he gave the ponderous, not to say, thunder-

ous title of the
‘

‘ Mathematical Bellerophon against the Astrolog-

ical Chimera of Don Martin de la Torre, etc. In this he

discussed comets in a rational manner, touching upon technicali-

ties relating to paralaxes, refractions, the theory of the move-

ments of comets, etc.^^ In the latter part of the Astronomical

Libra^^ he again adverts to the declarations of Don Martin de la

Torre and assails astrology with great vehemence and learning.

It is interesting to note, in passing, that this Mexican scholar

was able, in a time when much of Europe was still preoccupied

with astrology, to point out its weakness with an unerring eye.

In this respect Sigiienza was in advance of his more formidable

antagonist in this debate. Father Kino, whose part in this

discussion will presently appear. That the latter earnestly

supported the orthodox views^^ on comets is evident in the dedi-

cation of his book, the Astronomical Exposition,"^^ where he

affirms that he has examined this comet ‘Gn the light of the

most approved Astrology ’
’ and that the ill effects of this heavenly

apparition will be felt for many years. This is reiterated

again and again in his personal correspondence which is extant.-^ ^

21 ‘ ‘ El Belerofonte Matematico contra la quimera Astrologica de D.
Martin de la Torre. Guzman reports that this work of Sigiienza had
already disappeared at the time of the publication of the Astronomical
Lilora in 1690. See prologue of Liijra Astronomica.

22 Log. cit.

149-174.

24 Sigiienza also attacked astrology in his “Lunarios” of 1675 and
1681. See ibid., 149.

25 For an interesting discussion of early beliefs concerning comets, see

White, op. cit.

26 Exposicion Astronomica de el Cometa que el Ano de 1680 por los

meses de Noviembre, y Diziembre, y este Ano de 1681 por los meses de
Enero y Febrero, se ha visto en todo el mundo, y le ha observado en la Ciu-

dad de Cadiz, El P. Eusebio Francisco Kino de la Compania de Jesus. Con
licencia, en Mexico por Francisco Rodriguez Lupercio. 1681.

27 A series of letters of Father Kino from 1680 to 1687 dealing espe-

cially with his early missionary activities and explorations in California

contains some incidental allusions to the comet of 1680 and its ill effects.

This collection is now in the possession of the Huntington Library, San
Gabriel, California.
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In a letter to his friends, Father Luis de Espinosa, written in

Cadiz shortly before Kino’s departure for America he sets forth

many calamities and fateful events which are foreshadowed by

this dread appearance, ‘
‘ the like of which I do not know whether

the world has ever seen.”^® Among these are the deaths of

exalted personages. In the words of Shakespeare, Kino believed :

When beggars die, there are no comets seen;

The heavens themselves blaze forth the death of princes. 29

Again his faith in the long duration of the effects of the comets

is attested in a letter which he wrote from Sinaloa to his

patroness, the Duchess of Abeiro y Arcos, nearly three years

after the appearance of the comet. Referring to some copies of

his book, the Astronomical Exposition, which he hopes have

reached her, he states, ‘‘here we have not ceased to see and

experience many of its [the comet’s] effects.”®®

Before passing on to a more detailed discussion of the re-

lations of Father Kino and Don Carlos, mention will be made of

a second disputant to enter the lists against Sigiienza. Although

this person was apparently one of his own colleagues in the

Royal University, Don Carlos regarded his assertions as too

ridiculous to merit refutation. The gentleman in question was

Dr. Joseph de Escobar Salmeron y Castro,®^ a physician and

professor of surgery in the University, who had a pamphlet

printed under the title, a
‘

‘ Cometological Discourse and Account

of the new Comet, etc.” In this he set forth the startling

proposition that the comet was composed of the exhalations of

dead bodies and human perspiration! AVe may not wonder that

28 Father Kino to Father Espinosa, Cadiz, January 8, 1681.

29 Julius Caesar, ii, 2.

30 Father Kino to Duchess of Abeiro y Arcos, Port of San Lucas and
Coast of Sinaloa on board the “Almiranta, ” Augus't 12, 1683.

31 Francisco Perez Salazar, Ohras de Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora
con utia hiografia, xxxvi, suggests that this gentleman may be the same
Salmeron y Castro who opposed Don Carlos in the competition for the chair

of Astrology and Mathematics in 1672 (See ante, chap. 1), although in this

instance the name is given as Escobar Salmeron y Castro.
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Don Carlos declared that he did not intend to reply to this.

When learned professors entertained such theories the gross

superstition and fantastic notions of the masses become less

incredible.

The third and most important figure to take up the cudgels

in refutation of Sigiienza’s contentions was Father Kino. This

Jesuit missionary was born in the Austrian Tyrol on August 10,

1644^32 therefore of nearly the same age as Don Carlos.

Like the latter, Father Kino possessed remarkable ability in

mathematics and kindred sciences. Furthermore, he had enjoyed

the advantages of being a student in European universities—

a

fact which had duly impressed Don Carlos—both at Freiburg

and Ingolstadt. So proficient in mathematics did Father Kino

prove himself to be that in 1676 he was offered a professorship

in the University of Ingolstadt. But he was already imbued

with missionary zeal and preferred to carry the light of the

Gospel into the far-off heathen lands.

These unusual educational opportunities and the honors

which he had received, together with the general low esteem in

which Europeans, as a rule, held those who had grown up in the

New World, may possibly have engendered a certain patroniz-

ing and superior manner in Father Kino. This, as we shall see,

did not fail to wound the sensibilities of the Creole professor,

who was cognizant of this Old World disdain. Particularly in

intellectual matters, he knew, Europe tended to regard his

native land as frankly barbarian. And so it was not merely a

remark of Father Kino in his Astronomical Exposition which

drew forth the caustic observation from the Mexican scholar that

.... in some parts of Europe, especially in the north, through being

more remote, they think that not only the original Indian inhabitants of

these countries [of the New World] but also those of us who were, by

chance, born in them of Spanish parents either walk on two legs (pies) by

32 Bolton, Kino’s Historical Memoir of Fimeria Alta, I, 28.

33 Ihid., I, 30.
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divine dispensation or that, even by making use of English microscopes,

they are hardly able to discover anything rational in us. 34:

Nearly a hundred years later another eminent scholar of Mexico,

Sr. Velasquez de Leon, had a similar complaint

:

The humility (encogimiento)

,

fear, and difficulty which the Spanish

Mexicans regularly have in producing their ideas is great, and much
greater is the preoccupation of the Europeans with our barbarism. Why
should they seek data from men whom they still visualized with bows and

feather plumage as they depict us on their maps?35

Father Kino had made some observations of the same comet

while he was waiting in Cadiz to sail for the New World and

for his life-work.'^*’ Although Sigiienza had freely given his own

and those of Don Martin de la Torre to him,^‘ Kino had appar-

ently not reciprocated nor paid attention to them, probably, the

Mexican scholar avers somewhat ill-humoredly, because they

were not “made in Germany.” Nor did Father Kino see fit to

take his friend into his confidence regarding his forthcoming

book. Rumors of it came to the good professor’s ears, however,

brought by the latter’s admiring friends in the capital. A certain

unknown mathematician was to write a treatise against him, they

warned, to be entitled
‘

‘ Examen Cometico,
’

’ and it was scheduled

to appear after Father Kino published his work. Sigiienza ’s

friends urged him to prepare for the latter for surely the widely

reputed scholar recently arrived from Germany would prove a

formidable foe
;
the unknown mathematician need not concern

him, they said.^® To all this friendly admonition Don Carlos

listened withj composure
;

there was nothing absurd in his

writings for which he need blush, he was convinced.

At length the anticipated event took place. Father Kino was

to depart that very evening for Sinaloa,^^ and came to Sigiienza ’s

34 Libra Astronomica, 83.

35 Quoted in Manuel Orozco y Berra, Apuntes para la historia de la

geografia en Mexico, 313.

36 Father Kino to Father Espinosa, Oadiz, January 8, 1681.

37 Libra Astronomica, 113. 38 Ibid., 2. 39 Ibid., 3.
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house to take leave of him. In the course of this last visit he

asked his host somewhat nonchalantly what he was busy upon at

that time. Don Carlos replied that he was not engaged upon

anything especial just then. In a slightly patronizing way, it

may be imagined, Father Kino handed over a copy of his

Astronomical Exposition, remarking that after reading this book

he would not lack something to write about nor something to

occupy his time, ‘‘by which,” flares out the professor, “I con-

firmed the truth of those that had told me about it and I

considered myself challenged to a literary duel.
’

The sensitive feelings of Siguenza were obviously hurt by the

seemingly depreciative manner of Father Kino. He believed that

his own accomplishments and his many services to Kino entitled

him to a more generous and respectful attitude. Despite the

fact that nowhere in the book did his opponent refer to him by

name (and it is a curious fact that in none of the papers of

Kino which have come to light do we see the name of Siguenza

mentioned), the Mexican scholar nevertheless regarded himself

as unmistakably the object of Kino’s occasionally pointed re-

marks. “No one knows better where the shoe pinches than the

one who wears it and, since I assert that I was the object of his

invective, everyone may believe that, without question, it was

I.”^^ It was not that he objected to anyone differing in opinion

regarding comets, the professor continues, but he feels that

Father Kino might have done so without resorting to mockery

and ridicule. Since Father Kino had honored him by calling

him a friend, and since Don Carlos made no claim to priority in

the more rational manner of viewing such astronomical phe-

nomena—a Jesuit brother of Kino, Father Conrado Calfonier,

had already maintained in his Cometa decomato that comets were

not portents of ill omen—it was not right that Siguenza should

be singled out for derision. Nor Avas it just to assert that the

40 Libra Astronomica, 3. 41 Ibid., 147.
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opinion of the Mexican professor was contrary to that universally

held by all mortals, high and low, noble and plebeian, learned

and unlearned, thereby implying that he was nothing

!

But to the wounded Creole the crowning insult of Father

Kino was his conclusion that the matter of the ominous portent

of comets was evident to all ‘‘unless there be some ‘trabajosos

Juyzios’ [dull wits] who cannot perceive it.” This shot Don

Carlos considered specifically aimed at himself and it stung him

to the quick.

Tliose who understand it well know that in the Castilian language tell-

ing one that he has a “trabajoso juizio’’ [he exclaims hotly] is the same as

calling him crazy and this being true, as it undoubtedly is, long life to the

Reverend Father for the exceedingly rare praise with which he honors

me! 42

The professor again indulges himself in the luxury of sarcasm.

But I ask in what does he experience my craziness? In the words that

I spoke to liim? In them I have ever affected humility and submissiveness.

Does he experience it in some of my writings which he has read? All have

been printed with the ‘‘ Aprobaciones’’ of very learned gentlemen. Does

he find it in my actions? Never has he nor wdll the Reverend Father (I

trust God!) see me throwing stones. Does he think me crazy because of

the hospitality which I gave him? It may well be that! It may well

be that! 43

Furthermore, Father Kino had tactlessH (so thought Si-

giienza) dedicated his volume to the Viceroy, the Marques de la

Laguna. In the first place, Don Carlos maintains, there was no

need to write anything against his treatise since it contained

nothing against the Holy Faith nor against theological doctrines.

But, since Father Kino had chosen to write, he might have felt

constrained not to dedicate his opposing views to the viceroy, in-

asmuch as “it was not difficult to gather from the context [of the

“Manifest”] that I was paying some compliments to the wife of

the Viceroy.” And he adds causticall}^, “nor do I know in what

university of Germany they teach such courtesy,
’

’ in thus putting

42 Lihra Astrondmica, 5. 43 Loc. cit.
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him in a bad light with that lady. Did Father Kino think that he

had come expressly from Germany to North America in order to

free Her Excellency from the deceit and guile which the Mexican

scholar was practicing upon her in robbing the comets of their

terrors? And what would the Reverend Father say of me, asks

Sigiienza in substance, if I should call him crazy and ignorant

when he has such a well established reputation as an astronomer

in the eyes of his patroness, the Duchess of Abeiro y Arcos?

What if I should dedicate a book to the Very Excellent Duke of

Abeiro, her husband, opposing Kino’s views? What would the

Reverend Father say to me then, especially if he had called me
his friend, treated me hospitably, and encouraged me? Tell me
now, what would he say

Besides all this, Sigiienza adds with becoming modesty, since

he has acquired a certain renown in his ‘^patria, ” Mexico, which

his studies have won for him, and since he is a professor of

Mathematics in the Royal University and receiving a salary

from His Majesty, the King of Spain, he does not want it to

be thought later that the Reverend Father had come from the

Province of Bavaria to set him right. Moreover, Don Carlos

was not the sole proprietor of his own reputation and since that

of his country is also involved he cannot, therefore, permit it to

be obscured without just cause. Consequently, it becomes a

patriotic duty for him to take up his pen in defense of his

country as well as himself. Before Heaven, he protests, he is

obliged by the Reverend Father Kino to write his Ast7'onomical

Libi'a lest those who read Kino’s work think that the Spaniards

in the Mexican university have merely a “trabajoso juizio”

serving as a professor of Mathematics.^^

Thus the writing of one of Sigiienza ’s most learned books

came about. The title was borrowed from a work by Father

Horacio Graffis dealing with the comet of 1618.'^® Although

44 Libra Astronomica, 7. 45 Log. cit. 46 Libra Astronomica, 8.
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Don Carlos wrote his treatise in 1681 it was not published until

1690. As already stated, it saw the light of day only through

the generosity of his admirer and friend, Don Sebastian de

Guzman y Cordova. Why so long a time elapsed between its

writing and publication is not clearly explained. One com-

mentator^^ avers that the delay in publication was in deference

to the Jesuit Order, although the necessary ‘Jicencias” were

given in 1682. Don Carlos had been careful, however, to reiterate

that, in his dispute with Father Kino, he was not assailing him

as a Jesuit but simply as ‘'mathematician to mathematician.”

For the Order the Mexican professor expresses the deepest ad-

miration as composed of “patrons of learning and truth.” The

Order will not take offense, he continues, for such literary duels

are common within it and even against its own institution carried

on “with harsher words than will be found here.

No attempt will be made here to appraise this work nor to

analyze the rebuttals and arguments set forth with such erudi-

tion. A few observations of a superficial nature may, however,

be permitted in order to indicate the general organization of the

book.

After the introductory remarks, from which much of the

foregoing has been derived, the author reproduces his “Philo-

sophical Manifest” around which the polemic had centered. Two

paragraphs are then devoted to a summary of Father Kino’s

Astronomical Exposition and the principal fields in which the

two combatants are to lock horns are marked out. With an “all

hands to work and may Right help the one who has it !

”

Sigiienza plunges into the matter.

After stating Father Kino’s argument against his own con-

tentions that comets are not, in reality, harbingers of evil, he

proceeds to support his original assertions with additional data.

Thus, point by point, he wrestles with his opponent. As was

47 Orozco y Berra, op. cit., 219, footnote 1. 48 Lihra Astronomica, 7.
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natural in the forensics of the time, theological considerations

played a large part in the discussion, and the authority of the

Bible was constantly sought. The classic writers of antiquity

were laid under heavy contribution as well as more modern

authors. Ponderous Latin citations are called in on nearly

every page to witness to certain facts or refute certain asser-

tions. And the whole is spiced with occasional thrusts of a

personal nature. These barbed darts are enlivening to the

modern investigator for they show the great scholar to be in-

tensely human and subject to the same temptations as the rest

of mankind.

Even works of pure literature are utilized for the discomfiture

of the “Reverend Father’’ who had had the temerity to allude

to certain “trabajosos juicios” in Mexico. Don Francisco de

Quevedo Villegas, “great glory of the Spanish nation,” is

drafted into service with a satirical poem which closes with an

apt punning stanza^® referring to comets.

At length, having defended his own contentions and refuted

Father Kino’s statements to his own satisfaction, our worthy

professor, now thoroughly warmed up to the subject, feels free to

turn his guns directly upon Kino’s own propositions set forth in

his Astronomical Exposition. ^ ^ It is plain,
’

’ he writes,
‘

‘ that the

Reverend Father will not be surprised at what I seek to do here

which is either to enhance the virtues of his Exposition in the

crucible of my examination or scorn it as dross if,” he adds

49 ‘ ‘ Luego Autor, que al mundo inquieta

con Cometas, y futuro
previene mol, mal profeta
es, y de tal yo aseguro,
que siempre yerro cometa.”

This is the last of the six stanzas quoted in Libra Astronomica, 70, and
it is italicized. Sigiienza states that this is found in ‘‘el tomo 2 de su
(Francisco de Quevedo) Parnaso pag. (mihi) 127.” I do not find this

poem in Florencio Janer, Poesias de Francisco de Quevedo y Villegas, Biblio-

teca de Autores Espanoles, LXIX, although there are two sonnets dealing
Avith the same theme. Those are entitled “Desacredita la presuncion vana
de los cometas” (Janer, op. cit., 130) and ‘‘Burlase de la astrologia de los

eclipses (ibid., 131).
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slyly, '‘by chance, that is what it is. Having^ thus relieved

himself, he proceeds to examine the basis of Father Kino ’s argu-

ments and succeeds in undermining them in a manner wholly

satisfactory and convincing to himself.

Perhaps the good professor is even less averse here to indulg-

ing in bits of satire and rarely loses an opportunity to transform

certain of Father Kino’s phrases which he had found particu-

larly offensive, such as "trabajoso juizio,” "the high, the low,

the noble and the plebeian, the learned and the unlearned, etc.,”

into verbal boomerangs. It is evident that he is endeavoring to

hold in check his resentment against Father Kino’s somewhat

scornful manner. Not infrequently he breaks forth in sarcastic

allusions to Father Kino’s Latin, his knowledge of history, and

his apparent duplicity in advising the viceroy in his dedicatory

that this comet was of good omen to that high official, while the

body of the work is taken up in proving its ill effects on the world

in general. Not content with this, Sigiienza even assails the

veracity of his opponent in claiming to have made observations

in Cadiz. In this manner the Mexican scholar expresses himself

fully and with considerable freedom. In closing his diatribe,

however, he repeats that this dispute in entirely a personal matter

between Father Kino and himself and is in no way connected

with that missionary’s affiliations. This done he offers his

opponent the olive branch.

The remaining pages of the Astronomical Libra are devoted

chiefly to a discussion of Astrology and are aimed more directly

at Don Martin de la Torre. The book closes with facts and

figures connected with Sigiienza ’s observations of the comet

made from January 3 to January 20, 1681.

Judgment may be suspended as to the relative merits of the

books written by these two learned men, one from the Old and

one from the New World. We are not here concerned with the

50 Libra Asironomica, 65.
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technical and scientific aspects of the debate. The modern inves-

tigator will undoubtedly be inclined to sympathize with the main

contention of Don Carlos and his honest attempt to free the

minds of his time from the shackles of fear and superstition.

And we cannot but be amazed at the erudition and industry of

this Creole who had never crossed the ocean to Europe and who

had never come directly under the influence of that struggle

between science and ignorance which was beginning to shake

Europe and tear it from its medieval moorings. That he was

well read is evident in his Astronomical Libra as well as in his

other writings which have survived
;
that his familiarity with his

books was great is equally patent
;
that he was painstaking and

thorough can be seen in the careful organization of his book and

the well executed diagrams which accompany it. Considering

the remoteness of New Spain from Europe and the infrequency of

communication, together with his meager pecuniary resources,

we can only marvel at his ability to keep abreast of his times

and, in some respects, to be in advance of them.

The Astronomical Libra, written in 1681, was not the last

work to be produced under the inspiration of this polemic. In

1682 another treatise on comets appeared, entitled Astrological

and Physical Speculation, etc., by Gaspar Evelino”^ who was,

possibly, the unknown mathematician to whom Sigiienza’s friends

may have had reference when they warned him of Father Kino ’s

forthcoming work although, it will be remembered, the name of

that pamphlet was to have been “Examen Cometico.”^- There

is no text of this available and it is doubtful if it would have

much bearing on the matter in hand, which is largely an account

of the relations between Father Kino and Don Carlos.

A brief digression may be permitted at this point in order

that reference may be made to a sort of by-product of this polemic

on the nature of comets. This took the form of a sonnet written

51 Orozco j Berra, op. cit., 219.

Ante, 63.
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by the nun «Tuana Ines de la Cruz, whom we have mentioned in

the previous chapter. This brief poem°® was dedicated to Father

Kino and was, perhaps, a delicate acknowledgment of a gift of a

copy of the Jesuit missionary’s book. If such is the case, we may

suppose that this talented and holy lady found the atmosphere of

the work a little too rarefied for even her keen but feminine

intellect. Possibly it is lacking in due reverence to that very

estimable poetess to presume that her perusal of Kino’s little

volume was limited to the dedicatory to the viceroy. There is,

however, some basis for this supposition when one notes that her

sonnet bears the caption ‘^Applauding the astronomical knowl-

edge of Father Eusebius Francisco Kino of the Company of

Jesus who wrote about the Comet which appeared in the year

’80 absolving it of ominousness.'’

Of the subsequent relations of Don Carlos and Father Kino

we have no data. There is no available evidence to indicate that

Kino ever acknowledged Siguenza’s reply or even that he knew

of its existence. We know that he returned to Mexico City at

least twice afterwards, once before the publication of the

Astronomical Lihra in 1686,^^ and once after its appearance in

53“Aunque es clara del Cielo la luz pura
clara la Luna, y claras las estrellas,

j claras las efimeras centellas,

que el ayre eleva, y el ineendio apura:

Aunque es el E-ayo claro, cuya dura
produccion cuesta al viento mil querellas,

y el relampago que liizo de sus liuellas

medrosa luz en la tiniebla obscura:

Todo el conocimiento torpe liumano
Se estuvo obscure, sin que las mortales
plumas pudiessen ser, con buelo ufano,

Icaros de discursos racionales;
hasta que al tuyo, Eusebio soberano,
les dio luz a las luzes celestiales. ”

Foemas de la unica poetisa Americana, Musa Des^ima, Soror Juana Ines
de la Cruz, I, 174.

54 Bolton, Kinoes Historical Memoir of Fimeria Alta, I, 49.
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1695.“^ Whether on either or both of these visits he renewed

associations with Sigiienza is wholly a matter for conjecture:

That Kino apparently did not reply may be due to the fact

that he never learned of the existence of the professor’s hook.

It is more likely to suppose, however, that he never found time to

do so or that he never really desired to reply. He was too *

ardently devoted to his missionary and exploring activities to

retain a keen interest in academic polemics. Possibly he believed

that his Astronomical Exposition needed no defense for it is

evident that he was proud of his little work. In a letter to the

Duchess of Abeiro y Arcos written six or seven months after his

departure from Mexico City he states that a few days before he

left the capital he had written a little book about the Comet of

1680 and had left some hundred copies of it to Father Francisco

de Castro who, in care of Father Joseph Vidal, would remit them

to her in Madrid.^® He is anxious for them to reach her hands

and earnestly requests that half a dozen of them be given to

‘
‘ Father Pedro de los Escuderos in Seville, another half-dozen to

be sent to Rome” to be distributed among acquaintances in the

Eternal City. Over a year later he wrote to the Duchess again,

expressing the hope that his books had arrived.®^

What, then, is the significance of the relationship of Father

Kino and Don Carlos de Sigiienza and the polemic in which they

became engaged ? The answer is, possibly, that this controversy

which, as Dr. Cajori states, “is the earliest instance of a clash of

intellects in public print on a scientific question that occurred in

America, shows that New Spain, while geographically distant,

55 IMd., I, 58.

56 Father Kino to Duchess of Abeiro j Arcos, Nuestra Sehora del Eosa-
rio, June 3, 1682.

57 Ihid., Port of San Lucas and Coast of Sinaloa, on board the ‘
‘ Almi-

ranta, ” August 12, 1683.

58 Florian Cajori, “The Mathematical Sciences in the Latin Colonies

of America,’’ Scientific Monthly XVI, 194-204; also Florian Cajori, The
Early Mathematical Sciences in North and South America, 112.
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was not so remote in intellectual activities as its contemporaries

believed. It shows, furthermore, that Mexico was not so utterly

enveloped in the darkness of ignorance and intolerance at this

time as is still a common belief in some quarters. Not alone on

the eastern shores of the Atlantic was the light of scientific

learning beginning to gleam, and not merely in the Old World

were the shadows of superstition being gradually dissipated.



CHAPTER V

SIGUENZA, ROYAL COSMOGRAPHER

It is likely that the term ^‘cosmographer ” was an elastic one

in the days of Don Carlos. The era of ‘‘specialization” was still

remote and neither criticism nor investigation had developed

so far that a determined student might not encompass a creditable

portion of it. The learning of a man of the type of Sigiienza

—

who furnishes many parallels with scholars of the Renaissance

—

might be described as horizontal rather than perpendicular; his

mind could wander freely over wide fields of human knowledge

yet it did not, in the modern sense, probe deeply. The sciences

were still in too rudimentary a stage and were far from being

well organized.

It is not to be implied from the foregoing, however, that Don

Carlos was not profound, that he did not seek to uncover the

hidden springs of wisdom. Rather, the opposite is true. Even

in Europe only a beginning was being made on those researches

which would lead to results of far-reaching importance. And
there, it must be granted, circumstances were far more favorable

to the initiative of original thinkers than was the ease in the

New Spain of the seventeenth century and later. Indeed, where

the means were at hand, the Mexican scholar carried on investi-

gations of a thorough nature. His work on the ancient history

of the Indian tribes of his native land was far more solid than

that of his predecessors; his misfortune in not being able to

publish his findings is an irreparable loss to later students of the

early civilization of Mexico. But if some of his other work was

less substantial a portion of it was destined to outlive the bulk
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of his historical labors and. become a basis for much later effort.

This is especially well exemplified in the maps which he drew.

Don Carlos received the title of Royal Cosmographer of the

Realm” by a special cedula issued by Charles II, probably in

1680.^ This designation has been defined as an ‘‘astronomer,

surveyor, and map-maker,”^ and this we may adopt as our

norm, amplifying its sphere where it may be deemed expedient.

The term was sufficiently elastic in its acceptance in Sigiienza’s

day to comprehend, in a general way, the more practical studies

of engineering and mechanics. In these latter pursuits, also, we

find Don Carlos engaged from time to time.

We have referred to some of his activities and writings related

to astronomical matters. In these, it is api)arent, he took a pro-

found interest and did work of distinctive merit. In order to

round out the account a few other manifestations of his curiosity

and diligence along these lines will be indicated. Thus it will

be seen that, despite his inadequate equipment and other handi-

caps, he was able in diverse ways to be of service to his contem-

poraries and those who came afterwards.

One of Sigiienza’s preoccupations was to establish the longi-

tude of the City of Mexico. While this had been done by others

before and during his own time, he endeavored to calculate it

more accurately. These results are duly recorded in Astronomical

Libra.^ It may be noted, in passing, that he is more charitable

toward a predecessor, Henrico Martinez, than was Humboldt

1 While all commentators report that Sigiienza was made a Royal Cos-
mographer they do not indicate when this honor was officially bestowed
upon him. The evidence, however, seems fairly clear that the date w'as

1680. Sigiienza, in his letter to the C'onde de Moctezuma, dated May 9,

1699, writes, “ ... a mi tener entonces [1693] veinte y im anos de Cate-
dratico de Mathematicas en una Universidad tan ilustre como la de Mexico
y trece de Cosmografo del Beyno y Examinador de Artilleros. ” As he had
been a Royal Cosmographer for thirteen years at the time of the Pensacola
exploration in 1693, he must have received the title in 1680 when he was
thirty-five years of age.

2 Bolton, Kino’s Historical Memoir of Pimeria Alta, T, 38.

^ Libra Astronomica, 175-178.
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over a century later toward himself. Don Carlos excuses the

error of Martinez because of his presumed lack of a telescope.

Humboldt dismisses the findings of Sigiienza and others in a

brusque fashion, stating: “Such old and careless observations

can give no certainty.’’^ That scorn of Europeans for the efforts

and intelligence of native-born Americans which Don Carlos so

bitterly resented in his lifetime still retained its pristine vigor

when the nineteenth century was dawning.

Among the many writings with which he busied his active

pen were his “Lunarios,’’ or a sort of almanac, which he pub-

lished annually. In these appeared astronomical and meteoro-

logical predictions which Don Carlos worked out with the greatest

care, feeling that it was a duty to be performed very conscien-

tiously.® While these almanacs are an interesting manifestation

of the zeal of the Mexican scholar, the historic importance of

being the first of their kind attached to them by some® cannot

be sustained. Others are known to have existed earlier in the

century in New Spain."

Rare indeed are these “lunarios” of Siguenza today,® and a

detailed description of them cannot be given here. Siguenza him-

self refers to them only very rarely. In his Astronomical Libra^

4 Alexander de Humboldt, Political Essay of the Kingdom of New
Spain, translated by John Black, I, XXVI.

5 Letter of Gabriel Lopez de Sigiienza.

6 See Alfredo Chavero “Siguenza y Gongora, ” Anales del Mu^eo Na-
eional, III (1882-1886), 258-271. “Oreo que no es por demas decir, que
Siguenza cuenta que cada ano hacia almanaques y Lunarios, sin duda los

primeros que se hicieron en Mexico, y tal vez en America. ’ ’

7 Henrico Martinez had made a series of “ lunarios from 1606 to 1620.

See Manuel Orozco y Berra, Apuntes para la historia de la geografia en

Mexico, 215-216.

8 Francisco Perez Salazar, Ohras de Carlos de Siguenza y Gongora
con una biografia xx, writes in this connection: “A proposito de lunarios

y pronosticos ademas de estos dos [those of 1671 and 1672] existen en el

Archive General de la Nacion las peticiones originales de Siguenza pre-

sentando al Santo Tribunal de la Fe los originales impresos de sus lunarios

correspondientes al ano de 1675 y al de 1680 y suplicando se le permitiera

darles curso.’^

9 Libra Astronomica, 149.
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he calls attention to those of 1675 and 1681 in which he claims to

have aired his views on the falsity of the science of Astrology

in no uncertain terms. We may gather, also that it was his wont

from time to time to include certain historical data on these

little sheets, particularly allusions to the early Indian tribes of

New Spain. He was also accustomed to give the correspondence

of the dates of the early Indian chronology and the Christian

calendar. An eighteenth century historian informs us

:

Of the celebrated mathematician, Don Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora,

an individual well versed in the antiquities of the Indians and their calen-

dars, I have a prognostication, or “Lunario,” which was printed about

1681, on which he places a chronological note beginning as follows: “This
present year is 5641 since the creation of the World; 3985 years since the

Flood; 189 years since the discovery of the Western Indies by Columbus;

and 354 years since the founding of this city of Mexico by tlie Aztecs

Mexitzin. ’ ’n

There is little to add except that all through his life he con-

tinued making predictions regarding astronomical phenomena

;

at his death he left prognostications concerning eclipses as far in

advance as 1711.^“ It is likely that these little publications served

as a vehicle for many of his discoveries which he incorporated in

a work of indubitable value, his Mexican Cijclograpluj}'^

A discussion of this product of Sigiienza ’s industry may

properly belong with his historical writings but it seems pertinent

to allude to it in the present connection since it was, in a large

measure, an application of his technical knowledge of astronomy.

10 Sigiienza calls attention to a very exact chronology' of the Mexican
empire which he had included in his preface to the Lunario of 1681 in his

“Teatro de Virtudes Politicas, “ Documentos para la liistoria de Mexico,
ser. 3, I, 37.

11 Mariano Veytia, Historia antigua de Mejico, I, 13.

12 Letter of Gabriel Lopez to Sigiienza.

13 Cyclografia Mexicana. This work is mentioned by Guzman in his pro-

logue to Libra Astronomica as the “Aho Mexieano” which he further
describes “Esto es, la forma que tenia el que usaban los desta nacion y
generalniente los mas politicos, que habitaron la Septentrional America,
desde que a ella les conduxo Teochichimecatl poco despues de la confusion
de las lengiias en Babilonia.”
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Since 1668 Don Carlos had worked indefatigably upon the

ancient languages and hieroglyphics of the ancient Indian tribes

and had deciphered many of their monuments. By means of his

broad knowledge of the history of the oriental and the occidental

world together with his elaborate calculations of eclipses and

comets which were recorded in the historical paintings of the

early Mexicans, he had been able to adjust the epochs of Indian

history with those of the Christian world. In this way he had

been able to discover the ancient method employed by the abori-

gines in counting their months, years, and centuries.

Again any adequate treatment of this subject is impossible

because of the loss of the manuscript. Though it was presumably

short in length it represented the most persistent effort of

Sigiienza.^^ We may obtain some idea of it, however, as the

Italian traveler, Gemelli Careri, saw it and based part of his

account on it, as he himself acknowledges.^^

We may now turn to another phase of this many-sided scholar

indicating briefly some of his other activities of an even more

practical nature. These are his work as an engineer and a

cartographer.

The problem of the “Desague” or drainage of the Valley of

Mexico was a well-nigh insoluble one during the period of the

viceroys—and it continued to be so even up into the nineteenth

century. Viceroys came, played their part in the affairs of the

realm, frequently for a brief period, and departed; but the

difficult question of controlling the waters of this lofty valley

remained, and the waters continued to threaten often the very

Juan Joseph de Eguiara j Eguren, Bibliotheca Mexicana, 479-480.

isGio: Francesco Gemelli Careri, Giro del Mondo, Parte Sesta, chap.

VI. Manuel Orozco j Berra in his Historia Antigua de la Conquista de

Mexico, II, 103, has an interesting comment which we quote. “
. . . En el

tomo III MS del Ramo de Historia en el Archive General se encuentra un
articulo intitulado, ’ ’ Compute cronologico de los indios mexicanos que se

atribuye a D. Carlos de Sigiienza j Gongora. Le acompaha una table com-

prendiendo del ano 1186 al 1711, bien formado j se imprimio en la tercera

serie de Documentos para la Historia de Mexico, I, 227-243.
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existence of the capital. The city itself was situated on one of the

lowest parts of the basin-floor. As the bowl, formed by the

encircling mountains which raised their crests high above, had

practically no outlet, all the moisture which formed on these

protecting bulwarks was precipitated into the bottom. Numerous

lakes lay scattered about adding their charm to the beauty of the

scene. Unfortunately, when there was a season of unusual rain-

fall, the volume of water in them became so augmented that it

frequently inundated the adjacent towns, particularly the City

of Mexico. The Aztecs had endeavored to cope with this serious

menace, three distinct floods overwhelming the city, being

recorded before the arrival of the Spaniards. These Indians gave

another proof of the relatively high civilization which they had

attained in constructing dikes for the protection of the city by

which they showed evidence of considerable engineering skill.

They had met, however, with only indifferent success.^® These

floodings of the city were repeated periodically throughout the

viceregal period and were one of the many vexatious administra-

tive problems with which the representatives of the King of

Spain had to deal. On more than one occasion the proposal to

abandon the site of the capital and move to higher ground had

been advanced but property holders and those with vested

interests always succeeded in defeating it.

During the sixteenth century the measures of the various

viceroys had taken the form of the construction and reinforcing

of dikes as the Indians had done before them. The two floods

16 An interesting historical account of the floods of the Valley of Mexico
is given by Don Luis Gronzalez Obregon in the Memoria Historica, Tecnica y
Administrativa de las Ol>ras del Desagiie del Valle de Mexico, 1449-1900, I,

Book II, 31-272. This sketch is entitled “Resena Historica del Desagiie del

Valle de Mexico, 1449-1855.’’ Other accounts of interest are given in

Humboldt, op. cit., II, 80 ft., and the Biccionario Universal de Historia y de
Geografia, V, -which has an article by Manuel Berganzo entitled, “Inunda-
cione"^ y desagiie de Mexico”; also in the appendix to the Biccionario Uni-
versal, II, there are valuable articles entitled “Desagiie de Mexico,” with
various maps and plans (pp. 146-212); and “Inundacion de Mexico en
1629” (pp. 587-588).
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of 1604 and 1607, occurring in unprecedented close succession,

galvanized the authorities into seeking more satisfactory reme-

dies. It was decided that some means for the evacuation of the

water from the enclosed valley must be found, and the famous

'‘cut of Nochistongo” through a narrow ridge was begun in

1607. The celebrated Dutch engineer, Henrico Martinez, began

this operation with a subterranean gallery or canal to conduct

the water out of the valley. Unfortunately, this was not wholly

successful for in 1629 one of the worst floods that the capital had

yet experienced took place and for most of flve years the streets

of the city were under water. This disaster resulted in the

imprisonment of the unhappy engineer though his name has

subsequently been honored by posterity.

In the time of Sigiienza the problem of the disposal of the

excess water was a vexing one, as it continued to be long after his

death. Knowing as we do the great interest which this diligent

man took in everything about him, it is not surprising to learn

that he earnestly applied himself to a practical solution of the

difficulty. Although he was not able to settle the matter in a

deflnitive fashion he rendered material assistance in bringing

about temporary relief. We may obtain some knowledge of these

efforts from his lively account of the corn riot of 1692 in which

he records the events preceding this dramatic episode.

In this letter he tells of the heavy rains of 1691 resulting in

the partial inundation of the capital and the measures which

were taken to meet this emergency.^" The swollen condition of

Lake Texcoco led the population of the city to fear as destructive

a flood as that of 1629
;
the harassed Viceroy, the Conde de Galve,

was besieged by all sorts of enthusiasts with impractical remedies

for the situation.

One of the most persistent ideas which kept recurring during

each succeeding rise of the water level was the possibility of a

17 Letter to the Admiral, MS. This document will form the basis of
chapter 7 post.
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drain or hole in the bottom of the lake. This, it was hoped, might

be utilized for the removal of the surplus water. There was

a theory, which would not down, that underlying the valley was

a stratum of porous rock full of huge caverns. A certain Father

Francisco Calderon had stoutly maintained this theory during

the flood of 1629 and even believed that there was a ‘'sumidero’’

or hole in the bottom of Lake Texcoco near a place called the

“Pehol de los Banos.” This, he was confident, could be enlarged

and would thus be able to swallow most of the lake.^®

Again and again this theory was revived displaying more and

more strength as each successive fanatic embraced it. It was felt

that in some such miraculous manner the city might be saved

from the constant menace of the heavy rains. Don Carlos inves-

tigated this possibility repeatedly and came to the conclusion

that it did not exist.

The Professor of Astrology, Don Carlos de Sigiienza, a learned man and

diligent in the study of the antiquities of this land, and skilful in his

predictions of the Sky [wrote his friend Vetancurt], has gone several times

with large {de porte) and small boats for six and four [sic] days to

make soundings in this lake [Texcoco] in order to see if there is a sign

of any hole {sumidero) but has not found it.i^

Notwithstanding this, the suggestion was again brought to

the Conde de Galve. The latter was afraid to overlook any possi-

ble solution. “Though I had already talked to His Excellency

about this matter,” writes Sigiienza, “and had related to him

in great detail all I know about it,”-° the fiscal and the scholar

were sent along with the latest advocate of this familiar theory

in order to investigate it. As usual the quest proved futile. Still

another priest of Mexico City was obsessed by the same idea.

So persistently did he press the subject upon the distracted vice-

roy that the latter finally yielded and asked him to point it out.

18 Humboldt, op. cit., II, 102.

19 Augustin de Vetancurt, Teatro Mexicano, Part I, 33.

20 Letter to the Admiral, MIS, 19.
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Don Carlos accompanied this individual also. The spot was in-

dicated and, Sigiienza reports disgustedly,
‘

‘ after having pulled

out a huge tree, roots and all, instead of a ‘ sumidero ’ they found

a spring !

’

More practical remedies were imperative and it was arranged

that a thorough inspection of the canal system should be made

with a view to determining the condition of the canals and to

studying possible improvements. This was entrusted to a com-

mission of the municipal government of which Don Carlos became

the chief spokesman and, it may be imagined, the dominating

figure. The findings of this committee were embodied in a report

which Siguenza drew up. The viceroy accepted the suggestions

offered and proceeded to put them into effect at once.^^

What the canals really needed, Don Carlos believed, was a

thorough cleaning out which would permit both a more rapid

fiow and a greater volume of water to pass through them. While

there was nothing original in this proposal it was carried out in

a far more efficient manner than had hitherto been the case. On
former occasions when the canals had been cleaned the dredged

material was piled up on the banks of the waterways where, in

due time, it fell baek into the canals. Under the supervision of

Don Carlos all this was carefully removed to a distance except

what was used for necessary embankments. As a consequence

the beneficial effects of this operation were more lasting.

In addition to freeing the old canals of the accumulated

debris, Siguenza suggested a new canal which would relieve the

western barrios of the city from the danger of inundation.
‘

‘ The

Conde de Galve,” writes Don Carlos, ‘‘approved my opinion and

placed me in charge of this work. This resulted in a long

ditch “two varas deep, six varas wide and three thousand, six

hundred, and twenty varas in length,” which passed the Alva-

21 Letter to the Admiral, MS, 19.

22 IMd., 22.

23 Letter to the Admiral, MS, 23.
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rado Bridge, the scene of the famous “leap,” and ended at the

Chapultepec causeway. With the dirt obtained from the huge

trench the scholar-engineer built a large parapet toward the

City of Mexico. This, strengthened by willow trees which Don

Carlos planted upon it, served as a bulwark by stopping the

flood waters and forcing them to flow through the ditch without

descending upon the city proper. “And this,” writes the

gratified professor, “it has continued to do up to the time of

this writing to my great satisfaction.

From what has been narrated above it will be seen that Si-

giienza was not merely a cloistered scholar, a recluse, but, upon

occasion, a man of practical affairs. When necessary he could

drop his active (piill and grasp the heavy-handled pick to do

service for the city which he loved.

Connected with the construction of this large ditch is an

interesting incident which, in the eyes of Don Carlos, i)ossessed

considerable significance and bearing upon the riot which took

place not long after. This we will quote from his letter

:

Quite awhile before when we were opening up the new canal which I

have already told about, an infinite number of little objects of supersti-

tion were taken out from beneath Alvardo ’s Bridge. A great many little

pitchers and pots were found which smelled of “pulque” and a greater

number of manikins and tiny figures of clay, all of Spaniards and all were

either pierced by knives and lances made of the same material or had

signs of blood on their throats as if they had been cut. It was on the

occasion wdien the Viceroy came to inspect the canal under construction

that I showed them to him (and later to the Archbishop in his Palace).

Both Princes questioned me as to their significance. I answered that it

was proof-positive that the Indians utterly abominated us and an indica-

tion of what they earnestly wished for the Spaniards because, having

defeated the Marques del Valle on the night of the lOtli of July, 1520,25 they

had consecrated that spot, as is clearly evident in their histories, to their

most important God (which is the God of War) as a place of ill-omen for

us and propitious to them. And since, even in these times, they have not

forgotten their ancient superstitions, they are throwing there, in miniature

effigy, those whom they hate in order that the Spaniards, whom they now

2ilbid., 24 .
25 ‘‘La Noche Triste.”
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curse, may suffer the same fate as those of the earlier date who perished

in the same canal. This, I inferred, was the significance attached to those

objects, judging by what I had read of their histories and what they them-

selves told me when I was gathering up these objects. And now I add that,

since the number of those little figures was great and many of them were

recently thrown there, it was nothing less than making manifest by that

action the vicious state of mind that they were in for destroying us all.26

Not the least important of Sigiienza’s engineering activities

were the maps which he drew. These products of his industry

proved to be some of the most enduring of his efforts and lasted

longer than he himself could have hoped. Nearly a century

later they still formed the basis of later maps with few or no

modifications. One entitled
‘

‘ Map of the waters which, through

a circle of ninety leagues, come to the Lake of Texcoco, drawn

by Don Carlos de Sigiienza, ” was not published until 1748,

when it was reproduced, without change, in a report on the

Desagiie^" of Mexico City. It was again printed in 1783^® and

also in 1786 by Alzate, a worthy successor of Sigiienza in the

history of Mexican science. This gentleman republished it in

his Gaceta with some additions.^® About the same time this same

map was used on a reduced scale in the Guidebook for Strangers

in Mexico City, published in Spain. Don Carlos did not date

26 Letter to the Admiral, MS, 43-44.

27 Jose Francisco de Cuevas Aguirre y Espinosa, Extracto de los Autos
de diligencias y reconocimientos de los rios, lagunas, vertientes y desagues

de la capital de Mexico y su Valle . . . See illustration on opposite page.

28“Mapa de las lagunas, rios y lugares que circundan a Mexico para
mayor inteligencia de la Historia y Conquista de Mexico, que escribio Solis;

por Tomas Lopez. Madrid ano de 1783.” See Manuel Orozco y Berra,

Memoria para la Carta Hidrogrdfica del Valle de Mexico, 7. For a list of

maps of Mexico made during the colonial era see Pedro Torres Lanza,

Relacidn Descriptiva de los mapas, Pianos, etc., de Mexico y Floridas exis-

tentes en el Archive General de Indias, 2 vols (Sevilla, 1900).

29 “Mapa de las aguas que per [sic] el circulo de noventa leguas vienen

a la laguna de Texcoco, delineado por Don Carlos de Sigiienza y Oongora,
reimpreso en Mexico con algunas adiciones en 1786 por Don Joseph Alzate.”

See Humboldt, op. cit., I, xevi, who adds :

‘
‘ The scale of latitudes and lon-

gitudes attached by M. Alzate to this plan of Sigiienza is defective in con-

struction to the extent of more than an arc of three minutes.”

30 This map bore the title,
‘ ‘ Mapa de las cercanias de Mexico que com-

prende el Real desagiie de todas sus Lagunas que se forman de los Vertientes
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the original map so far as is known but it was probably drawn

about 1691. Compared to the work of modern cartographers

it is of course crude yet it conveys a good idea of the general

layout of the country about the capital. The various positions

are not fixed with absolute precision nor are the mountains in

strict accordance with nature. As one authority puts it, “One

finds them [the mountains] spattered about on the drawing more

as an adornment of the imagination to fill in space and give it

a certain appearance rather than following their true direc-

tion.”®^ But even these serious defects do not rob the work of its

intrinsic value.

To Don Carlos belongs another distinction which is that of

being the first, so far as is known, to make a general map of the

whole of New Spain. Like his plan of the Valley of Mexico,

this map was utilized extensively by his successors and became

the basis of all those that were published in Europe during the

eighteenth century.®- As was the case with much of his work

Sigiienza did not have the satisfaction of seeing this map pub-

lished. There is, in fact no real evidence that the original

drawing was ever put in a more permanent form though numer-

ous copies were made of it. It was long recognized in the

colony as the best work of its kind and as a model for those

interested in such matters.®® This eventually fell, also, into

the hands of Alzate in 1767, who made a few corrections upon it

de las Sierras que le rodean con los Pueblos inmediatos. See Orozco y Berra,
op. cit., 7. A facsimile was made of Sigiienza ’s map in the printing office

of the Bureau of Federal Telegraphers, Mexico City, 1905. See Federico
Gomez y Orozco, Catdlogo de la Coleccidn de Manuscritos de Icazhalceta
relativos a la Mstoria de America, 187.

31 Orozco y Berra, op. cit., 7.

32 Orozco V Berra, Apuntes para la liistoria de la geografia en Mexico,
327.

Ihid., 327. This writer states that he has never seen a genuine copy
but that in the “Cronica de Michoacan^’ of Father Beaumont, which
existed in manuscript form in the Archive General, there was a copy of an
original of Sigiienza of New Spain. This had been modified and changed
to suit the pui*pose of Father Beaumont.
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and then dedicated it to the Royal Academy of Sciences in Paris

a year later.

A map which was found in the General Archives of the

Indies in Seville, Spain, is credited to Don Carlos. It bears the

title, ‘‘Route which the Governor, Alonso de Leon, took in the

year 1689 from Coahuila to near the Laguna de San Bernardo

the place where the French had settled
’

’ and is signed
‘

‘ Sigiienza,

1689.” As we shall see later, Don Carlos had a special interest

in the Gulf region and became familiar with much of the coast

line from Vera Cruz to Pensacola Bay.^^ This map to which

we refer was a sketch drawn from data supplied him and is

therefore inaccurate in details. It is none the less serviceable,

however, in illustrating the account which Alonso de Leon wrote

of his search for La Salle’s colony.^®

A far more careful piece of map-making than any of those

mentioned above is the map of Pensacola Bay, which bears the

title “New demarkation of the Bay of Santa Maria de Galve (for-

merly Pansacola) which by order of His Excellencj^ the Conde de

Galve, Viceroy of New Spain, was made in the year of 1693 by

Don Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora, Cosmographer of the King,

our Lord and his Professor emeritus of Mathematics in the

34 It was published in 1775 by the geographer Bauche
;

in this form it

circulated in Mexico itself up to 1792 although the name of Sigiienza did
not appear upon it. Loc cit.

35 See chapter 8, post.

36 Miss Elizabeth Howard West reproduces this map with her annotated

translation of De Leonas Expedition of 1689, published in the Texas His-

torical Quarterly, VIII, 202, and states: “It [the map] is quite inaccurate

in its representation of the rivers and of the coast, as is to be expected on

a sketch-map of this sort and of this period, yet it is of considerable value

for the light which it throws upon the narrative in the Itinerary [of the De
Leon Expedition]. The lower courses of the rivers, in particular, are mostly

pure guess work; the coast may have been modeled on earlier maps. The
route which is marked on the tracing with red ink is for the most part in

agreement with that described in the Itinerary, yet it presents enough

discrepancies to support other sources of information The names as

given on the map, however, agree substantially with those given by the

Itinerary. ’ ’
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Mexican Academy.”^' In this case Don Carlos did not depend

upon data furnished him from other sources but upon a careful

survey which he himself made in person. Drawn with meticulous

precision the result is a far more finished piece of workmanship

and one by which a fairer judgment may be made of the capabil-

ities of Sigiienza as a cartographer.®®

In various ways his mathematical and engineering knowledge

was called into play during his life
;
of these only a bare mention

can be made. He was well versed in matters pertaining to

artillery and military fortifications; among his many titles was

that of the official ‘‘Examiner of Gunners,” through which he

had considerable to do with the Windward Fleet patroling the

eastern coast-line of the Gulf. Although a landsman he possessed

an excellent knowledge of theoretical navigation. This is evi-

dent in some of his writings such as the Astronomical Libra and

the Misfortunes of Alonso Ramirez. In 1695 his opinion was

sought on the matter of the fortification of that stronghold, San

Juan Ulua, guarding the doorway to New Spain. Of this Don
Carlos was able to boast that his opinion outweighed that of

the generals, admirals, and other officers of the Windward Fleet

as well as that of the Governor of Vera Cruz and the Castellan

of the fortress itself.^® But the disappearance of this document

along with so much other precious material of the author leaves

the modern investigator without means of appraising it.

37 Reproduced in W. E. Dunn, Spanish and French Rivalry in the Gulf
Region, opp. 160.

38 The circumstances connected with the making of this map will be

treated in chapters 8 and 9 post.

39 In a footnote, Bustamante, editor of Andres Cavo ’s Tres Siglos de

Mexico, II, 93, has the following to say regarding this manuscript of

Sigiienza; “Muy rare es el documento manuscrito que existe hoy en Mexico

de este sabio de siglo. Apenas se ve en la Universidad un fragmento que

dio al Virrey sobre la fortaleza de Ulua en 31 de diciembre de 1695 for-

mado de su puno y letra. Tal es el abandono en que han estado las letras

entre nosotros!’’ This manuscript was also seen by Beristain y Souza

(Jose Mariano Beristain y Souza, Bihlioteca Hispano-Americana Seten-

trional. III, 147).

40 Sigiienza to Conde de Moctezuma, May 9, 1699.
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In agriculture he also took an interest being cognizant that

the true source of wealth of New Spain in his time lay in the

soil. He acknowledged this interest with pride, and occas-

sionally discussed certain phases of this art.^“ One of his

manuscripts contained a treatise on the reduction of cattle

ranches to definite units of measure (caballerias de tierra) by

means of arithmetic and geometry.

In this superficial manner some of the varied subjects to

which Don Carlos gave his attention have been touched upon.

A more adequate treatment is almost impossible due to the

fragmentary evidence that is at hand and the complete disap-

pearance of the majority of the manuscript writings. Of the

nature of the latter we are only able to guess. That all were

outstanding contributions to knowledge cannot be maintained

;

Siguenza was, after all, the child of his time and, though

possessed of a fine intellect, could not entirely divorce himself

from the prevailing concepts of his contemporaries—but most

of these he accepted only after due reflection. As a geographer

his knowledge was obtained largely through books that he read

and their statements, in the absence of any means to correct, he

was largely forced to accept and did so sometimes with a certain

dogmatism. In the mystical ‘^Strait of Anian’’ he believed as

an article of faith. ‘'This piece of land [the western hemis-

phere],” he declares, “is not a continent but an island because

on the Antarctic end it is broken by the Strait of Magellan and

on the other end (Z know what I am saying here) the two seas

are joined by the Strait of Anian and Davits.

41 “Yo que en el Eollo de los Labradores tenia tambien mi piedra
aunque no muy grande ” Letter to the Admiral, MS. 28.

42 See Libra Astronomica, 51.

43 Beristain y Souza, op. cit., 148, mentions this work and claims to

have seen it in the library of the University.

44 Teatro de Virtudes Politicas, Bocumentos para la Historia de Mexico,
ser. 3, I, 20.
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He had, however, a fairly clear idea of the upper and par-

ticularly the lower Mississippi region, obtained partly from his

own travels near the mouth of that great river, and chiefly, from

the books and documents dealing with the movement of La Salle

to which his close association with the viceroy gave him access.

But, however crude his efforts and his knowledge may seem to

us now, for his own time he was remarkably well informed
;
and

some of his work was to remain as a monument to his own

intellectuality for fully a century—and longer.

45 See his Trofeo de la Justicia Espanola, 67, 74.



CHAPTER VI

SIGUENZA, ANTIQUARIAN AND HISTORIAN

‘Hf there were someone in New Spain who would pay the

cost of printing .... there is no doubt that I would bring forth

various works in the composition of which I have been stimulated

by the great love which I have for my country, and in which

would be found exceedingly strange information ....,” writes

Don Carlos, to which he adds the melancholy prophecy so

unfortunately realized,
‘

‘ these data and others like them require

much space {volwmen) and so they will probably die with me
(for I shall never be able to print them on account of my great

poverty)

This is no uncommon complaint among the men of letters of

Sigiienza’s time,^ particularly those who applied themselves to

studies of a secular nature. This situation raises an insuperable

barrier to any accurate evaluation of the literary production

of seventeenth-century Mexico. That there was considerable

writing of a non-theological sort is evident despite the fact that

only here and there amidst the mare magnum of religious and

doctrinal literature of this period do we find a work which sus-

tains this conclusion. The case of Don Carlos was by no means

unique, but we may, none the less, share with him the profound

regret that most of his work should never see the light of day in a

permanent form.

1 Farayso Occidental, Prologue.

2 Guzman in the prologue of Libra Astronomica asks: “Quien me
negara ser pension de no poco singularissimos varones de nuestra ilustre

nacion emprender cosas grandes en materia de letras, v conseguirlas sin

mas motive que tener que entregar al olvido, como por premio del

trabajo que les costo el formarlas?”
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Perhaps Sigiienza’s greatest contributions to knowledge were

made in his historical researches. This, however, can only be

surmised from the fragmentary evidence that has come down

to us in the form of a few of his works and the observations of

contemporary and later scholars. Although some nine books^

of Don Carlos were printed, these represent but a small per-

centage of his writings, most of which remained in completed

or unfinished manuscript form. And if we may judge from

the inadequate information available regarding the latter, these

unpublished studies far exceeded in importance and in merit

the majority of those which have survived in one form or

another. That the Mexican scholar continued his researches

and writing, despite the discouraging knowledge that there was

slight possibility that they would be preserved, is a fine tribute

to his character and a proof of his devotion to scholarship.

I don’t know whether he is swifter in planning and in forming a book

than in forgetting it [wrote Guzman, referring to Don Carlos]. At the

most he consigns it to a drawer of his writing table and this seems suffi-

cient reward to him for his labor. And this paper of his which gets this

much attention may call itself lucky because the others, after being finished,

were either carried off from his table by people interested, or died, torn up

in the hands of the one to whom they owed their being.

^

These quaint observations of the friend of Don Carlos are

not, probably, a true analysis of the attitude of the scholar since

they indicate an indifference not justified by the latter’s own

words, but they illustrate the hopelessness of Sigiienza’s situa-

tion. They make manifest, also, the extreme difficulty which

confronts the modern investigator seeking to appraise accurately

3 The Letter of Gabriel Lopez de Sigiienza states: “Las obras que
(Don Carlos) imprimio fueron onze libros y quadernos y estos no cito, por
ser publico, y traerlos el Eeverendo Padre Fray Augustin de Vetancurt,
citados en su libro intitulado Tratados naturales, o cosas de Indias ’

’
: Pos-

sibly the nephew of Sigiienza was referring to the Teatro Mexicano of
Vetancurt, the first part of which is called the “ Tratado de Sucessos Natu-
rales.” Vetancurt mentions Don Carlos under the list of “ instrumentos
manuscriptos ” but gives only nine titles of books by Sigiienza which had
been published. Two other works are mentioned as unpublished.

4 Prologue of Lihra Astronomica.
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the work of this historian. Notwithstanding this, however, it

is possible to perceive the important niche which this great

figure occupies in the cultural history of Mexico, through an

examination of the few fragments at hand and the testimony of

his contemporaries and of later scholars such as Boturini,

Clavigero, and Veytia, who had access to some materials now

lost.

In 1668, at the age of twenty-three, Sigiienza began his

studies of the ancient glories of the aborigines-^ of New Spain

and this also dates the beginning of the patient and careful

collection, at the cost of much diligence and expense, of material

of a varied nature pertaining to the Indians. While this was

not the first time that this had been done in New Spain, Don

Carlos unquestionably brought together, hampered though he

was by his many other duties and limited resources, the most

complete aggregation of original books, manuscripts, maps, and

paintings related to native life before the arrival of the Span-

iards, that had ever been assembled before his time. He was

aided by his association with the De Alva Ixtlilxochitl family

from whom, no doubt, he received much instruction in the

Mexican languages which he mastered.

Descended from the ancient kings of Texcoco® this family,

beginning with Cortes, had served the Spaniards faithfully and

well. The most famous of this illustrious race was Don Fernando

de Alva Ixtlilxochitl,*^ who left many precious if prejudiced and

imaginative accounts of the early history of his people, thus

winning for himself the title of the ‘‘Livy of Anahuac” from

Prescott. Don Fernando had been a court interpreter and had

5 The genealogy of this illustrious Indian family is worked out in con-

siderable detail down to the present time by Ignacio B. del Castillo,

“Apuntes para la Genealogia de los Senores de Teotihuacan, ” in La Pohla-

cion del Valle de Teotihuacdn (edited by Manuel Gamio), Tomo I, Volumen
II, 535-547.

6 See Diccionario Universal de Historia y de Geografia, IV, 855-866;

also William H. Prescott, History of the Conquest of Mexico, Bk. I, chap. 6.
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gathered a considerable library of original books and documents

dealing with the life and customs of his people. His familiarity

with the ancient languages enabled him to decipher some of their

hieroglyphics and to translate many of the native songs and

verses into Castilian. All this valuable material came into the

possession of Sigiienza^ and was no doubt the nucleus of his

collection.®

It would not have been a simple matter to assemble such a

rich assortment of historical documents as Sigiienza gathered

even had leisure and financial means been ample. It must be

remembered that the misplaced zeal or ignorance of the Spaniards

directly after the Conquest led to the destruction of great quan-

tities of relics and monuments associated with the pagan customs

and religion of the aborigines. As time went on the difficulties

7 In the Piedad Heroica de Don Fernando Cortes, chapter 10, par. 114,

Don Carlos declares: “Digo y juro que esta Relacion de Valeriano halle

entre los papeles de Don Fernando de Alva {que tengo todos) .... ”

8 Many authorities state that the famous descendant of the kings of

Texcoco bequeatlied a large number of symbolic writings and maps to

Sigiienza (see Jose Mariano Beristain y Souza, Biblioteca Hispano-Ameri'-
cana Seteritrionnl, III, 143), while Vicente de P. Andrade, Ensayo Bihlio-

grdfico del Siglo XVII, 717, writes: “Si hubieran visto esta partida (of

the baptism of Don Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora) los que han escrito que
heredo de Don Fernando de Alva Ixtlilxochitl, muerto este entre 1648 a 1651
(V. al P. Florencia en su Estrella del Norte, Ciip. VIII, par. VIII) jamas
habrian asentado semejante conseja pues nacido Sigiienza en 1645, es

inverosimil que el historiador dejara a un nine de 3 a 6 anos sus papeles! ”
Francesco Saverio Clavigero, History of Mexico (translation of Charles
Cullen), in his introduction under the heading of “The Sigiienza Collec-

tion of Paintings, ’
’ states that Don Carlos received a large collection of

antiquities relating to the Indians in a legacy from “the very noble Indian
Don Juan d’Alba Ixtlilxochitl, who inherited them from the Kings of Tex-
coco, his ancestors.” Juan Jose Eguiara y Eguren, Bibliotheca Mexicana,
472, also refers to a Juan de Alva in this connection. Del Castillo, op. cit.,

543, mentions a son of the historian Fernando de Alva, named Juan de
Alva Cortes. Sigiienza, in his Farayso Occidental, also refers to this man
as “Interprete que fue de la Eeal Audiencia y Jusgado de Indies, Cacique
del Pueblo de San Juan Teotihuacan, hombre muy ajustado en sus proce-
deres, y devotisimo de los Santos. ^

’ According to Del Castillo this man died
without heirs befhre 1684. It is therefore likely that this was the member
of the family who willed the collection to Don Carlos and not Don Fer-
nando. As Andrade points out, it is altogether unlikely that this great
Indian historian, who was over eighty years old when he died, would leave
his treasured library to a child.
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of locating^ the material which had been spared did not decrease.

Some of the Indians, particnlarly those belonging to noble

families, had secreted certain of them and, through fear of their

new masters, did not dare to reveal them. Only the most pains-

taking efforts and a wide cultivation of friendships with the

natives, enabled Don Carlos to induce them to bring forth these

hidden manuscripts and paintings and submit them to the

scrutiny of his curious eye. Of the nature and content of much

of this material we can only guess through scattered allusions in

the extant writings of Sigiienza and of other scholars who

borrowed much from him. Investigators such as Boturini,

Clavigero, and Veytia, of the century following the life of Don

Carlos, found only the merest shreds of the latter’s great collec-

tion but this was enough to inspire their respect for his work.

The dispersion of this carefully accumulated historical treasure

apparently took place immediately after Sigiienza ’s decease. As

one writer aptly puts it, “At his [Don Carlos’] death it seems

as if a ‘surprise attack’ upon his papers had been sounded and

everyone got possession of what he could.”® This is well sus-

tained by the remarks of Don Gabriel, the nephew of Sigiienza,

who declared that many books were stolen from him when his

uncle died.^®

The ultimate fate of the various parts of this collection is not

known nor can the identity of such as may still exist be

determined. Besides his library of some four hundred and

seventy books willed to the Jesuit Colegio de San Pedro y San

Pablo, Sigiienza left twenty-eight volumes of manuscripts of his

own writing and of collected material.^^ The Italian investigator,

Clavigero, claimed to have consulted some of these in 1759; at

that time the total of twenty-eight volumes had fallen to eight

9 Mariano Veytia, Historia Antigua de Mexico, in his “Discurso pre-

liminar. ^ ’

10 Letter of Gabriel Lopez de Sigiienza.

11 Ibid.
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or less/- When the Jesuits were expelled in 1767, these books

were, presumably, transferred to the University and, it appears,

subsequently vanished altogether/^

Elsewhere we have adverted to the extreme liberality of

Don Carlos in placing his findings at the disposal of others

both in New Spain and abroad. Because of the ungrudging

manner in which he made these treasures available and the preda-

tory activities of certain individuals after his death, it is exceed-

ingly probable that some of the codices and manuscripts of the

Aztecs reposing in the libraries of Great Britain, Paris, Madrid,

and Italy have found their way there from the collection of

this obscure Mexican scholar of the seventeenth century. This,

however, cannot be discussed further at this time.^^

A few of the important original manuscripts known to have

been in Sigiienza ’s possession may be mentioned : a history of the

Mexicans written by Hernando de Alvarado Tezozomotzin, the

son of Cuitlahuatzin, successor to Moctezuma in the empire of

the Aztecs. Some accounts by Don Domingo de San Anton

Muhon Chimalpain, a Mexican Indian descendant of the ancient

12 Beristain y Souza, op. cit., Ill, 148.

13 Mariano Cuevas, La Iglesia en Mexico, I, 279, fn. 8, writes in this

connection: “Como este [Don Carlos] dejo sus mejores manuscritos en 28
tomos reunidos al Colegio de San Pedro y San Pablo de la Compania de
Jesus, ahi quedaron hasta la extincion. En esta feclia pasaron a la Uni-
versidad pero siempre formando grupo aparte. Este grupo de preciosos
manuscritos fue trasladado a Washington por el General Scott en 1847 y
formo parte del Archivo del departamento de Estado donde lo vio nuestro
ministro en esa nacion, Don Luis de la Eosa, segun lo que dice en carta
reservada (Archivo General de la Nacion—Asuntos diversos, Caja No. 6,

1846-1851; Carta No. 19). Hizo reclamaciones nuestro gobierno. El Ameri-
cano prometio devolverlo, protestando contra la accion de Scott

; y en
efecto ... no ha devuelto nada. “ I have written to authorities in Wash-
ington, D. C., on this matter and have had a personal representative there
to investigate, but the efforts thus far to locate the material which Cuevas
alleges is there, have been vain. It has also been impossible to locate in

Mexico City the letter to which he refers.

14 See Edward King Kingsborough, Antiquities of Mexico, 9 vols.
;
J. M.

A. Aubin, Histoire de la Nation Mexicaine

;

Zelia Nuttall, The Boole of the

Life of the Ancient Mexicans, Part 1; and Paul Radin, The Sources and
Authenticity of the History of the Ancient Mexicans.

15 See Piedad de Hernando Cortes, chapter 3.
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caciques who wrote early in the seventeenth century some

writings of another Indian descended from the kings of Texcoco,

Juan de Pomar;^' and of Don Pedro Gutierrez de Santa Clara

also an “Account of the Caciques and Nobility of the Provinces

of the Northeast, Laws and Customs of the Indians and tributes

which they paid their chiefs,
’

’ written by the Oidor Don Alonso

de Zurita, a Spanish gentleman of the sixteenth century who
took a deep interest in the history of the Indians^® All these

works, which afford some indication of the composition of Si-

giienza’s library, pertain to the history of the aborigines; but he

also possessed rare manuscripts relating to the activities of the

Spaniards themselves shortly after the Conquest. One of these

which he prized was an account book of the renowned archbishop,

Juan de Zumarraga.-®

So much, then, for the materials which Don Carlos possessed

and used. Let us consider the use that he made of them in his

own writings. The latter may be said to fall into two classes

:

those which have come down to us either in published or manu-

script form; and those known to have existed in written form

but which are now, it seems, irretrievably lost. Unfortunately,

the bulk of his work falls under the second classification and

therefore cannot be discussed in an adequate manner. Some

facts of interest on a few of these lost writings are here reported,

followed by a brief discussion of those which are extant.

Had it been preserved, probably one of the most valuable of

the products of Sigiienza’s researches would be his history of the

Chichimecas. The complete title is given as
'

‘ Chichimecan Empire,

founded in North America by its first settler Teochichimecatl,

16 Beristain j Souza, op. cit., I, 302.

17 Ibid., II, 434. See ‘‘E-elacion de Tezcoco, por Juan Bautista Pomar, ”
Joaquin Garcia Icazbalceta, Nueva coleccion de documentos para la liistona

de Mexico, III, 1-70.

18 Beristain y Souza, op. cit., II, 69.

19 Ibid., Ill, 327.

20 Piedad Heroica de D. Ferna7ido Cortes, chapter 2, par. 11.
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enlarged by the Olmecs, Toltecs, and Acolhuas, and conquered

{tiranizado) by the Mexicans, Culhuas, etc.”^^ Don Carlos

himself mentions it in the prologue of the ‘‘Occidental Paradise”

and announces that it will deal with “the affairs of the Chichi-

mecas whom we call Mexicans from shortly after the flood up to

the present times.” His enthusiastic friend, Guzman, is less

terse in his description. He declares that it will be of great

value in correcting the confusion of other writers since Don

Carlos has discovered the arrangement of the Indian chronology

;

furthermore, it distinguishes one tribe from another, and shows

the customs and rites of each one in military as well as political

and sacred matters. All this, it is asserted, was discovered by

Sigiienza in the paintings made in the pre-Cortesian era and in

the manuscripts of the early Indians which he had gathered from

all parts. It is indeed possible that this lost work of Don

Carlos might be of even greater value than is a similar work of

Don Fernando de Alva Ixtlilxochitl which has come down to us.“-

/vln’the eye§; of Sigiienza himself, however, undoubtedly one of

the greatest ot his achievements and one into which went many

years of patient toil and effort, was his Phoenix of the West.

The complete title was, “Phoenix of the’ West, the Apostle Saint

Thomas, found in the name of Quetzalcoatl among the ashes of

the ancient traditions preserved in stones, in Toltec Teoamoxtles,

and Teochichimecan and Mexican songs.” Guzman gravely

assures us that the Apostles had preached all over the world

and, consequently, in America, “which was not absolutely un-

known to the ancients.”^® The Aztec god Quetzalcoatl was the

glorious apostle Saint Thomas. This was demonstrated in the

21 Prologue of Lihra Astronomica.

22 See Alfredo Cliavero, Ohras Mstoricas de Don Fernando de Ixtlilxo-

chitl, 2 vols. Francisco Carbajal Espinosa, Historia de Mexico, II, 687,

under ‘
‘ Catalogo de los autores consultados, o de cuyas obras se lia tornado

parte del testo, corrigiendolo, para escribir los libros primero y segundo
de esta Historia^’ lists “D. Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora—Historia del

imperio de los Chichimecas—Mexico, 1693. ’ ’

23 Prologue of Libra Astronomica.
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work by a study of the meaning of the name, of the garments, the

doctrine, and the prophecies which the Christian saint had

uttered. This account tells of the miracles performed, describes

the places, and indicates traces left by the Holy Apostle when

he preached in this part of the world.

To Don Carlos as well as to his colleagues the Bible was the

Word of God. It was necessary, therefore, to reconcile the

knowledge discovered by Man with that set forth in this great

book; more than this, the book must be taken as the point of

departure of scientific research. This was particularly true in

the study of history for only on such a firm foundation, it was

thought, could any real information be based. This view Don

Carlos shared in common with the majority of his time and it

was his happy belief that in his Phoenix of the West he was

throwing further light on the work of God. To so noble a task

he devoted the full measure of his intellectual resources. More-

over, this gratifying conviction moved him to be especially

concerned regarding the ultimate fate of this work. Remarking

somewhat dolefully that many of his works would probably die

with him, Don Carlos exclaims: ^^May God our Lord grant that

this may not be true of what I have ascertained about the

preaching of the Apostle Saint Thomas in this land! . . .

This devout prayer, seemingly, has remained unanswered, for

investigators from shortly after the death of Sigiienza up to the

present have sought diligently but vainly for it.^^

24 Parayso Occidental, Prologue.

25 The only real evidence of the actual existence of this book aside from
what has been stated above is afforded by Guzman. Eeferring to Sigiienza ’s

writings the latter declares: ‘‘De todos ellos puedo dar razon como quien

los ha leido con notable gusto; y siendo contigente se pierdan por su des-

cuydo, si no se imprimen, pondre aqui sus titulos y epilogare sus asuntos

para que siquiera esta memoria se conserve de ellos en aquel caso !

’ ’ This

was admirable forethought on the part of this gentleman and we are grate-

ful for it. Following these remarks he gives the full title of the Phoenix of

the West, quoted above, and of others as well. (See Prologue of Libra

Astronomica.) H. H. Bancroft, Bistory of Mexico, III, 255, states in con-

nection with this work; “Among the manuscripts which have survived the

inexcusable neglect of his [Sigiienza ’s] countrymen, I have had the good
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Another work engaging much of Sigiienza’s attention was his

‘'Genealogy of the Mexican Kings,’' which may, however, have

been part of his story of the Chichimecas.^® But the absence of

any copy precludes any analysis.-^

What Siglienza’s actual findings and views were must remain

largely a secret
;
only a faint gleam may be discerned here and

there in the writings of his contemporaries, notably Gemelli

Careri, Vetancurt, and Father Florencia, and a few other

scholars who were fortunate enough to know him or have access

to his manuscripts. Prom Clavigero, who entertained a high

fortune to acquii'e tlie rare and valuable ‘ Fenix del Occidente, Anota-
ciones. ^ ” He is mistaken in this, however. Jose Fernando Ramirez (Adi-

ciones y Correcciones (edited by Lie. Victoriano Agiieros and Dr. Nicolas
Leon, II, 131-166), gives a long discussion of the autliorship of some
manuscripts in his possession relating to the same theme that Sigiienza

treated in his Phoenix of the West. This same discussion was reprinted in

1906 by Nicolas Leon, Bihliografia Mexicana del Siglo XV111, Bod—367
(Boletin del Institute Bibliografico Mexicano, No. 7), as a prologue to the

series of documents previously owned by Ramirez and to which he had
given the general title, “El Apostol Santo Tomas en el Nuevo Mundo”
(pp. 371-560). A comparison of the document which Bancroft believed was
Sigiienza ’s

‘
‘ Fenix del Occidente ’

’ with the printed text of tlie first

document entitled “ Pluma Rica. Nuevo Fenix de la America,” and the

second, the “ Historia de Quetzalcoatl ” shows it to be the same. Ramirez
demonstrates conclusively that these documents are not the work of Don
Carlos, though he is of the opinion that they were utilized by the latter

who, he believed, received them from a certain Father Duarte when the

latter returned to the Philippines. Alfredo Cliavero, ‘ ‘ Sigiienza y Gon-
gora, ” Anales del Museo Nacional, III (1882-1886), 258-271, believes

that Duarte was a collaborator with Sigiienza. Manuel Orozco y Berra,

Hisioria Antigua y de la Conquista de Mexico, I, 84, fn. 5, also discusses

the subject. Possibly Lorenzo Boturini Benaduci, Catdlogo del Museo his-

torico indiano, 50 (printed with his Idea de uiia Nueva Historia)

,

referred
to this series of documents, later in the possession of Ramirez when he
wrote :

‘
‘ Ademas tengo unos apuntes Historicos de la Predicacion del glo-

riosso Apostol Santo Thomas en la America. Hallanse en 37 fojas de papel
de China que supongo sirvieron a D. Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora para
escribir en el mismo asunto la obra ‘ Fenix del Occidente ’ que no he podido
hasta lo presente conseguir por no haverse dado a las estampas. ’

’ Carlos
de Bustamante, Pa Aparacion Guadalupana . . . . , 7, hazards the unlikely
guess that this document was destroyed when the municipal archives were
burned in a riot. He had in mind, perhaps, the corn riot of 1692.

26 Eguiara y Eguren op. cit., 482-483. This work is mentioned by Vetan-
curt, op. cit., part II, 52.

27 For possible existence of this manuscript see Cliavero, ‘ ‘ Sigiienza v
Gongora,” Anales del Museo Nacional, III (1882-1886), 258-271.
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regard for Don Carlos and who leaned heavily on his authority,

we take some notes on Sigiienzals theories and beliefs.

Don Carlos firmly believed in the existence of the so-called

continent or group of islands known as Atlantis; these, he felt

certain, had been stepping stones of the Olmecs when they

passed over to America from the East.^* The rest of the tribes

who peopled the western hemisphere, he believed, and come from

the north and the northwest, i.e., Asia. And he believed that

the Mexicans placed hell in this direction since the word

‘"Mictlampa” signified both “toward the north” and “toward

hell. With his good friend. Sister Juana Ines de la Cruz, he

shared the belief that the Mexicans and other nations of Anahuac

were descendants of Naphtuhim, the son of Mezrain and nephew

of Chaim.®® Don Carlos was furthermore convinced that the

ancestors of the Mexicans, having left Egypt not long after the

confusion of tongues, traveled to America. This conclusion was

based upon some interesting arguments. They were : the simi-

larity of the Mexicans and the Egyptians as seen in the construc-

tion of pyramids; the use of hieroglyphics in the computing of

time
;

a certain parallelism in the dress and customs of the

Mexicans and the Egyptians; and also the resemblance of the

Mexican word “Teotl” with the Egyptian “Theuth. ” All these

impressed Don Carlos as significant.®^

Coming nearer to the time of the Spanish Conquest, Sigiienza

depended less on these nebulous theories and more on concrete

evidence which he could demonstrate. His careful study of the

Mexican calendar and the elaborate mathematical calculations

which he made enabled him to fix certain events with precision.

Thus, according to Clavigero, he placed 1325 as the year of the

founding of Mexico City and the beginning of the Aztec empire.

28 Clavigero, op. cit., I, 103; II, 215.

29 Ibid., I, 243.

‘^0 Ibid., II, 201; see also Teatro de Virtudes, preludio tercero.

31 Clavigero, op. cit., II, 206.
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In a similar manner he established the dates of the various

emperors.®-

Sigiienza’s abiding* interest in all matters pertaining to the

Indians together with his intimacy with the De Alva Ixtlilxochitl

family drew him like a magnet to the near-by pyramids of

Teotihnacan, of which region this illustrious Indian family were

the overlords. These structures claimed his close attention and

afforded him much food for cogitation. Though most scholars

attributed them to the Toltecs, Don Carlos believed them to be

the work of an earlier people, the Olmecs, which had dwelt

near the Sierra de Tlascala called Matlacneje.®® Genielli Careri,

who did not fail to visit these interesting landmarks, reported

“No historian of Indian matters has succeeded in ascertaining

the date of the erection of the pyramids of America, but Don

Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora believes them exceedingly ancient

and [built] shortly after the Flood.

The Mexican scholar did not content himself with superficial

investigations, however. As some writers of the sixteenth cen-

tury had declared that, according to Indian tradition, the in-

terior of these pyramids was hollow, he endeavored to pierce

these edifices by a gallery. The results of these archaeological

investigations did not reveal any corroboration of this legend, we

are told.®^

Let us now turn to the historical writings of Sigiienza which

are related more particularly to the events in New Spain after

the conquest and continuing up into the writer’s own lifetime.

Here we are a little more fortunate in having materials with

which to work, although again, as has been repeatedly expressed,

many of the works of Don Carlos exist only in name. Some of

32 Ihid., II, 234. The chronology, giving the day, month, and year of
the various kings, is reproduced by Clavigero.

33 Alexander de Humboldt, Political Essay of New Spain, II, 48.

3-1 Gio. Francesco Gemelli Careri, Giro del Mondo, Parte Sesta, p. 162.

35 Humboldt, op. cit., II, 49.
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the latter, for example, are : the
'

‘ Theater of the Holy Metropol-

itan Church of Mexico City”C® the ‘'History of the University

of Mexico ’
’ which, no doubt, would be of great value in the study

of the cultural history of New Spain; the “Historical Tribu-

nal” and a biography of the Archbishop Alonso de Cuevas y
Davalos whom Sigiienza admired greatly.®® Siglienza had also

made careful critical annotations on the margins of his copies of

Torquemada and Bernal-Diaz but as these were bestowed at his

death upon a “very fond friend [much] given to the histories

and curiosities of New Spain,”®® they have vanished.

One of the first of Don Carlos’ more strictly historical works

to be printed was the Occidental Paradise
,

published in 1684.

Divided into three books it deals with the history of the Royal

36 Mentioned by Sigiienza in his Parayso Occidental, 162.

37 Joseph de Lezamis, Vida del . . . Apostol Santiago el Mayor . . . ,

in Prologue acknoAvledges an item of information received from Don Carlos
‘ ‘ el qua! con la grande pericia, que tiene de todas las historias, y antigue-

dades de estas tierras de las Indias en un libro que intitula Tribunal Histo-

rico, y que esta perfecionando quando esto se imprime. ’ ’

38 In the TriumpJio Parthenico, 88, Sigiienza writes referring to this

ecclesiastical officer :

‘
‘ sus admirables virtudes, maravillas singulares, y

prodigiosa vida, concediendomela Dios, sera estimable asunto en que se

ocupe mi pluma gustosamente. ” Vetancurt, op. cit., ‘‘Tratado de la Ciudad
de Mexico, ’ ’ 18, also states that Don Carlos will bring forth this biography
with “su erudicion acostumbrada. ” Francisco Sosa, El Episcopado Mexi-
cano, 134, fn. 3, says: ‘‘Don Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora intento escri-

bir la biografia del Sr. Cuevas Davalos porque juzgaba, dijo “admirables,
miravillosas y singulares sus virtudes. No realizo sus deseos porque sus

enfermedades se lo impidieron. ’
’ The remark of Don Carlos is again quoted

in Resguardo contra el Olvido, en el breve compendio de la vida admirable

y Virtudes Heroicas del lllmo. Sr. D. Alonso de Cuevas B’avalos . . . que
dexo escrita y con las aprobaciones y licencias necessarias Su Autor, Anto-
nio de Robles .... On page 206 appears the statement: “Que [Don
Carlos] no execute por embarazos y enfermedades de que murio. ” Inas-

much as Antonio de Robles was one of the executors of the will of Sigiienza

(see “Diario de Robles,’’ Bocumentos para la Historia de Mexico, ser. 3,

III, 263), and therefore had access to Don Carlos’ papers, it is likely that

in this volume published in 1757 we see the handiwork of Don Carlos.

39 Letter of Gabriel Lopez de Sigiienza.

40 Parayso Occidental, plantado y cultivado por la liberal benefica mano
de los Catholicos, y poderosos Reyes de Espana nuestros Senores en su
magnifico Real Convento de Jesus Maria de Mexico: De Cuya Fundacion, y
Progresos, etc. da noticia en este volumen D. Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora.
En Mexico: por Juan de Ribera Impressor y Mercader de libros. Ano 1684.
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Convent of Jesus Mary of Mexico City and the biographies of

various nuns who had shed the luster of their ascetic glory upon

the institution. It was written at the behest of the Convent,

and Mother Maria Antonia de Santo Domingo had assisted him

with data and encouragement in the composition of the first two

books whose finished drafts she had read. She had urged him to

write the third, recording the extremely holy life of Mother

Mariana de la Cruz. The death of Mother Maria Antonia

before the completion of the work had moved Sigiienza to

include an account of her exemplary career also in the third

part.^^

Aside from the first chapter sketching the manner in which

the pagan Mexicans had consecrated their Vestal Virgins, this

volume is of little interest and resembles the many similar

writings of the same period. It was, obviously, a conscientious

effort on the part of the scholar to write an accurate history

based upon the methodical and scientific study of a large number

of documents which he had assembled for this purpose.^- From

a modern point of view the work must be regarded as uncritical

;

naively he accepts the miracles reported to have occurred in the

lives of his worthy nuns and their virtues he exalts with unstint-

ing praise. He does not indulge in the florid style of writing

Avhich he himself confesses using in other places, though the

whole is liberall}^ leavened with pious and philosophic observa-

tions. In deference to his feminine readers, for whose consump-

tion the book is intended, he forbears cluttering the text with

marginal notes. “Since my business is to write a history of

women for women, it is plain that I would do wrong in doing

so,’’ he declares. And besides, he has serious misgivings regard-

ing the amount of attention given to these annotations even by

the more sophisticated masculine mind.

41 See ibid., 193, par. 495.

42 See Prologue of the Farayso Occidental.

43 Ihid.
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Possibly the Royal Convent of Jesus Mary had ulterior

motives in thus defraying the costs of publication of this sub-

stantial volume. On April 2, 1686, they sent twenty-one copies

of the Occidental Paradise, three of them in exceptionally lux-

urious binding, to His Majesty, Charles II of Spain, to whom
Don Carlos had written a suitable dedicatory. Accompanying

this handsome gift was an earnest petition soliciting the further

patronage and assistance of His Catholic Highness.

Another product of Sigiienza’s pen, somewhat similar in

4 nature, was his Heroic Piety of Don Fernando Cortes, Marques

del Valle, published in Mexico City in 1689.^° This deals with

the history of the Hospital of the Immaculate Conception of

44 Dorothy Schons, ‘ ‘ Dos Documentos ineditos relativos a Sigiienza, ’ ’

Bevista Mexicana de Estudios historicos, I, No. 6.

45 This work is exceedingly rare and, so far as is known, does not exist

in its entirety. Federico Gomez de Orozco, La Coleccion de manuscritos del

Sr. Icazhalceta, 165-166, writes concerning it: “En 1689 segun el decir de
reputados bibliograficos, se imprimio en Mexico una obra del cosmografo
real Don Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora, intitulada; Piedad heroica de Don
Fernando Cortes. No ha llegado hasta nosotros ejemplar alguno completo
de esta obra y solo fragmentos de ella conservados por la diligencia del

historiador don Lucas Alaman. Mas tarde don Jose Fernando Ramirez, saco
una copia que, a su vez, dio oportunidad a los srs. don Jose Maria Andrade,
don Jose Sanchez Castillo y don Joaquin G. Icazbalceta, para hacer una copia
que fue cotejada con la fuente original: la copia de Ramirez, en poder mas
tarde del Senor canonigo don Vicente de P. Andrade, quien en 1898, es decir,

110 anos despues de la publicacion de este rare impreso, la facilito al doctor
Leon para hacer una reimpresion, con el mismo titulo de Piedad Heroica etc.

vuelta en bianco, prologo del editor a la vuelta (Piedad Heroica, Adver-
tencia) : enfrente, retrato de Sigiienza, a la vuelta fe de erratas, paginas II

a III, pags 1 a 46 el texto del fragmento. Este impreso ya se ha hecho
muy caro. Aparte de las copias mss. que estan citadas, deben agregarse dos,

una que fue de don Jose Maria de Agreda y Sanchez, y otra tomada de esa

y de la copia de don Joaquin, que es de mi propriedad. El impreso del sr.

Alaman fue mas tarde de don Alfredo Chavero. Ultimamente aparecio
entre varios libros comprados por la Casa Porrua el ejemplar de Alaman,
de donde se ha tornado la copia de la foja del fragmento. Este ejemplar
fue adquirido por el sr. Genaro Estrada, en cuya biblioteca se encuentra
ahora. ’ ’ I have used a typed transcription obtained from the Genaro Garcia
Collection of the University of Texas. This has numerous lacunae and
breaks off abruptly but is, probably, the most nearly complete copy
obtainable.

Since the foregoing was written the text of tl?!s fragment has been made
available by Francisco Perez Salazar in his Ohras de Carlos de Sigiienza

y Gongora con una hiografta, 269-346.
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Our Lady, the oldest institution of its kind in Mexieo City and

one which had enjoyed the patronage of Cortes. It contains a

staunch defense of the great Conquistador as a protector of the

Catholic faith, gives some facts about the capital after the

Conquest, and rounds out the account, like the Occidental Para-

dise, with some incidents of doubtful verisimilitude taking place

within the Hospital, and an over-enthusiastic biography of a

pious printer.

More interesting are the few writings of contemporary his-

tory which are extant. These show how well informed the

learned professor was on public matters connected with the realm

;

his intimate association with the viceroy and his councillors

enabled him to be cognizant of the events which were transpiring

throughout New Spain and elsewhere and to have access to

important documents bearing upon these affairs. The fame of

his learning, his knowledge of practical matters, and his skilful

wielding of his pen brought about his appointment for especial

commissions. Among other things he was designated as a sort

of official historian.

Possibly one of the most straightforward, simple, but forceful

works of this sort which he wrote was the Trophy of Spanish

Justice, printed in 1691.“^" It concerns itself chiefly with a

Spanish expedition sent to the Island of Santo Domingo on the

Windward Fleet. A resounding defeat was administered to the

French settlements there which were the rendezvous of the fierce

46 After the lengthy title of the “ Mercuric Volante’’ there appear the

words: “Eseriviola por especial orden de el Excelentissimo Senor Conde
de Galve, Virrey, Gobernador, y Capitan-General de la Nueva Espana, etc.

’ ’

47 Trofeo de la Justicia Espanola en el Castigo de la Alevosia Prancesa
que al Abrigo de La Armada de Barlovento, executaron los Lanzeros de la

isla de Santo Domingo, en los que de aquella nacion ocupan sus costas.

Debido todo a providentes ordenes del Ex. mo Senor D. GASPAB DE SAN-
DOVAL CERDA SILVA Y MENDOZA; Conde de Galve, Virrey de la

Nueva-Espana. ESCRIBELO D. CARLOS de Sigiienza y Gongora, Cosino-
grapho, y Cathedratico de Mfathematicas del Rey N. S. en la Academia
Mexicana. En Mexico por los Herederos de la Viuda de Bernardo Calderon.
Ano de M.DC.XCI. The text of this work is now available in Perez Salazar,
op. cit., 151-245.
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pirates so continuously infesting the Caribbean region, and

seriously hampering if not threatening Spanish sovereignty in

that basin. The news of this success brought such rejoicing to

the capital that a thanksgiving service was celebrated and Don
Carlos was delegated to write the account.

The Trophy of Spanish Justice is a little book of thirteen

short chapters, the first eleven of which are devoted to a circum-

stantial relation of the expedition from its start at Vera Cruz,

its decisive victory at Guarico of which chapter 7 affords a

spirited description, and its triumphant return to San Juan

Ulua (Vera Cruz) in March, 1691. It is Don Carlos in one of

his happiest veins
;

it affords a vivid and moving recital of the

events of this exciting campaign with an entire absence of the

artificial note which is frequently struck in his prose as well as

his poetry.

The last two chapters of this little volume are devoted to

other phases of French aggression in the Gulf region, the ill-

starred attempt of La Salle to establish a colony, and the French

and English pirate nest in the Laguna de Terminos. Against

both of these the Spaniards sent expeditions. Of especial in-

terest is chapter 12 entitled, ‘^The fatal mishaps of Monsieur de

LaSalle in the Laguna de San Bernardo and the very propitious

beginnings with which some advances have been made in the prov-

ince of the Texas [Indians! in order to settle Carolina.” Briefly,

and with remarkable accuracy despite a natural prejudice, he

summarizes the events connected with La Salle’s enterprise. No

doubt the easy access that Don Carlos had to the correspondence

and official documents of the viceroy provided him with such up-

to-date information on the subject. He proceeds to relate the

story of the expeditions under Alonso de Leon which had been

sent to search for the rumored French settlement in what is

now the state of Texas and tells of the final discovery of the

ruins of La Salle’s dream.

48 See Bancroft, History of Mexico, III, 224-225.
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From that famous missionary, Father Damian Massanet, “to

whose solicitude and diligence everything is due,
’

’ Sigiienza

received many data concerning the Indians of Texas and their

customs. And we learn that

I [Don Carlos] have written a history, and quite a lengthy one on

what is only sketched in this chapter and it will be published whenever it

pleases the one^o who ordered me to write it. There will be seen the

wonderful fertility of this province which henceforward shall be called
‘ ‘ Carolina, ’

’ the customs and religion of its inhabitants, their political

life (policia) and all the things which assure the permanence of whatever

may be done there and to which already a good beginning has been

made . . .
.^i

This quotation is given in full since it is the only positive

indication that we have of this history of Texas which is

mentioned by the majority of the authorities. It is regrettable

that a work from the pen of so important a writer as Sigiienza

on the early history of Texas should have disappeared so com-

pletely. But such is the case and we can only hope that it may yet

be brought forth from the obscurity of some library or archive.

No doubt Don Carlos took an especial interest in the northern

frontier of New Spain particularly the region known as New
Mexico

;
here an uncle of his, that hardy fighter and one-time

governor-general who became conspicuous in the reconquest of

that province from the rebellious Indians, Don Domingo Jironza

Petris Cruzate y Gongora, spent much of his time. Possibly

this blood relationship with a prominent frontiersman was an

added reason for commissioning the trusted professor in the

Royal University to write an account of this splendid achieve-

ment which redounded so much to the credit of the viceroy.

49 See facsimile of the ‘ ‘ Carta de Don Damian Manzanet a Don Carlos
de Sigiienza Sobre el Descubrimiento de la Bahia del Espiritu Santo, ’

’ pub-
lished together with a translation in the Texas State Historical Association
Quarterly, II (1898-1899), 253-312, by Miss Lilia M. Casis. See also

translation in H. E. Bolton, Spanish Explorations in the Southwest, 1542-
1706, 347-387, of the series. Original Narratives of Early American History.

50 Probably the Viceroy, the Conde de Galve.

51 Trofeo de la Justicia, 72.
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At any rate the somewhat inappropriate title of the “Flying

Mercury ’
’ was attached by Sigiienza to a narrative record of the

re-acqiiisition of “Nuevo Mexico. More fortunate than most

of the work of Don Carlos this has come down to us in printed

form though copies of it are exceedingly rare.^^ It is a brief

account of some thirty-seven pages detailing the important

incidents connected with the reduction of the seditious Indians

on the upper Rio Grande. He tells of the bloodless fashion in

which this was brought about and is apparently delighted to

report the small financial outlay involved.

These were the effects of this campaign [he concludes] in which, without

wasting a single ounce of powder or unsheathing a sword and (what is

more worthy of emphasis and appreciation) without expense to the Eoyal

Treasury not even of a single maravedi, innumerable people were brought

back into the fold of the Catholic Church, and a whole realm was restored

to the Majesty of our King and Lord, Charles II.

How well this must have sounded to the Court of Spain, especial-

ly the reference to the inexpensiveness of the enterprise

!

52 Mercurio Volante con la Noticia de la recuperacion de las provincias

del Nuevo Mexico conseguida por D. Diego de Vargas, Zapata, y Luxan
Ponce de Leon, Governador y Capitan General de aquel Reyno. Escriviola
por especial orden de el Excelentissimo Senor Conde de Galve, Virrey,
Governador, y Capitan General de la Nueva Espana, &c., DON CARLOS
DE SIGtiENZA Y G6NGORA, Cosmographo mayor de su Magestad en estos

Reynos, y Cathedratico lubilado de Mathematicas en la Academia Mexicana.
Con licencia en Mexico : En la Imprenta de Antuerpia de los herederos de
la Viuda de Bernardo Calderon, ano de 1693. This title, which illustrates

a characteristic weakness of Don Carlos who invariably selected long and
pompous names, usually classical in origin, for his works (cf. Mathematical
Belerophone), was especially misleading to various historians, notably
Bancroft. The latter confused this pamphlet with a later periodical of the

same name. It was also believed that to Don Carlos belonged the honor of
instituting the first newspaper in New Spain. Luis Gonzalez Obregon,
Mexico Viejo, 603, and Chavero, op. cit., have pointed out this error and
indicated the true nature of the ‘‘Mercurio Volante” of Sigiienza. For an
account of journalism in Mexico see Agustm Agiieros de la Portilla, Museo
Nacional de Arqueologia, Armies, II (1910-1911), 355-465.

53 It has been reprinted as the fourth appendix of the Historia de la

Nueva Mexico, of Capitan Gaspar de Villagra, edited by Luis Gonzalez
Obregon. A very literal English translation of this work is given in Benja-
min M. Read, Illustrated History of New Mexico, 273-294.
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In this cursory fashion the historical writings of the Mexican

savant have been surveyed. Still a few manuscripts remain,

one the famous account of the Riot of 1692, and the reports that

he made upon his return from the exploration of Pensacola Bay.

These will be utilized extensively in the chapters which follow.

54 Egniara y Eguren, op. cit., 477-478, mentions a “Historica Narratio
Americanae Classis, ’’ printed in Mexico City by Calderon in 1691. This he
attributes to Don Carlos, although admitting that it does not bear his name.
Through the character of the diction and the style of writing- in this work
as well as the Pegasus on the title page, which was customarily on all his

printed books, Eguiara y Eguren believes that it can be safely assigned to

Sigiienza. This is probably the ‘
‘ Relacion de lo sucedido a la Armada de

Barlovento, ’
’ which Perez Salazar has included in his op. cit., 249-268.



CHAPTER VII

THE RIOT OF 1692

It was late afternoon and Don Carlos, en dishabille, was

busily engaged in poring over his books. Into the peace and

tranquillity of the scholar’s study there penetrated, as from

afar, vague noises emanating from the street outside. Absorbed

in his work, however, the professor paid no heed. In those days

when ‘‘pnlqne, ” the native intoxicating beverage, was con-

sumed in greater quantities than ever before, according to

Sighenza himself,^ street brawls with their associated uproars

were of such common occurrence that they could scarcely attract

the attention of one so engrossed. Suddenly, however, a servant

entered the room in great excitement, shouting :

'
‘ Sir, a riot !

’

Dropping his book Don Carlos hurried to the window and threw

open its glass partitions. To his amazement he beheld a large

crowd of natives of all classes running in the direction of the

Plaza. Without pausing to dress he went out into the street

and found himself swept along in a mob which kept shouting

:

‘‘Down with the Viceroy and the Corregidor who have stopped

our corn and who are killing ns with hunger !
’ Unquestionably

serious trouble was afoot.

Riots and local insurrections were not unusual events in New
Spain particularly in the seventeenth century. Some of these

disturbances assumed menacing proportions and even threatened

Spain ’s sovereignty in one of its most prized possessions. During

this same century the Viceroy Gelves had found himself in such

1 Letter to the Admiral, MS. 77. 2 Ibid., 56. 3 Log. cit.
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dire straits, when an infuriated mob attacked the viceregal

palace, that he deemed it expedient to effect an escape by

donning a disguise, mingling with the rioters, and shouting as

lustily as the rest against himself.^ And there had been other

disturbances such as the Negro revolts in the Vera Cruz district.^

But perhaps even more serious than any of these, since there is

some evidence of a premeditated plan to overthrow Spanish

control in New Spain,® was the riot of 1692 in Mexico City

which Sigiienza witnessed and of which he has left the most

interesting and reliable account that has come down to us."

This document, written with a scrupulous effort at accuracy

and impartiality, was a letter to Sigiienza ’s friend and later com-

panion, Admiral Andres de Pez. It affords a vivid description

4 See H. H, Bancroft, History of Mexico, III, 63. For a brief poetical

version of this incident see Alfonso C'ravioto, El Alma nueva de las cosas

viejas, 69.

5 Bancroft, History of Mexico, III, 11.

6 Letter to the Admiral, MS. 43.

7 Several contemporary versions of this riot of 1692 besides that of Si-

giienza are extant. These include : Antonio de Kobles, ‘
‘ Diario de Sucesos

notables,” Documentos para la liistoria de Mexico, ser. 1, III, 88-97; an
anonymous account which appears as ‘

‘ Copia de una carta escrita por un
religioso grave, conventual de la ciudad de Mexico a un caballero de la

Puebla de los Angeles, intimo amigo suyo, en que le cuenta el tumulto suce-

dido en dicha ciudad del dia 8 de Junio de este ano (1692) ” in Documentos
para la historia de Mexico, ser. 2, III, 309—339 (this will be referred to

hereinafter as ‘‘Letter of a Priest”); ‘‘Diario curioso de Mexico de D.
Juan Antonio Eivera, ” in Documentos para la liistoria de Mexico, ser. 1,

VII, 66, has a brief account of the riot, together with interpolated com-
ments of the editor. There is a longer account (ibid., 78-83), which is

entitled ‘‘Detail (sic) del Tumulto grande de esta Ciudad.” This is closed
with the statement ;

‘
‘ Escribio este suceso por orden de su Exa. D. Carlos

de Sigiienza y Gongora”; still another account is entitled “Carta escrita

desde Mejico dando cuenta de dos sucesos importantes ocurridos en este

ano de 1692,” in Coleccion de documentos ineditos para la historia de
Espana, LX VII, 393-410 (reprinted in “ Tumultos y Kebeliones acaecidos
en Mexico, ’

’ Documentos ineditos o muy raros para la historia de Mexico,
X, 230-255). Regarding the authorship of this version of the events of the
riot the following footnote is given in Coleccion de documentos ineditos
para la historia de Espana, LXVII, 393: “Esta carta esta copiada de la

que existe en un tomo MS que, con titulo de ‘ Memorias de D. Feniando de
Valenzuela,’ se conserva en la biblioteca del Palacio Real de Madrid. La
primera parte de ella, o sea lo que se refiere a Valenzuela, se publico con
algunas variantes y con titulo de ‘ Copia de carta escrita en Mexico a 3 de
Febrero de 1692 (sic), por D. Pedro Manuel de Torres, Secretario del
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of this exciting episode during the rule of the Conde de Galve,

together with a recital of events leading up to the dramatic

denouement. It is, apparently, a semi-official report of the

affair, possibly made at the behest of the viceroy. It closes with

a statement to the effect that Admiral Fez may publish it if he

sees fit providing he adds or subtracts nothing from the account

as given.® It is a significant document not merely because of the

light it throws upon an incident in the history of the viceroys but

also because it gives much insight into the character of the

writer. In a general way the narrative of Don Carlos will be

followed here, with particular emphasis upon the part he played

in the events which are recorded.

All Mexico City was joyously celebrating, in June, 1691, the

marriage of Charles II of Spain to Dona Mariana de Neoburgo.

The festivities were accompanied with all the pomp and ceremony

Excmo. conde de Galve, Virrey y Capitdn general de la Nueva Espafia, a D.
Juan de Moniufar, Administrador de los Estados de dicho Excmo. Sr., resi-

dente en la villa y carte de Madrid,’ en el libro, ya bastante rare, intitu-

lado: ^ Dialogos de Memorias eruditas para la historia de la Nohilisima
Ciudad de Ronda por el Dr. D. Juan Maria de Rivera—Cordoba,’ en la

imprenta de la Capellania—sin ano. Las licencias llevan la fecha de 1766.”
The writer claims to have been an ocular witness of what he records and
closes his account with the statement: ‘‘Este la hace quien no tiene de esta

tierra mas que habitarla al presente.”
For the sake of convenience reference to this account will hereinafter

be made as “Letter of Pedro Manuel de Torres.”
Bancroft, History of Mexico, III, based chapters 12 and 13 largely upon

Sigiienza’s manuscript as is the case with this present chapter; but he
omitted many interesting details, particularly the part which Don Carlos
played in the riot. More emphasis is placed upon that incident here, and
other details not used by Bancroft, or only slightly, are utilized. Bancroft
also made use of the Letter of a Priest (Carta de un Eeligioso), the “Diario
curisos de D. Juan Antonio Rivera, ’ ’ and the ‘ ‘ Diario de Sucesos
Notables de Antonio de Robles.” He did not, however, draw upon
the Letter of Pedro Manuel de Torres. This last is an excellent

account of the affair and agrees with that of Sigiienza in all essentials.

Long quotations from Sigiienza ’s account are found in Luis Gonzalez Obre-
gon, D. Guillen de Lamport, La Inquisicion y la Independencia en el Siglo

XVII, 386 ff. I A translation of Sigiienza ’s letter will be found in

Appendix B.

8 This may possibly have influenced Cayetano de Cabrera y Quintero in

his Escudo de Armas de Mexico, 156, to declare on the margin of the page
that this letter was printed in Madrid in 1693. There is no other evidence
available, however, to support Cabrera ^s assertion.
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so dear to the hearts of the Indians and their Spanish masters.

There were processions with elaborate floats, pyrotechnic dis-

plays of astounding inventiveness, bountiful public banquets,

and thrilling bull-fights. But the gaiety of the populace was

suddenly transformed into dread and consternation. ''How true

are the Scriptures when they say that laughter is mingled with

tears and that sorrow follows upon the greatest joys’'^ writes the

pious Don Carlos. On June 9 began a storm of rain and hail

in the mountains surrounding the city
;
heavy floods brought

devastation and death into the valleys as they passed on their

way toward the capital. The numerous canals of the city, in

chronic need of cleaning, were incapable of carrying off the

excessive amount of water and soon overflowed their banks. The

festival came to an abrupt end as the viceroy took measures to

cope with the threatening inundation of the city. Though the

sky remained overcast there was, fortunately, no further rainfall

until July 10. From this date until July 22 it poured with

scarcely any intermission. Lake Texcoco, which on July 9 had

been perfectly dry and over which packtrains had traveled,

became, in a little over a week, a huge expanse of water capable

of floating a boat of eighty fanegas burden.

During this period the capital endured great hardships. Cut

off from the mainland, it was unable to obtain the fruits, garden

produce, fowls, and charcoal so necessary for the maintenance of

its population. The rain soaked the adobe houses so that many

of them collasped, adding their quota of mud and debris to that

which was already covering the streets. Extraordinary measures

were taken to relieve the distressed city and frantic efforts were

made to organize the canal system so that it might control the

great flood of water which was emptying upon the capital.

But while conditions in the seat of government of New Spain

were deplorable, in the country they were even more serious.

9 Letter to the Admiral, MS. 12. 10 Ihid., 16.
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Although the heavy precipitation came to an end on July 22

there continued to be intermittent downpours and mistiness.

This unusual amount of moisture accelerated the growth of the

corn, producing, however, more leaves and stalks than ears, with

the result that the corn crop fell to scarcely one-quarter the

normal amount.

The wheat crop suffered even more severely being almost

completely ruined. So fertile was the soil of the great valley of

Anahuac that it yieded three crops a year. The first, called the

aventurera, gave the smallest yield, being harvested toward the

end of May
;
the second crop of wheat, called mediana, was ready

in June; while the third, called the temporal, and harvested in

October, was the most bountiful of all and the mainstay of the

Indian farmers. Since the last mentioned harvest was the one

upon which the cultivators and the population relied most, their

dismay can readily be imagined when it was discovered that the

spikes of wheat were empty and grainless. Don Carlos, whose

intellectual curiosity led him to take an interest in entomology

as well as many other fields of investigation, examined the wheat

carefully under his microscope. He observed tiny creatures on

the spikes and stalks which he described as resembling fleas in

form and having covered wings like weevils. It was the dreaded

chiahuiztli, a blight which spread with astounding rapidity. If

this was not the rust (rubigo) described by the Romans, thought

Siguenza,^^ it had, at least, a common origin with it. And if

what the ancients said was true, the soaked condition of the

plants from the heavy precipitation of July, the subsequent lack

of wind to cause the evaporation of the moisture, and the un-

natural chill which descended upon the earth during an eclipse

of the sun in August^ ^ must have given rise to this terrible pest.

11 Letter of Pedro Manuel de Torres, Documentos ineditos para la his-

toria de Espana, LXVII, 396.

12 Letter of Pedro Manuel de Torres, Documentos ineditos para la histo-

ria de Espana, LXVII, 396.

13 Letter to the Admiral, MS. 28. n Ibid., 29. is Ante, 55.
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This wholesale destruction of the wheat crop caused prices to

rise abruptly while the size of the bread dwindled. The situ-

ation became so acute that the viceroy and his advisors decided

to send officials into the provinces to obtain, by persuasion or by

force, the shipping: to the capital of as much available corn and

wheat as possible.

This dismal series of misfortunes, particularly the eclipse of \

the sun, tilled the superstitious masses with dark forebodings and

there was a universal tendency among them to place the burden

of the blame for these disasters upon the viceroy and his mal

gohierno. The public granary, established by an order of Philip

II, dated March 31, 1583,’® was compelled to dole out the wheat

and corn in decreasing quantities during the following autumn

and winter while representatives of the government were sent to

more and more remote districts to commandeer supplies. This was

attended by increasing dissatisfaction and discontent on the

part of the Indian farmers of the outlying regions who protested

vehemently against sending all their food supply to the capital

where often it sold at lower rates than in the provinces. To

appease the populace of the city the viceroy had striven to keep

the price down and had, in some cases, arbitrarily set it lower in

the public granar}^ than it was elsewhere.

In this way winter wore on into early spring. The series of

atmospheric disturbances initiated by the floods had not reached

its end. A heavy mist lasting three days in February, which is

customarily a very dry month, together with an almost unpre-

cedented fall of snow in the mountains, kept alive the apprehen-

sion of the ignorant populace.

Because of the practically complete failure of the wheat crop,

Indian corn became the chief cereal and tortillas replaced bread

as the “staff of life” for all classes. But even the supply of

the indigenous maize was threatened. Investigations carried on

16 Becopilacion de Leyes de los Beynos de las Indias, II, 107.
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early in the spring disclosed the fact that the harvests of corn

would be inadequate to feed even the City of Mexico very long.

Thus famine was closing in on the capital. The viceroy struggled

valiantly to stave it off until the fruit season could bring relief.

He continued sending his emissaries far inland to Celaya, some

forty leagues from the city, and elsewhere in search of the needed

cereal. He was confronted not only with the difficulty of locating

supplies but also with that of transporting any provisions that

were found for there was also a shortage of pack-mules.

Among the many measures which the harassed viceroy took to

remedy the situation was the lifting of the ban upon a certain

species of wheat called “trigo blanquillo.” ‘"This,” writes Si-

giienza, ‘‘is the estimable ‘siligo’ of the ancients.

A

crop could

be raised within four months and it gave a yield of remarkable

abundance. In an Acuerdo of May 4, 1676, this wheat had been

banished in perpetuity from the realm,^® apparently for no

other reason than its plentifulness which had cheapened the

price of wheat in general. Because of this fact certain influences

had brought pressure to bear on the authorities and its further

cultivation was forbidden. “Only in this, my country,” remarks

Don Carlos in disgust, “could this happen!”^® In this observa-

tion the good professor is possibly a little too severe upon his

native land. Such an example of the interference of powerful

interests working through governmental channels was not—and

is not—perhaps, so unique as he would have us believe.

Early in May, however, there was no exceptional lack of corn

in the public granary,^® but toward the end of the month many of

17 Letter to the Admiral, MS. 38. is Loc cit. is Loc. cit.

20 In the Cronica de la Santa Frovincia de San Diego of Baltasar de
Medina, published in 1682, ten years before the riot, we find some figures

anent the distribution of foodstuffs in Mexico City, ,he states (p. 234) :

“Las demas grandezas desta Corte no caben en este Epitome pero por no
defraudar el desseo de los curiosos, lo que puntualmente se ha podido
ajustar, que gastan sus vecinos, y moradores cada ano en las Carnizerias

publicas, y Eastro, que edifico el Marques de Guadalcazar, son 175,000 car-

neros, 12,000 eavezas de ganado mayor, y de eerda mas de 30,000 que es el
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the provincials failed in their promise to send further supplies.

This served as fresh fuel to the gTowing* discontent which had

been smouldering in the capital all spring. The Conde de Galve

immediately took steps to insure supplies. But the ignorant

Indians, their dissatisfaction turning into general suspicion, in-

terpreted this as an effort of the viceroy to safeguard provisions

for his own consumption. The injustice of this accusation, Don

Carlos explains, was patent, but this did not prevent rumors

from spreading.-^ These soon became audible, particularly after

the preaching of an injudicious sermon in the Cathedral during

Easter week, certain parts of which tended to corroborate i)opu-

lar suspicions.
‘

‘ Those who most persisted in these complaints,
’ ’

writes Sigiienza, ‘‘were the Indians, the most ungrateful, thank-

less, grumbling, and restless people that God ever created.

But Don Carlos was of the opinion that the subsequent riot

was not so much due to the scarity of corn as to the fact that the

Indian women wished to do a little “profiteering” on their

tortillas. They were the only ones in the city versed in the art

of making this staple which had now replaced bread, and were

therefore able to exercise a sort of monopoly and sell their wares

at constantly increasing prices. The large margin of profit thus

obtained enabled them and their indolent menfolk to indulge

inordinately their thirst for pulque.

The good professor seldom loses an opportunity to deliver a

tirade against the evil of drinking among- the masses. The sub-

sequent riot, he firmly believed, was the manifestation of God’s

wrath for the toleration of this vice.

alimento de pobres j de Indies. E 71 la Alliondiga, y Posito comim de la

Ciudad se gastan cada dia mas de 600 fanegas de maiz que hacen al ano
de 219,000 fanegas. De arina se gastan al ano en la misma Alliondiga
mas de 180,000 fanegas sin las que passan sin registro, o no entra en el

alniazen, y provision comun de la Ciudad. Este ano de 1681 se gastaron
196,000.” These statistics are quoted in Joseph de Lezamis, Vida del

Apdstol Santiago, 280.

21 Letter to the Admiral, MS. 40.

22 Log. cit.
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For never since the time of their paganism had the drunkenness of the

Indians reached greater excesses and licentiousness than in these present

days. Because of the great amount of revenue, alleged by those who
bring it in, for the King, Our Lord, pulque is more plentiful in Mexico
City on one single day than it was in a whole year when the capital was
governed by its [Indian] idolaters. With respect to its abundance, there

was not a corner—I have expressed myself badly—there was not a street or

public square in the whole city where openly and shamelessly many more
souls were sacrificed to the Devil through this vice than bodies were offered

in former times in their temples

On one occasion, Sigiienza declares that if he could publish

a certain book dealing with the early customs of the Indians, it

would be seen that the ‘‘DETESTABLE PULQUE” was the

cause of their idolatry, thieving, murders, sacrilege, sodomy,

incest,
‘

‘ and other greater abominations !

’

The pulque7'ias did a thriving business during these days of

threatening famine and were frequented more and more by the

- dregs of the primitive society of the capital. Among the latter

were a considerable element of renegade Spaniards commonly

known as “saramullos” who, Don Carlos claims, were the worst

of all. These, mingling with the Negroes, mulattoes, mestizos,

and various other composite representatives of the races dwelling

in the realm of New Spain, constituted the clientele of the pul-

querias. There one of the principal occupations was airing

grievances against the mal gohierno and plotting against the

viceroy. Not merely the confession of a prisoner taken later,

' Ratton by name, but other evidence^^ convinced Sigiienza that

it was the intention of these factious elements to “scare off”

{espantar) the Spaniards as they expressed it in their own

language, burn the Royal Palace, and kill the viceroy and the

! corregidor if that was possible.”® To these suggestions the

saramullos lent their moral support since, as subsequent events

23 Letter to the Admiral, MS. 77.

24 Prologue of the Parayso Occidental.

25 Ante, 83-84.

26 Letter to the Admiral, MS. 42.
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clearly demonstrated, they saw an opportunity to enrich them-

selves by looting'.

There had been an unwonted amount of wrangling in the

public granary the night before,^" but on Saturday evening

(June 7, 1692) there was even greater jostling and quarreling

among the Indian women who had come to purchase corn. By
accident there were not enough measures to supply everyone in

the usual quantity. Upon learning this the women crowded

closely about the attendants who were busy distributing. As the

natives kept getting in one another’s way, and were becoming

so boisterous and unruly, one of the officials, exasperated by the

noise and commotion, seized a whip and lashed at the crowd.

This caused the women to draw back, but one of them, more

persistent than the others, insisted that she be served first. This

so angered the attendant with the whi}) that he struck her

repeatedly on the head and shoulders.-*^ At once the cries in the

granary became more shrill and discordant. Picking up the

woman who had been beaten they carried her on their backs and

started en masse for the Plaza. Crossing the whole length of the

I)ublic square they proceeded to the palace of the archbishop,

loudly complaining that not only was the corn denied to them

in exchange for their money but they were also maltreated 1^*^

They were soothed to some extent, however, by one of the

servants of the archbishop.

Upon directing their steps to the palace of the viceroy they

were there turned away by the palace guard without obtaining

an audience with the Conde de Galve. Once again they went to the

palace of the archbishop and that distinguished prelate, Fran-

27 Letter of Pedro Manuel de Torres. Documentos ineditos para la his-

toria de Espana, LXVII, 398, states that a baby, which a mother was car-

rying, was smothered in the crowd.

28 Tlie mob later told the archbishop that this had brought on a mis-
carriage.

29 Letter of a Priest, Documentos para la liistoria de Mexico, ser. 2, III,

315, states that the woman wore a cloth (pano) on her head indicating a
wound there when she appeared before the palace of the archbishop.
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cisco de Aguiar y Seijas, urged them, through an interpreter, to

be calm, assuring them that matters would be adjusted. After

being repelled once again by the guard at the royal palace, the

mob broke up and disappeared.

Heaven only knows! [exclaims Sigiienza, in substance] what ’^as

plotted that night in the flickering lights of the pulquerias and other

dens of iniquity. Certain it is that the Indians, incited by the Spanish

renegades anxious for an opportunity to plunder, plotted the destruction of

the Viceroy and his Palace. so

When the news of the disturbance reached the viceroy he

gave orders that preparations should be made for any eventu-

ality; pikes and muskets were brought down from the armory

and the guns were loaded.

Sunday, June 8—‘‘that exceedingly fatal day,” writes Don

Carlos^^—dawned. During the morning there was no untoward

incident; all seemed tranquil and quiet. The viceroy left the

palace to attend mass. Upon entering the church, however, an

indistinct murmur arose from the congregation and the gentle-

men-in-waiting of the viceroy distinguished curses and threats

uttered in low tones.

Again in the afternoon about four o’clock the viceroy left

the palace to attend services in the San Augustin and San Fran-

cisco churches after which he went to the Convent of San Fran-

cisco to chat with the fathers. It was this piousness, declares

Don Carlos, that probably saved his life.®^

It had been arranged that on this evening a personal repre-

sentative of the viceroy should be in the public granary to super-

intend the distribution. It was felt that the presence of a high

dignitary would have a restraining eifect upon both the officials

directly connected with the distribution and the Indian women

who came to buy.

30 Letter to the Admiral, MS. 48-49.

31 IMd., 49.

32 Letter to the Admiral, MS. 50.

33 IMd., 41.
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The first part of the afternoon passed with suitable orderli-

ness and at five o’clock the fiscal, who served as the viceroy’s

ag'ent, returned to his home. Unfortunately, the corn began to

fall short of requirements. Another scene, like that of the pre-

vious day was enacted, but this time more tragic and fraught with

greater danger to the stability of the viceregal government. The

news quickly spread that the stock of corn was fast becoming

exhausted. A cry of protest went up and in the uproar that

followed a woman was trampled upon. The procedure of the

previous day was almost exactly duplicated. The fallen woman

was picked up and carried by an excited crowd to the Plaza. It is

Don Carlos’ firm conviction that the woman feigned death and

he supports this contention by the evidence of two students who

were present when the recumbent figure of the woman was being

borne through the streets. One of them remarked to the other

:

‘‘Look how that dead woman is sweating
!”

“I guess that she isn’t very dead,” said the second student,
‘

‘ for I saw her blink and swallow saliva !

’

“What do you know about dead people, you stupid dogs of

students!” said an Indian woman who overheard their conversa-

tion. “Now all of you in Mexico City will be dead like her.”^“

And Don Carlos adds that the boys did not wait for any further

remarks but slipped away into the crowd. Later Sigiienza was

assured under oath by another witness, that not only what the

boys had stated was true but that he himself (the witness) had

heard the “dead” woman give orders shortly before to her

bearers to the effect that they should carry her well. “Well,”

exclaims Don Carlos disgustedly, “that’s what the Indians are

like!”^«

34 Letter of Pedro Manuel de Torres, Documentos ineditos para la liisto-

ria de JEspana, LXVII, 398-399, also states that the woman was pretending
to be dead. A priest approached those who were carrying her and looked at
the woman. Then he exclaimed, ‘ ‘ Look, you ’re smothering that woman for
she was perspiring.”

35 Letter to the Admiral, MS, 52. 36 Loc. cit.
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But whether dead or not the woman became the rallying

point for an increasing number of malcontents; she symbolized

for them all the wrongs and injustice, fancied or otherwise, over

which the credulous Indians, encouraged by the saramullos, had

been brooding for a long time. The disorderly procession made

its wa}" to the archbishop’s palace—with the purpose of killing

time until nightfall as much as anything else, Sigiienza believes.

Then, about forty in number, they started for the Plaza. It

was obvious that efforts were being made to attract others and

thus swell their ranks. When substantial accretions had been

made one member of the gathering began to shout against the

viceroy. Drawing a stone from underneath his blouse, he threw

it at the window of the royal palace. Cries, oaths, and

execrations arose from all parts of the assembled crowd and a

veritable hail of stones and missiles was directed against the

viceregal residence.

At this point it might be stated that the Plaza on which the

royal palace faced, was covered at that time by a multitude of

little stalls and booths. These resembled a town in miniature and

were occupied by small merchants who sold every conceivable

object which could be bought or exchanged by the Indian popula-

tion. These diminutive shops, which were flimsy structures of

highly inflammable material such as wood, straw, and petateSy

together with their associated tilth and debris, were offensive to

the civic pride of Don Carlos. ‘‘One of the best and most

extensive Plazas in the world,” he declares, “looks to everyone

like a pigsty!”'^® It was amidst these that the mob had gathered

to attack the viceroy’s palace.

A hurried cry of “To arms-” passed through the corridors

of the palace for the soldiery, despite their orders, had been

taken off their guard. A few were hastily assembled, however,

37 For a detailed description of the royal palace see Luis Gonzalez

Obregon, Mexico Viejo, 310—322.

38 Letter to the Admiral, MS. 60.
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and a charge with pikes was made upon the Indians who now

numbered some two hundred. At the first onslaught of the

soldiers the mob fell back and sought refuge amidst the stands

and in the sanctuary of the cathedral cemetery. Some of the

booths were now destroyed in order to make a clear field. Part

of the palace guard had ascended to the azoteas or flatroof of the

building and were firing powder charges at the Indians with a

view to frightening them away. The latter soon recognized this

strategem and began jumping up and down in derision, slapping

their paunches, and mocking the soldiery.

‘
‘ Fire ! Fire !

’
’ they shouted,

‘

' and if you haven ’t any bullets,

throw tomatoes. Maybe bombs and fireworks will scare us off if

they are fired at us from your arcabuses ! Use balls and see the

strength that pulque gives us to throw them back !
’ And a hail

of stones rained upon the soldiers, badly injuring some of them.

News of the excitement quickly spread about the city and

from all the streets emptying into the Plaza came turbulent

throngs to join the rioters. Their fury had reached a white heat

when two or three hapless soldiers fell into the hands of the

frenzied mob and were literally torn to pieces. These unfor-

tunates had been shut out when, in the confusion which reigned

within the palace, the great doors had been closed. The firing

from the azoteas continued but was ineffective. The palace had

been left in such a pitiful condition of defense that there were

practicall}^ no bullets with which to load their guns. Conse-

quently, the soldiery were soon reduced to returning the sticks

and stones that were hurled at them.

It was at this juncture that Sigiienza had been aroused from

his studies by his excited servant and had joined the crowd in the

street; and at this point he becomes an ocular witness of the

rest of the events which he records. It was then half past six.

Reaching a corner of the Plaza he stood there thunderstruck at

39 Ihid., 54 .
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the scene that met his gaze. A veritable bedlam had apparently

been unloosed; Indians and natives of all castes were giving

utterance to raucous howls and shouts while the noise of missiles

striking against the doors of the palace sounded like more than a

hundred war drums beaten at once
;
of those who were not throw-

ing stones some were waving their blankets like flags, others were

throwing their hats into the air, while still others relieved them-

selves by merely jeering. Indian women diligently supplied

stones, which they gathered in the streets and squares, to their

strong-arm men.

As Sigiienza took in these details in open-mouthed amazement,

he felt himself jostled by others coming up behind him.. Some of

these were Spaniards who arrived with swords unsheathed and,

like the scholar, stopped in wonder, appalled at the spectacle.

The majority, however, were Negroes, mulattoes, and others who

were pushing forward to swell the ranks of the rioters, adding

their quota to the deafening chorus of ‘‘Down with the Gachu-

pines!” Don Carlos heard them exhorting each other to have

courage since there was no longer any Cortes to hold them in

subjection. “Ah, sehoras!” the Indian women kept exclaiming

to each other in their own language, “Let’s go joyfully into this

fight ! If God wills that the Spaniards be wiped out in it then it

doesn’t matter if we die unconfessed. Isn’t this our country!

Then what do the Spaniards want in it!”^®

At length, Don Carlos decided that he was doing no good by

remaining on the corner. Catching sight of some ecclesiastics in

the doorway of the archbishop’s palace, he went over to them.

He was advised by the vicar-general to go upstairs to the apart-

ment of the archbishop and, having arrived there, he reported all

that he had witnessed. The worthy prelate believed that his

presence might serve to quiet the turbulent populace. Conse-

quently, accompanied by Sigiienza and others and preceded by

40 Letter to the Admiral, MS. 57.
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the Cross, they started in a small procession, sending the arch-

bishop ’s coach in advance. When it was observed, however, that

one of the coachmen had been knocked off his box by a shower

of stones and little reverence was displayed toward the Cross, it

was felt that discretion was the better part of valor and all

turned back.

Darkness now fell upon the Plaza, but the howling continued

undiminished in volume and the numbers of the rioters steadily

increased. It seemed to Sigiienza that they must have totaled

nearly ten thousand. By this time he had recovered from the

fear which had possessed him at first and had returned to the

Plaza to mingle with the crowd.

The first fury of the rioters had abated somewhat and they

began to perceive that they were merely tiring their arms by

such continuous and ineffectual throwing of stones. So they de-

cided to set fire to the palace. For this purpose they did not

have far to look for suitable material—the booths and .stands

themselves provided ideal fuel. Piles of highly infiaminatory

straw and petate were pushed up to the doors of the palace.

When these were ignited they burned like tinder. The door of

the large courtyard, on which the apartments of the viceroy and

his wife faced, was soon a mass of flames. Near this doorway

was also located the guardroom of the company of infantry

which was supposed to guard it. “But what a company! ” snorts

Don Carlos in disgust. “With the very pike of the captain (who

had been left outside when the door was closed) or, rather, with

some burning reeds on the end of it, an Indian set fire (I saw

this) to the large and exceedingly handsome balcony of the

Vicereine

But there was no cessation of the cries “Down with the Vice-

roy and the Corregidor !

’
’ Rather, these shouts now reminded

them that the corregidor and his wife, who had their apartments

41 Letter to the Admiral, MS. 61.
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in the buildings of the Ayuntamiento, were being overlooked. As

the Royal Palace was now in flames on all sides a portion of the

mob turned in the direction of the municipal buildings with the

intention of destroying them in the same manner. Fortunately,

the corregidor and his wife, like the viceroy and the vicereine,

were not at home—a fact which unquestionably saved their lives.

The coach of the corregidor, however, was discovered and upon

this inoffensive object the enraged rioters vented their spite.

Setting Are to this vehicle, they drove the panic-stricken mules

which were harnessed to it into the Plaza where the unfortunate

beasts were finally killed. While some of the mutinous elements

had been diverting themselves in this manner others had been

assembling piles of wood and matting. These were pushed up to

the offices of the cabildo where records were kept and soon this

structure also was in flames.

During all this excitement the saramullos had discreetly re-

mained in the background devoting themselves to looting the best

stocked of the small shops on the Plaza. This was jealously

observed by some of the Indians who believed themselves entitled

to some of this booty. This feeling quickly spread and prac-

tically all gave up their efforts to destroy the public buildings

and turned to a more profitable occupation. First they fell upon

the hardware shops in order to equip themselves with axes, bars,

machetes, and knives—necessary implements for the plundering

of the other stands. Then, in wild confusion, they swooped down

upon the rest of the flimsy structures, breaking in the doors and

partitions and hacking their way into the interior. As soon as

they had carried off as much of the contents as possible they set

fire to the huts. In a twinkling the whole Plaza was a mass of

flames and scorching heat.
'

‘ Amidst the heaviness of heart which

oppressed me,” remarks Siguenza, the incorrigible classicist, “it

occurred to me that it was something like burning Troy must

have been when the Greeks destroyed it.”^^

42 Letter to the Admiral, MS. 64.
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The plundering went on. Many of the owners of the shops

were in the crowd. While some were bemoaning their ill-fortune,

others resigned themselves to the course of events with oriental

fatalism. ‘‘Well, boys!’’ some of the latter shouted, “since our

misfortune and your good luck will it this way, why go to it,

and good luck to you !
’ Others, less resigned to the course of

events, threw themselves into the orgy of plunder, even looting

their own stands to save what they could. In many cases, as the

Indians were fleeing with their stolen goods, they were pursued by

the saramullos and others who, running them through with

swords, relieved the wretched natives of their ill-gotten gains.

In the midst of all this confusion both the Jesuits and the

Mercedarians had formed processions, bearing the image of the

Virgin Mary and singing litanies in the vain hope of quieting

the turbulent masses. But their order of marching was quickly

broken up by the showers of stones which descended upon them.

Some of the fathers attempted individually to preach and to

exhort their unruly flock. But these heroic efforts were met with

scant respect being hissed and hooted by the turbulent populace.

Scarcely more success was attained by bringing forth the

Eucharist from the cathedral though some of the Indians were

moved to desist from their efforts to set fire to the magnificent

new palace of the Marques del Valle which, later, became the

temporary quarters of the viceroy.

But such an orgy could not last indefinitely nor could such

excitement long maintain itself at fever heat. Already the forces

of order were gathering. A band of government sympathizers

was assembled and opened fire upon the rioters, killing many of

them. The rest, surfeited with excitement, or anxious to safe-

guard the goods that they had stolen, soon fled from the Plaza.

Smoking embers and inanimate bodies lay scattered about the

deserted square—mute witnesses of the fury of unbridled human
passion.

43 Letter to the Admiral, MS. 66.
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Practically all accounts of the life of Sigiienza emphasize this

historic episode and the heroic part which the great scholar

played in it. While all pay homage to the personal courage of

Don Carlos they do not all agree on the essential details of what

he actually did. The account which he himself has left of the riot

is, as already stated, the best and most vivid that has come down

to US; but, unfortunately, the modesty of the writer has pre-

vented our obtaining a clear account of his own participation.

He alludes only briefly to his own exploit and we are left to

imagine most of the circumstances attending this interesting

incident in his life. Before reproducing his own version of his

part in the riot let us note what others relate in order that we

may be better able to piece out the picture. Cavo tells us

:

This man of letters [Sigiienza], honor of Mexico, roused by his love of

letters and of his country, thinking that in an instant the most precious

monuments of the ancient and modern history of the Mexicans, kept in the

archives, were going to be consumed by the flames, set out for the Plaza

with his friends and some intrepid servants to whom he gave a sum of

money; seeing that it was not feasible to go up to the Archive through the

lower rooms since they were afire, these gallant men, setting up their

ladders and breaking in the windows, entered the rooms [of the Archive]
;

although the fire was spreading in them, they seized the codices and capi-

tulary books here and there amidst the flames, and threw them out on to the

Plaza; they continued this perilous occupation until not a monument was

left that had not been devoured by the fire. 44

We have the testimony of a contemporary who was actually

associated with Sigiienza ’s exploit on that exciting night. It

is none other than his own nephew, Don Gabriel Lopez de Si-

giienza, whose testimony we may, perhaps, regard as even more

reliable than that which has been quoted above. In the prefa-

tory letter^^ addressed to Don Antonio de Aunzibai y Anaya and

printed with the Oriental Planeta of Don Carlos, the nephew

tells us, alluding to the works which his celebrated uncle had

left unfinished

:

44 Andres Cavo, Los tres siglos de Mexico, II, 81.

45 Letter of Gabriel Lopez de Sigiienza.
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Those which he failed to write are : . . . .
“ The History of Mexico ’ ’

and interesting annotations which he had taken out of old and very

authentic papers, and from the books which he got out on the night of the

Riot of the 8th of June from the buildings of the Cabildo where no one else

tried to go, and only he, by his own efforts and at the peril of his life, and

some others that went with him [entered]. He spent more than ninety-four

pesos from his own purse in order to pay those who, with ropes, climbed

through the balcony of the buildings [of the Cabildo] for the purpose of

getting the books out and saving them from the flames. These books I,

and the other brothers of my Uncle, carried off to his house.^^^

Having- noted these versions of Sigiienza’s exploit, let us

read that of the chief actor, observing what he says of his own

part in the matter.

When the Eucharist had been brought forth from the cathe-

dral in a vain effort to restore order and bring the turbulent

population under control, some holy oil had been thrust into

the hands of Don Carlos,^® in order that he in his priestly office

might administer Supreme Unction to the dying. Thirteen of

them he had anointed and three were confessed. Then, as the

natives were now preoccupied with plundering the small shops,

it was possible for some of the better elements of the city to get

near the burning public buildings and help extinguish the flames,

and aid the inmates, particularly tho.se of the royal palace, to

escape. To these the lay-priest now lent his support. After

stating that the papers of great importance in the palace were

saved and that the female servants of the vicereine were con-

ducted in safety to the palace of the archbishop, Don Carlos

writes

:

I, also, was in the Palace [of the viceroy] at that time because I went

into it after handing over the holy oil to a curate assistant (ayudante de

46 The Biographic Universelle, Ancienne et Moderne (redige par une
societe de gens de lettres et de savants), erroneously states: “

. . . mais
tous les manuscripts de Sigiienza, perirent dans I’incendie que detruisit, an
mois de juin, 1692, avec une partie de la ville de Mexico presque tous les

moyens d ’instruction. ’ ’

47 Neither the Diary of Robles, the Diary of Rivera, the Letter of a
Priest nor the Letter of Pedro Manuel de Torres in their accounts of the

riot make any reference to the saving of the books by Sigiienza.

48 Letter to the Admiral, MS. 67.
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cura). Since this letter is not an account of my own achievements but,

rather, of the events of the night of June 8th which I witnessed, I shall

avoid from now on relating minutely how much (or how little, or whatever

enemies who are never lacking may have it) I did spontaneously and

freely without thought of my station nor of reward when, now with a bar

and now with an axe, I cut beams, and pried open doors, not only of some

of the apartments of the Palace, but whole courtrooms, and the city’s best

archives were saved from the very hands of the fire by my industry. This

is enough about what I did.49

And, true to his promise, Don Carlos did not again advert

directly to his own part in the events of that exciting night.

But it seems likely that he could not wholly refrain from at least

indirect allusions to his own deeds on such a memorable occasion.

Later, after giving us a somewhat lengthy catalogue of the

damages wrought by the conflagration in the royal palace, Don

Carlos piously remarks: ‘‘May God grant long life or, what is

better. Glory to the one who, by throwing down the doors on one

side and by forcing the fire to take a respite, saved the hall of

the Real Acuerdo and the Court of Accounts

While this in itself may not be conclusive evidence that the

chronicler had himself in mind, it takes on more weight when we

read a few lines further. Here, while commenting on the even

more devastating effects of the fire on the ayuntamiento and the

cabildo, he writes: “Again I repeat, may God grant glory to the

one who, amidst so many flames, got out and still has in his posses-

sion the capitulary hooks, the only ones saved from so voracious

a fire !
’ To whom was Don Carlos referring if not to himself ?

49 Letter to the Admiral, MS. 69-70.

50 ‘‘Que Dios le de mucha vida, o mejor dicho, Cielo a quien, derribando

puertas por una par (sic), obligando el fuego a que se respirase, salvo la

Sala del Real Acuerdo y el tribunal de Cuentas! ” Ihid., 74-75.

51 Letter to the Admiral, MS. 75. In the Icazbalceta collection there is

a paleographic copy of the Primer Libro de Actas de Cabildo de la Ciudad

de Mexico at the end of which are some notes, the last of which are signed

by Sigiienza. (See Federico Gomez de Orozco, Catdlogo de la coleccion de

manuscritos de Joaquin Garcia Icasbalceta relativos a la Jiistoria de Ame-
rica, 7, 95.) Possibly this is a copy of one of the books saved and kept by
Sigiienza on the night of June 8, 1692. Vicente Riva Palacio, Mexico a

traves de los siglos, II, 652, footnote, calls attention to a note on one of the
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Remembering the presumably reliable testimony of his nephew,

Don Gabriel, regarding the carrying of the books from the

cabildo to Sigiienza’s home, it seems fairly clear that the author

was coyly heaping benedictions upon his own head. From his own

modest words, however, we may also deduce that this sedentary

professor performed a gallant service in saving public records

and valuable books not only in the royal palace (this much is

clear from his own statements) but also in the ayuntamiento and

the cabildo (which evidence of Don Gabriel tends to prove). '

Whatever other inferences we may draw of the character of

Don Carlos from this incident we can perceive in him the true

scholar. When precious documents, which only a genuine lover

of learning could properly appraise, were menaced with destruc-

tion, this man, though of quiet habits and gentle nature, was

moved to an unwonted display of physical courage and a liberal

disbursing of funds from his own purse, in order to save these

monuments for posterity. This trait must command our respect

and, possibly, our admiration.

The ill health of Don Carlos and his early death a few years

later, however, prevented him from utilizing these records and

books extensively. Numerous works of his, notably the History

of Mexico, were undoubtedly based to a considerable degree upon

data contained in the documents thus saved. But these, unfor-

tunately, were left unfinished and were subsequently lost.®-

Let us now return to the riot itself with particular reference

to the viceroy against whose government this demonstration of

hostility had been made. As already indicated the Conde de

Galve had left the palace about four o’clock in the afternoon to

books of the cabildo. He writes: “A1 final del primer libro de Cabildos,

foja III vuelta, se lee lo siguiente: ‘Don Carlos de Sigdienza y Gongora . . .

libro este libro y los que se le signen del fuego en qiie perecieron los archi-

ves de esta ciudad la noche del 8 de junio de 1692 en que por falta de basti-

inento se amotino la plebe y quemo al Palacio Keal y Casas de Cabildo

—

Don Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora. ’ ’ ’

52 Letter of Gabriel Lopez de Sigiienza.
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attend to certain religious duties. The news of the disturbance

reached His Excellency in the Convent of San Francisco. He
was at first inclined to attribute the excitement to some boyish

prank. Further tidings, however, soon convinced him that it

was a far more serious matter than he had supposed
;
he realized

that, in fact, it was nothing less than an attempt to overthrow

his government. When this dawned upon him his first impulse

was to go at once, in person, to the scene of the commotion. He
was restrained by his gentlemen-in-waiting, however, who argued

that it would be suicidal for him to expose himself to such a

hostile gathering. And the friars quickly ran to lock the doors

of the convent which they opened, however, to admit the vice-

reine. The latter had been out riding in her coach that after-

noon. Observing an unusual crowd and activity on the Plaza,

the coachmen made a hazardous journey through the side steets

and even amidst those filled with excited Indians who were run-

ning toward the Plaza and shouting threats against her husband,

and at length they reached the convent.

The Conde de Galve thus found himself penned up for several

uncomfortable hours during which the far-off sounds of the rabble

could be heard. The padres of the convent stood guard at the

locked doors fearing that the rioters might have learned of the

whereabouts of the viceroy. It can readily be imagined how

trying to the Conde de Galve were these hours of enforced

inactivity when he was powerless to give orders that could be

executed.

After a while loud knocks were heard on the door of the

convent and the friars who stood near them heard shouted the

names of those who sought to be admitted. They proved to be

important personages in the capital and friends of the viceroy

who had come to offer His Excellency their services and, if

necessary, their lives in his defense. The doors were cautiously

opened and the loyal supporters of the viceroy were admitted.
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From them he learned of the state of affairs on the Plaza, and

how the royal palace and the municipal buildings were in flames.

As they advised that the majority of the rioters had now given

themselves over to plundering the small shops in the center of the

Plaza, the Conde de Galve issued orders to his newly arrived

friends that they should return to the Plaza, clear it of all the

seditious Indians, and if possible save the royal treasury and the

tribunals from the fire. These commands were faithfully obeyed

and by ten o’clock^^ the riot was definitely at an end and the

rebellious elements had retired with their plunder.

The remainder of that night was spent by the viceroy in

the convent, giving orders and making arrangements for the

complete restoration of order in the capital. With characteristic

alacrity the Conde de Galve immediately set about expediting

shipments of corn from the provinces; these were later dis-

tributed without cost to the populace. Bakers were set to work

and ordered to increase their production
;
and quantities of

meat and vegetables were brought into the city from the sur-

rounding country. Additional troops were enlisted and sent to

police carefully all the streets and barrios of the capital. In

these efforts to provision the city and prevent a repetition of the

dramatic and disastrous events of the night of June 8, the

brother of Don Carlos, Don Francisco de Sigiienza, was of

material aid, being sent to accompany the pack-trains of corn

coming from Celaya, and getting together a considerable number

of canoes. From Sigiienza ’s point of view, one of the most

important measures taken by the viceroy was the prohibition of

the sale of pulque and of its importation into the city.

The following morning the viceroy left the convent, accom-

panied by his wife, his ministers, the archbishop, and members

of the nobility, in order to take up his residence in the new palace

53 Letter of Pedro Manuel de Torres, Documentos ineditos para la histo-

ria de Espana, LXVII, 405.

54 Letter to the Admiral, MS. 73, 76.
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of the Marques del Valle. The royal palace had been so com-

pletely gutted by the fire that it was no longer habitable. As

the imposing procession proceeded through the streets it was

loudly acclaimed by a somewhat contrite populace whose remorse

was perhaps stimulated by the fear of the consequences of their

rash acts of the night before.

During the days which followed there was great apprehension

in the city and rumors constantly circulated of renewed insurrec-

tions. The appearance of a small gathering on the streets threw

the conservative elements into a state of nervous agitation. One

of the first measures of the viceroy had been to dispatch mes-

sengers to Tlaxcala, fearing lest that population, which was also

suffering from a shortage of crops and resultant high prices,

might be moved to emulate the pernicious example of the Indians

of the capital. These fears were only too well grounded, for on

June 14 an uprising occurred there, very similar in many respects

to that of Mexico City. Fortunately, it was less serious and was

promptly put down. But the news of this attempt, garbled in

its details, did not permit the tension existing in the capital to

relax. Weeks passed before genuine tranquillity was restored and

affairs resumed their normal course.

In the meantime summary justice had been meted out to

some Indians who had been caught in the act of setting fire

to the palace. Altogether five or six unfortunates were hung,

one was burned, and a large number were publicly whipped in

retribution for their misdeeds.

Among other measures which occurred to the viceroy as

suitable for preventing a repetition of such popular disturbances

was the ‘‘zoning” of the city, that is, prohibiting the Indians

from living in the center of the capital and compelling them to

occupy quarters in specially assigned barrios. There was nothing

original in this decision for, as Don Carlos stated later in his

55 It continued to burn until the following Tuesday, June 10 (ibid., 74).
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report^^ on the subject, it was the arrangement offered by Cortes

and, according to the historians Herrera, Gomara, Bernal Diaz,

and Torquemada, had been put into effect. Moreover, it was

upon the statute books but had been permitted to become a dead

letter. On June 21, 1692, the Conde de Galve sent a decree to

this effect to the Real Acuerdo in order that that consultative

body might decide upon proper means for bringing the matter

about.

These gentlemen were strongly of the opinion that this

floating native population was not only a menace because of its

idleness and disposition toward crime, but, in the words of

Cabrera, “Neither unto God nor unto Caesar had they rendered

what was due for many years, that is, neither in taxes to the

king nor in homage to God and obedience to the precepts of His

church. ’ They urged that the Indians should not be permitted

to live in the center of the city, which was properly for the

Spanish population; the natives must withdraw to their barrios

within twenty days; any subsequently found domiciled in the

house of a Spaniard would receive two hundred lashes and six

years of hard labor, while the owner would be subject to a fine of

one hundred pesos “and two years of obligatory exile from this

city and twenty leagues round about. Since the Indians were

wards of the church it was recommended that the archbishop and

his prelates should be consulted in the matter.

Autos sohre los Yncomhenientes de Viuir los Yndios en el Zentro de

la Ciudad y Beduccion a sus Barrios y doctrinas y los Terminos a que

deuen estos arreglarse sin yncorporarse con lo prinz^^i de la Cmdad pc su

mejor gouiemo Y los Ynformes pedidos sohre esto a los Ministros de Doc-
trina. ano de 1692, 6-9. Siguenza to the viceroy, July 5, 1692.

57 Ihid., 2. Decree of the viceroy, June 21, 1692.

58 Cabrera, op. cit., 265.

59 Autos sohre los Yncomhenientes de Viuir* los Yndios en el Zentro de

la Ciudad y q^ Beduccion a sus Barrios y doctrinas y los Terminos a que
deuen estos arreglarse sin yncorporarse con lo prinz.^^ de la Ciudad p^ su
mejor gouierno Y los Ynformes pedidos sohre esto a los Ministros de Doc-
trina. ano de 1692 2-4. Opinion of the Keal Acuerdo, June 26, 1692.
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Acting upon this advice the viceroy sent dispatches to various

ministers of the church in different barrios, requesting their

opinions and recommendations concerning the distribution of the

Indians and the boundaries of their respective parishes.®® On
July 1, Don Carlos was instructed to report upon a suitable

ambit of the center of the city, and upon the formation of the

barrios on its periphery.

With his usual thoroughness and promptness Sigiienza sub-

mitted a report dated July 5. It was his judgment that the

native population could not be reduced to a single large barrio

because of the inevitable bickering that would ensue between the

various religious orders charged with the spiritual care of the

Indians. The best solution, he believed, was a series of barrios in

accordance with previous arrangements. The fact that these

had not been faithfully maintained in the past was the cause of

the popular uprisings from time to time, beginning as far back

as 1537. The recent riot was unquestionably due to the lodging

of natives in the Spanish quarter, in stalls on the Plaza, and in

the many pulquerias. It was his earnest conviction, then, that

the Indians should be withdrawn from the heart of the capital.

And he proceeds to name the bounds of this area which he had

set after a careful study of the map of the city and after having

made personal visits among ‘Gts barrios and suburbs three or

four times during these past few days.”®^

These limits need not concern us here. Suffice it to say that

the Conde de Galve accepted his recommendations®^ and the

next day (July 10) gave orders that within twenty days all

Indians, excluding those employed in the bakeries and those con-

demned to personal service, should go to their barrios and remain

60 Ihicl., 5.

61 Autos sohre los Yncombenientes de Viuir los Y7idios en el Zentro de
la Ciudad y qe Eeduccion a sus Barrios y doctrinas y los Terminos a que
deuen estos ar'reglarse sin yncorporarse con lo prinz.o^ de la Ciudad su
mejor gouierno Y los Ynformes pedidos sohre esto a los Ministros de Doc-
trina. ano de 1693, 8. Sigiienza to the viceroy, July 5, 1692.

62 Iltid., 10-11. Decree of viceroy, July 9, 1692.
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outside of the boundaries of the city as specified by Sigiienza.

This news was proclaimed to the native population in their own

tongue by the receptor, his assistant, and twelve infantrymen of

the palace guard, who summoned the people to the public places

by drumbeats and announced ‘'in loud and intelligible shouts”

the will of the viceroy and the real acuerdo.®^

The assigning of the natives to their new places of residence

was not an easy task. Complications arising from land titles, the

dispossession of some owners, and the discontent of the new

occupants with their holdings, were numerous. The real acuerdo

on July 17 had suggested the appointment of a commission

consisting of the minister of the curacy and a regidor of the city

to supervise the distribution of the new homesites in accordance

with Sigiienza ’s map.®'^ This was acted upon at once by the

Conde de Galve who decreed that the apportioning* of lots and

the determining of the boundaries of each district should be in

the hands of the curate of that parish, the regidor, Don Luis

Miguel de Luyando y Vermeo, and also Don Carlos.®^

A few days later the regidor and Sigiienza rendered a joint

report concerning their activities. They had taken pains to

avoid future litigation by having the town-criers proclaim the

fact that every owner must validate his land title within six

days, otherwise it would become null and void. Among the

recommendations contained in this report to the viceroy was one

urging that the local curate be exempted from serving on the

commission. In this way much future trouble and embarrass-

ment would be avoided in administering to his flock since some

members of the latter might be disappointed or discontented

63 Ihid., 45. Export of receptor, July 11, 1692.

64 Autos sohre los Yncomhenientes de Viuir los Yndios en el Zentro de
la Ciudad y qc Beduccion a sus Barrios y doctrvnas y los Terminos a que
deuen estos arreglarse sin yncorporarse con lo prinzA^ de la Ciudad p>^ su

mejor gouierno Y los Ynformes pedidos sohre esto a los Ministros de Doc-
trina. ano de 1692, 166. Opinion of the real acuerdo, July 17, 1692.

65 Loc. cit. Decree of the viceroy, July 18, 1692.

66 Ihid., 182-185. Sigiienza and Luyando to the viceroy, July 24, 1692.
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with the locations assigned to them. This and other suggestions of

Don Carlos, we may be sure, were accepted by the Conde de

Galve and at length the matter was brought to a conclusion.

Through these efforts and especially his earlier acts, which

resulted in a sufficient supply of food for the capital immediately

after the riot, and by the prompt dispatching of troops to the

disaffected portions of his realm, this viceroy, whom Don Carlos

praised so highly, brought the situation under control. Doubt-

lessly, he prevented this serious riot in the capital from assum-

ing the proportions of a general rebellion. The results of such

a revolt might well have been of far-reaching importance

considering the extremely weak hold which Spain at this time

exercised upon her ultramarine possessions in North America.



CHAPTER VIII

SIGUENZA, EXPLORER

Don Carlos seldom strayed far from his comfortable quarters

in the Hospital del Amor de Dios. Throughout his life the capi-

tal remained his home and he left it rarely to \dsit other and

comparatively near cities and pueblos of New Spain. It was not

that he lacked any desire to travel to other parts, but rather that

circumstances compelled him to content himself largely with

such journeys as he might enjoy vicariously in his books. He
was destined, however, to embark upon one voyage, not wholly

devoid of hardships, to a remote point in the vast region about

the Gulf of Mexico which Spain claimed as her own and vainly

strove to defend against the encroachments of vigorous enemies.

This was the expedition sent by the Conde de Galve to recon-

noitre Pensacola Bay in 1693.

By the end of the sixteenth century the tremendous expan-

sive power of Spain was practically exhausted
;
the era of the

spectacular conquests was at an end and the waning" energy of

the Spanish empire was expended, in the New World, in con-

solidating its gains and pushing forward here and there a

defensive frontier. After the unsuccessful efforts to establish

settlements on the northern littoral of the Gulf in the middle

of the sixteenth century this great region, stretching from Tam-

pico to Apalache, relapsed into obscurity in which it remained

for well over a hundred years. It would be interesting to specu-

late—though presumably profitless—how long this ignorance

and indifference on the part of the officials of Spain and Mexico
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would, have lasted if well founded rumors of French interest

and activity in this area had not rudely aroused them from their

apathy.

An official from Peru, Pehalosa by name, had been a governor

of New Mexico. He had the misfortune to fall into difficulties

with the Inquisition and was obliged to leave for Europe. Being

unsuccessful in England he crossed over to France where, in

1678, he endeavored to awaken interest in that vast stretch of

land to the east of New Mexico and toward the Mississippi River.

This region had been neglected by the Spaniards ever since

Coronado’s vain quest of the Gran Quivira. The belief still ling-

gered in Spanish minds, however, that great wealth, an “otro

Mexico,” might be found there. But a more practical consid-

eration was the positive menace to the security of the rich mines

of northern New Spain if French control were exercised over

this unknown region.

La Salle descended the Mississippi to its mouth in 1682,^

and then returned to France to further his cherished project of

a French colony on the Gulf. The termination of a short war

between France and Spain in 1684, resulting in a humiliating

defeat for the latter, filled Spanish officialdom with grave fears

regarding Louis XIV ’s policy in the western hemisphere. This

anxiety was well founded for, in the same year. La Salle left

New Rochelle- with a band of colonists, which had been collected

and organized with the utmost secrecy, and sailed for the Gulf

of Mexico. In skirting the shore line, however, he missed his

objective, the Mississippi River, and finally landed in what is

now Matagorda Bay on the Texas coast. A short while later he

moved his settlement five miles inland and up the Garcitas

creek.® In 1687 the brave French leader was murdered on the

1 Francis Parkman, La Salle and the Discovery of the Great West, 306.

2 Parkman, La Salle and the Discovery of the Great West, 364.

3 H. E. Bolton, ‘ ‘ The Location of La Salle ’s Colony in the Gulf of
Mexico,’’ Mississippi Valley Historical Beview, II, 165-182.
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Brazos River^ by one of his followers while searching: for the

Mississippi, and his colony ultimately perished.

Despite the precautions that the French had taken to con-

ceal their designs vague riunors reached the capital of New

Spain and so alarmed the Spanish authorities that no less than

eleven expeditions, both by land and by sea, were sent out in

search of the reported settlement.®

It is not essential here to relate in detail the circumstances

connected with these hurried measures to rid New Spain of the

impending threat of French intrusion on her northern frontier,

but it may not be amiss to mention the first of the maritime

expeditions sent under the command of Romero and Barroto,

the latter a student and protege of Siguenza. Starting from

Havana the}'' proceeded along the shore of the Gulf and redis-

covered Pensacola Bay. So complete had been the oblivion into

which this bay had sunk during the century or more that had

elapsed since the ill-starred attempt of Tristan de Luna to plant

a colony in the region,® that its sudden reappearance created a

furore
;
at once it was regarded as a possible site for an estab-

lishment to protect Spanish interests in the Gulf and to control

the lower reaches of the Mississippi which, it was thought, had

its mouth near-by.

Other ships sent out by the viceregal government were suc-

cessful in finding the wreckage of one of La Salle’s vessels but

they did not realize how near at hand was the French colony

which they were seeking. At length the ruins of this long sought

settlement were discovered on April 22, 1689,'^ by one of the land

expeditions sent under the command of Alonso de Leon.

168.

5 W. El. Dunn, Spanish and French Fivalry in the Gulf Region of the

United States, 1678-1702, 58. Much of the introductory material here pre-

sented is borrowed from this work.

6 See H. I. Priestley, The Lu7ia Papers, 2 vols. (Florida State Historical
Society, 1928).

7 See “Itinerary of the Leon Expedition of 1689,” in H. E. Bolton,
Spanish Exploration in the Southwest, 1542-1706, 398.
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With the rumors of French activities thus convincingly con-

firmed, the viceroy and the home government were aroused to

the necessity of immediate action. Measures for the protection

of that unoccupied frontier on the north, so vital to their tran-

quility and security, were now in order and these were put into

effect with some vigor. The general plan embraced two impor-

tant projects : the establishment of the Texas missions, with

which we are not directly concerned, and the occupation of

Pensacola Bay. In this second phase of the defensive policy

adopted Don Carlos was to play a part of some importance in

its ultimate realization.

The diarist of the expedition under Barroto and Romero,

which had rediscovered the bay, declared that it was the best

one that he had ever seen in his life ;® and it was believed that

greater natural advantages for a settlement were found there

than in Mobile Bay or any of the others along the coast. But

the man who was to be the most active in bringing about the

occupation was one who had apparently never really entered it.

This did not prevent him, however, from becoming the most

ardent and influential advocate of a settlement at Pensacola

and by his own persistent efforts he finally induced the Spanish

authorities to take definite action. Several years were to pass,

however, before this was consummated, due in part to his own

selflsh ambitions. When the time did arrive, curiously enough,

a temporary embarrassment and loss of prestige prevented his

participation in the project that he had so long fostered. This

gentleman was Andres de Pez, to whom Sigiienza had written

his long account of the corn riot in Mexico City in 1692. He had

sent this letter to Spain where Pez was just then busy in the

Court endeavoring to obtain royal approval for his cherished

design. As Pez became intimately associated with Don Carlos on

the exploring expedition to Pensacola, which is to be related, a

brief description of this picturesque figure is perhaps pertinent.

8 Dunn, op. cit., 61.
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Andres de Pez came of a family of sea captains and fighters.

Both his father and his brother were officers in the Royal Navy

and both met death in the battle of Palermo in 1676. Pez him-

self beg'an his career as a common sailor and in this humble

capacity served for eig^ht years in the fleet of Andalucia. Then

he was transferred to the Windward Fleet of New Spain where

he quickly rose from the ranks through his bravery and ability

in fighting the pirates of the Caribbean. His reckless courage

is indicated by the fact that in one of his engagements with the

corsairs, now a captain, he lost sixty-five of his men and received

five wounds, one arm being maimed. He was later appointed to

search for the French colony on the Gulf and made a voyage to

San Bernardo Bay in 1688 where the wTeckage of La Salle’s

ship was seen. Promotions came to him in rapid succession.

After becoming captain of a presidial company at Vera Cruz

he was made Admiral of the Windward Fleet, a governor of the

Council of the Indies, and a confidential minister of the king of

Spain, who knighted him in the Order of Santiago—remarkable

progress for a common sailor in His Majesty’s Navy!

Yet, withal, he does not seem to have been a man of extra-

ordinary intellectual attainments and his rapid rise was due,

apparently in large part, to a series of fortuitous circumstances.

He was exceedingly egotistical and dominated by selfish ambition.

The Pensacola Bay scheme he seized upon as an opportunity for

his own aggrandizement. He made serious mistakes and seems

to have been unpopular with his associates. Despite these handi-

caps, however, he always managed to retain royal favor.

But whether actuated by motives of self-seeking or not, he

rendered a distinct service to Spain in striving to bring about

the occupation of Pensacola which was finally accomplished.

He outlived Don Carlos by nearly a quarter of a century, dying

in 1724, and was regarded as one of the most highly honored

and influential men in Spain.

9 This description of Admiral Pez has been taken from Dunn, op. cit.,

146-147 .
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Fez evolved an ing-enions plan to abandon St. Augustine in

Florida and move the presidio to Pensacola, stating that it

could be maintained there at less expense and be just as effective

in protecting the trade between Florida and Cuba. The viceroy

did not dare to act upon so bold a proposal and decided to send

Fez himself to Spain to take up the matter directly with the

royal authorities. It was during this sojourn in the Court that

Sigiienza had written his letter to him, giving an account of the

corn-riot. Fez did not meet with the success that he had hoped

and found the Council of the Indies strongly opposed to the

whole proposition. Thus matters dragged on. Finally Charles

II took a hand in the situation and, against the advice of the

Council, decreed that Pensacola should be occupied. His advis-

ory body, however, succeeded in checking him to the extent of

winning his approval to an order requiring the viceroy to have a

careful reconnaissance made of the bay before proceeding to its

definite occupation. Nine months more passed before the royal

cedula to this effect was issued. The period of deliberation had

lasted nearly three years when Fez returned to New Spain late

in 1692.10

When the Conde de Galve received this order he promptly

set about making the necessary preparations for an expedition

to carry out the royal command. Admiral Fez was the logical

man to lead the undertaking and, since an accurate and precise

survey was desired, it was only natural that the viceroy should

turn to Don Carlos as the best qualified scientist to accompany

the admiral and take care of the technical details.

The frigate Nuestro Senora de Guadalupe and a sloop, with a

total of one hundred and twenty men and supplies for eighty

days, were made ready. Fez received written orders to explore

10 Andres Gonzalez de Barcia, Ensayo Cronologico para la Historia Ge-
neral de la Florida, 307, states that Pez returned about the month of
November, 1602.
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Pensacola Bay very carefully with a view to ascertaining its

availability as the site of a Spanish fort and settlement. After

this Mobile Bay should be examined in a similar manner if the

opening of the harbor proved deep enough to warrant this;

likewise, the puzzling “Rio de la Palizadal’ (Mississippi) was to

be reconnoitred. Don Carlos was to accompany him in order

that a scientific knowledge of the region might be obtained.^^

Sigiienza’s instructions, dated January 12, 1693, advised him

to make careful observations of the entire circumference of the

bay, noting whether the banks were steep, what rivers emptied

into it, and the most suitable location for a settlement
;
he was

to make a map of the physical features of the inlet indicating

its channel
;
furthermore, he was to look for a natural supply of

building material such as stone and wood adapted for the con-

struction of fortifications and houses for the settlers, and report

upon the fruit trees and other plants capable of affording food

;

the character of the Indian population was also to be ascertained.

When all this had been duly recorded and a map drawn, he was

to continue his survey with the expedition ‘‘from this port to

that of the Bay of Espiritu Santo or Movila [Mobile]’’; from

there they would continue on until they came “to the Colbert

river which they call the ‘Palizada’ ”
;
he was to enter the mouth

of this and examine it as carefully as possible. Also information

of a more general nature relating to the tribes, the natural

products, and the extent of the country was to be sought and

the whole embodied in a report. This would be sent to His

Majesty, to whom, the Conde de Galve concludes in his instruc-

tions, “I shall make manifest the affectionate zeal with which

Doctor Don Carlos de Sigiienza has made this voyage, forsaking

the comforts of his home [and] by whose Royal liberality I

11 Testimonio de las Bilixencias executadas en Virtud de Bl Zedula de S.

Mgd Sohre El reconocimiento de la Bahia de Santa Maria de Galve (Antes
Panzacola) y las Disposiciones para su ahrigo y defensa. 1692-1693, 46-50.
Instructions to Pez.
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expect that such a particular service will be most fitly

rewarded.

And so Don Carlos left the companionship of his beloved

books and his quiet study to embark on March 25, 1693, with

his friend Admiral Pez upon a wholly new adventure. In accord-

ance with their orders they proceeded directly to Pensacola and

arrived there without mishap on April 8. Don Carlos was imme-

diately impressed with its beauty and utility. 'Mt is the best

jewel that His Majesty possesses, not only in this America but

in the whole of his kingdom,” he declared. It occurred to

him at once that this must be the port which a pilot named

Miruelo had found shortly after the discovery of America,

according to the account that he had read in the History of

Florida by the Inca Garcilaso; and, too, it had probably been

the scene of the misfortunes of Narvaez and Cabeza de Vaca.

Its capacity convinced him that this was the port of “Achussi”

where De Soto’s lieutenant Maldonado had wintered and where,

later, Don Tristan de Luna y Ar 'ellano had touched with his

fleet of fourteen vessels in an unsuccessful attempt to settle the

region. Moreover, it seemed to the pious scientist that, since this

great leader had given the bay the name of Santa Maria because

his fleet had entered it on August 14, it was only just and proper

to retain this appellation. Therefore, he, as a secular priest,

celebrated a mass before an image of the Virgin, sang the Te

Deum Laudamus “as well as he knew how,” and in a special

prayer rechristened the bay “La Bahia de Santa Maria de

Galve, ’ ^ thus preserving the old name and honoring his friend

12 Testimonio de las Dilixencias executadas en Virtud de Bl Zedula de S.

Mgd Sohre El reconocimiento de la Bahia de Santa Maria de Galve (Antes
Panzacola) y las Disposiciones para su ahrigo y defensa. 1692-1693, 2-4.

Instructions to Sig-iienza.

13 Testimonio de las Dilixencias executadas en Virtud de Bl Zedula de S.

Mgd Sohre El reconocimiento de la Bahia de Santa Maria de Galve (Antes
Panzacola) y las Disposiciones para su ahrigo y defensa. 1692-1693, 43-46.
Siguenza to the viceroy, June 1, 1693.

14 Journal of Sigiienza, ihid., 4-33. The following account of the Pez-
Sigiienza expedition to Pensacola Bay is based entirely upon this journal
of Don Carlos dated from the Port of San Juan de Ulua, May 15, 1693.
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the viceroy, at the same time. Having* completed these neces-

sary formalities a small boat was made ready and on April 9

the survey was undertaken, beginning at the mouth.

As the geographical features of the bay naturally required

names for identification on the map, the prominent members of

the expedition and others were suitably memorialized. To the

sandy point on the eastern side was attached the name ‘‘Punta

de Siguenza, ” and the professor thus honored then began to

determine the distance from one point to the other by means of

trigonometric calculations. While he was absorbed in this occu-

pation, the members of his party amused themselves by endeav-

oring to ensnare the finny denizens of the water with hook and

line. Their success must have been gratifying, for Don Carlos

gravely reports that “in a very short time .... they began

in unison to bless the bay.’’

The channel was sounded and they alighted on the exceed-

ingly white and fine sand of the beach on the western side
;
a

little back from the shore they found a blutf covered with pines,

little palms “like those of Andalucia, ” and bramble-berries

which they all fell to eating. The balance of the day was spent

in exploring this wooded district and at nightfall they returned

to the sloop.

The systematic reconnaissance of the interior of the bay was

begun the next morning shortly after sunrise. Beginning with

Siguenza point on the east side they skirted the inner edge

taking numerous soundings as they progressed. On a tiny point

of land they discovered the first signs of human habitation in

the form of some ruined huts presumably of native fishermen.

On April 11, after cruising along the shore line covered with

pine and sand dunes “so extremely white and elevated that they

seemed like snowy ranges and were exceedingly pretty,” they

found the water less saline. In a short while it tasted quite

fresh and they realized that they were at the mouth of a river.

In this vicinity they caught their first glimpse of the Indian
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inhabitants as they watched three figures, which had been stand-

ing“ perfectly motionless, speed away into the forest. Hastily

rowing to the spot where they had seen the Indians disappear,

they found only a deserted camp and a dog which barked

furiously at them. The thickness of the woods and the impossi-

bility of picking up the trail of the fugitives on the leaf-carpeted

ground convinced them of the futility of trying to overtake

them.

Numerous objects were observed about the camp including

baskets of corn and squash seeds, feathers neatly bound up in

the bark of trees, and some little crosses made of reeds, ‘'by

which all were delighted expecting a great deal.
’

’ The practical

professor quickly disillusioned them regarding this apparent

evidence of the Christian piety of the aborigines by pointing

out that, on account of the thread and buffalo hair that was on

them, it was likely that they were only the spindles or distaffs

of the women.

Everything was left undisturbed except for filling one of the

baskets with biscuits and leaving a considerable number of

knives. Near-by a cross was erected, and the explorers betook

themselves to their small boat.

After entering the river they sighted four or five Indians

about two gunshots’ distance away. The latter did not permit

any closer inspection but dropped what they had been carrying

and fled incontinently into the forest. The party made a landing

near where the Indians had vanished and here observed an even

more miscellaneous array of objects. Earthenware pots and pans,

horn spoons, the tanned hides of various animals, baskets of

roots like those of lilies and ginger and others which stained

their hands upon touching them, cross-shaped distaffs like those

seen before, little skin-bags, wooden combs, hide shoes like bus-

kins, pieces of brazil-wood, the claws of birds and animals, and

many other things lay scattered about. Near-by they found a

small fishing boat grounded, inside of which were numerous bows
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of hardwood and bone-tipped arrows. This heterogeneous col-

lection evidently reminded the party of the Baratillo of Mexico

City, the quarter where second-hand goods and junk were sold,

for this name was given to the Indian encampment and thus

indicated upon the map.

As they had done in the previous place, they left biscuits,

knives, and a cross and resumed their exploration of the river.

The huge trunks of fallen trees soon blocked their progress and

they turned back and approached the Baratillo again with muf-

fled oars in the hope of coming upon the Indians before they

could run away. Despite these precautions, however, the Indians

fled a second time. Investigation proved that these timid natives

had disregarded the biscuits but had taken .the knives away

with them.

The party now moved back to the first spot where Indians

had been seen and upon which they had bestowed the name of

“El Robledal” on account of a near-by grove of oak trees. This

they found absolutely deserted though the Indians had evidently

returned during their absence and had removed their posses-

sions as well as the biscuits and knives which the Spaniards had

left. Near the cross another was discovered over which was

thrown a poorly tanned deerskin. This Don Carlos took to be an

acknowledgment of their gifts and a recompense.

On April 12 the river was left behind them and a course

directed to the north toward a gravel-point composed of broken

oyster shells. They presently found that the water was less salty

and, proceeding farther, perceived that they were in the mouth

of what seemed a large river dotted with islands. Up this they

advanced until they came to a lake bounded on the north by high

ground and a forest of pine and oak trees. This was christened

“The Lake of the Woods.’’

Don Carlos was greatly impressed by this river and the terri-

tory about it. He dwells at length upon its wide variety of trees

suitable for shipbuilding, the abundance of stone and clay for
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habitations, and g-ood land available for farming and grazing.

“The name of ‘Admiral’ was given to this stream,” writes

Sigiienza in a burst of enthusiasm for the leader of the expedi-

tion, “in order that there should be a perpetual memorial in

this bay to the solicitude and attention which Admiral Andres

de Pez has given to it in his efforts {investigacion) and desire

that it should serve as a door so that our Catholic King and

Queen may pass through it to the possession of a new Empire.”

Later events, however, after the return of the expedition, were

to cool the ardor of the scholar’s admiration for his friend.^®

After a bad night spent on board their open boat, due to the

inclement weather, the explorers again returned to “El Roble-

dal” in the hope of establishing a contact with the aborigines.

Here the party divided up, going in various directions in search

of an Indian settlement which, it was believed, could not be far

off. Chance brought Don Carlos upon a lone hut supported by

four stakes and covered with palm leaves. Inside of this shelter

he found a deerskin, a sash of buffalo hair well woven, a worn-

out bit of cloth of Spanish manufacture about a vara in length,

and in baskets hanging from the stakes he found little shells of

mother of pearl, spines of fishes, bones of animals, tufts of hair,

and “nothing else.” At the base of a handsome pine near-by

he discovered all the bones of a human body on a piece of reed

matting. This skeleton he took to be that of a woman or a boy.

From the collection of objects about Sigiienza was convinced

that he had come upon something connected with the supersti-

tious rites of the natives.

The quest of the Indian establishment proved fruitless,

although they later caught a glimpse of an Indian whom they

believed to be spying upon them, and saw numerous footprints

which they followed. But the difficulties of the terrain and the

approach of nightfall compelled them, regretfully, to abandon

15 See post chapter 9.
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their search. As their stock of provisions had now fallen quite

low they decided to return on the following morning to the

frigate in order to replenish their supply.

It was agreed that the trip beginning on April 15 should

embrace the whole compass of the bay. With this determination

they skirted the shore toward the north and discovered a third

river which emptied into the inlet. So thick was the under-

brush in this region that there was scarcely a place for them to

land and build a fire though they finally succeeded. In the hope

of attracting some of the shy inhabitants whom they believed to

be in the vicinity a shot was fired in the evening and another

early in the morning. So complete was the silence that

enshrouded them that they themselves were startled by the

reverberations
;
no living soul seemed to be within miles of them.

‘‘There were not even mosquitoes to torment us/’ ungratefully

remarks Don Carlos, and had it not been for a few fris-htened

alligators which glided uneasily by, it would have been easy to

believe that there was no life at all about this beautiful river.

Permitting themselves to be swept along by the current the

next day they cruised along the western littoral taking careful

notes of the various geographical and geological features of the

region. From time to time little estuaries were observed where

oysters were plentiful and near which were seen the abandoned

huts of fishermen. On the seventeenth they had completed their

circuit of the large harbor. They disembarked to enjoy a rest

from their fatigues
;
all were in enthusiastic agreement that this

bay, because of its natural advantages, was entitled to the first

place among all those inhabited on the coasts of America.

The last nine days of their stay in Pensacola were spent in

taking on wood, water, and other supplies preparatory to their

departure. The mast of the sloop was replaced, the old one

being in such bad condition that it was regarded as a miracle

that it had not broken before and,
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in order both to give due thanks to God our Lord for this favor and to sanc-

tify this exceedingly beautiful bay with the presence of the Holy Cross, one

was made of all of it [the mast]. After having said Mass on St. Marks

day, April 25th, on Sigiienza point amidst the leafy trees, the Litanies

were sung in procession; upon arriving at the spot designated for the

Cross this was easily erected. Thereupon everyone on their knees adored it

(while I was repeating the hymn Vexilla Regis) and with general rejoicing

the artillery of the frigate and the sloop were fired. When the Mass began

an artilleryman (Antonio Lopez) died on board; upon finishing the cere-

mony I buried him in the very place where Mass had been said, and carved

some crosses upon a near-by tree.

In these simple words of the pious scholar, we may visualize this

solemn scene of benediction—a preliminary to Spain’s actual

occupation of an important port now lying within the boun-

daries of the United States.

April 29 found the explorers off Mobile Bay, which Sigiienza

wished to map in compliance with the instructions given him.

As the entrance was shallow Pez did not feel that his orders

required him to examine farther into the matter and so the expe-

dition moved slowly on. They came at length, on May 5, to what

was supposed to be the mysterious ''Rio de la Palizada.” The

frigate and the sloop were firmly anchored and the little boat

pushed off' with a small party including Don Carlos to recon-

noitre this waterway. The coast was found to be very flat and

level; sandbars, some covered with reed grass and others sub-

merged, and driftwood, were everywhere observed, producing

a scene of desolation in this unprepossessing area. As some of

the water appeared to be fresher they concluded that they were

near one of the spillways of the ‘‘Rio de la Palizada. ” This

was at sunset.

The raucous cries of the sea gulls, pelicans, and other mari-

time birds rendered their night a sleepless one so that, as soon

as there was sufficient light on the following morning, they

resumed their explorations. The fallen tree trunks and the
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obstructing debris, together with the swift current of the river,

against which they were unable to make any progress, compelled

them at length to give up their elforts and turn back to their

ships. And so it was that the chief cosmographer of His Majesty

in New Spain, like others who had preceded him, was unim-

pressed by the sight of this curious ‘‘Rio de la Palizada” and

was unable to appreciate its importance. ‘^Marveling that the

fame and celebrity of such a great river had come to an end

like this,” he wrote in his journal, ^‘we returned to our ship

with considerable difficulty on account of the heavy sea.”

By May 15, 1693, the expedition was again in San Juan Ulna

from which, together with a careful recapitulation of his instruc-

tions and the steps taken to carry them out, Don Carlos dis-

patched his diary to the viceroy in the capital. Accompanying

this report was a well executed map, both of which are a tribute

to the meticulous and thorough manner in which this scientist

did his work. If these were typical of the painstaking efforts of

Sigiienza, as they undoubtedly are, it is a matter of profound

regret that so much of his work was doomed to vanish without

leaving a trace.

But the placing of the results of his observations in the

hands of the Conde de Galve was not the end of his connection

with this important project neither for the present nor during

later years. There is extant a letter of Sigiienza addressed to the

viceroy and dated June 1 of the same year. It is a veritable

panegyric of the advantages of Pensacola Bay. The absence of

reefs and shallows, he asserted, would enable all the fleets in the

world to anchor with safety within its broad confines
;
besides,

it had a capacity for a hundred shipyards, he declares, warming

up to his subject, which, with the inexhaustible supply of tim-

ber at hand from the virgin forest, would enable them to launch

vessels of any size. Its location rendered it a strategic center of

the Gulf of Mexico, dominating, as it did, the whole region
;

it
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was but eig“ht or ten days’ voyage in either direction to the

important trade ports of Vera Cruz and Havana.

And Don Carlos did not fail to take advantage of one of the

viceroy’s major worries when he declared that whoever occupied

Pensacola could control the fleets of the Gulf, including the one

which accompanied the richly-laden galleons. Pirates, the bane

of the existence of official New Spain, might easily fortify it and

live upon the natural products and wild game of the region.

It would be a difficult task, indeed, to dislodge them once they

were in possession. ‘‘The danger that this may happen is immi-

nent today because not only I know what I have said to be true

but one hundred and twenty men who were on the frigate that

carried me also know it,” advised Siguenza, “and these, scat-

tered about in various parts within a few months, will every-

where publish what I declare and, perhaps, with greater

emphasis .... Prophetically, he added, that as soon as

the king of France is free of the wars in which he is at present

engaged he will attempt to establish a colony on the Gulf.
‘

‘ This

obliges me. Most Excellent Sir,” continued Don Carlos earnestly,

“to suggest to the lofty wisdom of Your Excellency the prime

necessity, in my opinion, that there is to occupy this Bay as

soon as possible ....

This letter was not without its effect upon the anxious viceroy

who placed it with other documents relating to the Pensacola

project and ordered a meeting of the junta general at five o’clock

of the next day.^®

16 Testimonio de las Dilixencias exeoutadas en Virtud de Bl Zedula de S.

Mgd Sohre El reconocimiento de la Bahia de Santa Maria de Galxe (Antes

Fansacola) y las Disposioiones para su ahrigo y defensa. 1692-1693, 43—46.

Siguenza to the viceroy, June 1, 1693.

17 Testimonio de las Bilixencias exeoutadas en Virtud de Bl Zedula de S.

Mgd Sohre El reconocimiento de la Bahia de Santa Maria de Galve (Antes
Panzacola) y las Bisposiciones para su ahrigo y defensa. 1692-1693, 43-46.

Siguenza to the viceroy, June 1, 1693.

18 Ibid., 46. Decree of the Conde de Galve, June 2, 1693.
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At this meeting it was decided that the bay should be forti-

fied at once, at least temporarily, until further instructions

and assistance could be received from the king. To determine

the best way of arranging for the temporary defense of this

outpost, a committee of Admiral Pez, the '‘factor,” Don Sebas-

tian de Guzman, the old friend of Siguenza,^^ and the Mexican

professor, was appointed to report upon the matter.

The committee disagreed on details so each member submitted

separate recommendations. Don Carlos suggested, in his usual

careful way, that fifty men be sent at once with provisions for

six months at least and well equipped with powder and guns.

These should go to the place that he had called “El Robledal”

on his map near which, he felt sure, they would find an Indian

settlement. By means of gifts of knives, hatchets, and bells, of

which they should bring along a good stock, peaceable relations

could be established and they might either live in the Indian

town or enlist the services of the latter in building houses for

themselves. For this last purpose a number of carpenters and

smiths with an ample supply of tools, iron bars, locks, nails,

etc., should be included among the fifty men chosen. One ship

should be left behind with the colony for any unforeseen even-

tualities and for communication with Vera Cruz and Havana.

The governor of Florida should be instructed to send all the

corn and meat possible as well as horses and cattle with twenty

or twenty-five Spaniards and friends of the Pensacola Indians.

By these means direct communication would soon be established

between Florida and New Spain.

Don Carlos believed that the principal settlement should be

made on the second of the three streams which he had explored

and to which he had given the name of “Admiral River.” As it

would take some time for families to come from Spain, he recom-

19 See ante chapters 3 and 4.
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mended that proclamations be issued in Puebla, Vera Cruz, and

other cities, promising exemptions and titles to those who would

migrate to the new colony. Following this the professor offers

some suggestions for the fortifying of the bay, all of which under

a capable administrator might be carried out within a. year.

‘^And if the secular priests .... which are to go forth from

this realm and from Florida with the purpose of instructing

the Indians—which is of first importance—help him everything

will be made easy and it will have a happy outcome,’’ he con-

cludes.

The less detailed report of Pez was in essential agreement

with that of his partner on the expedition though he desired a

strong establishment, believing that anything less would merely

invite attack. Since this was not possible at once he advised

delay until necessary supplies and money could be procured

from Spain.

The third member of the committee, Guzman, an official of

the king, possessed a more intimate knowledge of the expense

involved and the chronically depleted state of the royal treasury.

He was resolutely opposed to any scheme requiring a heavy out-

lay—they were encountering enough difficulty in trying to equip

families for the recently reconquered New Mexico. He was,

however, convinced of the desirability of occupying Pensacola

Bay at once and submitted a more modest plan^^ than even that

of Sigiienza.

20 Testimonio de las Dilixencias executadas en Virtud de El Zedula de S.

Mgd. Sol)re El reconocimiento de la Bahia de Santa Maria de Galve (Antes

Pansacola) y las Disposiciones para su ahrigo y defensa. 1693-1693, 56-59.

Sigiienza to the viceroy, June 4, 1693.

21 Ibid., 59-60. Pez to the viceroy, June 5, 1693.

22 Testimonio de las Dilixencias executadas en Virtud de El Zedula de S.

Mgd. Sobre El reconocimiento de la Bahia de Santa Maria de Galve (Antes

Panzacola) y las Disposiciones para su abrigo y defensa. 1693-1693, 60-61.

Guzman to the viceroy, June 4, 1693.
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Since we are more concerned here with the career of Don

Carlos and the part he played in the history of his time than in

the detailed account of the Spanish occupation of Pensacola, we

may briefly indicate the immediate results following the differing

reports. While the advice of Sigiienza always carried great

weight with the Conde de Galve, it is evident that in this case

he showed even greater respect for that of Pez. The latter, he

knew, had considerable prestige as a man of action and enjoyed

a certain influence in the Court at Madrid; by contrast, Don

Carlos was a cloistered scholar with much less experience in

practical matters of state. Hence he decided to act according to

the recommendations of the admiral. A meeting of the junta

general was again called for June 8, at which the report of Pez

was approved and he was authorized to go to Spain to press

the matter in person. A salary of 2,500 pesos and a generous

credit of 20,000 pesos were granted to him. On the next day the

viceroy drew up his final report on what had been done in con-

nection with the royal cedula ordering the reconnaissance of

Pensacola Bay. All documents pertaining to the matter, includ-

ing Sigiienza ’s map, were forwarded accompanying Pez. Long

delays followed and more than five years were to pass before the

project, which Don Carlos deemed of such vital and immediate

importance, was to be carried out. And then, as we shall see,

it was to bring him more bitterness than satisfaction and the

acrimonious dispute growing out of it was, doubtlessly, one of

the factors which hastened his death.

Whether we accept the soundness of his judgment in the

matter or not, we must acknowledge his sincerity and integrity.

Accustomed as he was to a sedentary life, it was not a simple

matter for him to embark upon such a voyage. Yet it came to

him in the light of a patriotic duty, an opportunity to serve his

country and his king, and so he accepted it cheerfully. As in

the case of other public services demanded of him, he performed
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his appointed task faithfully and with characteristic thorough-

ness with no other thought of reward than the satisfaction of

work well done.^^

23 There has been some discussion as to whether the report of Sigiienza

describing Pensacola Bay was published. This has arisen out of the fact

that Barcia, op. cit., in his introduction, cites this work among the authori-

ties consulted; in this connection he writes: “Descripcion de la Baia de
Santa Maria de Galve (Antes Pan^acola) de la Movila, y Eio de la Pali-

zada .... MS que despues liemos visto impresa, en Folio.” Again in

ihid., 311, after closely following the account of his explorations given by
Bon Carlos, he states :

‘ ‘ Be este modo, aunque con maior extension, descri-

vio esta Baia Bon Carlos de Sigiienza, que por estar impresa poco ha, su

Bescripcion, en 16 hojas, se omite toda .... ” Beristain (Jose Ma-
riano Beristain y Souza, Biblioteca Hispano-Americana Setentrional, III,

146) lists it as a manuscript as do others. The words of Bon Carlos him-
self would seem conclusive in establishing the fact that the document was
not published, at least during his life. When he was accused later (See post
chapter 9) of having incited the French to send a squadron to occupy Pen-
sacola Bay, he retorted (Sigiienza to Conde de Moctezuma, May 9, 1699)
that: ‘‘siendo cierto el que yo no he publicado mi Diario, y Bescripcion de
la Bahia” it was quite possible that some of his companions on the expe-

dition might have talked too much. Further on he declares :
“ Be la [copia]

que a mi me quedo y tengo entre mis papeles, se con evidencia y juro in

verbo sacerdotis que no he dado copia alguna a persona viviente .... ”
As Sigiienza died the following year it is unlikely that the report was pub-
lished during his lifetime. In “The Spanish Southwest, 1542-1794’^ by
Henry E. Wagner there is a facsimile (62&) of the title-page of this report

indicating that it was published in 1693. In his commentary Mr. Wagner
states, “It is probable that the work was published not when written, but
more likely about 1719.“ This is the printed work, presumably, that Barcia
claims to have seen. See Alfredo Chavero, ‘ ‘ Sigiienza y Gongora, ’ ’ Anales
del Museo Nacional, III (1882-1886), 258-271, also, for a discussion of
this matter.



CHAPTER IX

THE AFTERMATH OF THE PENSACOLA EXPEDITION

The years following the memorable scientific excursion along

the coast line of the Gulf of Mexico were not happy ones for

Don Carlos, Nor do they appear to have been especially pro-

ductive from the point of view of writing and scholarship. The

exploration of the Santa Maria de Galve Bay was the most

adventuresome undertaking that he had ever embarked upon and

may well be taken as the climax of his career. After this date

we hear of no more journeys and there are no more printed

books or important manuscripts related to his studies that

have come down to us. This marked decline began in 1694

and was probably accelerated by the increasing ill health which

he was forced to endure from this time until his death. He
suffered intensely, as he tells us, from stones in the kidneys and

“one in the bladder the size of the large egg of a pigeon accord-

ing to the statements of the surgeons who have felt it.”^ This

affliction made it difficult and painful for him to walk even a

short distance.

No doubt these infirmities, which became more aggravated as

time went on, and the premature aging of the old scholar,

served to make him more irascible and impatient with those who
differed with him in matters to which he had devoted especial

attention. This tendency is evident in a warm controversy

which developed over the question of the occupation of Pensacola.

To Don Carlos, as we have seen, the definite holding of this port

by Spain was a matter of vital importance. But this opinion

1 Sigiienza to Conde de Moctezuma, May 9, 1699.
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was by no means shared by the leader of the later expedition,

Don Andres de Arriola, who carried out the long deferred plan.

The unfavorable report that this individual brought back aroused

the ire of the Creole scholar and precipitated a wordy quarrel

between the two men. As a result of this despute we have, so

far as is known, the last important evidence of Sigiienza’s partici-

pation in the public affairs of New Spain. This document, reveal-

ing, as it does, so much of the life and character of its author,

will be examined here in some detail. First, however, let us

review the events following the return in 1693 of Pez and Don

Carlos from their scientific expedition and leading up to the

disagreement of the latter and Arriola.

It has been already noted that the viceroj^, the Conde de

Galve, acted upon the suggestion of Admiral Pez instead of the

recommendations of Don Carlos and Guzman.^ Pez, it is likely,

hoped to win the governorship of the new province which would

be opened by the occupation of Pensacola. Consequently, he

advised delay so that he might go in person and lay the matter

before the royal authorities in Spain. To this the viceroy

acquiesced and thus the matter rested during the following year.

In the meantime the bulky report of the viceroy, including

the map and diary of Siguenza, had gone forward and had con-

vinced the Junta de Guerra in Madrid of the importance of the

occupation and fortification of the bay. A royal cedula dated

June 13, 1694, was issued specifically ordering that this be done

and promising two hundred troops and adequate supplies for the

new establishment.®

These promises were not kept, however, and a year and a half

later the Conde de Galve reported that nothing further had been

done since he could not take action until assistance was forth-

coming from Spain. Admiral Pez had returned to America and,

2 See ante chapter 8.

3 W. E. Dunn, Spanish and French Rivalry in the Gulf Region, 1678-

1702, 171.
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with no one actively pressing the matter upon the attention of

the junta it was soon forgotten by that body, absorbed in more

immediate matters. Early in 1696 the Conde de Galve died, thus

removing one of the most enthusiastic if not one of the most

energetic advocates of the Pensacola project. To Don Carlos

this was probably a hard blov/ for, of all the viceroys, he had

enjoyed most the intimacy and friendship of the Conde de Galve

during his relatively long rule. Moreover, the death of this

official doubtlessly deferred the occupying of the bay some time

longer.

On September 20, 1697, the Treaty of Ryswick was signed

bringing about a lull in the almost constant warfare which the

nations of Europe, particularly France and Spain, were waging

at this time. But this cessation of hostilities brought no measur-

able relief to the harassed authorities of Madrid. Now they

were assailed with fresh fears regarding French activities in the

Gulf region. These proved to be only too well founded. With

almost feverish haste they determined upon the immediate occu-

pation of Pensacola, regarding the matter as of paramount im-

portance to the whole realm. Another royal cklula was issued-

to this effect on April 19, 1698. In it the new viceroy, the

Conde de Moctezuma, was advised to proceed at once to a pre-

liminary establishment on Santa Maria de Galve bay. So

thoroughly aroused was the junta at last that it put into opera-

tion three different expeditions, all of which were to converge

upon the new presidio and settlement to be established at this

port.^

The Conde de Moctezuma received his instructions in July of

that year and applied himself at once to their prompt execution.

His first step was to call into consultation those about him who

were possessed of an intimate knowledge of the bay. Admiral Pez

was unavailable at this time, being temporarily under a cloud

4 Dunn, op. cit., 175.
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because of alleged cowardice and neglect of duty in a fight with

pirates off the coast of Cuba.^ Thus it was his misfortune to

be unable to participate in the realization of a scheme which he

had so long advocated—the occupation of Pensacola. The Conde

de Moctezuma turned to Don Carlos and to a naval officer, Don

Andres de Arriola, for technical advice and information.

Arriola had had a varied experience in several fleets of Spain

but his most conspicuous achievement and the one which had

brought him into prominence was a record-breaking voyage to

the Philippines. The round trip from Acapulco to Cavite was

accomplished in a little over ten months. As it usually took

nearly two years to make this journey this feat was probably

quite as remarkable, in the eyes of his contemporaries, as the

spanning of the Atlantic by Lindbergh in recent times. Honors

and titles including that of maestre de canipo were showered

upon him on his return and he was commissioned to hunt down

pirate bands in the Gulf. It was while engaged in this pursuit

that he had entered Pensacola bay in 1695 and obtained first-

hand knowledge of it.

From the outset he was unenthusiastic about this recently

rediscovered port, and the later assignment of the command of

the expedition to found a presidio and settlement there was

manifestly distasteful to him. It is likely that he preferred

offices nearer to New Spain and those which would confer greater

dignity and bring fewer hardships upon him. As a result of

his adverse criticism he came into sharp conflict with the touchy

Mexican scholar.

In compliance with the request of the viceroy, however, both

men submitted reports on the subject of Pensacola. Don Carlos

was as enthusiastic as he had been five years before upon his

return from that bay. Morover, he could not suppress the satis-

faction which the recent imperative cedula gave him, vindicating

5 Dunn, op. cit., 175.
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his own judg-ment and justifying his earlier recommendations.

His prediction that the French would renew their activities after

peace was declared was amply fulfilled. The long and perhaps

serious delay in carrying out the original plan he blamed upon

Admiral Pez
;
the latter had gone to Spain for supplies which

could have been assembled in New Spain, Don Carlos believed.

The admiral had his own ambitions and had seized upon the

Pensacola project as an opportunity to realize them; he had

shown no compunction in appropriating the map and data

gathered by Barroto, a favorite student of Don Carlos. These,

together with a few ideas of his own, he had developed into a

plan to occupy the bay although he had not, at the time, visited

it in person.

Having manifested some of the testiness which had grown

upon him with his infirmities, Don Carlos set forth more con-

structive measures in his usual careful and methodical manner.

In general his recommendations were similar to those he had

expressed years before and again he urged immediate action

before the French should arrive. He desired, also, that his own

services might be utilized in so far as his rapidly failing health

would permit.®

Regarding Arriola’s report it is sufficient to say that he still

felt dubious about the practical value of the bay. The country

about it was swampy and uninviting as he remembered it. In

one respect his judgment was in advance of that of Sigiienza for

he sensed the true significance of the Rio de la Palizada
;
this he

believed was the river which La Salle sought so vainly and he

thought, therefore, that this region should be explored more

thoroughly.

6 Testimonio de Autos ejecutados en Virtud de Bl Cedula de Su Magd
Sohre la fortificazon, y Fohlazon, de la Bahia de Sta Ma de Galve y Fanz-
cola, y representasiones hechas pr Bn Marn. de aranguren zahala q. con
horden de Su Magd Vino a la misma preocupazon. 1698, 14-29. Eeport of

Don Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora, July 16, 1698.
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But royal orders had been most specific in ordering the

immediate occupation and fortification of Santa Maria de Galve

Bay and permitted of no delay. In order to get together the

number of soldiers and settlers desired for the undertaking it

was necessary to impress into service a considerable number of

beggars and convicts.^ When all preparations were completed,

three vessels laden with soldiers, colonists, and supplies left Vera

Cruz on October 15, 1698.

The selection of this season of the year was unfortunate as

they encountered a number of ‘‘northers” for which this part of

the Gulf is famous. It was over a month later that they reached

their destination and began the construction of the Presidio of

San Carlos de Austria.® An intensely cold and disagreeable

winter set in shortly after their arrival; hardships and discon-

tent soon sowed dissension in the ill-sorted colony. Arriola was

not long in sending back pessimistic reports of the enterprise and

of the value of the bay. In January the rumors of French aggres-

7 Doubtlessly this circumstance accounts for the statement of the French
commander Iberville who wrote, after his fleet had touched at Pensacola
in January, 1699, that the Spanish settlement which he found there con-

sisted of two hundred and fifty men, the greater part of which were slaves

or people condemned to serve three or four years in that place. See Iber-

ville to the Minister, February 11, 1699, in Pierre Margry, Memoires et

documents 'pour servir a I’Jiistoire des origines frangaises des pays d’outre-

mer. Decouverts et etahlissements des Francais dan Vouest et dans le sud
de FAmerique Septentrionale, IV, 97.

8 In the past there has been some divergence of opinion among histo-

rians as to the actual date of the occupation of Pensacola by the Spaniards.
Andres Gonzalez de Barcia, Ensayo cronologico para la historia general de
la Florida, 316, states that Arriola established the Presidio de San Oarlos

de Austria in Santa Maria de Galve Bay in 1696. This error has been
repeated by later historians including Cavo (Andres Cavo, Tres Siglos de
Mexico, II, 86). Monette (J. W. M,'onette, History of the Discovery and
Settlement of the Valley of the Mississippi, I, 75), and Hamilton (P. J.

Hamilton, Colonisation of the South, in the History of North America,
G. C. Lee, editor, III, 204) who also states that Iberville’s fleet touched
Pensacola in the last days of January, 1700. While the French sources have
inferred the correct date of the occupation of Pensacola by the Spaniards,
it has remained to Dunn op. cit., 183, to prove this through Spanish sources.

Barcia, op. cit., 317, also indicates, erroneously, that Iberville reached the

coast of La Florida and found Pensacola occupied by the Spaniards in

January, 1698.
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sion in the Gulf and the predictions of Sigiienza were well

substantiated by the appearance of a French fleet off the mouth

of the bay. Preparations for defense were hastily made but

the expected encounter was limited to an interchange of courte-

sies, The fleet of Louis XIV was politely refused admission and,

after a few parleys, moved on to Mobile Bay.

The presence of a French force in the vicinity moved Arriola

to call a council of his officers to determine what measures should

be taken. No doubt the commander’s personal inclinations were

in accord with the decision that he himself should return to

Vera Cruz to seek supplies for his famishing colony and rein-

forcements for an aggressive move against the French. With

ill-concealed satisfaction, it may be imagined, he embarked on

February 2, 1699, and returned to the home port.

Upon his arrival in New Spain, however, he found the viceroy

very much absorbed in other matters.^ This prolonged his stay

away from his post until late in the same year. During this

period Arriola had not hesitated to spread unfavorable reports

concerning Pensacola and showed himself unwilling to return to

his unwelcome command. This attitude aroused the indignation

of Don Carlos whose faith in the project remained unshaken.

Moved by irritation which he felt as Arriola lingered on he

accused the latter of neglecting his duty and falsifying the con-

ditions which actually prevailed at Pensacola.

Arriola at once retorted with a sharp letter^® addressed to

the viceroy objecting to the accusations of Don Carlos and

asking the viceroy to require the old scholar to go back to

Pensacola with him and prove his statements.^^ In a more

9 The so-called ‘
‘ Darien episode ’ ^ was preoccupying the viceroy at this

time. See Dnnn, op. cit., 191 ff,

10 Arriola to Conde de Moctezuma, April 6, 1699.

11 The foregoing introductory material has been taken largely from
Dunn, op. cit. That which follows is derived directly from the correspon-
dence connected with the controversy of Arriola and Sigiienza, particularly
the long letter of the latter to the viceroy dated May 9, 1699.
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detailed manner we may note the contents of Arriola’s letter by

quoting the various points taken from it which Don Carlos lists

in order to assail them in his masterful reply, also addressed to

the viceroy and dated May 9, 1699. Well trained in dialectics

Don Carlos first set forth the various contentions of his opponent

and then proceeded to batter them down with the merciless force

of his logic. These assertions which he has taken from Arriola’s

letter are arranged in the following capUiUos or chapters, as he

calls them

:

First: He [Arriola] accuses me of censuring his actions especially his

having come back to New Spain leaving the French ships in the

neighborhood of Santa Maria de Galve Bay.

Segonc: That I am opposed to all that he did on his voyage and to the

reconnaissance that he made of the bay and its rivers because his

account is entirely contrary to mine.

Third: He passes on to specify the errors which I committed especially

in the description of t[ie Admiral and Jovenazzo rivers.i-

Fourth: He justifies his findings, which are contrary to mine, by the

persons who helped him and the offices which he has held.

Fifth : That, persisting in my falsehoods, I am probably sending letters

to the Council by means of which I put the gentlemen who compose

it in a state of doubt as to the measure they should take about

dismantling what has been done and saving the Eoyal Treasury

heavy expense.

Sixth : With his military profession and loyalty as a faithful vassal

as his endorsement, he challenges and defies me to go to the Bay of

Santa Maria de Galve in order that he may repeat, in my presence

and that of some judges or other, his topographical operations so

that, convinced by them, I may retract my first report and make
another new one. And to bring this about he asks Your Excellency

to command me to embark with him withont accepting any excuse

from me.

Seventh: While paying me a compliment by saying that I am well

informed on the sciences which I teach as a professor, he states that

the shortness of time in which I made my survey of that bay

caused the mistakes which are contained in it and the hea\w expense

which its occupation has entailed.

12 The second and third of the three rivers emptying into Pensacola
Bay explored by Sigiienza in 1693. See ante chapter 8; also map in Dunn,
op. cit., opposite 160. *
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Eighth: He accuses me of having been the cause ( through my exces-

sive praise and reports) of the coming of the French with a fleet

to occupy it as is well known; he makes it appear that since they

were ignorant of the lay-out of the Gulf of Mexico, its bays and its

rivers, they now have knowledge of all this through me.

Ninth: He demands attestation of his memorial and of all that shall

result from it not only for his own protection but in order to

satisfy the gentlemen of the Eoyal Council and the Junta de Guerra

of the Indies, etc.is

The complaints of Arriola seemed justified to the fiscal; he

urged the viceroy to order the old scholar to accompany Arriola

in order to remove, once and for all, the veil of fog which

enveloped the whole question of the bay; he also recommended

that Don Carlos should be warned that ‘‘if he should not go on

this voyage his reports would receive the discredit which might

belong to them.’’^^

Nearly three weeks later the Conde de Moctezuma acted upon

this advice and ordered Don Carlos to go to Pensacola in com-

pany with Arriola and with any person that the viceroy might

choose as a judge; a completely new survey should be made

including the width of the entrance of the bay about which

Arriola had aroused some doubt. And the viceroy closed with

the warning which the fiscal had suggested regarding the neces-

sity of Sigiienza’s making the trip in order that his findings

should not “receive the discredit that might belong to them.”^^

Unwarrantably cruel the implication of these last words must

have seemed to the sensitive pride of Don Carlos and an

undeserved refiection upon his ability. Careful and conscientious

in everything that he undertook it was especially hard for him

to bear any imputation on his skill as a mathematician and as

a scientist. Therefore, with extraordinary deliberation, he drew

13 Sigiienza to Conde de Moctezuma, May 9, 1699.

11 “ Previniendose en la de V. E. a Dn Carlos que de no ir a este viaje
le parara a sus informes el perjuicio que pudiese corresponderle. ” Eespuesta
del Senor Fiscal, April 8, 1699.

15 Determinacion del Sr Virrey, April 27, 1699.
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up his reply refuting, point by point, the allegations of Arriola.

The thoroughness with which it was done and the withering irony

in which he frequently indulged, are reminiscent of his encounter

with Father Kino nearly twenty years before on the subject of

comets. Here, however, the wounded pride of the scholar,

doubtlessly aggravated by his physical afflictions and his manifest

contempt for his opponent moved him to be even more caustic.

Father Kino had been worthy of his mettle but only the inter-

position of the viceroy in the matter, one feels, made the professor

deign to notice this upstart officer. Notwithstanding his apparent

scorn for his antagonist, he brought into play all his rich

knowledge of the art of disputation; for the temerity of such a

man as Arriola in casting aspersions upon a famous scientist and

lay-priest was particularly vexatious. This last office, Don

Carlos vehemently declares, ^‘surpasses that of a soldier as gold

surpasses lead and as the Sun surpasses the Earth!”

Sigiienza began his long reply first by specifying the contro-

versial points of Arriola’s letter as we have already noted. He

then proceeded to take up each contention in the order given

assailing and destroying each one with the cold steel of his

logic and the force of his facts. The attempt will not be made

here to follow and reproduce all the evidence and the arguments

that the skilful Don Carlos employed to disprove the accusations

of Arriola. In general, only the more important observations

and those which reveal the character and interesting facts of the

life of Don Carlos will be presented.

First

:

Regarding his open criticism of Arriola’s conduct, Sigiienza

dryly remarks that he cannot be blamed for what was already

of common report in New Spain. Since Don Andres was so

predisposed to boast of his soldierly achievements, the professor

was not averse to mentioning a few of his actions of a distinctly
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questionable nature. In one instance, he knew, Arriola had

permitted an Indian, armed with an Eng'lish musket, to remain

in the presidio at Pensacola for several days. After a most

superficial questioning' of the native, the Spanish commander

had permitted him to depart unmolested. The close proximity

of the English in “San Jorge” and the fact that the Indian had

a weapon of English make should have made Arriola suspicious.

It was his duty to have held this visitor a prisoner and learned

more from him even if it had been necessary to resort to torture.

Besides this, the statement of Arriola that he had returned

to Vera Cruz at the suggestion of a “junta” of his officers,

leaving a subordinate in command at Pensacola, did not sound

well to Don Carlos. “I don’t know whether it has been read in

any history up to now,” he declares ironically, “that any super-

ior officer, finding himself in such a tight i)lace, abandoned his

I)Ost in order to go and ask for assistance and left another in his

place to face the danger.” More than this, the explanation

offered by Arriola certainly did not harmonize with a letter

which the latter had written to Siguenza on December 12, 1698—
more than a month before the appearance of the French fleet.

In this epistle, Avhich Sigiienza had in his possession, xVrriola

declared that it was his intention to return to New Spain by

February. So Arriola had not come back merely because of the

French, as he stated, but because he intended to do so anyway.

Furthermore, Don Carlos believes that Arriola would have com-

ported himself more in accordance with his soldierly profession

if he had sent a squad of men over to the near-by Mobile Bay in

order to head off the French from that port as he had succeeded

in doing at Pensacola. And the professor concludes pointedly,

“If Don Andres de Arriola complains in such a doleful fashion

that I have been saying this, let him blame not only me, but the

whole country, which is also sajdng it.”

16 Iberville fleet arrived before the entrance of Pensacola on the morn-
ing of January 26, 1699.
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Second :

As to Don Carlos’ objecting to the survey that Arriola had

made because it was contrary to his own, why, that was really

funny, the scholar exclaims. He had not even seen it ! All that

he had been able to look at was Arriola’s map but since he had

had that in his hands about as long as it takes to say an ‘‘Ave

Maria,” he couldn’t form any judgment of it.

Third :

The disagreement in the matter of soundings could easily be

explained by the difference in seasons in which the two surveys

had been made. Arriola had taken his measurements in the

winter while the Pez-Sigiienza expedition had visited the bay

in the spring-time when the seasonal floods and the tides were

high. Naturally there would be variations and this fact had

been taken into consideration in Sigiienza’s report. Arriola

complained that Don Carlos had indicated the Admiral River

as an estuary. If he had taken the trouble to read the professor ’s

diary carefully, he would have noted that Sigiienza and his

party had traveled a day on it and spent a night at its mouth

where they ate and drank of its water. “Even if we had been

beasts,” Don Carlos adds tartly, “we would not have drunk

salty water” such as would be found in an estuary. These

and many other things can be read in his diary, he continues,

and they will indicate how false are most of the assertions of

Arriola.

Fourth :

Particularly irritating to the famous scholar was the easy

assumption of superiority in knowledge and experience by his

opponent who cited his own military and naval achievements as

indorsement. He therefore had no scruples in pricking the bubble

of Arriola’s pride. The latter, Don Carlos knows on good

authority, made his survey with one officer and a pilot in exces-

sively cold weather and while Arriola was suffering from a run-
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ning sore and a toothache. This “because of the delicateness

of his person,” Sigiienza explains wiijh blistering sarcasm,

“doubtlessly hampered his judgment.” On the other hand,

when the professor had made his reconnaissance of the bay, he

had done so in the warmer spring-time and in the company of

five officers and four pilots. All Arriola had to help him was

his own presumption that he was something of a mariner
;
when

Don Carlos explored the bay in 1693 he had been a professor of

Mathematics for twenty-one years in a great university and a

royal cosmographer and examiner of gunners for thirteen years.

“I brought exceedingly accurate instruments that I made use

of
;
he brought none or, if he did, let him show them so that we

can see how he works them,” writes the testy scholar bitingly.

“I conferred with those whom I have mentioned (his companions)

about what I observed in order to place it upon the map. What

Don Andres did, afflicted with his toothache, we don’t know;

what we do know is that his Pilot drew the map . . . .
” To

further deflate the presumption of Arriola the professor states

that some years before he had given a section of a map of the

Southern Sea to the Spanish commander. The latter had subse-

quently sold it as one of his own. “Now let Your Excellency

decide,” concludes Don Carlos triumphantly, “to whom more

credence should be given, to me on account of the very truthful

particulars which I have given, or to Don Andres de Arriola for

what he claims without any basis on fact.”

But the temerity of Arriola in indicating that his knowledge

was equal to that of Sigiienza was still a sore spot to the sensitive

professor and he has still more to say about this officers’ claim

to distinction. As for the record trip to the Philippines made

by Arriola, that was “not an achievement so completely his own

that he deserved a reward for it but, rather, the excellence of

his pilot, who took him and brought him back.” Anybody,

17 This was Pedro Fernandez Cenrra, who had been with Sigiienza during
his exploration of Pensacola Bay in 1693.
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Don Carlos maintained, could strut off to Pensacola with his

title of maestre de campo, liberal traveling- expenses, and salary,

just to take the colonists there and then return at once to Vera

Cruz to show off his baton and report that the French were near

at hand. Why, any poor fellow could do that and not feel

obliged to brag about it

!

And if any further proof was needed to establish the

incompetence of Arriola even in nautical matters, it need only

be said that this boastful mariner didn’t know the port of Pen-

sacola when he got there, even though he had been there before

and had a good chart. An officer of the expedition that had

preceded him into the bay^® had to send out a launch and tell him

that this was the port he was looking for! In this manner Don

Carlos continues, omitting no opportunity to heap ridicule upon

this upstart officer who had dared to question his veracity and to

cast doubt upon the accuracy of the professor’s scientific work.

Fifth :

Arriola’s fear that Sigiienza is sending letters to the Royal

Council and to the king about the Pensacola project opposing

the views of the Spanish commander is proof positive of the

presumption of the man, Don Carlos avers. He is conceited

enough to think that his judgment should stand against that of

Juan Enriquez Barroto, Admiral Pez, the governor of Florida,

Don Laureano de Torres,^® Friar Rodrigo de Barreda,^® a pilot,

Francisco Milan, and Sigiienza himself, all of whom had been

to Pensacola and entertained views opposed to those of Arriola.

18 Captain Juan Jordan, in another of the three expeditions sent to

converge upon Pensacola Bay by the Junta de Guerra of Madrid, had
arrived a few days before Arriola. See Dunn, oy. cit., 180.

19 Don Laureano de Torres y Ayala led the overland, expedition from
Appalache to Pensacola at the time of the Pez-Sigiienza exploration in

1693. He did not reach his destination, however, until the sea party had
concluded its operations and departed. See Dunn, op. cit., 169-171.

20 Guardian of a Franciscan convent in Havana and a former mission-

ary in the Apalachicola district. He accompanied Don Laureano de Torres

y Ayala. See Dunn, op. cit., 170.
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Sixth :

The next capitulo, dealing with Arriola’s demand that the

viceroy compel Don Carlos to return to Santa Maria de Galve

Bay with him, contains illuminating passages which not only

reveal the unhappy physical condition of the old scholar, but also

some admirable traits of his character. We see him as a man

with the proud courage of his convictions and a fighter who,

having arrived at certain conclusions after due reflection, will

defend them to the bitter end. Knowing that his opponent is

taking advantage of his physical weakness in making such a

proposal, he accepts the challenge exercising his right to impose

certain stipulations. These he enumerates in his letter to the

viceroy with the dignity and assurance of a trusted servant who

has rendered long and faithful service to his master. In

referring to the deplorable state of his health he could proudly

write, “I say. Most Excellent Sir, as is well known to the whole

City and to the regret of all those in it who wish me well—and

these are almost all the best people—that for five years I

have been suffering from exceedingly troublesome nephritic

pains .... ” Gall-stones and bladder trouble, threatening to

develop into an ulcer with inevitably fatal consequences, had

made it impossible for him to go about on foot or on horseback

and much less in a coach because of the resultant shaking. All

this Arriola knew well, he assures the viceroy, who had treated

the scholar with especial consideration because of his afflictions,

and the consciousness of the impossibility of such a trip had

given him the courage to demand it in such a peremptory manner.

However, Don Carlos would undertake the voyage on definite

and specific conditions which he proceeded to lay down.-^

In the first place, since Arriola chose to break off the friend-

ship which had hitherto existed between them and had shown

little respect for the gray hairs of the older man, one boat would

21 Dunn, op. cit., 195, fn. 17, is not strictly correct when he states that:

“[Sigiienza] asked to be excused from the mission.’’
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be too small to hold them both. As Arriola, in all probability,

would be the superior officer on the ship, Sigiienza would be at

an obvious disadvantage and no doubt there would be no lack

of occasions ‘‘either for him to throw me or me to throw him

into the sea,” wrote the professor with grim humor. Conse-

quently, the viceroy must arrange for them to sail on separate

vessels “and in no other way.”

The one designated by the viceroy to stand in judgment on

the work of Arriola and Don Carlos must not be any amateur

in mathematics but one who merited the respect of both

contestants.

The third stipulation was to the effect that Sigiienza must

receive a sum larger than the two thousand pesos that had been

given on the occasion of his previous journey to Pensacola in

1693. His many infirmities made it necessary for him to have

a large number of servants in attendance, including a surgeon

with a plentiful stock of medicines. He therefore requested that

four thousand pesos should be given him this time.

It was manifestly impossible for him to travel down to Vera

Cruz either on horseback or in a coach because of the imminent

danger of a fatal rupture. Consequently, the viceroy must

provide him with a hand-chair so that the journey down to

the eastern port of New Spain and back could be made by easy

stages.

From his slender income the good professor had been con-

tributing to the support of his increasing family of relatives

thus exemplifying the well-known Latin trait of loyalty to kin.

In 1693 the Conde de Galve had appropriated fifty pesos a month

for each one of Sigiienzals immediate relatives during the

scholar’s absence in Pensacola. He expected, therefore, that the

Conde de Moctezuma would do the same on this occasion.

The last condition imposed by Don Carlos is particularly

interesting. It not only shows his confidence in his own work
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but his willingness to make the venture what might popularly

be termed a
‘

' sporting proposition.
’

’ To his personal possessions,

books, instruments, etc., he gave a monetary value of a little more

than three thousand pesos. These he would hand over to any

one whom the viceroy might designate as a holder of stakes;

Arriola should be obliged to put up an equivalent amount in

money. If the results of this new survey should correspond

closely to those that Sigiienza had made in 1693 then he should

receive the money that Arriola had posted as a bet. And, on the

other hand, should the results render false the first report of

Don Carlos, then Don Andres should have all of the professor’s

prized belongings. Only on these conditions was the thoroughly

aroused scholar disposed to make the journey.

Don Carlos held the melancholy conviction, well justified in

the light of subsequent events, that he would not live to complete

so arduous an undertaking in his weakened state of health. He
wished, therefore, to know what pension or income the Conde de

Moctezuma would assign to his orphaned nephews and nieces.

Then, as his thoughts drifted back to Arriola, the iron came back

into his spirit. This Spanish officer believed that he. Doctor Don

Carlos de Sigiienza, would have to retract his earlier report. “I

assure him that if he were successful in that, he could look upon

it as a greater triumph than having captured the pirates of the

Southern Sea when he went against them and when, ’
’ adds Don

Carlos cuttingly, “they slipped out of his hands .... I am not a

person who gain-says what he has once stated,” he declares

grimly, “and especially in such a matter in which I would have

considered as a sacrilege the slightest deviation of my report and

my diary from what I saw.
’

’ And he refers to the many minute

details that he had included and the mementos that he had

brought back. With a brilliant flourish of rheotric he again

arrays an impressive list of witnesses in support of his own

findings and against those of Arriola.
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Seventh :

The attempt of this officer ‘Go fill my head with wind by

saying that I am very well informed on the sciences which I

teach as a professor,
’

’ only aroused the indignation of the famous

scholar. He wanted no commendation from such a lay-man. ‘
‘ I

don’t need his praise,” he writes contemptuously, “for without

his eulogies I know very well how much I do know.” He enjoyed

the esteem of too many distinguished scientists and men of learn-

ing in other parts of the world to be flattered by the opinion of

an insignificant military officer. The half-hearted compliment of

the latter had prefaced an explanation that the shortness of time

had made Don Carlos careless in his observations. The scholar

retorts sharply with the statement that he had carried on his

operations during a longer period of time, under more favorable

conditions, and with numerous and more able assistants

than Arriola, “who was ignorant of the very beginnings of

mathematics. ’ ’

Eighth :

The accusation of Arriola set forth in the eighth capitulo was

to the effect that Don Carlos had, by his reports and other means,

given information to the French which resulted in their sending

an expedition to the Gulf. This was tantamount to calling him

a traitor and the professor becomes most indignant—and sarcas-

tic. “He says that through me or because of my reports, the

French came to the Bay. I answer, with the permission of

Your Excellency, that he doesn’t know what he is talking about,

either because, when he wrote it he had a toothache as when he

reconnoitred the bay or, being heated up with presumption and

vanity as is usually the case with him, he was merely raving

then.” After relieving himself of this accumulated bile he

proceeds to trace, with his usual care and precision, the various

manifestations of French aggression in the Gulf since 1669
;
he

shows that the subjects of Louis XIV had been active there
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nineteen years before any Spanish account that he knew of had

been published. Barroto had made a map of the region in 1686

and four years later Admiral Pez had gone to Madrid to arouse

interest in a settlement at Pensacola. It was perfectly easy for

the French ambassador in the Court of Spain to have heard of

the project. Inasmuch as Sigiienza’s report was written three

years later and was never published, it was obvious that Arriola’s

charges were utterly false.

As to the actual coming of the French, Don Carlos was unable

to repress an 'M told you so.” He points out that in his letter

to the Conde de Galve dated June 1, 1693, he gave warning of

what had now occurred and had done so with astonishing

fidelity of detail. ^‘If my annual Almanacs and ‘Lunarios’ came

out so true, I do not doubt. Most Excellent Sir, that they would

take me for an oracle,
’

’ he adds. He shouldn ’t be blamed because

his predictions were realized, he avers. On the contrary, he should

be praised as a very faithful vassal who, he writes, taking a fling

at Arriola, ''has not been given a title of 'General’ or 'Maestre

de Campo’ nor any compensation except this present trouble

which is of goodly size.”

Ninth :

With Arriola’s demand for an attestation of the whole pro-

ceedings, Don Carlos was in entire accord. The only amend-

ment that he had to make was that not only his own letter but

also the diaries of the governor of Florida, Don Laureano de

Torres, of Friar Rodrigo de Barreda, and of the pilot, Francisco

Milan, should be included in the docket to be sent to the Royal

Council in Madrid.

Having treated each of the nine capitulos with the thorough-

ness that he believed they required he closes his reply protesting

to the viceroy that "all that I have said here is not with the

intention of offending you but because the terms of my own and

just defense demand it.”
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The careful marshalling of facts in this lengthy document

directed with unerring precision against the contentions of

Arriola suggests certain analogies with his Astronomical Lihra.-^

The old biting sarcasm is here present, exacerbated, perhaps, by

the infirmities of his declining years
;
a little more sensitive, pos-

sibly, than nearly twenty years before when he had contended

with Father Kino, he is less loath to stoop to common gossip and

more inclined to betray his rancor in his defense against the

charges of the commander of the presidio at Pensacola. Neverthe-

less, there is undeniably much justice on his side. No doubt, there

is much truth in Sigiienza’s intimation that Arriola’s possibly

not wholly deserved honors had turned his head. And there is

considerable evidence to support the assertion of Don Carlos that

his opponent ‘‘abominated” his post at Santa Maria de Galve

Bay and consequently performed his duty in an exceedingly

half-hearted fashion. A careful perusal of the scholar’s letter

carries conviction to the reader, as it undoubtedly did to the

viceroy, that the majority of Arriola’s accusations were base-

less. That the Conde de Moctezuma reached this conclusion is

supported by the fact that he did not oblige Don Carlos to

attempt the hazardous voyage as he had ordered in his “deter-

minacion. ’ ’

Nor is it apparent that the confidence of the viceroy in the

Creole scholar was shaken by the incident. A short while later,

we learn, he again sought his advice on a matter connected with

the vexing problem of Pensacola. In a letter to the Conde de

Moctezuma Siguenza rendered his opinion as to the plausibility

of an Indian report that European ships were in the neighbor-

hood of the Rio de la Palizada. There was no suitable harbor

in that vicinity, he was certain. All in all, he concludes “con-

sidering the story telling and lying nature of the Indians I am
convinced that they have not spoken the truth.

22 See ante chapter 4.

23 Siguenza to Conde de Moctezuma, June 16, 1699.
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But the unfavorable turn of affairs at Pensacola and the bit-

terness engendered by the dispute with Arriola doubtless filled

the last remaining days of the great scholar with sorrow and

depression. His retirement from the University had not been

accomplished without some vexations. The exceedingly varied

activities in which he had been engaged had frequently caused

him to be remiss in attendance upon his classes and lectures and

other professorial duties. These facts had made the claustro of

the Royal University unwilling to grant his petition for a pen-

sion. Though this was ultimately conceded late in 1696, the

irritations aroused still lingered. Besides this, he had been pro-

foundly saddened by the deaths of his good friend. Sister Juana

Ines in 1695, his brother Francisco in the same year,-® and his

father a year later. And so this unhappy state of mind, coupled

with his physical sufferings which he bore with fortitude, brought

about his death the year after his unpleasant encounter with

Arriola when he was but fifty-five years of age.

Until the very end of his life he continued to give liberally

of his time and strength to the public service. In November,

1699, he was appointed “Corrector General” of books by the

Inquisition,-' and he served that institution with the same con-

scientious fidelity that had characterized his work in the other

offices that he had held. Throughout his life he was noted for

his piety as well as his great knowledge. God-fearing and devout,

until the end he never failed in his daily devotions even when he

became extremely ill and any motion was painful to him.^®

24 Francisco Perez Salazar, Obras de Carlos de Siguenza y Gongora
con una hiografia, Ixxi.

25 Ibid., Ixxiv.

26 Loc. cit.

27 Antonio de Robles, “Diario de Sucesos Notables,’’ Documentos para
la historia de Mexico, ser. 1, III, 239.

28 Letter of Gabriel Lopez de Siguenza.
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Before his death he made a will which was drawn up with the

same characteristic, meticulous care.^^ In a life so dedicated to

science and to letters, there was little opportunity to acquire

numerous material possessions. ‘‘I am older and poorer,” he

wrote to the viceroy, ‘‘for my shirts do not exceed two in num-

ber.”^® Small legacies were left to each of his relatives, while

much of his estate was distributed, in accordance with his wishes,

as alms to the poor and to charitable organizations. For himself

he requested that eight hundred masses be sung in order to round

out the two thousand for which he had already arranged.®^ His

library “which in its line, is the best in the Realm with mathe-

matical instruments in abundance, excellent telescopes, pendu-

lum clocks, and highly esteemed paintings whose value exceeded

three thousand pesos, was given largely to the Jesuit Colegio

de San Pedro y San Pablo, although many volumes and manu-

scripts quickly disappeared into the hands of various individuals,

some being distributed by his nephew Gabriel Lopez de Sigiienza

;

and others, as the latter reports, being stolen.®®

29 The following description of this document is given, ibid. :

‘
‘ En el

testamento que otorgo, doto de su proprio caudal a quatro Sobrinas suyas,

repartio todos sus vestidos entre pobres de su familia, y a Clerigos pobres
sus manteos, y sotanas, socorrio a los pobres de las carceles, a los Indies

del Hospital Real, a los tres recogimientos de mugeres, y locas, a los Hos-
pitales de S. Lazaro, S. Antonio Abad, y S. Hipolito, y al de Sacerdotes de

S pedro, donde doto tres dias de comida, y a otros conventos de Reli-

giosos Mendicantes, y Religiosas pobres, y Viudas desvalidas, de que parte

executo mucho en vida, y yo en menos de echo dias cassi execute todas

las mandas, y obras pias, componiendose el testamento de mas de
noventa y seis clausulas todas de mandas de a docientos, tres cientos,

since, cinquenta, veynte y cinco, y entre estas solo avra tres q fueron de seis

pesos, repartiose toda su ropa blanca publicamente y haziendo otras obras

pias entre los suyos, no olvidandose de los que en su enferniedad le

assistieron dejandoselo agradecido con dadibas .... ” The text of this

will is noAv available in Francisco Perez Salazar, Biografia de D. Carlos de

Siguensa y Gongora seguida de varios documentos ineditos, pp. 161-192.

30 Sigiienza to Conde de Moctezuma, May 9, 1699.

31 Robles, op. cit., Ill, 262.

32 Sigiienza to Conde de Moctezuma, May 9, 1699.

33 Letter of Gabriel Lopez de Sigiienza. Don Gabriel Augustin de Caba-
nas, and the diarist, Antonio de Robles, were the executors of the will.
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One of the clauses perhaps most in keeping” with the character

of Sigiienza and illustrative of the ruling passion of his life

—

the search for truth—was that in which he ordered that his body

should be dissected after death. It was his desire that this should

be done so that the physicians and surgeons might observe the

causes that had brought about his decease. The results of this

investigation, he hoped, would be of advantage to other sufferers.

Here we perceive his will to serve extending even into the shad-

ows of the tomb.

Before his burial with the pomp and dignity of an elaborate

funeral in chapel of the Colegio de San Pedro y San Pablo, his

wishes were complied with. We are told, ‘‘his command was

carried out and, having opened him, they found a stone the size

of a peach-stone in his right kidney where he had said that he felt

pain. ”34

This act having been performed, his remains, accompanied

by the highest officials of Church and State, were conveyed to

their resting place.

34 Eobles, op. cit., Ill, 262.

35 Whether Don Carlos returned to the Jesuit Order before his death
or not is a mooted question. A plain answer cannot be given. Antonio de
Eobles who, as has been stated in note 33, was an executor of the great
scholar’s will and presumably a reliable authority, states (‘‘Diario de
Sucesos Notables,” Documentos para la liistoria de Mexico, ser. 1, III,

263): “
. . . profeso de religiose de la compania, con licencia del muy

reverendo sehor abad perpetuo, obispo de Guadiana. ” Beristain (Jose
Mariano Beristain y Souza, Biblioteca Hispano Americana Setentrional, III,

143) states: ‘‘
. . .

pero volvio a abrazarlo [the Jesuit Order] al tiempo
de su muerte acaecida en 22 de Agosto de 1700 ...” Eguiara (Juan
Joseph de Eg-uiara y Eguren, Bibliotheca Mexicana, 474) indicates the

same. There is one strong dissenting voice in Jose Fernando Eamirez
(Adiciones y Correcdones, 542-545) whose opinion is accepted by A^icente

de P. Andrade {Ensayo Bibliogrdfico Mexicano del Siglo XVII, 727).
Eamirez, after a careful search, does not find Sigiienza ’s name in tlie
‘

‘ libro de profesiones ’ ’ nor is there the usual notation, ‘ ‘ murio recibido en
la Compania” as was usually the case with those who had left the Order
as Don Carlos had done and returned before death

;
and Sigiienza ’s name

does not appear in the necrology of the Jesuits who died in the year 1700.
Mariano Cuevas, Historia de la Iglesia en Mexico, I. 277, fn. 6, declares that
the arguments of Eamirez ”no tienen peso ninguno. ”
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CHAPTER X

CONCLUSION

r The study of the life and works of Don Carlos de Sigiienza

y Gongora suggests certain analogies with the early humanists

of the Italian Renaissance. Despite the fact that he lived in one

of the most important and the most advanced of Spain’s pos-

sessions in the New World, this son of seventeenth-century

Mexico found himself in an atmosphere which was essentially

medieval. The society of the capital as in the provinces was in

many respects feudalistic
;
the venerable University with which

he was associated during the most active years of his career was

an interesting and curious survival of European medievalism

particularly in the matter of its government and curriculum.

The ‘‘Athens of the New World, as the city proudly termed

itself, was far removed from the centers of learning in Europe

and was only slightly touched by the currents of thought which

were beginning to circulate there. Indeed, the men of learning

of the viceroyalty were almost wholly dedicated to the study and

to the perpetuation of a doctrinal theology which, elsewhere,

U was gradually becoming obsolete.

The seventeenth century in New Spain gave rise to some

literature, to be sure, but this was almost entirely in the form

of religious guides, the chronicles of missionaries, theological

tracts, and an almost uninterrupted flood of gongoristic poetry,

unutterably dull and tedious for the most part with its cloying

artificiality and inanity. This relatively slight literary activity

was cultivated by an infinitesimally small and select group of
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intellectuals, standing like a tiny edifice upon a vast foundation

composed of an ignorant and hopeless native population.

Into this unpropitious environment was born a man who,

like the great humanists of fourteenth and fifteenth-century

Italy, was to make all human knowledge his province. As in the

case of most of the conspicuous figures in the rebirth of learning

in Europe, there had been forerunners of this enlightened spirit

and they had, in some measure, lighted the way. But it remained

for this man, Don Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora, to lift the

torch higher than his predecessors and to illumine many nooks

and crannies formerly enshrouded in obscurity. Not contented

with the knowledge of his contemporaries, his curious mind

peeped into dark corners and ferreted out new facts. And, as the

humanists of the Renaissance had turned to the classic literature

and culture of the Greeks and the Romans for inspiration, so

did Don Carlos devote himself to the study of the ancient civi-

lization of the Aztecs and the early peoples of his native land.

Another trait which this Creole prototype of the culture of ~i

the seventeenth-century Mexico held in common with his prede-

cessors of the Quatro Cento was his ability to carry on his inves-

tigations into the phenomena of this world without coming into

conflict with the Church and the accepted dogma. In treating j

of the Italian Renaissance, Emerton makes certain observations

which, because of the applicability to Sigiienza, are quoted here

:

Already with Petrarch we come to the problem which was to be the

most difficult of the whole Eenaissanee period: how to keep the balance

bfetween the ever increasing independence of the human spirit and the

unquestioned authority of the established church . . . .
i

Further on, again referring to Petrarch, he continues

:

In him we see that curious double standard which enabled the clearest

thinkers and the most individualistic of the Italian Renaissance to build,

as it were, a wall between their mental processes in dealing with formal

religion and with all other subjects. What the Church taught they were

1 Ephraim Emerton, Beginnings of Modern Europe, 478.
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willing to accept as coming to them through sanctions quite different from

those that they demanded for their other beliefs. It would be going far to

call this conscious hypocrisy
;

. . .
2

The author might well have been discussing Sigiienza when

he wrote these words so well do they fit the case of the Creole

scholar. Certainly there was no hypocrisy in his nature
;
his

life was a singularly pious one for he lived according to the best

traditions of the Christian faith and accepted, apparently

without question, the tenets of the Catholic religion. At the same

time he was a student of such secular philosophies as that of

Descartes, yet there is no evidence to indicate that at any time

he wavered in his respect for, and firm belief in, the authority

of the Scriptures and the Church Fathers.

As loyally as he served the Church so he served the State. He
was a true patriot and lover of his native land, serving its officers

and king with outstanding ability both in an advisory capacity

and as an actual participant in public affairs connected with his

jmtria.

A just estimate of him as a man of letters presents numerous

difficulties not the least of which is the disappearance of much

of his work. If he should not be remembered for his poetry, a

great deal of his prose writing and particularly his achievements

in the field of history may well claim our consideration and

respect. The loss of so much of this precious material is a source

of profound regret.

It is equally difficult to appraise him properly as a scientist.

From the few extant writings in this connection it is only possi-

ble to speculate on the position he might have held had his genius

been placed in the more coiigenial atmosphere of contemporary

Europe or had he accepted the invitation of Louis XIV to come

to his Court. If it cannot be said that he extended human

knowlege in the field of mathematics, astronomy, and kindred

sciences, he showed far more understanding and enlightenment

2 Ibid., 479.
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on these subjects than did the vast majority of his contempo-

raries on either side of the Atlantic. What can be stated with

confidence is that the diversity of his interests, the high degree

of attainment reached in all of them, and his prolific literary

activity mark him as one of the greatest scholars of the seven-

teenth century in the Western Hemisphere—including the

English colonies—and a figure whom no true historian of the

early cultural history of the New World can properly neglect.
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I. MANUSCRIPT MATERIAL

Alboroto y Motin de los Indies de Copia de Carta de D. Carlos de

Sigiienza y Gongora Cosmographo del Eey en la Esp" Cathedratico

de Mathematicas en la R‘ Univ** y Capellan Mayor del Hospital R* del

Amor de Dios de la Ciudad con q le da razon al Almirante Don Andres

de Pez del Tumulto. (B.L.C.)

This is a contemporary copy signed by Sigiienza and dated ‘ ‘ Mex*^®.

Agostto 30 de 1692 a.”

Alboroto y Motin de los Indies de Mexico. Agosto de 1692. (B.L.C. Mex.

MS. No. 150)

Bound in a volume of manuscripts bearing the title Documentos

para servir a la Historia de los disturhios y tumultos acaecidos en Me-
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ocupa las f® 36 a 75 vta. Cotejado Mexico Abril 11 de 1859, dia de la

derrota de los constitucionalistas en Tacubaya. Jose F. Ramirez. ’’

Pluma Rica, Nuevo Fenix de la America. (B.L.C. Mex. MS. No. 297)

Attributed to Sigiienza by Bancroft and entitled “El Fenix de la

America. ’
’ See ante chap. 6, n. 25.

Copia de la solicitud de D“ Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora, existente en

el archive del Colegio de la Paz antiguamente de San Ignacio llamado

vulgarmente Las Vizcainas. 1 p.

Without date or place. (See chap. 1, n. 18)

Autos Sobre los Incombenientes de Viuir los Yndios en el Zentro de la

Ciudad y q.® Reduccion a sus Barrios y doctrinas y los Terminos a que

deuen estos arreglarse sin yncorporarse con lo prinz.“‘ de la Ciudad p’^

su mejor gouierno Y los Ynformes pedidos sobre esto a los Ministros

de Doctrina. Ano de 1692. 185 pp. Historia, Tom. 413. Archive Ge-

neral (B.L.C.).

The documents cited in this Testimonio are

:

1. Decreto del virrey, Mex.®® 21 de Junio de 1692. p. 2.
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2. Parezer del Eeal Acuerdo, Mex.*^" y Junio 26 de 1692. pp. 2-4.

3. Informe de D. Carlos de Sigiienza al Virrey, Mex.®" 5 de Julio

de 1692. pp. 6-9.

4. Decreto del virrey, Mejico 9 de Julio de 1692. pp. 10-11.

5. Informe del Keseptor, 11 de Jullio de 1692. p. 45.

6. Parezer del Eeal Acuerdo, Julio 17 de 1692. p. 166.

7. Decreto del virrey, Mex.‘^'’ 18 de Julio de 1692. p. 166.

8. Informe de D. Luis Miguel de Luyando y Vermeo y D. Carlos

de Sigiienza y Gongora, Mex.®*’ Jullio 24 de 1692. pp.

182-185.

Testimonio De las Dilixencias executadas en Virtud de E' Zedula de S.

Mag'* Sobre El reconocimiento de la Bahia de Santa Maria de Galue,

(antes Panzacola) Y las Disposiciones Para su abrigo y defensa. Ano
1693. 70 pp. Sevilla Mexico, 61-6-21. (B.C.)

The documents cited in this Testimonio are

:

1. Orden de Su ex'* a Don Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora, Mexico,

12 de Henero de 1693. pp. 2-4.

2. Eelacion de Don Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora, a bordo de

la fregata Nra. s‘^ de Guadalupe Surta en el Puerto de s

Juan de Vlua a 15 de Mayo de 1693 a.® pp. 2-39.

3. Informe de D" Carlos de Sigiienza al Virrey, Mexico, primero

de Junio de mil ss®* y nouenta y tres. pp. 43-46.

4. Decreto del Virrey, Conde de Galue, Mexico, dos de Junio de

seiscientos y nouenta y tres. p. 46.

5. Horden E Ynstruccion q a de obserbar El Almirante D"

Andres de Pez, doze de hen’’" de mill seiscientos y nou*'‘

y tres anos. pp. 46-50.

6. Informe de D" Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora. al Virrey, Me-

xico cuatro de Junio de mill ss"® y JSTobentta y tres. pp.

56-59.

7. Informe de Andres de Pez al Virrey. Mexico y Junio Cinco de

mill seis*’® y nobenta y tres. pp, 59-60.

8. Informe de Don Sebastian de Guzman Y Cordoua al Virrey.

Mexico y Junio quatro de mill seiscientos y nobenta Y
tres. pp. 60-61.

Testimonio de Autos ejecutados en Virtud de E* Cedula de Su Mag** Sobre

la fortificazon. y Poblazon de la Bahia de Sta Ma de Galue y Panzacola,

y representaciones hechas pr D" Marn. de aranguren zabala q. con horden

de Su Mag** Vino a la misma preocupazon. 1698. 343 pp. (G.G.C.)

The document cited in this Testimonio is:

Informe de Don Carlos de Siguenza y Gongora, Mexico, dies y
seis de Julio' de 1698. pp. 14-29.
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Testimonio del Segundo Quaderno de Autos fhos En Virtud de E* Cedula

de Su Mag" Sobe la Poblazion y fortificazion de la Bahia de Santa

maria de Galve de las Prouidencias dadas pa, este fin. 20 pp. (G.G.C.)

The document cited in this Testimonio is

:

Informe de Don Carlos de siguenza Mexico dies y seis de Junio

de mill seiscientos y nouenta y nueue. pp. 17-19.

Quexa de D" Andres de Arriola al Virrey, Conde de Moctezuma, Mexico,

6 de Abril de 1699. pp. 56-58. (N.Y.P.L.)

Eespuesta del Sor Fiscal, Mexico y Abril 8 de 1699. pp. 59-60. (N.Y.P.L.)

Determ"" del Sr. Virrey Mexico 27 de Abril de 1699. p. 60. (N.Y.P.L.)

Lo que responde Don Carlos de Siguenza y Gongora, Mexico 9 de mayo
de 1699. pp. 61-88. (Siguenza to the Conde de Moctezuma, May 9,

1699) (N.Y.P.L.)

The last four documents were obtained from the Manuscript Division

of the New York Public Library. They are contained in a volume

described as:

Siglienza y Gongora (Carlos)

Descripcion de la Bahia de Santa Maria de Galve (antes Panzacola)

de la Movila, y Eio de la Palizado (sic) en la costa septentrional del

Seno Mexicano hizo en compania de Don Andres de Pez . . . 1693

;

with other transcripts of documents relating to Pensacola or to

Siguenza ’s voyage, 1689-1753; the correspondence and proceedings

of the Keal Tribunal of Mexico relative to the transcribing of these

documents, 1784-1788, in accordance with a royal order dated No-

vember 16, 1783. 140 11. fol. Half morocco. Lettered: Documen.

Historico Mexicano.

This group of four docunrents is further identified as : fol. 56-88

(65 pp.) Eepresentacion que liace D" Andres de Arriola, mandamiento

del Exnio Sor Conde de Moctezuma, y repuesta que dio el Doctor D"

Carlos de Siguenza y Gongora sobre el descubrimiento de Panzacola,

dated Mexico, 9 de May de 1699.

Libro Segundo Luz de Tierra Yncognita en la America Septentrional de

todos los viajes de tierras Eios y Naciones que Descubrieron Varies

Padres de la Comp" de Jesus Con el Cap" Juan Matheo Mange autor

de la presente obra. 49 ff. (B.C.)

Eusebio Kino al Padre Luis de Espinosa, Cadiz, echo de Enero de 1681.

(B.C.)

Eusebio Kino a la Duquesa de Abeyro y Arcos, Keal de N S'"" del Eosario

y Junio 3 de 1682. (B.C.)

Eusebio Kino a la Duquesa de Abeiro y Arcos, Puerto de San Lucas y
Costa de Cinaloa de abordo desta Almiranta y agosto 12 de 1683. (B.C.)
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II. PRIMARY PRINTED MATERIALS

FlORENCIA, FrANCISCO' DEu

La Estrella de el Norte de Mexico .... (Mexico, 1741).

La Milagrosa Invencion de un Thesoro Escondido en un Campo . . . .

(Sevilla, 1745).

GEMEILLI CaREIRI, GiOVAKNI FrANCEiSCO'.

Giro del Hondo, Parte Sesta (Napoli, 1721).

Viaje a la Nueva Espana, with an introduction by Juan Maria de Agreda,

Sociedad de Bibliofilos Mexicanos, (Mexico, 1927).

Kino, Euseeio' FranciscO'.

Exposicion Astronomica (Mexico, 1681). (G.G.C.) (A fragment con-

sisting of the letter of dedication to the Viceroy, the C'onde de Pare-

des, the aprobacion de Francisco Ximenez, Licencia del Senor Virrey,

aprobacion de Francisco de Florencia, Licencia del Ordinario, a

“fantasia Poetica, ” and only two pages of the text.)

LeeAMIS, Jos^ del

Vida del . . . Apostol Santiago el Mayor, unico y singular Patron de

Espana . . . . (Mexico, 1699).

Eivera, Juan Antonio.

“Diario Curioso de Mexico, “ in Documentos para la historia de Mexico,

ser. 1, vol. 7 (Mexico, 1854).

Kobles, Antonio de.

“Diario de Sucesos Notables, “ in Documentos para la historia de Me-

xico, ser. 1, vols. 2 and 3 (Mbjico, 1853).

ScHONS, Dorothy.

“Dos documentos ineditos relativos a Sigiienza, “ Bevista Mexicana

de estudios histdricos, vol 1, No. 6 (November-December, 1927).

SiGUENZA Y GONGORA, GaREOS DEI.*

Glorias de Queretaro (Mexico, 1680). (G.G.O.)

Triumpho Parthenico (Mexico, 1683). (G.G.C.)

Parayso Occidental (Mexico, 1684). (B.L.O.)

Libra Astronomica (Mexico, 1690). (J.C.L.)

Trofeo de la Justicia (Mexico, 1691). (G.G.O.) (Keprinted in Fran-

cisco Perez Salazar, Obras de Carlos de Siguensa con una biografia,

151-245.)

Mercurio Volante (Mexico, 1693). (J.C.B.L.) (Eeprinted as fourth

appendix of the Historia de la Nueva Mexico, de Gaspar de Villa

grd, edited by Luis Gonzalez Obregon.)

* Full titles of Sigiienza’s works will be found in Appendix A.
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Oriental Planeta (Mexico, 1700). (G.G.C.) (This contains the pre-

fatory letter of Sigiienza’s nephew which has been referred to

throughout this book as ‘ ‘ Letter of Don Gabriel Lopez de Si-

giienza. ’ ’)

“Teatro de Virtudes Politicas (1680),’’ in Documentos para la Histo-

ria de Mexico, Tercera Serie, vol. 1. Mexico, 1856. (Reprinted in

Perez Salazar op. cit., 1-148.)

“Piedad Heroyca de Don Fernando Cortes,” Tercera edicion in Perez

Salazar {op. cit., 269-346).

” Infortunios de Alonso Ramirez (1690),” in Coleccion de libros raros

y curiosos que tratan de America, vol. 20. (Madrid, 1902.)

Vbtancurt, AugustIn de (Betancurt).

Teatro Mexicano. 4 vols (Mexico, 1698).

Teatro Mexicano (new edition), 4 vols. (Mexico, 1870-71).

Menologio Franciscano de los varones mas senalados .... (Mexico,

1698). (Bound with the Fourth Part of the Teatro Mexicano.)

III. SECONDARY PRINTED MATERIAL

Aecaraz, Ramon I.

‘
‘ Don Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora, ” in FI Museo Mexicano, vol. 2.

(Mexico, 1843.)

‘Sigiienza y Gongora (Don Carlos de),” in Apendice al Diccionario

Universal de Ristoria y de Geografia, vol. 3. (Mexico, 1856.)

Andrade, Vicente de Paula.

Ensayo Bibliogrdfico Mexicano del Siglo XV11. (Mexico, 1899.)

Antonio, Nicolas.

Biblioteca Hispana Nova. 2 vols. (Matriti, 1783-88.)

ArrOniz, Marcos.

Manual de Biografia Mejioana. (Paris, 1857.)

Artigas, Miguel.

Don Luis de Gongora y Argote, Biografia y Estudio Critico. (Madrid,

1925.)

Aubin, J. M. a.

Histoire de la Nation Mexicaine. (Paris, 1893.)

Bancroft, Hubert Howei.

North Mexican States and Texas. 2 vols. (San Francisco, 1884.)

History of Mexico, 6 vols. (San Francisco, 1883-88.)

Essays and Miscellany. (San Francisco, 1890.)
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Bar,CIA, Andres Gonzaleis de.

Ensayo Cronologico para la Historia General de La Florida. (Madrid,

1723.)

B [ E:R,GANZ0'] ,
M [

ANUEiL,] .

“Universidad de Mexico,’’ in Apendice al Diccionario Universal de

Historia y Geografia, vol. 3. (1856.)

“Inundaciones y desagiie de Mexico,” in Diccionario Universal de

Historia y Geografia, vol. 5.

BeiL.aunde, Victor, Andres.

‘‘The Spanish-American Universities,” a lecture published in the Bice

Institute Pamphlet, vol. 10, No. 4. (October, 1923.)

BeRISTAIN Y SO'UZA, JO-SE MaRIANO.

Bihlioteca Hispano Americana Setentrional, 4 vols. (Amecameca, 1883).

Biographie Universelle, ancienne et modern, 52 vols. (Paris, 1811-28.)

Bolton, Herbe,r,t' Eugeine,.

Guide to materials for the History of the United States in the Principal

Archives of Mexico. (Washington, 1913.)

Spanish Exploration in the Southwest, 1542-1706. (New York, 1916.)

Kino’s Historical Memoir of Pimeria Alta, 2 vols. (Cleveland, 1919.)
‘ ‘ The Location of La Salle ’s Colony on the Gulf of Mexico, ’ ’ Missis-

sippi Valley Historical Review, II, (1915-1916).

Bot'Urini Benaditcci, Loreinzo.

Idea de una Nueva Historia General de la America Septentrional. (Ma-

drid, 1746.)

Catdlogo del museo historico indiano . del Cavallero Lorenzo Boturini

Benaduci . . . (printed with his Idea de Una Nueva Historia General

de la America Septentrional, Madrid, 1746).

Bustamante, Carlos MAR,tA de,.

La Aparicion Guadalupana. (Mexico, 1843.)

Cabrera y Quintero', Cayetano de,.

Escudo de armas de Mexico. (Mexico, 1746.)

Cajori, Florian.

The Early Mathematical Sciences in North and South America. (Boston,

1928.)
‘ ‘ The Mathematical Sciences in the Latin Colonies of America, ’

’ Scien-

tific Monthly, vol. 16, No. 2. (February, 1923.)

Carbajal Espinosa, EranciscT)'.

Historia de Mexico desde los primeros tiempos de que hay noticia hasta

mediados del Siglo XIX, 2 vols. (Mexico, 1862.)
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CASfs, Lilia Mary.

“Carta de Don Damian Manzanet a Don Carlos de Sigiienza sobre el

desciibrimiento de la Bahia del Espiritu Santo, ’
’ facsimile and

translation in the Texas State Historical Association Quarterly, vol.

2. (1898-1899.)

CavO', Andres.

Los Tres Siglos de Mexico duraiite el Gobierno Espanol hasta la Entrada

del Ejercito Trigarante .... 4 vols. (Mexico, 1836-38.)

ChaverD', AlfredO'.

“Sigiienza y Gongora,” Anales del Museo Nacional, vol. 3. (1882-1886.)

Chavero, Alfredo (ed.)

Obras liistoricas de Don Fernando de Alva Ixtlilxocliitl, 2 vols. (Mexico,

1891-92.)

Churchill, Awnsham.
A Collection of Voyages and Travels .... 8 vols. (London, 1752.)

Clavigero, Francisco Xavier.

The History of Mexico. Collected from Spanish and Mexican historians

from manuscripts and ancient paintings of the Indians .... Trans-

lated from the original Italian by Charles Cullen, Esq., 2 vols.

(London, 1807.)

Coe;st'er,, Alfred.

Literary History of Spanish America. (New York, 1928.)

Coleccibn de documentos ineditos para la historia de Espaha .... 112

vols. (Madrid, 1842-95.)

Cravio'TO', Alfonso.

“El Alma de las Cosas Viejas, “ Biblioteca de Autores Mexicanos mo-

demos. (Mexico, 1921.)

Cuevas, Mariano, S. J.

Historia de la Iglesia en Mexico, 3 vols. (Tlalpam, D. F. Mexico, 1921-24.)

Cuevas Aguirre y Espinosa, Joseph Francisco de,.

Extracto de los autos de diligencias y reconocimientos de los rios, lagu-

nas, vertientes, y desagiles de la capital de Mexico y su valle ....
(Mexico, 1741.)

Dictionnaire Historique critique et bibliographique, 30 vols. (Paris, 1821-23.)

Dunn, William Edward.
‘ ‘ Spanish and French Eivalry in the Gulf Eegion of the United States,

1678-1702,” University of Texas Bulletin, No. 1705: January 20,

1917.
‘ ‘ The Spanish Search of La Salle ’s Colony on the Bay of Espiritu

Santo, 1685-89,” Southwestern Historical Quarterly, vol. 19.

(1915-16.)
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EmektO'N, Ephraim.

Beginnings of Modern Europe. (Boston, New York, 1917.)

Eguiara y Egurein, Juan Jose del

Bibliotheca Mexicana: sive, Eruditorum historia virorum, qui in Ame-
rica Boreali, vel alibi geniti, in ipsam domicilis aut studijo ascriti

. . . (Mexico, 1755).

Fitzmauri CErKelly, Jam eis.

Spanish Bibliography. (Oxford, 1925.)

Gamio, Manuel (ed.).

La Foblacion del Valle de Teotihuacdn, 2 vols. (Mexico, 1922.)

Garcia, GenarO', (ed.).

Docunientos ineditos a muy raros para la historia de Mexico, 35 vols.

(Mexico, 1905-1911.)

Garcia Cubas, Antonio.

Diccionario geogrdfico, historico y biogrdfico de los Estados Unidos

Mexicanos, 5 vols. (Mexico, 1888-91.)

Garcia, Icazbalceta, Joaquin.

Nueva Coleccidn de documentos para la historia de Mexico, 5 vols. (Me-

xico, 1886-92.)

Gomez de, Orozco, FedekicO'.

Catdlogo de la coleccidn de nianuscritos de Joaquin Garcia Icazbalceta

relatives a la Historia de America. (Mexico, 1927.)

Gonzalez Obregon, Luis.

B. Guillen de Lampart. La Inquisicidn y la Independencia en el Siglo

XVII. (Paris, Mexico, 1908.)

“Resena Historica del Desagiie del Valle de Mexico, 1449-1555,’’ in

Memoria Historica, Tecnica y Adniinistrativa de la Obras del Desagiie

del Valle de Mexico, 1449-1900, 2 vols. (Mexico, 1902.)

Mexico Viejo (Paris, Mexico, 1900).

Gonzalez Pena, Carlos.

Historia de la literatura mexicana desde los origines hasta nuestros

dias. (Mexico. Cultura, 1928. Publ. de la Secretaria de Educa-

cion Publica.)

Hamilton, Petee Joseph.

“Colonization of the South,’’ in History of North America (G. C. Lee,

editor), vol. 3. (1904.)

Humboldt, Alexander de:.

Political Essay on the Kingdom of New Spain, translated from the

original French by John Black, 4 vols. (London, 1814.)

HurtadO', Juan y Jimenez de; la Serna,, y Angel, Gonzalez Palencia.

Historia de la Literatura Espahola. (Madrid, 1921.)
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Janejr,, Flore;ncio.

‘‘Poesias de Francisco de Quevedo j Villegas,” Bihlioteea de Autores

Espanoles, vol. 69. (Madrid, 1877.)

Juana Ines de, la Cruz.

Poemas de la U7iica poetisa americana, musa dezima .... 3 vols.

(Madrid, 1714.) (Vol. 2 has title: Segundo tomo de las ohras de

so7'07' Juana Ines de la Cruz. Published in Barcelona, 1693. Vol. 3

has title: Fama y ohras posthumas, tomo tercero, del fenix de

Mexico y dezima musa .... Published in Barcelona, 1701.)

Kingsborough, Edward King.

Antiquities of Mexico, 9 vols. (London, 1830-48.)

Ledesma, Clemente de.

Despertador Repuhlicano .... (Mexico, 1699.)

Leon, Nicolas.

Bihliografia Mexicana del Siglo XVIII, 5 vols. (Mexico, 1902-8.)

Compendio de la Ilistoria General de Mexico. (Mexico, 1902.)

Escritos varios y puhlicaciones liasta el ano 1908 (Mexico, 1908).

”Un benemerito del Municipio de Mexico (Siglo XVII) Don Carlos

de Sigiienza y Gongora, ” (con su retrato), in Boletin Municipal,

Tomo 1, num. 79 (Mexico, 1901). (Very rare; the author himself

does not possess a copy.)

“ Tres ohras de Sigiienza y Gongora. Nota hihliogrci/ica por . . . .

(Morelia, 1886). Imprenta del Gobierno en la Escuela de Artes.

8° pp. 22. Sobretiro de la impreso en la Gaceta Oficial del Gobierno

del Estado de Michoacan del ano 1886.” (Also rare.)

Leion Pinelo, Antonio Eodriguez de.

Epitome de la hihlioteca oriental y occidental, luiutica y geogrdfico

.... 3 vols. (Madrid, 1737-38.)

Leonard, Irving Albert.

”A Great Savant of Seventeenth Century Mexico: Don Carlos de Si-

giienza y Gongora,” Hispania, vol. 10, No. 6. (1927.)

“A Mexican ‘Mascara’ in the Seventeenth Century,” Eevista de Estu-

dios Hispdnicos, vol. II, No. 2. (1929.)

Luquiens, Frederick Bliss.

“ Spanish-American Literature,” Yale Review Quai'terly, vol. 17, No. 3.

(April, 1928.)

Margry, Pierre.

. . . Memoires et documents pour servir a I’liistoire des origines fran-

gaises des pays d’outremer. Deeouverts et Etahlissements des Fran-

gais dans I’Ouest et dans le sud de I’Amerlque Septentrional. 1614-

1754, 6 vols. (Paris, 1879-88.)
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Medina, Baltasak de.

Cr67iica de la Santa Provincia de San Diego. (Mexico, 1682.)

Medina, Jose Toribio.

La Imprenta en Mexico (1539-1821). 8 vols. (Santiago de Cliile, 1908.)

MeNENDEiZ Y PeLAYO', MARCEIilNO'.

Aniologia de Foetas Hispano-Americanos, 4 vols. (Madrid, 1893-95.)

Historia de la Foesia Kispano-Americana. (Vols. 2 and 3 of Ohras com-

pletas del Excmo. Senor Do7i Marcelmo Menendes y Felayo, 15 vols.

Madrid, 1911-27.)

MoNEiTTEi, John Weisley.

History of the Discovery and Settleme7it of the Valley of the Mississippi

.... 2 vols. (New York, 1848.)

Nervo, Amado.

Juana hies de Ashaje. (Madrid, 1910.)

Nu'TTALL, Zeeia.

The Boole of the Life of the A7icient Mexica7%s (vol. 1, Berkeley, 1903).

Vol. 2, translation and commentary long promised.

Orozco y Berra, Manuel.

Memoria para la Ca7'ta Hid7'ogrdfica del Valle de Mexico. (Mexico, 1864.)

Apu7ites para la histo7’ia de la Geog7'afia en Mexico. (Mexico, 1881.)

Histo7'ia antigua de la Co7iquista de Mexico, 4 vols. (Mexico, 1880.)

Memoria para el Platio de la Ciudad de Mexico. (Mexico, 1867.)

Ortiz, Tadeo.

Mexico co7iside7'ado como Nacion I7idepe7idiente y Lihre. (Burdeos, 1832.)

ParkMAN, Francis.

La Salle a7id the Discove7'y of the Great West. (Boston, 1907.)

Perez Salazar, Francisco.

Ohras de Ca7'los de Sigue7isa y G67igo7'a co7i una hiog7'afia (Sociedad

de Bibliofilos Mexicanos, Mexico, 1928).

Biografia de don Ca7'los de Sigue7isa y Gongora, seguida de varies

docume7itos meditos. (Mexico, 1928.)

Pimentel, Francisco.

Historia C7'itica de la literatura y de las cie7icias e7i Mexico desde la

co7iquista hasta nuest7'os dias. (Mexico, 1885.)

PORTILLA, AUGUSTiN AGUEROS DE LA.

“El periodismo en Mexico durante la Dominacion Espanola,’’ Museo

Nacional de Arqueologia, A7iales, vol. 2. (1910-1911.)

Prescott, William Hickling.

Histo7-y of the Conquest of Mexico, 3 vols. (Philadelphia, 1860.)
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PRIE1STLE.Y, HeEBEiRT InGRAM.

The Mexican Nation, a History. (New York, 1923.)

The Luna Papers. Documents relating to the Expedition of Don Tristan

de Luna y Arellano for the Conquest of La Florida in 1559—61, 2

vols. (Florida State Historical Society, Deland, 1928.)

“The Old University of Mexico,” University of California Chronicle,

vol. 21, No. 4. (October, 1919.)

Badin, Paul.

The Sources and Authenticity of the History of the Ancient Mexicans

(Berkeley, 1920). (Univ. Calif. Publ. Am. Arch. Ethn., vol. 17,

pp. 1-150, 17 pis.

Kamirez, .Jose Fernando.

Adiciones y Correcciones a hi Biblioteca de Beristain. (Mexico, 1898.)

Becopilacion de leyes de los reynos de las Indies, mandadas imprimir

puhlicar por la Magestad catolica del rey Don Carlos II ... .

vols. (Madrid, 1756.)

Kiva Palagio, Vicente,.

Mexico d traves de los Siglos, 5 vols. (Barcelona, 1888-89.)

Eiver,a Cambas, Manuel.
Los Gohernantes de Mexico, 2 vols. (Mexico, 1872-73.)
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Besguardo contra el Olvido en el hreve compendia de la vida admirable

y Virtudes Heroicas del Illmo. Sr. D. Alonso de Cuevas D’avalos

.... (Mexico, 1757).

Eosenberg, Solomon Leopold Millard, and Manuel Eomero de Terreros.

Mexico VirreinaJ. (New York, 1925.)

Euiz, EduardO'.

“D. Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora,” in Hombres Ilustres Mexicanos

(Eduardo L. Gallo, ed.), vol. 2. (Mexico, 1874.)

Sabin, Joseph.

A dictionary of boohs relating to America, 20 vols. (New York, 1868-92).

ScHONS, Dorothy.

Bibliografui de Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz. (Monografias Bibliograficas

Mexicanas, Num. 7. Mexico, 1927.)

Sierra, Justo (ed.)

Mexico, Its Social Evolution, 2 vols. (Mexico, 1900-4.)

Sosa, Francisco.

El Episcopado Mexicano, galeria biogrdfica ilustrada de los illmos. Se-

nores arzobispos de Mexico .... (Mexico, 1877).

Biografias de Mexicanos Distinguidos. (Mexico, 1884.)
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Spanish Archives of New Mexico, 2 vols. (Cedar Rapids, la., 1914.)
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La Vida literaria de Mexico. (Madrid, 1917.)
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Vera, Foritinoi HipolitO'.

Tesoro Guadalupano, noticia de los lihros, documentos, inscripdones, etc.
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APPENDIX A

A Catalogue of the Writings of Siguenza

The following is an attempt to bring together in one list all

the writings, both printed and unpublished, that are either

authentically the work of Don Carlos de Siguenza y Gongora

or attributed to him by contemporaries and later investigators.

It includes some which he projected and may or may not have

carried out. Some of his manuscripts are known to have disap-

peared during his lifetime, while many others vanished at his

death and shortly afterwards. As a result practically all of his

writings are lost aside from his printed books, and these are

exceedingly rare. Knowledge of these manuscripts is obtainable,

in most cases, onlj^ indirectly. References by Siguenza himself

and the allusions of contemporary writers afford clues. In

general the source of information is indicated briefly in the list

given below.

The various writings of the Mexican scholar are divided into

three classes: (A) printed books, pamphlets, etc., (B) manu-

scripts (other than letters and reports), and (C) letters and

reports.

In the first group an effort has been made to give as com-

plete a title as possible. In each case the origin of the title is

given and the location of an original copy where this is known,

together with other explanatory matter.

The second group has been compiled from many sources.

Beristain and Eguiara have been used as guides in compiling

these first two divisions. Beristain himself, it seems, formed his

list from Eguiara ’s and did not add greatly to the work of his

predecessor. It has not been possible here to enlarge to any

great extent upon Beristain although additional explanatory

material is given.
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The third group is the first of its kind that has been at-

tempted. As it is admittedly only a beginning it is necessarily

very incomplete. The difficulties of collecting Sigiienza’s official

correspondence are of course great, yet a diligent search of the

archives of Spain and Mexico may yield gratifying results. Pos-

sibly an effort to list those now available may give an impetus

to the search for others.

A. Printed BooTcs, Pamphlets, etc .

—

1. Primavera Indiana, Poema sacro-historico, idea de Maria Santi-

ssima de Guadalupe, copiada de Flores. Escrivelo D. Carlos de

Sigiienza y Gongora .... En Mexico por la Viuda de Bernardo

Calderon. Ano de 1668. 8".

Title copied from Marcelino Menendez y Pelayo, Historia de la

Poesia Hispano-Americana, I, 70, fn. 1. Beristain indicates that

this work was first printed in Mexico City in 1662, reprinted in

1668, and again in 1683. The text of this poem is now available

in Francisco Perez Salazar, Obras de Carlos de Sigiienza y
Gongora con U7ia biografia, 347-377.

2. Glorias de Queretaro en la Nueva Congregacion Eclesiastica de

Maria Santissima de Guadalupe, con que se ilustra; y en el sump-

tuoso Templo, que dedico a su obsequio D. JUAN CAVALLERO, Y
OCIO, Presbytero, Comissario de Corte del Tribunal del Santo Oficio

de la Inquisicion. Escrivelas D. CARLOS DE SIGtiENZA, Y GON-
GORA, Natural de Mexico, Cathedratico proprietario de Mathema-

ticas en la Real Universidad de esta Corte. (Pegasus) En Mexico:

Por la Viuda de Bernardo Calderon. IXI.DC.LXXX.
Title from the photostat of an original in the possession of

the Genaro Garcia Collection of the University of Texas.

3. Teatro de Virtudes Politicas que constituyen a un Principe: Ad-

vertidas en los monarcas antiguos del Mexicano Imperio, con cuyas

efigies se hermoseo el Arco Triunfal, que la muy noble, Imperial

Ciudad de Mexico erigio para el digno recibimiento en ella, del

Exmo. Sr. Virrey Conde de Paredes, marques de la Laguna, etc.

Ideolo entonces, y ahora lo describe Don Carlos de Sigiienza y Gon-

gora, Cathedratico proprietario de matematicas en su real uni-

versidad.

Title from reprinting of this work in Bocumentos para la

Histoi'ia de Mexico, Tercera Serie, I, 3. Beristain gives 1680 as

the date of publication in Mexico City and by Calderon. The

text of this work is now available in Perez Salazar, op. cit., 1-148.
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4. Triumpho Parthenico que en Glorias de Maria Santissima imma-

culadamente concebida, celebro la Pontificia, Imperial, y Eegia

Academia Mexicana en el biennio, que como su Kector la governo el

DOCTOE DON JUAN DE NAEVAEZ, Tesorero General de la Santa

Cruzada en el Argobispado de Mexico, y al presente C'athedratico de

Prima de Sagrada Escritura. Describelo DON CAELO'S DE SI-

GUENZA, Y GONGOEA, Mexicano, y en ella Cathedratico propie-

tario de Mathematicas. (Pegasus) En Mexico: Por Juan de Eibera

en el Empedradillo. IXI.DC.LXXX.III.

Title from photostat of an original in the possession of the

Genaro Garcia Collection of the University of Texas.

5. Parayso Occidental, Plantado y Cultivado por la liberal benefica

mano de los muy Catholicos, y poderosos Eeyes de Espaha Nuestros

Senores en su magnifico Eeal C'onvento de JESUS MAEiA de Me-

xico : De Cuya Fundacion y Progresos, y de las prodigiosas maravillas,

y virtudes, con que exalando olor suave de perfeccion, florecieron en

su clausura la V. M. MAEINA DE LA CEUZ y obras exemplarissimas

Eeligiosas. Da Noticia en este VOLUMEN DON CAELOS DE
SIGUENZA, Y GONGOEA, Presbytero Mexicano. (Pegasus) Con

Licencia de los Superiores. En Mexico: por Juan de Eibera, Im-

pressor, y Mercader de libros. Ano de M.DC.I^XXX.III.J.

Title from an original in the possession of the Bancroft

Library of the University of California.

6. Manifiesto Philosophico Contra los Cometas Despojados del inipe-

rio que tenian sobre los timidos.

This is the title given by Sigiienza himself in his Lihra Astro-

nomica where he reproduces the text (pp. 9-19). Beristain gives

1681 as the date of publication.

7. Libra Astronomica y Philosophica en que D. Carlos de Sigiienza

y Gongora, Cosmographo, y Mathematico Eegio en la Academia

Mexicana examina no solo lo que a su Manifiesto Philosophico Contra

los Cometas opuso el E. P. EUSEBIO FEANCISCO KINO de la

Compania de Jesus sino lo que el mismo E. P. opino, y pretendio

haver demostrado en su Exposicion Astronomica del Cometa del ano

de 1681. Sacala a luz D. SEBASTIAN DE GUZMAN Y COEDOVA
Fator, Veedor, Proveedor, Juez oficial de la Eeal Hazienda de su

Magestad en la Caxa desta Corte. En Mexico por Calderon, 1691.

Title from photostat of an original in the possession of the

John Crerar Library of Chicago, 111.
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8. Piedad Heroica de D. Fernando Cortes, Marques del Valle. En
el Hospital de la Inmaculada Concepcion de Nuestra Senora del

patronato del Marques del Valle, el mas antiguo de Mexico. Escrita

por D. Carlos de Sigiienza. Impresa en Mexico el ano 1689.

Title from a typed copy received from the Genaro Garcia

Collection of the University of Texas. This was made from a

reprinting in the ‘
‘ Segunda Edicion de ‘ La Semana C'atolica. ’

Mexico, Talleres de la Libreria Religiosa. Chile de Tiburcio Num.

18, 1898.’^ Beristain includes this among the manuscript works

of Sigiienza although he mentions the fact that Cabrera in his

Escudo de Armens de Mexico states that it was printed. Text is

also available in Perez Salazar, op. cit. 269-346.

9. Eelacion de lo Sveedido a La Armada De Barlovento a fines del

ano passado, y principios de este de 1691. Victoria Que contra los

Franceses, que ocupan la Costa del norte de la Isla de Santo Do-

mingo tuvieron, con el ayuda de dicha Armada los Lanzeros, y
milicia Espanola de aquella Isla, abrasando el Plierto de Guarico, y
otras Poblaciones. Debido todo al influxo, y providentissimos ordenes

del Excelentissimo Senor D. GASPAE DE SANDOVAL, CEEDA,
SILVA, y MENDOZA, Conde de Galve, & meritissimo Virrey, Go-

vernador, y Capitan General de esta Nueva-Espana. (Pegasus) Con

licencia de los Superiores en Mexico por los Herederos de la Viuda

,de Bernardo Calderon ano de 1691.

This title is obtained from a facsimile in Perez Salazar, op.

cit., in which the text of the same is reprinted, (pp. 249-268)

This title is given in part by Beristain and is undoubtedly the

same work indicated by Eguiara as ‘ ‘ Historica narratio even-

tuum Americanae Clasis de Barlovento dictae, penes extreme

anni 1690 et initia 1691. Victoria adversus Gallos aquilonaria

Hispaniola littora occupantes, ab Insulae Hispanis militibus sub

ejusdem Clasis praesidio obtenta, Portu Guarico Pagisque finiti-

mis flamma correptis, fovente providente que Exemo. D. D. Gas-

pare de Sandoval, Cerda, Silva et Mendoza, Gomite de Galves,

etc., meritissimo Pro-Eege, Gubernatore et Duce generali Novae

Hispaniae. ” Eguiara comments on the fact that this work did

not bear Sigiienza ’s name but from the character of the diction,

the style, and the presence of a Pegasus on the title page such as

is found on most of Sigiienza ’s published writings, he was con-

vinced that it was the work of the Mexican scholar.

10.

Trofeo de la Justicia Espanola en el Castigo de la Alevosia

Francesa que Al Abrigo de la Armada de Barlovento, executaron los

Lanzeros de la isla de Santo Domingo, en los que de aquella nacion

ocupan sus costas. Debido todo a providentes ordenes del Ex'"®
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SENOR D. GASPAR DE SANDOVAL CERDA SILVA Y MEN-
DOZA, Conde de Galve, Virrey de la Nueva-Espana. Escribelo D.

Carlos de Sigiienza, y Gongora, Cosmograplio, y Cathedratico de

Mathematicas del Rey N. S. en la Academia Mexicana. (Pegasus)

En Mexico por los Herederos de la Viuda de Bernardo Calderon.

Ano de M.DC.XCI.

Title from photostat of an original in the possession of the

Genaro Garcia Collection of the University of Texas. Text now
available in Perez Salazar, op. cit., 151-245.

11. Ih'fortunios que Alonso Ramirez natural de la Ciudad de S. Juan

de Pverto Rico padecio assi en poder de Ingleses Piratas que lo

apresaron en las Islas Philipinas como navegando por si solo y sin

derrota, liasta varar en la Costa de lucatan : Consiguiendo por este

medio dar vuelta al Mundo. Descrivelos D. Carlos de Sigiienza, y
Gongora, Cosmograplio, y Cathedratico de Mathematicas del Rey N.

Sehor en la Academia Mexicana. (Pegasus) Con licencia en Mexico

por los Herederos de la Viuda de Bernardo Calderon; en la calle de

S. Augustin. Ano de 1690.

This title is taken from a facsimile of the original title page

in the Coleccion de Libros raros y curiosos que tratan de America,

Tomo XX. Madrid, 1902.

12. Mercurio Volante con la Noticia de la recuperacion de las pro-

vincias del Nuevo Mexico conseguida por D. Diego de Vargas, Zapata,

y Luxan Ponze de Leon, Governador y Capitan General de aquel

Reyno. Escriviola por especial orden de el Excelentissimo Senor

Conde de Galve Virrey Governador, y Capitan General de la Nueva

Espana, &c. DON CARLOS DE SIGUENZA, Y GONGORA, Cosmo-

grapho mayor de su Magestad en estos Reynos, y Cathedratico lubi-

lado de Mathematicas en la Academia Mexicana. (Pegasus) Con

licencia en Mexico : En la Imprenta de Antuerpia de los Herederos

de la Viuda de Bernardo Calderon, aho de 1693.

Title from photostat of an original in the possession of the

John Carter Brown Library of Providence, R. I. Text also

available in Gonzalez Obregon edition of the Historia de la

Nueva Mexico, by Villagra.

13. Oriental Planeta Evangelica Epopeya sacro-panegyrica Al Apos-

tol Grande de las Indias S. Francisco Xavier. Escriviola El Dr. D.

Carlos de Sigiienza, y Gongora
;

Cosmograplio del Rey N. Senor,

Cathedratico Jubilado de las sciencias Mathematicas, y Contador de

esta Real Universidad, Examinador General de Artilleros y Gente de

Mar, Capellan proprietario del Hospital del Amor de Dios, Ministro

del Tribunal del Santo Officio, y su Corrector General de libros.
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DIOLO A LA ESTAMPA D. GABRIEL LOPEZ DE SIGUENZA al

Senor canonigo de la Santa Iglesia Cathedral de esta Ciudad, Juez

Provisor j Vicario General de este Arcobispado. Con Licencia de los

Superiores. En Mexico por Doiia Maria de Benavides, Ano de 1700.

Title from photostat of an original in the possession of the

Genaro Garcia Collection of the University of Texas,

14. Lunarios anuos.

Little is known of these annual almanacs of Sigiienza. He
mentions them occasionally in his writings. In the Libra Astro-

nomica he speaks of assailing astrology in those of 1675 and 1681.

Veytia, in his Historia Antigua de Mexico, stated that he had a

prognostication or Lunario of Sigiienza which was printed about

1681.

B. Manuscripts (other than letters and reports)

—

1. El Belerofonte Matematica contra la Quimera Astrologica de

Don Martin de la torre.

In the Prologue of the Libra Astronomiea Guzman declares

that this manuscript was already lost in 1690.

2. Descripcion del Seno de Santa Maria de Galve, alias Panzacola,

de la Mobila y del Rio Misisipi.

Probably the report of Sigiienza to the viceroy. May 15, 1693,

made immediately upon his return from that region. Barcia in his

Ensayo Cronologico para la Historia General de la Florida claims

that this was published. Sigiienza himself denies this in his letter

to the Viceroy, Conde de Moctezuma, May 9, 1699. Wagner in

his The Spanish Southwest, 1542-1794, believes that it was pub-

lished in 1719 after the death of Sigiienza,

3. Tratado sobre los Eclipses del Sol.

Mentioned by Guzman in the Prologue of the Libra Astro-

nomica.

4. Apologia del Poema intitulado : Primavera Indiana.

This received the “aprobacion” of Fray Antonio de Monrroy

at the same time as the Flaneta Oriental. It seems not to have

been published, however.

5. Ano Mexicano.

The title Ciclografia Mexicana was applied to what was,

presumably, the same work. Guzman mentions it as the Ano
Mexicano in the Prologue of the Libra Astronomiea and adds:

‘‘Esto es, la forma que tenia el que usaban los desta nacion y
generalmente los mas politicos, que habitaron la Septentrional

(sic) America, desde que a ella los conduxo Teochichimecatl poco

despues de la confusion de las lenguas en Babilonia. ’ ’
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6. Imperio Cliichimeco fundado en la America Septentrional por su

primer Poblador Teochichimicatl, engrandecido por los Ulmecas,

Tultecas, y Acolhuas, tiranizado por los Mexicas, Culhuas, etc.

Title given by Guzman in the Prologue of the Libra Astro-

nomica.

7. PENIZ DEL OCCIDENTE S. TOMAS APOSTOL hallado con

el nombre de QUETZALGOATL entre las cenizas de antiguas tra-

diciones conservadas en piedras, en Teoamoxtles Tultecos, y en can-

tares Teochichimecos y Mexicanos.

Title given by Guzman in the Prologue of the Libra Astrond-

mica. Sigiienza expressed the fear in the Prologue of the Parayso

Occidental that this, which was probably what he considered one

of the most important of his works, might be lost.

8. Genealogia de los Eeyes Mexicanos.

Title given by Beristain.

9. Teatro de la Santa Iglesia Metropolitana de Mexico.

Also mentioned by Sigiienza in his Prologue of the Parayso

Occidental.

10. Historia de la Universidad de Mexico.

This is mentioned by Gabriel Lopez de Sigiienza in his letter

printed with the Oriental Planeta. He indicates that this work

was left unfinished.

11. Tribunal Historico.

Mentioned by a contemporary Jose de Lezamiz in his Vida del

Apostol Santiago el Mayor, published in 1699. He writes: ‘‘ ...

un libro (de Sigiienza) que intitula Tribunal Historico y que se

esta perficionando quando esto se imprime. ” Possibly tliis is the

Historia de Mexico mentioned by Gabriel Lopez de Sigiienza.

12. Teatro de las Grandezas de Mexico.

Guzman speaks of this work in the Prologue of the Libra

Astronomica and indicates that it was unfinished.

13. Historia de la Provincia de Carolina [Texas].

Sigiienza states in his Trofeo de la Justicia Espanola (p. 72)

that this work was written and “saldra a luz quando gustare de

ello quien me mando escribirla. ’ ’

14. Vida del Ven. Arzobispo de Mexico, D. Alonso de Cuevas y Avalos.

Sigiienza states in his Triumpho Parthenico (p. 88): “Sus
(Alonso de Cuevas y Avalos) admirables virtudes, maravillas

singulares, y prodigiosa vida, concediendomela Dios, sera estima-

ble asunto en que se ocupe mi pluma gustosamente. ” Eguiara

thinks that this was probably never written.
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15. Elogio funebre de la celebre Poetisa Mexicana Sor Juana Ines

de la Cruz.

Mentioned by Beristain.

16. Tratado de la Esfera.

Beristain describes this briefly as ‘‘en 200 fojas. ”

17. Un Fragmento de la Historia antigua de los Indies con Estampas.

Beristain declares that he saw this in the library of the Uni-

versity of Mexico.

18. Kalendario de los Meses y Fiestas de los Mexicanos.

Beristain claims to have seen this work also in the library of

the University of Mexico.

19. Keducciones de Estancias de Ganado a Caballerias de Tierra,

hechas segun Eeglas de Aritmetica y Geometria.

Beristain claims to have seen this work in the library of the

University of Mexico.

20. Anotaciones criticas a las obras de Bernal Diaz del Castillo y P.

Torquemada.

Title given by Beristain. Gabriel Lopez de Sigiienza writes in

his letter in the Oriental Planeta: “Los libros de la Monarquia

Indiana y Bernaldias (sic) del Castillo todos a la inargen anota-

dos de su letra para en poder de un amigo muy aficionado, y
dado a las Historia y curiosidades de esta Nueva Espana. ”

C. Letters and Beports—
1. Alboroto y Motin de los Indios de Mex*"". Copia de Carta de D.

Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora Cosmographo del Eey en la Espn

Cathedratico de Mathematicas de la E* Univ*^. y Capellan mayor del

Hospital El del Amor de Dios de la Ciudad con q le da razon al

Almirante Don Andres de Pez del Tumulto. 80 pp.

2. Don Carlos de Sigiienza al Virrey Conde de Galve, Mexico, 5 de

Julio de 1692. 3 pp.

3. Don Carlos de Sigiienza y Luis Miguel de Luyando Vermeo al

Virrey Conde de Galve, Mexico y Jullio, 24 de 1692 anos. 1 p.

Documents 2 and 3 are included in the “Autos Sobre los

Yncombenientes de Viuir los Yndios en el Zentro de la Ciudad y
q*^ Eeduccion a sus Barrios y doctrinas y los Terminos a que

deuen estos arreglarse sin yncorporarse con lo prinz“' de la Ciudad

p’^ su mejor gouiemo y los Ynformes pedidos sobre esto a los

Ministros de Doctrina. Yndios. Ano de 1693.” Historia, Tom.

413. Archivo General.
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4. Kelacion de Don Carlos de Sigiienza j Gongora, a bordo de la

fregata Nra s“ de Guadalupe Surta en el Puerto des Juan de Vlua

a 15 de Mayo de 1693 a®. 35 pp.

5. Informe de D" Carlos de Sigiienza al Virrey, Mexico, primero de

Junio de mill ss°® y nouenta y tres. 3 pp.

6. Informe de D" Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora al Virrey, Mexico,

cuatro de Junio de mill ss°® y Nobentta y tres. 3 pp.

Documents 4, 5, and 6 are contained in the ‘ ‘ Testimonio De
las Dilixencias executadas en Virtud de Zedula de S. Mag‘‘

Sobre El reconocimiento de la Bahia de Santa Maria de Galue

(antes Panzacola) Y las Disposiciones Para su abrigo y defensa.

Ano 1693. (Sevilla, Mexico, 62-6-21.)

7. Informe de Don Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora, Mexico, dies y
seis de Julio de 1698. 15 pp.

In “Testimonio de Autos ejecutados en Virtud de E' Cedula

de Su Magd Sobre la fortificazon y Poblazon de la Bahia de Sta

Ma de Galue y Panzacola, y representaciones hechas pr Dn Marn.

de aranguren zabala q con horden de Su Magd Vino a la misma

preocupazon. 1698.“

8. Ynforme de Don Carlos de Sigiienza, Mexico, dies y seis de Junio

de mill seiscientos y nouenta y nueue. 2 pp.

In ‘
‘ Testimonio de Segundo Quaderno de Autos fhos en Vir-

tud de K' Cedula de Su Magd Sobe la Poblazion y fortificazion

de la Bahia de Santa Maria de Galve y de las Prouidencias dadas

pa este fin. 1699.“ (Sevilla, Mexico, 61-6-22.)

9. Lo que responde Dn Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora al Virrey

Conde de Moctezuma, Mexico, 9 de mayo de 1699. 27 pp.

In “ Eepresentacion que hace D" Andres de Arriola, manda-

miento del Exmo Sr Conde de Moctezuma, y repuesta que dio Dr

D" Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora sobre el descubrimiento de

Panzacola. Mexico 9 de mayo de 1699.“ Pol. 56-88. New York

Public Library.

10. Copia de la solicitud de D" Carlos de Sigiienza y Gongora existente

en el archive del colegio de la Paz antiguamente de San Ignacio

llamado vulgarmente Las Vizcainas. 1 p.

No date nor place indicated.

11. Informe al Virrey de Mexico sobre la fortaleza de San Juan

Ulua fecho a 31 de Diciembre de 1691.

Mentioned by Beristain who claims to have seen tliis

report in the Library of tlie University of Mexico.
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Letter of Don Carlos de Siguenza to Admiral Pez Recounting

THE Incidents of the Corn Riot in Mexico City,

June 8, 1692

In the new currency of our misfortunes I am repaying you

at once in this letter (which will be quite long) for the evil

tidings of Europe which you sent me in yours. Because of a

lack of any craft sailing from these realms to Spain I have

remained indebted to you up to the present. Since there is nothing

which reaches regions, even those very remote from each other,

more quickly than bad news, and this always in the condition

of being very incomplete in much of it and exaggerated in all

of it, our friendship and intercourse constrains and even com-

pels me to summarize here for Your Grace, without these defects,

all that has befallen us without telling anything that is not

genuine and very well known. And if, by chance, anything I

say may lack these qualities, be very sure that either I have

grounds for saying it or that I was present.

That sadness is the inseparable companion of gaiety, mis-

fortune of happiness, and weeping of laughter, is so irrefutable

a truth that not only do all histories consistently suggest it to

us but we note it in a practical way every day in human affairs.

What else, then, was the dismal misfortune, by which the night

of the 8th of June of this year of 1692 will remain infamous for

many centuries, but reaching the very height of the scorn with

which Fate began to regard Mexico City ? And this was with no

other reason than the fact that this very noble City had been

the august stage upon which Spanish fidelity had displayed, by

magnificent acts, the gratification it felt because the Most Serene

Dona Mariana de Neoburg had given her hand in marriage to

our Most Glorious Monarch, Charles II

!
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I shall pause here to advise beforehand those who may, per-

chance, read this concerning what Your Grace already under-

stands for, because of our long friendship, you know me well.

When one looks at an object with a green glass between it

and one’s eyes he will necessarily see that object green because

the qualities which the substance transmits through the color of

the glass become tinged. The spectacles that I wear are very

clear for, living far from any pretensions and lacking nothing

because I have nothing (as Abdolomin said to Alexander the

Great), it would be very censurable in me if they were otherwise.

And so, agreeing that there are no intermediate agents which

tinge the qualities of what I have carefully observed and shall

relate here at once, I confidently expect, even from those who

are never satisfied and criticize everything, full confirmation of

my statements.

Some Achievements of the Conde de Galve^'

Without placing the Most Excellent Conde de Galve in com-

parison with his predecessors, for I do not want to begin by

running foul of envy and jealousy, it is the common saying of

all those Avho live in New Spain that the period of his adminis-

tration was an imitation of that which prevailed during the

Golden Age. Everything happened in it just as the heart could

desire because his only wish was to do the right thing always.

Because of the affection with which you regard this Prince I

well know that you would be pleased if I should let my pen run

on about so noble a subject. But while protesting that one could

write a lengthy history about all that I shall relate in this letter,

let only what is apropos in proof of the above mentioned common
saying be stated briefly.

A happy omen of his accomplishments was the falling into

his hands and surrender to them of one of the pirate frigates

* The inserted captions are those of the translator.
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which, borne on more by greed than by the winds, infested the

Gulf of Mexico and all its coasts. This happened when he was

sailing across that sea to come to his viceroyship. Shortly after-

wards the pirates suffered a more considerable set-back when,

because of his resolute determination, he succeeded, with two

galliots, a small boat, and a few other war-canoes, in dislodging

them from the Laguna de Terminos. This plaee they not only

had been occupying without opposition in order to profit by the

logwood cutting {palo de Campeche) but also as a safe and con-

venient starting point for the plundering of our shipping with

impunity. As a consequence, our commerce was continually

falling away.

This great frequency and activity on the part of the pirates

on that sea kept the towns and the port of San Francisco de

Campeche, which is the chief one in the province of Yucatan,

in considerable danger because of the fact that only ninety of

the two hundred enlisted men assigned to that Presidio were

there
;
and these were without anyone competent in military

matters to command them. At the first indication that His

Excellency had of this deplorable situation he reinforced the

Presidio with 130 forced soldiers (soldados hechos) and pro-

vided them with firearms. Don Pedro Ossorio de Cervantes

(Sergeant-major of the Windward Fleet and very intelligent in

these matters) he appointed as governor of the fleets of this city.

The Viceroy sent many other firearms and all kinds of munitions

not only for those who were there but for many others who, in

case of need, could join the presidial force. Thus he left that

port entirely safe and well protected and, consequently, that

city and the whole province as well.

All the presidios which depend upon the viceroyship for aid

have received the same benefit since he has come to the assist-

ance of most of them with more men, with more arms, and with

more munitions than they have asked for. This is particularly

true of the inland presidios because of the fact that they are
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frontiers against the warlike and ever unconquered Indians

from whose irrational movements no good effects ever result

among the Indians who have been pacified. But up to this time

the maritime presidios have profited more than this. I do not

mean in having likewise been aided by the same weapons and

munitions as the other presidios but because of the fact that their

annual supplies have been wisely insured. A well paid official

(podatoria) used to come from each one of these presidios to this

capital and, after getting their allowance by dint of much hom-

age and obsequiousness, they would carry its value back in goods

if, perchance, their enemies didn’t get them away from them

first. Now the Windward Fleet brings this allowance to them

in money {reales). How much the one arrangement differs from

the other is a topic better to talk about than to write about. So I

simply relate here to Your Grace only what every one knows

without it ever occurring to me to compare administrations.

There is no one who does not desire success in whatever he

handles but, inasmuch as its accomplishment consists in minute

details {apices), few really attain it.

Our southern sea was cleared of such pirates by almost

nothing since it was only a threat. These corsairs had not only

preyed upon the population of the coasts of Colima and Sinaloa

but had sacreligiously stained their profane hands with blood

by cutting off the ears and nose of a priest. This detestable

outrage called to Heaven for revenge. Our zealous Prince,

desiring to be the avenging instrument, had a frigate armed.

This was a vessel commanded by the Captain of Sea and War,

Antonio de Mendoza, with a cargo of quicksilver from Peru,

and happened quite by chance to be in the port of Acapulco

at this time. Merely at the sight of this ship the pirates fled

thus leaving the coasts free of such vermin.

This event, together with the fact that, so far as the vice-

royalty of New Spain was concerned, there not only was no ship

of any considerable tonnage but not even a canoe which, in case
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of a pressing need of news or the presence of enemies, could

be of service on the long stretch between Tehuantepec and Sina-

loa, obliged the Viceroy to arrange for the building of two

galliots in the Province of Guatemala as coast-guards. These,

with their necessary equipment of men and weapons, are now

ready in the Port of Acapulco.

And what could I say about what the lancers of the City of

Santo Domingo accomplished, aided by the Windward fleet,

when the French paid, in the bloody battle of Limonal and in

the destruction of Guarrico de Trusal Morin and its farms, in

just retribution for all that their presumption and arrogance

had perpetrated in acts of hostility and outrage on the coasts of

the islands of Hispaniola and Tortugas ! And it is plain that

this happy event would not be in the annals of our history if

the vigilant watchfulness of our great and exemplary Prince,

through his orders, had not put the opportunity into the hands

of those who gloriously achieved it.

Concerning the circumstances attending this event and its

consequences I wrote a little book last year with the title Tri-

umph of Spanish Justice over French Perfidy and gave it to the

press. In that book I told how much New Spain owes to His

Excellency and here, with the addition of greater matters, so

that it may be all together, I shall repeat the same.

The uprising of the Tarahumara nation, begun in the town

of Papigochic, might have placed Parral and the provinces

dependent upon its government in grave danger if it had not

occurred to His Excellency to repair the damage with prompt-

ness and solicitude by means of men and weapons.

His measures have likewise extended to the remote region

of New Mexico where Governors D. Domingo Jironza Petris de

Cruzate y Gongora, my uncle, and Diego de Vargas Zapata

Lujan are every day regaining great portions of that vast region

where the people, repudiating the Catholic religion, refused

their obedience years ago to our King and Lord, Charles II.
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These governors confess that they owe all their success to His

Excellency, the Conde de Galve. And it is quite right that they

should admit this since he has never denied them even more

men, equipment, and money than they have asked for.

If now one turns his eyes toward Vera Cruz, how one will

exclaim in wonder upon seeing the new fortress of San Juan

de Ullua in a defensible state ! From the time that they laid the

foundations for it up until the present it has gone under the

name of a fortress but in reality it has had only the appearance

of one. In spite of the very sea itself which gives it ground

amidst its waves and in spite of the ''northers,” whose violence

used to undermine its works but which now has been limited as

best it could be, the fort will regularly serve from this time

henceforward to protect the City of Vera Cruz and, conse-

quently, all this realm. Since all this was completed in not many

months and with but moderate means compared to the enter-

prise, this itself will doubtlessly preserve, without need of any

other epigraph, the name of His Excellency through many

centuries.

If one passes from this new fortress to the Mole he will

recognize that what was formerly threatened with ruin, on

account of being battered by the seas and overwhelmed by the

years, can now compete with time in durability. And to this

let the fact be added that, with the 24,000 pesos sent to begin

the strengthening of the Mole, not only was this accomplished

but one hundred feet were added to the length of it. Despite

the fact that the labor was greater because of the increasing

depth of the sea in which they were working, about one-half of

the funds were left over. If the ministers who participate in

royal enterprises were always like those of whom His Excellency

made use here, who doubts that the same would be true every

time?

This interest in investigating everything suggested to him

that it was quite reasonable that the old garden of the Palace,
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now no longer in use, should be utilized in some manner. As

the one hundred troops that formed the garrison of the Palace

needed a comfortable place in which to lodge and one convenient

for prompt assistance in case of need, he set aside a spacious

parade-ground in this garden and divided the rest of it into bar-

racks. These were occupied at once. I have set down here very

carefully this measure, which His Excellency took merely so that

this spot should not remain idle, as it has great bearing on what

will follow later.

I shall now turn to matters of a different nature but all of

great importance. How many years have passed and how many

decrees have the viceroys of New Spain issued in the discussion

of the matter of giving to this City of Mexico the number of

parishes to which it is entitled in accordance with its greatness

!

There are six for the Indians and only three for the Spaniards.

In all of these the number exceeds 140,000 if only individuals

are counted. By remarkable effort the sacraments are admin-

istered to them all. And now a new parish has been added to

the three for Spaniards, which was the same as doing the impos-

sible. To accomplish this His Excellency made use of one of his

characteristically courageous decisions and many of his little

acts of courtesy and graciousness by which he has made himself

beloved.

But even this is surpassed by the fact that the Archbishopric

of Mexico now has the seminary for the proper education of

youth which the sacred Council of Trent ordered to be erected

with each cathedral. Bless me ! but how many difficulties had

to be overcome and even trampled under foot to bring this

about ! But in this as in the matter of the additional parish

(because of the sacred nature of it) the Archbishop of Mexico

has seen that by singular watchfulness what seemed impossible

has become attainable. And this was made all the more appar-

ent when His Excellency seized a bar and began to demolish

the building which stood on the site where the seminary was
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to be erected. And with no less zeal and determination does this

Prince labor to make Mexico City illustrious.

By what extraordinary means has God wished to enlighten

the Tejas and Cadodacho nations with the Torch of the Gospel!

The first impulse that there was for examining all the coasts of

the Gulf of Mexico again, particularly those to the north, was

the news that the French had settled in one of its bays. This

news was authentic and true because of the fact that, as a result

of having discovered more land which they called Louisiana and

as it was thus known, their settlement was never hit upon until, by

accident, it was discovered by land although then in a dismantled

condition and the Frenchmen who had lived in it were scat-

tered about inland. It was deemed necessary to round them all

up because of the ill effects that might result from their pres-

ence among the Indians. And so, one party going by land and

another party going by sea to the bay where the French had

settled, which is that of San Bernardo, they made prisoners of

all of the French in three or four expeditions that went in

search of them on the orders of the Conde de Galve.

As a result of these expeditions a Recollect friar from the

missionary college of Santa Cruz de Cretano, Damian Mazanet

by name, had conversations with a leader of the Teja Indians.

In these the latter not only promised to receive Spanish mis-

sionaries in his country to instruct and baptize his people but

he also promised to send his nephew to the Viceroy to ask that

they should be sent. The priests stayed among these Indians

and His Excellency, acceding to such a pious request, asked for

twenty others from the same Franciscan Order. These he lib-

erally supplied with what was considered necessary for their

persons and also with gifts to win the good will of the Indians.

He ordered that they should establish missions and residences

on a river which was called the Guadalupe in the province of

the Asines Indians, who are Tejas, and also in the province of

the Cadodachos. These missionaries were sent accompanied
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by soldiers for their protection and artisans who were to train

the barbarians in their crafts. Because of this the Catholic

Church will owe all the success that it will doubtlessly have in

such a sacred enterprise to this Christian Prince.

The success in having brought the Chichimeco Indians of

the Sierra Gorda under instruction and control during his term

of office seems to me not equal to but greater than the above-

mentioned achievement. These Indians are absolutely barbarous

and wild. Because of this fact their subjection is so impossible

that we have not been able to set hand upon them up to now nor

did the Mexicans succeed in doing so when their empire flour-

ished although the Chichimeco settlements are less than thirty

leagues away from this capital. But the Dominicans, overcoming

such gigantic difficulties, have kept on restricting them to defi-

nite locations where they are instructing them. In a short time

they have come to have the Missions San Joseph de Soriano,

San Juan Baptista, La Nopalera, San Miguel de la Cruz, Agua-

catlan, Simapan, and Puimkuia, each one with a missionary

paid by the Royal Audiencia. All of this has not only been

approved by His Excellency but he has solicited and promoted

these affairs by kindness and admonition as well as by good

deeds.

Like assistance has been rendered the Jesuit missions in

Parral, Sinaloa, and Sonora, to which he granted four mission-

aries for the Guacama and Pima Indians, one for the Tarahu-

mares and Baymoas, two for the Cabezzas and Cabzarigames,

and five for the Sierra de Ocotlan, Tarahumares, and Tepe-

huanes. To each one is allowed the income assigned to him for

his ministry in the Royal Treasury. But any amount is small

for the tremendous labor and continuous danger in which those

engaged in this work are involved.
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Mexico City Celebrates the Marriage of Charles II

All this has excited wonder and applause as being unparal-

leled by those who view things in their entirety and with mature

judgment. As for the common people who are only pleased by

novelties and amusements, one of the first measures of the Vice-

roy was to arrange for the popular rejoicing by which the second

marriage of our Monarch, Charles II, with the Most Serene

Lady Queen, Dona Mariana of Neoburgo was celebrated last

year (1691).

I am not so in love with my native land nor so artless that I

am convinced that everything in it and everything that is done

there is absolutely the best in the world. Although I have never

left it to travel in other lands (which grieves me sorely enough),

it seems to me, from the vast amount that I have read, that I

can form a concept of what they are like and what goes on in

them. And so, with this supposition, I assure Your Grace, with

all verity, in the matter of this public demonstration, Mexico

City does not have to envy any other place unless it be Madrid

itself (where the real event took place and not an imitation

of it).

The mascaras were arranged among the guilds, which rivaled

each other in their holiday attire, in the livery of their lackeys,

in the ingenuity of their ideas, in the beauty and dignity of

their triumphal floats, and in the consumption of wax by which

the successive nights of rejoicing were mistaken for days. They

gave a model to posterity by which to guide itself in similar

undertakings. And much more than this even were the fire-

works on three other consecutive nights. These displays, whose

only reward was to perish upon being exhibited, left their manu-

facturers with no hope of greater perfection.

There were bull-fights, always a necessary interlude in Span-

ish festivals. How fittingly carried out they were ! And with
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what magnificence! How majestic and how well in accordance

with the custom! With what prodigality the repasts were dis-

tributed ! How joyous the common people were ! How pleased

the upper classes were ! How lenient were the magistrates

!

How happy our good Viceroy was because of all this ! 0 sacred

and most just God, how removed from human reason are Thy

incomprehensible and venerable judgments! And how true are

the Scriptures when they say that laughter is mingled with tears

and that sorrow follows upon the greatest joys

!

Heavy Rains Menace the Capital

In this district and those adjacent the month of June is not

a season of abundant rains. In the first and second thirds of the

month the sky begins to grow moist and refresh the land with

moderate showers. The first seven days had already passed not

only without any rain but even without clouds over the city

although the mountains to the west of us were observed to be

unusually thickly covered by them. There it rained on the

eighth day with some steadiness but without violence. On the

following day (which was Wednesday and nine rain-clouds were

counted) it again rained on the region wet the day before this

with so formidable a tempest of hail and water that in a short

time (so the Indians tell me who, among the many that died,

escaped alive by seeking shelter in the rocks and caves), the

ravines in general were stopped up both by the hail and rain.

Hail covered the greater part of the rest of the mountain to a

depth of a stade.

The exceedingly heavy pressure of so much water seeking a

basin in which to rest became so great that the water was imme-

diately hurled through the ravines and dry stream beds. Col-

lecting itself in the small Remedios stream, which could not hold

it within its narrow limits, the water overflowed in a frightful

manner in every direction. It swept everything away with it
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exempting^ neither the Indian houses which were frail nor the

stouter homes of the Spaniards which were scattered about on

the hills and valleys. Together with many cattle twenty-six

persons were drowned
;
a fulling-mill was ruined

;
and a very

considerable quantity of wheat, which was in the barns of the

mills, was lost. And all this happened just at midnight in the

district where not a single drop had fallen from Heaven the

whole day. This was from the hill, where the Hermitage of

Nuestra Sehora de los Remedios is located, to the little town of

San Esteban and the San Cosme gardens bordering on the

suburbs of Mexico City. Who can doubt that the confusion and

alarm was much greater than the destruction and loss, although

that was great enough?

If the many canals of Mexico City had not been stopped up

on this occasion [they could have controlled the excessive amount

of water] as they have sufficient capacity to have received all this

water and [to have] carried it off to Lake Texcoco where all

that which generally comes down from the mountain ridge is

always collected. But, after the communal land lying between

Chapultepec and the causeway leading to Tacuba had been filled

up, the water pushed over the latter highway from the Estancia

of Popotlan up to where the garden of the Marques del Valle

was located. Crowding precipitately into the narrow limits of

the ditch which the truck farmers had dug there, and flooding

all the churches, convents, and houses in that vicinity, the tor-

rent passed on to the western suburbs of this city, which lie

between the harrio of Santa Maria and Belen. Here it stopped

for no other reason than the fact that the canals which were to

drain this district began at this point and were, as I have said,

not in use. From all this it is evident that the festival was

spoiled. All Mexico City forgot about it and became greatly

agitated by such an unexpected disaster. Before the afflicted

city could raise a cry demanding a remedy the Viceroy had

already thought it out and even carried out his plan. By widen-
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ing the course which the water had already made for itself the

roadway of San Cosine, which had been covered by the flood,

became passable and the greater part of that comunal land,

almost all of the suburbs, and the barrios were freed of the water

that had submerged them.

From that day on the sky was overcast and, although it

hourly threatened us with further damage, it only rained occa-

sionally and moderately as it usually does other years. About

this time a rumor was heard among those arising from the

populace (I don’t know whether one may call them worthy of

respect or of contempt) attributing the storm in the mountains,

the destruction of the fields, and the flooding of the suburbs to

divine punishment for the recent festivities. Proof of this was

the fact that not only in 1611, when the Archbishop-Viceroy

D. Francisco Garcia Guerra gave orders for bull-fights, this

City of Mexico had experienced great earth tremors, but also in

1676 the San Agustin church had burned down when all were

enjoying a similar spectacle arranged by another Archbishop-

Viceroy, D. Fray Payo de Rivera Enriquez. The scaffolding

and flooring that had been erected for the bull-ring was still

standing in the Plaza del Volador so that when the first breath

of this rumor reached the Viceroy’s ears (on account of it having

a religious air to it) that wise and prudent Prince ordered the

festivities to cease and the Plaza to be cleared up. And so this

was done as all had been done in accordance with the desire of

the populace and the pleasure of everyone.

In this way the days passed without any untoward incident

until Sunday, July 10th, when not only in the city and the sur-

rounding region but generally throughout the whole realm the

day dawned raining. The downpour continued all day but with-

out greater violence than at the beginning and thus it persisted

until Saturday, the 22d, without any intermission longer than a

half-hour. On the ninth one could easily have gone from the city

to Texcoco on foot or on horseback through the middle of the lake
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itself for it was then absolutely dry. But as the rain kept falling-

not only on it and the near-by region but also upon the whole

mountain ridge, whose crests, stretching more than 70 leagues

around, crown this vast valley in which we live, the downpours

became so numerous, so powerful, and so continuous that every

moment they kept filling more and more the huge expanse that

forms the basin of the lake. Already on the 21st not only small

canoes but boats of 80 fanegas burden and a large vessel were

sailing where formerly pack trains had traveled.

The hardships that were experienced in Mexico City during

these thirteen days cannot be exaggerated. No one entered the

city, as the roads and causeways were impassable. There was

a shortage of charcoal, fruit, garden produce, fowls and of

everything that is brought in from the outside every day both

for the sustenance of the residents (and there are many of us)

as well as the domestic animals, which are not few in number.

The bread could not be baked on account of the heavy rain and

accompanying coldness
;
the meat became lean and tasted exceed-

ingly bad because the sheep and cattle had no place to pasture.

And all that I have mentioned was being sold only at an exor-

bitant price. The rain soaked through all the houses and since

there was no way to repair the leaks some of them collapsed

because they were made of adobe
;
only mud and water was to

be seen in the streets and squares.

The rivers and brooks overflowed on to the communal fields

of the city flooding them all. The public land, which stretches

from the Guadalupe causeway and all along to the towns of

Tacuba, Tlanepantla, and Azcapotzalco, where a depth of two

varas was reached everywhere, looked like a sea. The ejido

which lies between the San Anton and Piedad causeways rivaled

this. But why do I try to weary myself enumerating one by one

all the places that were flooded ? Everything was water and the

worse damaged part of the city were those barrios which lie

between Santa Maria and the Convent of Belen and Salto de
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Agua because of the excessive amount of water which they

received in the first deluge in June and from which they were

still not entirely free when the later floods came.

The Viceroy Seeks Effective Remedies

In these trials they turned to God with prayers and suppli-

cations and only because His Divine Majesty must have com-

manded it did the rain finally cease. But the sky remained

overcast for many days. Notwithstanding this fact, however,

His Excellency hastened to go in person to several places as

soon as it was realized that the rain had stopped, while very

important ministers, who constitute the Royal Audiencia, the

Corregidor, Regidores of the City, and various private indi-

viduals, went in other directions at the Viceroy’s orders. A
beginning was made on repairing the roads and causeways,

embanking them and strengthening them in accordance with the

damage that they had sustained. By breaking down the retain-

ing walls of Guadalupe and San Lazaro in different places in

order to discharge the water where it was excessive and turn it

into Lake Texcoco which, though very full already, could give

it space, some relief was given to the City. Even greater allevia-

tion was felt when more than sufficient supplies were at once

brought in to the city from everywhere by express orders of

His Excellencj^

Your Grace is probably asking me about the actions of our

Holy Archbishop on this occasion. Although by answering that

he did what he always does is really telling the whole story, I

wish to relate here, since he cannot overhear us, one single act

of the many that he did. The many almoners through whom
he is continually distributing all his income in a lavish fashion

among the poor did not seem numerous enough to him so, leaving

them occupied in their daily tasks, he got into a canoe and, filling

the other boats accompanying him with clothing, bread, and
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corn, he visited the suburbs, barrios, farms, and villages of the

Indians, which the water had flooded. Not only once but many

times he left the fortunate inhabitants of these places supplied

with everything. Because of having witnessed this great gener-

osity those of us who live in these times do not have to envy the

times of the Almoner, Don Juan.

The swollen condition of Lake Texcoco on the 22d of July

caused the faint-hearted to raise the cry that Mexico City was

being flooded. This alarm was followed by a swarm of proposals

and schemes to avoid such an eventuality. Although, so far as

the whole city was concerned, there seemed to be no danger at

that time because the lake was far from being filled up and

because the ground, where the most important buildings are

located, was still a vara and a half above the level reached in

the flood of 1629, the Viceroy gave considerate attention to all

these propositions. He did this because it was his desire to

satisfy everyone and to do the right thing. He pretended not to

notice how vexatious was one individual who suggested that

there was some opening (sumidero) into the lake through which

the water was at present entering and who volunteered to point

out its location. To cheer the Viceroy up he asserted that within

a short time the whole lake would be dried up again. To this

suggestion the Viceroy listened with great patience.

Although I had already talked to His Excellency about this

matter relating to him in great detail all that I know about it

(which Your Grace knows through having heard me repeat it

many times), he appointed Sr. Doctor D. Juan de Escalante y
Mendoza, Fiscal of His Majesty in the Criminal Court of the

City of Mexico, as commissioner of this operation. The Viceroy

did this in order that that meddling individual might not feel

hurt and also in order that a failure to consider this scheme

which, in the circumstances under which it was offered, was

worthless, might not later be construed as neglect on the Vice-

roy’s part in what concerns the welfare of Mexico City. His
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Excellency ordered me to accompany this man, the cost of

arrangements being at his expense. Inasmuch as this fellow not

only knew nothing about the lake but had not even seen it until

we set him upon it on this occasion and later ones in which the

same measure was repeated at the further request of this man

and His Excellency, nothing was found.

A similar result attended another proposal (if the crack-

brained fancy of a priest of Mexico City deserves this name).

Neither in Mexico City nor in the Council of the Indies where

he also presented it was it acceptable. After being imprisoned

for several months he still persisted in it. His Excellency now

listened to it with patience; it was just another “drain. ’’ He

assured him of what he wanted for its discovery and, having

been conducted with all kinds of comforts and attentions to the

place where he indicated, he pointed out a hill (who ever saw

water run uphill!). They dug and, after having pulled a big

tree out by the roots, instead of a drain they found a spring

!

Although these laughable incidents are hardly in harmony with

the gravity of the matters which I am relating to you, I wanted

to give space to them in this letter in order that you may infer

from them the zealous manner in which His Excellency applied

himself to carrying out what had been s-uggested to him as useful

to Mexico City. In this as well as in lesser matters he has dili-

gently sought to expose himself to the criticism of being some-

what credulous rather than to that of being neglectful.

Measures Adopted by the Conde de Galve

Although the rains ceased the rivers continued to flow both

because of the perpetual nature of their courses and the great

amount of moisture which was upon the mountains. Your Grace

well knows that since the Guatitlan River does not enter here

(the only means of the drainage of Huehuetoca through which

it is connected with the Tula River and from there to the Panuco
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River) one can only prevent the Tepopnla and Amecameca

rivers from entering” the Chaleo Lake and thence to Lake Tex-

coco, which is the body of water upon which Mexico City is

situated, by turning these rivers into a ravine of Chimalhuacan.

The Viceroy’s first measure was that this should be done and,

commissioning the Alcalde Mayor of Tlalmanalco for this object,

he succeeded in removing this ancient enemy entirely from

sight. Since the same could not be done to the Azcapotzalco

River, nor to the Tlalnepantla, composed of the Remedies, San

Lazar, and other rivers, nor to the Santorum and the Morales

rivers, nor to the Tacubaya, nor the Coyoacan River into which

the Mixcoac and San Bartolome rivers enter, the Viceroy availed

himself of all the people that he deemed necessary and it was

decided that these rivers should flow through their old courses

so as to empty into the lake without descending upon the City.

It was also decided that the beds of the streams should be wid-

ened by many varas and that the weak places and those likely

to be overflowed should be strengthened by stakes and all their

borders be embanked and made solid. And this was done because

the Viceroy went on successive afternoons to different places

giving aid to the Indians, who were working, more from his own

pockets and hands than by his mere presence. Thus much time

was saved and this work was finished.

The canals required more than this to keep a current run-

ning. Since that time, however, was not the proper season but,

rather, the dry months for doing this work, it was arranged,

while the latter period was arriving, that all the canals should

be visited in order to investigate the condition they were in and

to get ready whatever was necessary for the work. This matter

was entrusted to the Municipal Government and to myself. We
made this inspection which we were ordered to do. With all

deliberation the question of the relationship between the princi-

ple of being guided by the places where there is a current and

other very important considerations were discussed. The Muni-
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cipal Government arranged that I should give it my opinion on

this matter. After these officials had examined it very carefully

it reached the hands of His Excellency together with their

report.

Siguenza’s Engineering Activities

The result was that all I set forth in it was approved. This

was to the effect that beginning the 15th of December, the clean-

ing of the canals should be begun and not only should this be

done well but in an unparalleled fashion and in moderate time.

On other occasions when this had been done the mud and refuse

that was choking up the canals was left on their banks. The

result of this lack of management was that those water-courses

were not passable until this dried up and, afterwards, the near-

by canals and even those farther off had no current because

they all sloped toward the nearest waterway and, both in rainy

season and the rest of the year, they lacked drainage on account

of the impediment of the refuse for this material would finally

fall back into its former place. Now not a single flat-boat

(hatea) load of mud was left (except where it was recognized

as necessary for embankment material) which was not carried

away to where it seemed best so that, by this procedure, the

benefit of this cleaning up might be felt for many years.

The canals which received this attention on account of their

being completely ruined and absolutely essential were : the one

which flows behind the Royal Convent, the Tesontlale canal and

the Santa Anna canal. And this was done not only from the

Santa Isabel canal, where they begin, up to the wall of San

Lazaro, where they end, but from here through much more than

two thousand five hundred varas of new ditches until they con-

joined with the Royal Canal through which all the rain and

perennial waters descend to the lake. The same thing was done

to the Santa Isabel canal from where it begins close to the Hos-

pital of the Indians up to where it ends near Santiago Tlatelolco.
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And likewise this was done to the Sapo or Villalengua canal

which occupies in length as much as almost all the others.

After having thought it over for many days it seemed to me

that this was not enough to keep the western barrios of the City

from being flooded again. I suggested a new canal to prevent

this. His Excellency approved of this suggestion and put me

in charge of this work. The first thing that I should do was to

continue the Santo Domingo canal from the Three Parishes

Bridge toward the west and through its former location. I pro-

ceeded through the barrios of Santa Maria, Teocaltitlan, Atlam-

pan, and Tlalcospan until I came out behind the San Hipolito

Hospital to the Alavarado bridge, which is on the aqueduct

through which the water from Santa Fe comes. From here I

led it through a new trench to the causeway bridge by which

one goes from San Francisco Street to the Calvary. Crossing

the Zacatengo ejiclo, the Sapo canal, and the marshy land formed

at Techalocalco, it ended at the Quartos bridge which is on the

Chapultepec causeway.

From the great quantity of earth afforded by its two-varas’

depth, six in width, and three thousand six hundred and twenty

in length, a parapet was formed toward the City, strengthened

by many willow trees which I planted on it. This was so that

waters would stop at it, whenever the floods should be powerful,

and flow through the trench without passing on to Mexico City.

And this it has been doing to my great satisfaction up to this

time of writing. Likewise a new course was opened for the

Guadalupe River from the bridge of the Guadalupe causeway

toward the lake. And so the waters which it collects have never

yet reached to where they formerly did.

At the same time that such diverse works were being under-

taken and brought to a conclusion in Mexico City the open trench

for the drainage of Huehuetoca was advanced more than can be

expressed. While they were reinforcing the walls which, pro-

visionally, were holding back the waters which pour into the
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trench, the landslides which had fallen into it, were cleaned out

generally. It was in dire need of this so that the floods from

the powerful Guantitlan River and those which come from the

plains of Pachuca through the Tesajuca ravine and which used

to fill the Texcoco Lake, consequently threatening Mexico City,

should flow through this cut without any delay (as they have

done for years past).

What was done on the retaining wall of the San Cristobal

Lake was not at all inferior to the above. When this wall was

begun it was made of loose soil and rocks without any founda-

tion. And since the water beats steadily upon it because of the

continuously disturbing movements of the
‘

‘ northers,
’

’ only the

rocks remained without any soil and, on almost its entire length,

the water was percolating through. Such great damage de-

manded serious correction, and there is no doubt this His Excel-

lency gave it much more than serious correction. This consisted

of a wall of rough stone and mortar upon driven stakes and with

an adequate foundation by which the embankment of that dike

was covered in the very part where it holds back the waters.

Thus this construction was protected and we were freed from

the danger in which we would be placed through the breaking

down of this wall and the pouring of the waters into the lake

of Mexico City.

If such continuous downpours and the consequent floods had

served only to bring about the work mentioned above, the City

of Mexico would be under great obligations to these storms but,

although His Excellency did more in this particular connection

(by opposing the inevitable ill fortune that these floods were

bringing with them) and in shorter time than any of Their

Excellencies, his predecessors in office, the rains insisted upon

ruining Mexico City. Since it was by one of those means of

which God makes use in order to punish the wicked and bring

back to the paths of Righteousness those whom Evil has carried

astray, I do not doubt that my sins and those of everyone caused
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Him, first threatening us like a father with the lash of water,

to carry out His chastisement by famine because of our scanty

improvement. And if this reformation be not complete after

the fire into which the water was transformed by the stress of

hunger, what now awaits us

!

Further Rains and an Eclipse of the Sun

I have already told you above that although the rain stop])ed

on the 22nd of July the sky was not visible on that account for

many days because of the many clouds. Xow I shall add that

these clouds occasionally dropped heavy downi)ours upon the

earth and now and then gentle rains. iMost frequently there

were thick mists but no winds. No one at that time jiaid much

attention to this excei)t the farmers who, regarding so much

moisture as suspicious, sighed anxiously - for the wind to blow

both in order to shake otf the spray from their seed-jilots as

well as to warm up the soil by clearing away the clouds and

permitting the sun to be seen.

The farmers who did not waste their time in such sighs but

in visiting their fields were indeed troubled u})on seeing that

their cornfields were getting into a state of excessive growth

because of their water-logged condition. Many others, who

observed at the same time that their wheat Avas quite advanced

and had even begun to take on color in some places, Avere de-

lighted. As such a thing had never happened in this climate in

the middle of August they attributed such untimely ripening to

a manifest miracle and Avith universal aAve a huge crop Avas

expected.

While these things Avere happening the 23rd of August

arrived, the date on Avhich, as the almanacs and prognostication

had foretold, there AA'as an eclipse of the sun. If Your Grace

understood something about astronomy I AA’ould here recount to

you AAuth proper terms a thousand Avonderful and beautiful
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things that I observed that day, for it was not only a total

eclipse bnt one of the greatest that the world has ever seen. It

happened that very shortly after 8 :45 in the morning we were

in not a “good night” but a “bad night,” because there can

never have been any night more awful in comparison with the

darkness in which we found ourselves for the period of almost

a quarter of an hour. Since such blackness as this was not

expected, at the very moment that the light failed and the

shadows fell, the Indian women and children, abandoning their

stalls where they sold fruits, vegetables, and other small wares,

and with the dogs howling, went shrieking and flying at full

speed to get inside the Cathedral. At the same time the bells

for prayer were rung not only in the Cathedral but also in the

majority of the churches in the city. Such was the sudden

confusion and excitement brought on by all this that it struck

terror.

In the meantime I stood with my quadrant and telescope

gazing upon the sun, exceedingly happy and thanking God

repeatedly for having granted me the privilege of beholding

what only happens very rarely in one given place and about

which there are so few observations in the books. The sun lay

between Mercury which, about five degrees away toward the

east, could be seen with the telescope since the Moon was in

quadrature, and the Heart of the Lion was to the west. Farther

on lay Venus greatly cut off. The sky was everywhere covered

with stars but only those of the First, Second, and Third Mag-

nitude were visible to the south perhaps because the Moon then

had some apparent northern latitude. Against what some de-

clare, I noted some atmosphere on the Moon during the period

of total obscuration
;
and lastly, from 8 :30 to 9 :30 the air was

as cold and as intemperate as in the winter, which verifies the

maxim of the astrologers attributing this condition to eclipses,

particularly eclipses of the sun.
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The CtiiAHUizTLi Appears

If lip to this date the year had gone on with premonitions

of evil, from that day on it was declared exceedingly bad for

when the wheat was judged ready because of its color, the spikes

were found to be empty and without grain. Without much

study it was recognized that the chiahuiztli was the cause of this.

If it is what the farmers in Spain call pulgon (weevil), which

corresponds to this blight in the Mexican vocabulary. Your

Grace can well conjecture what the chiahuiztli must be like. I,

who also have a stone in the pillar of the farmers although not

a very big one, could only see black and exceedingly small specks

on the stalks and spikes of a cluster like fly-specks until I dis-

covered, by making use of a microscope, a swarm of tiny dark-

brown creatures not larger than the tip of a needle. That it may

seem tiny I will say that its form and feet resembled that of a

flea while it had covered wings like that of weevils (gorgojos)

.

Either by means of its wings or its feet it jumped about with

strange agility.

This wheat pest spread with the same rapidity that a Are

burns everything. If it was not the rust (ruhigo) of the Romans

it had, at least, a common origin with it for, if this blight of

the ancients was caused by the moisture remaining on the plants

for a long time without the wind blowing and causing the water

to evaporate, who can doubt that our chiahuiztli must have had

its origin both in the many rains of the month of July and the

almost continnons clouds and mists and lack of winds? And
following upon this evil situation in which the corn-flelds found

themselves came the eclipse of the sun. It followed, then, that

both because the ground was chilled by this phenomenon incom-

parably more than it already was, and because that happened

in the sign of Virgo, which governs the spikes of grain (a

reason according to Messhalac for the wheat being ruined) the

ill fortune of the year should have reached its climax.
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The golden wheat {trigo rubio) of the previous crop was

selling at that time at three pesos a load and summer wheat at

five. At the beginning of September the latter was selling at

eight and nine pesos while the former went at seven. In pro-

portion to this price the bread was made smaller. The poor and

even the rich as well clamored at a change so detrimental to

the common good and, unconvinced by what I have set forth

above that the harvest would be exceedingly poor, they despair-

ingly cnrsed the farmers. Very particular news of all the fore-

going had reached the Viceroy, who considered it reliable because

of its uniformity. Since he believed the voice of the people

worthy of pity and consideration, by a special decree in which

he set forth this matter, he took counsel with the Real Acuerdo

as to what he should do.

This very grave and consultative body decided that there was

no better way to restrict the farmers within what was fair (in

case they were exaggerating their ill fortune) than for some

gentlemen of the toga {ministros togados) to go out and investi-

gate the situation. The Viceroy agreed to this decision and,

although he appointed several for this purpose, only Senor

Licenciado Don Pedro de Ja Bastida, Knight of the Order of

Santiago and Oidor of the Royal Audiencia, went to the Prov-

ince of Chaleo. As a result of these investigations it was dis-

covered that the farmers were more than right. Since there is

no more suitable way to make plentiful what is lacking in a

commonwealth than the high price which the scarcity of the

commodity automatically puts upon it because the article is

then eagerly sought for everywhere. His Excellency deemed it

advisable to overlook a little the price that was being asked for

the wheat at that time so that the above economic law might

work out in the present instance.

This was helped out by the fact that the news of the investi-

gations conducted in Chaleo reached Puebla. Since the valleys

of Atrisco, San Salvador, and Huamantla (belonging to that
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bishopric) were the largest farm districts because of their fer-

tility, it was reasoned on pretty good grounds that the low price

that might be given to the wheat might retard those who lived

in these valleys from sending to Mexico City what they still had

in their barns from the previous crop. This was the substance

of the reports which the Bishop of that Church, the Corregidor

of that City, and other people gave to His Excellency concerning

this matter. As this iiripressed him as reasonable he continued

to tolerate the situation.

But this indulgence did not work out as was desired with the

wheat. Every moment it kept rising more. The cause of this

was not only the entire failure of the October crop (temporal)

but also of what had been left over from the previous crop of

wheat—which was little enough. The farmers were keeping a

considerable amount for seed and were only selling Avhat they

could without detriment to their families. But even this, in

reality, was a small matter, for the public were never without

bread which could be obtained at a high price and (because they

could do nothing else) the poor and plebian soon adjusted them-

selves to eating tortillas (Your Grace already knows that the

breadstuff from corn is thus called in these parts). The down-

stairs servants in nearly all the houses of Mexico Cit}^ were thus

rationed with these tortillas.

Since the corn came to have considerable value because of

the above, the farmers began to harvest their crops. While they

were still fretful and complaining about the failure of the wheat

crop to which had been added (although I have not said any-

thing about it up to here) that of barley and, in a word, that of

all the grains, they seized the corn-stalks that seemed full of

grain, paying no attention to the other stalks which had no ears

of corn on account of having been soaked by the great amount

of moisture. But, finding almost no corn amidst the many leaves

on the stalks, they raised such a raucous and dolorous cry, curs-

ing the year, the rains, the clouds, the mists, the lack of wind.
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the chiahuiztli, the eclipse of the sun, and their wretched luck,

that it reached Mexico City and the moment it reached the

Public Granary, the price went up.

Although up to this time the most that was given the buyers

did not exceed a cuartilla, from a thousand to a thousand and

three hundred fanegas of this grain alone were being disbursed

every day at this time (which was the middle of November). If

it was the scarcity of the wheat which brought this about, it was

only the diligence of the Viceroy that was able to keep so much

of the corn in this City even with such a great disbursement. To

accomplish this he appealed first to God (making use of all the

organizations both secular and ecclesiastical that are in Mexico

City from whose Superiors he asked for secret prayers and roga-

tions so as not to distress the city by public appeals). He sent

to the Alcalde Mayor of Chaleo and other officials and private

persons exceedingly urgent orders to ship to Mexico City with-

out any delay all the corn that they could. By these means he

brought about what I have stated.

Desperate Efforts of the Viceroy as Famine Threatens

From this date on the disbursements grew smaller because

the shipments had begun to grow less. Since the shortage of

these shipments was felt among the many troubles that beset,

the Viceroy’s heart, it seemed to him that now more impressive

measures than the preceding ones were necessary to obtain them.

For this purpose he dispatched Sr. Lie. Don Francisco de Zaraza

y Arce, Justice of the Criminal Court of the City of Mexico, to

the Province of Chaleo where he remained until the 20th of

January of the present year; to the Toluca, Ixtlahuaca, and

Metepec valleys he sent Sr. Dr. Don Juan de Escalante y Men-

doza, Fiscal of the same court. And up to the middle of

February, when he returned to his ministry, such considerable

and daily shipments had been gotten from the Chaleo Province
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and the other places that there was more than enough corn in

the Public Granary every afternoon. This was due to the fact

that not only were the granaries of the farmers searched but the

most out-of-the-way of their buildings and those of their friends

and subordinates, and these were left almost empty. It was

finally ascertained that neither the balance from the 1690 crop

nor the most certain amount of the harvest of 1691 would suf-

fice to maintain the City of Mexico, let alone the whole region.

Such was the rapidity with which famine was closing in

upon us, and, in proportion to the vexatious worries that this

brought upon the Viceroy, he went ahead with his measures to

remedy the situation with even greater effectiveness. There was

nothing else that could be done other than sending inland for

corn, especially to Celaya and its mountain range (about forty

leagues distant from the City) where it was sold for less because

the crop had not been bad and the consumption of the corn had

been less. Opposed to this decision was the fact that the trans-

porting of the corn was not easy because the farmers did not wish

to bring the shipments to Mexico City (since the majority of them

were poor and did not have any pack-train mules) and because

it was not known where the money would be got to pay for them,

since there was little or almost nothing in the common treasury

of the City for such an undertaking. And, inasmuch as the

resale of the grain could only be assured by coming to the Public

Granary on the City’s account, means were discussed for bring-

ing this about.

The Viceroy found no readier means than to give unlimited

credit with an open bill of exchange. AVitli this assurance Capt.

Pedro Ruiz de Castaneda promised all that should be asked of

him in this connection. His Excellency ordered Don Rodrigo de

Rivera Maroto, Alguacil Mayor of this City, to gather up all

the corn that he should find in Celaya and ship it at once to

Mexico City without any delay. Through the promptness with

which this gentleman carried out all that had been entrusted to
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him the number of fanegas that he secured and shipped hourly

exceeded 44,000. With this, together with what was being

brought from Chaleo and Toluca (although little by little),

Mexico City was getting along as best it could.

These shipments were not made with the celerity and prompt-

ness that could have been desired, but little by little, as I have

stated, because of more ill luck of a different sort though quite

as remarkable that befell us at that time. This was a steady

drizzle from the 3d to the 6th of February of this year over all

the valleys of this realm and an equally continuous snowfall

upon the mountains and ranges on the same days. Your Grace

well knows that there we do not see a snowfall except from one

century to another. On account of this, as well as the exceed-

ingly cold weather of that period, not only the many poor people

who were traveling in the mountains at that time lost their lives

but the same thing happened to the livestock, both large and

small, especially the mules, on account of their temperament.

And so, adding the lack of meat as a result of this to the lack

of bread, the shortage of mules was far more appreciable, because

only by means of these animals coidd the corn be obtained.

But be this as it majq things were not going along so well

in some of the towns of the district as in Mexico City. From
these towns came continuously pitiful wails harping on the same

strain that taking away their means of sustenance in order to

give it to Mexico City was neither in accord with Christian

piety nor political equity. This clamor was on account of the

proclamations and following seizures which had been made on

the farmers, compelling them to sell their grains then, at once,

at the prevailing price, or to have them in readiness and well

accounted for, so as to bring them to Mexico City whenever these

supplies should be sent for. In the majority of these complain-

ing towns there was no corn, or else the little that had escaped

from what had been seized sold for much more than in Mexico

City, where the current price for a load of corn was six pesos.
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As it could not be denied that these poor people were right-

fnlly complaining and as it is the duty of the one who governs

to have recourse to every means for the best solution of what

should be done in this matter, His Excellency arranged, on the

29th of April, for a big junta. I give it this name not only because

of what was to be discussed in it but also because of the very dig-

nified personages that composed it. The latter included all the

gowned ministers of the Royal Andiencia, the paymasters and

royal officials, the heads of the ecclesiastic and secular cabildos,

the chief prelates, and important persons from the religious

orders. In this junta everything that seemed useful for the

general relief of the City and the surrounding region (consider-

ing the existing miserable state of affairs) was decided upon.

Everyone was to have absolute liberty to trade in wheat, corn,

and any other grains that they wished but this must be without

detriment to what had already been secured in Celaya and what

had been seized (which was ready in Toluca and Chaleo) as

these grains were to be brought to Mexico City without delay.

This decision was a very rational one because, at this time,

the irrigated wheat was in fidl season and ready to be cut owing

to the fact that the February rains had accelerated its growth.

It was believed that with what should be brought to i\Iexico City

of this grain—which would be a great deal because the farmers

were getting a price of 26 pesos, the figure at which each load

of flour was sold some months before—the consumption of corn

would necessarily diminish and what had been secured would

then suffice to supply the city until the next harvest time. And
this would not take into consideration the corn that might come

in from the hot lands where it is sown and reaped within a very

few months and from A\diose cornfields Mexico City had already

eaten. With the elates (they are the ears of corn which is not

yet ripe) and with the great quantity of fruit which is brought

to the market of Mexico City from before May until after Sep-

tember, the boys, Indians, and other rabble elements would not
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only be diverted from thinking about bread and tortillas but

even about meat and chocolate. This fact we notice every year

and the bakers take cognizance of it so as not to be ruined.

During almost the whole of May no particular shortage was

felt in the Public Granary; but toward the end of this month

the farmers of Chaleo, pretending to be unaware of their obli-

gations, sent elsewhere what, according to the agreement, was

particularly intended for Mexico City. During these same days

the shipments from Celaya began to fail because of the fact that,

on account of the recent snowstorms, as many of the regular

and fast pack-trains as were necessary for the transporting of

the corn could not be found. And at once the price of this grain

went up to 7 pesos a load within Mexico City. Acting on advices

given him by the Real Acuerdo regarding this matter, the Vice-

roy dispatched Sr. Lie. Don Pedro de la Bastida to the Province

of Chaleo for the purpose of sending to Mexico City all the corn

that he should find there, disregarding the complaints and

entreaties of the inhabitants, and leaving them only what was

absolutely neeessary for their sustenance.

Your Grace is probably asking me how the populace behaved

at this time. ITl answer briefly, well and less well, because they

are such an extremely rabble-like mob that they can only be

termed the most infamous canaille. This is because it is com-

posed of Indians, Creoles, hozales from various nations, chinos,

mulattoes, moriscos, mestizos, zamhaigos (Indian and chinos

half-breeds), loljos (half-breeds), and Spaniards as well who, in

declaring themselves “saramullos” (which is the same as knaves,

rascals, and cape-snatchers) and in falling away from their

allegiance, are the worst of them all in such a vile rabble. I

can assure Your Grace in all truth that they ate what they

found without getting angry about it, for they eould plainly see,

because of their publicity, the many and extraordinary efforts

that the Viceroy was making to find corn and to get bread.
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Ban Lifted on the Trigo Blanquillo

I have not yet told about one of these acts which was received

among such fellows with the greatest approval. God created, so

it appears, these lands and especially some of those in the dis-

trict of the Bishopric of Puebla so that the summer wheat ( trigo

dlanquillo) might be raised on them within only four months

and in astounding abundance. This plentifulness decreased the

value of the white wheat (candeales), the black-bearded wheat

(arisnegros)

,

and the pelones riihios. And so, while the tithes

for that Cabildo kept increasing, the sales grew less because the

grain coming from this wheat sold for a small price. And in its

turn the bread, besides being very white and tasty, was extremely

large and very plentiful.

This wheat is the estimable siligo of the ancients. It is the

wheat which, in the time of Rotilius ('and Avhy not now?) was

consumed in France, the one universally recommended by the

writers of all times
; and it is this wheat which was banished

(only in this, my country, could this happen) without any fault

other than its abundance. After reports had been printed

against it (and indeed they were reports only for they contained

nothing but absurdities, made by those who had a selfish interest

in the matter, and manifest contraditions by others who, because

it was their duty to have read Plinius, Theophrastriis, Galeno,

Dioscorides, and Columela, ought never to have made such con-

tradictions to support those who had selfish interests), by a

decree, given with the approval of the Real Acuerdo on the 4th

of May, 1676, in the Superior Government of New Spain, this

wheat was banished in perpetuity from the realm. At the same

time they burned all of it that was found in the granaries
;
what

was found in Mexico City they threw into the canals and the

lake
;
and all the animals that could be found were exhausted

[in trampling down] the wheat which covered the fields with its

spikes in such profusion. This seemed small enough penance to
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the men of Puebla who made use of the formidable weapons of

censorship and published bans with all pomp in order to produce

a greater impression, forbidding the farmers to plant what was

then left over. Now there was a shortage of wheat and if from

24 to 26 pesos was being given per load of flour at present,

in former times it sold for just that many reales and perhaps

even less.

Nothing else was talked about now except this wheat so

hated by the cupidity which had forced it to be taken away.

So when what so many people were talking about reached the

ears of the Viceroy, on the 16th of January of this year, after

having questioned well informed people on the subject and after

having read quite a learned paper (it is now printed) in which

Dr. Ambrosio de Lima, a physician of this capital, defended

the innocence of this wheat extremely well against the adverse

reports of the medical tribunal, he proclaimed de motu proprio

that henceforth all those who wished to plant the trigo hlanquillo

might do so. And he asked that the ones who had issued the

bans against the production and cultivation of this wheat should

remove them. And so it was done, to the great approval of the

people and the farmers.

Another common cause for rejoicing on the part of everyone

was the bringing of the Most Miraculous Image of Nuestra

Senora de los Remedies to this city on the 24th of May of this

present year. This was done, apparently, for no particular

reason that would necessitate such a great event because there

was still no lack of rain and the maladies afflicting the city were

the usual ones and hence did not require such a great remedy.

Since the love which all Mexico City has for this Venerable and

Miraculous Figure is exceedingly warm and tender, the sight of

the Image induced in their spirits and particularly in that of

the populace, which is alwaj^s delighted on such occasions, such

a state of gratification that they forgot all about eating and

hurried up to look at it.
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The Populace Grows Restless

On an occasion like this the populace behaved well and were

happy but on the one that now followed, the departure of the

Alguacil Mayor, Don Rodrigo de Rivera, for the city of Celaya,

they became impatient and suspicious. With the authority and

order of the Viceroy he went to safeguard the pack-trains that

were transporting the corn from that city to the capital. It was

said that these supplies were coming on His Excellency’s own

account; without any other basis than this rumor the multitude

began to assume that he was taking part in this business more

for his own advantage than that of the general public. The

following facts, which prove that what they so basely suspected

was not true, carried no weight with them : first, the publicity

with which it was done
;
second, that while the corn from Toluca

and Chaleo was being sold at six pesos a load and later at seven,

the corn from Celaya was sold at four and five pesos because

His Excellency had given the order that the latter should only

be sold at cost and expenses
;
and, third, he had turned over to

Don Francisco de Morales, Accountant of the Municipal Govern-

ment, a current statement of this business matter and this was

open to examination by anyone going into the office of the

Accountant.

These grumblings and suspicions had been very secret but

on April 7th, the second day of Easter time, they became public.

There was no other reason for this than the fact that on that day,

in the presence of the Viceroy and all the court officials, a ser-

mon was preached in the Cathedral which was not of a nature to

comfort the people as it should in their adversity but, rather, to

provoke them imprudently. This degraded audience responded

to what the preacher was saying with benedictions and applause

and with a noisy murmuring. And from that time on they con-

sidered their former suspicions as confirmed and now spoke with

effrontery even in public places.
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Those who most persisted in these complaints were the

Indians, the most ungrateful, thankless, grumbling, and restless

people that God ever created and the most favored with privi-

leges in the abuse of which they cast themselves into all sorts

of iniquities and senseless things and succeed in them. I do not

wish to go on with all that sentiment dictates to me in this con-

nection but, rather, I shall proceed remembering what I saw and

what I heard from them on the night of the 8th of June. These

Indians were the ones, as I have said, with the biggest complaints

and the greatest impudence even though they had never expe-

rienced a better year in Mexico City than the present one. The

proof of this last statement is plain. A very large number of

Spaniards, the majority of the free Negroes and mulattoes, and

the household servants, were eating tortillas. Neither the serv-

ants, nor the mulattoes, nor the Negroes, nor the Spaniards and

their wives made these tortillas because they did not know how.

Only the Indian women who were constantly selling them in

heaps on the Plaza or in flocks on the streets knew this art.

In order not to talk vaguely about what I wanted to tell, I

dropped my pen and sent out to buy a quartilla of corn which, at

the rate of fifty-six reales silver per load, cost me seven. After

giving this to an Indian woman to convert into tortillas she

brought me back 350 of them. Disposed of at twelve per half-

real, which was the price that I heard them selling for, they

totaled 14 reales and a half and two were left over. What was

spent in their manufacture was a real and a half, not taking

into account the personal labor. I know positively that she lied

a little. Then, if of every seven reales six at least were saved

and, since the Indian women were the only ones who were mak-

ing tortillas, how could they be perishing, as they kept shouting

that they were, when what they were earning on the tortillas

was not only more than enough for their sustenance (which costs

them very little as everjmne knows) but enough for them to lay

by a store. And this does not take into consideration the steady
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income from their trades and the wages of their husbands. It

was only this well known profit and not hunger that brought

them to the Public Granary in such increasing numbers that they

trampled upon one another in order to buy the corn. Therefore,

no other year had been more favorable for them.

Pulque was consumed in proportion to their surplus money

and, in accordance with the abundance of this intoxicant in the

city at that time, the Indians kept getting drunk. And, when

the men learned from their wives that they were getting pre-

cedence in the purchasing of the corn even over the Spaniards,

they began to boast in the pulquerias that such a circumstance

resulted from our being afraid of them. At the same time they

heard whole clauses of the recent sermon from those who were

not Indians and, without the fact that the corn from Celaya was

selling at five pesos and that of Chaleo at seven making anj^

impression upon them, they kept insisting that the Viceroy had

something to do with it. From this notion that they persisted in,

the matter of the sermon that they kept hearing, and the idea

of our being afraid of them which thej" kept imagining, and all

these discussed in the pulquerias where the Police cannot enter

on account of the iniquitous and ungodly stipulation to that

effect granted to the contractor (asentista)

,

what could result

that would be useful to us? These pulquerias were not only fre-

quented by the Indians as usual but also by the most contempti-

ble of our infamous rabble which, upon listening to the Indians,

made up its mind to scare off the Spaniards (as they say in their

own language), burn the Royal Palace and, if they were able,

kill the Vicero}" and the Corregidor. And since, with this

situation, others, who were present at these confabs and who

were not Indians, would not lack an occasion to loot a great deal

in such a conflict, I imagine (from what we saw afterwards)

that they encouraged it.

That all this preceded the uprising is not merely probable

to me but plain. I am not constrained to say this because one
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of those who were executed for this crime said so in his confes-

sion (he was known to everyone by the name of Ratton) but

rather by what I saw with my own eyes and what I touched with

my own hands. Quite a while before, when we were opening up

the new canal which I told about before, an infinite number of

tiny objects of superstition were taken out from beneath the

Alvarado bridge. A great number of little pitchers and pots

which smelled of pulque, and a still greater number of manikins

or tiny figures of clay, were found. All of the latter represented

Spaniards and all were either pierced by knives and lances

formed of the same clay or had signs of blood on their throats

as if they had been gashed.

It was on the occasion when the Viceroy came to inspect that

canal that I showed them to him (and afterward to the Arch-

bishop in his palace). Both Princes questioned me as to their

significance. I answered that it was proof positive of how

utterly the Indians abominated us and an indication of what

they earnestly desired for the Spaniards because, having defeated

the Marques del Valle on the night of the lOth of July, 1520,

when he left Mexico City they had, as their histories clearly indi-

cate, consecrated this spot to their most important deity (which

is the God of War) as a place of ill omen for us and propitious

to them. And, since they had not forgotten their ancient super-

stitions even in these days, they throw there in effigy those whom

they hate in order that the Spaniards, whom they now curse,

may sulfer the same fate as those of the earlier date who perished

in the same canal. I inferred that this was the significance of

those objects, judging by what I have read of their histories and

by what they themselves told me when I was gathering them up.

And now I add that, since the number of those figures was con-

siderable and many of them had been thrown there recently, it

was nothing less than to make manifest by that action the vicious

state of mind that they were in and their desire to exterminate

us all.
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The Indians most earnest in these conversations were, as

afterwards learned, those of Santiago, a barrio which now be-

longs to the City of Mexico and comprises half of it (with the

name of Tlaltelnlco) . In pagan times it had an overlord who

governed the people and was distinct from the one in Mexico

City (then called Tenochtitlan) . If this is really so (as it

assuredly is since in the thick of the riot they called each other

by the name of santiaguenos) this is not the first time that they

have attempted to destroy Mexico City where we now live. Would

that they had now done to each other as the Mexicans did against

them and their overlord, Moquilhnix, when they were barbar-

ians ! Whether the santiaguenos were the only ones who brought

on the uprising by their talking I do not know for certain, I only

know that all the Indian rabble of Mexico City, without any

exception whatsoever, took part in it. And I also know that

before it happened they got ready for it off by themselves.

The latter were not without some basis for their plans for

they learned that, both on account of a shortage of corn from

Celaya (on account of no mules being found to transport it),

and because the corn that was coming from Chaleo was so small

in quantity that it made it necessary for Don Pedro de la Bas-

tida to go to that Province to remedy the situation, there was

also a shortage in the Public Granaiy at about six o ’clock in the

afternoon. [The officials] marveled at the racket and the uproar

of the Indian women on this account and they wondered at the

shameless, foul, and lewd words uttered, at the petty quarrels

of the natives in which, however, they did not hurt each other

but to which the men hurried up as if to make peace, thus giving

rise to large groups of loungers. All these things seemed por-

tents to them of an approaching disturbance. And those most

closely associated with this matter saw that some of the very

same women kept coming every day and even morning and

afternoon to buy corn. Considering the great amount that some

of the women were carrying off, they conjectured, as it never
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occurred to them that it was in order to resell the corn in the

form of tortillas, that the women were doing this in order that

there should be a shortage in the Public Granary and afford an

opportunity for some commotion.

The First Disturbance in the Public Granary

This tumultuous and noisy assembling in this place to buy

corn began on Friday. On Saturday, June 7, it reached the

greatest dimensions possible. By accident there were not so

many measures of corn as might be desired to satisfy every one.

Because of this, so many women crowded upon those who were

selling that, by getting in one another’s way to get a place, they

wholly prevented the distributors from being able to measure

out the corn. When the latter and those who were helping them

in the collection of money saw that shouts and pushes did not

suffice to hold back the Indian women and that, in the confusion

and crowding, some of the women were taking corn from the

others in between their legs, one of the officials grasped a whip

and began to lash them with very great vigor. In this way he

got them to draw back and the selling continued without so much

crowding. But this was only for a short while because, when one

young woman insisted that they serve her before the others, all

those who were there followed her, with a resulting confusion

and jostling greater than before. Angered by this the fellow

that still had his whip struck her on the head and shoulders with

the butt as well as the lash whence came ten or twelve blows and

as many others were distributed upon the women nearest.

If the cries uttered up to then were discordant I don’t know

what one may call those which they all raised when they saw

their companion scourged. This seemed to them, I judge, suffi-

cient pretext for their husbands to carry out their designs. For-

getting all about the corn for which they had been clamoring

so long before, they took up on their backs the woman who
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had been lashed and started at great speed for the Plaza. There

the women did not find the Indians that they wanted and, as the

rabble that gathered at their cries was not to their liking, they

passed on with the injured Indian woman in order to attract

them: they crossed the whole Plaza and entered into the ceme-

tery of the Cathedral. From there they returned to the man-

sions of the Archbishop in order to complain to that prelate

not only that they would not give them corn for their sustenance

in exchange for their money but that with blows they had made

that woman have a miscarriage.

Either not to agitate or pain that godly Prince with these

complaints, some of his attendants dismissed the women with

soothing words. But the natives were obstinate and, upon being

repelled by the attendants, the whole mob, which exceeded two

hundred, started for the Royal Palace. The halls became filled

with them but they did not get into the chambers of His Excel-

lency as they desired because the Upper Guard prevented them

from doing so. From here they turned back to the residence of

the Archbishop (without a single male Indian accompanying

them). Though the upstairs doors, through which no woman

has passed sinced the Venerable Prelate has lived in the Palace,

were closed to them because they were coming in such a crowd,

their persistence and shouting was such that they succeeded in

conveying to His Illustrious Excellency what had happened to

them together with the miscarriage which was feigned and the

additional information that the woman that they were carrying-

on their shoulders was dying. Through the Court interpreter

who happened to be there he sent word that they should calm

themselves. At the same time he sent a message to the Corregi-

dor or whoever should be in the Public Granary to regard those

Indian women with compassion. They must have wanted more

than this for they returned in a much greater throng than before

to the Royal Palace where they did not even get into the court-

yards because the Lower Guard of the Infantry with cries and
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threats threw them out of there. In a short while they were

not to be seen.

Such noisy effrontery did not please those who saw the

Indian women crossing' the streets and much less some private

gentlemen who happened by chance to be in the Palace at that

time. One of these was the Chancellor of the Royal Audiencia,

Don Francisco Pavon, our old friend, and he talked about the

affair with Don Alonso de la Barreda, head groom of His Excel-

lency. The result of this conversation between them was to

advise Don Pedro Manuel de Torres, captain of that company,

of what had happened. I do not know whether it was by this or

by other means that the Viceroy got a full account of the events

of that afternoon. He gave the order that the captain should

get ready at once and provide his soldiers with all the orders

that he deemed expedient for any emergency. With wise pre-

caution a number of pikes were brought down from the armory

and all the firearms were loaded that night but with powder

only, I imagine.

Likewise he sent for the oidores. Dr. Don Juan de Arechaga and

Lie. Don Francisco Fernandez Marmolexo, to whom he related

the disturbances of that afternoon. As no other manifest cause

for so great a commotion was found than the slight care that

they had exercised in the Public Granary while distributing the

corn, it was decided in this conversation that a gowned gentle-

man should be present there so that by his awe-inspiring pres-

ence the women who bought over-eagerly and the officials who

became impatient while selling should be quieted and thus bick-

ering would be avoided. Senor Arechaga volunteered to begin

this but, as it seemed to Sr. Marmolexo more just that the young-

est minister should start this practice, by his own vote Sr. Dr.

Don Juan de Escalante y Mendoza, Fiscal of the Criminal Court,

was entrusted with doing this the following Sunday.

Who can tell with all verity the discussions in which the

Indians must have wasted the whole night. With the Indian
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women spurring them on and the pulque warming them up, I

think that the first thing must have been to kill the Viceroy on

the following day
;
the second was probably to burn his Palace

;

and the rest were to make themselves masters of the city, loot

everything, and perhaps other worse iniquities following; and

they had no other weapons to succeed in such a foolish and

monstrous undertaking than those of the indifference to their

own lives which pulque gives them, and the consciousness of the

exceedingly culpable carelessness with which we live among so

great a populace which, at the same time, we suspect of being

dangerous. Would that this last fact had not been verified to our

great cost in the present matter and would that God might open

our eyes or close theirs to it from this time henceforward

!

The Riot Begins

That exceedingly fatal day, the 8th of June, and the Sunday

within the Octave of the very solemn celebration of Corpus

Christi, dawned at last (which it ought never to have done).

Neither in the Public Granary nor in any part of the city was

any accident observed in the whole morning which would cause

alarm. Notwithstanding this fact I know from a person who was

present, that His Excellency arose from the table without tasting

a mouthful, not because any further news had been added that

morning to that of the preceding day but, perhaps, because the

imminent danger in which he was at that time was subconscious^

disquieting him (because of that especial providence with which

God watches over rulers). Whether this was the case or not,

when he went that morning to the mass and sermon to which he

had been invited by the religious fathers, a not very indistinct

murmur arose among the women (if the gentlemen-in-Avaiting

and the pages who were in attendance heard it how could His

Excellency fail to do so?) as he entered the church; they were

execrating and cursing him in an ugly fashion attributing the
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shortage of corn and the high price of bread to neglect and poor

management on his part. Let onyone imagine how he must

have felt and all the more so when he could do nothing else with

regard to this impudence but disregard it.

This uneasiness or, rather, his great piety saved his life for,

after leaving his Palace at about four o’clock in the afternoon,

he went to the San Agustin church in which he attended the

very solemn service of the Holy Sacrament. From there he

went to the San Francisco church where he accompanied the

procession, as was the custom among Their Excellencies, his pre-

decessors, with his usual humility. Afterwards he went up to

the Convent to chat with the religious fathers. The wife of the

Viceroy went later to visit the image of Nuestra Sehora de los

Remedios which, as I have already told you above, was in the

Cathedral to the great joy of all Mexico City. After remaining

there a long while she went to the St. Cosme Gardens to feast

her eyes.

In accordance with what had been asked of him the night

before, the Fiscal, Dr. Don Juan Escalante y Mendoza, was pres-

ent in the Public Granary the whole afternoon—I mean, until a

little after five o’clock when the corn became exhausted after

the five hundred fanegas which they had there had been dis-

tributed, whereupon he returned to his house. His presence

quieted those who were selling so that they did their work quietly

but it did not suffice to stop the excessive crowding by the women

who were buying especially when they recognized that the corn

was getting low. I will not swear whether it was true that,

amidst the pushes which they gave each other on this occasion,

one of the women fell on the ground and, after being badly tram-

pled upon, they picked her up almost without a breath in her

body, as some say, or whether they persuaded an old woman who

was there to pretend to be dead, as others declare. What I do

know however, without any question, is that after an Indian put

a woman on his shoulders and, with all those who were there
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(who were very numerous) following with a greater uproar and

racket than on the preceding day, they went out to the Baratillo.

This is the center where all kinds of saramullos that are in

Mexico City gather to sell old rags and similar objects. The

purpose was, as was afterwards learned, to excite the wrath of

these renegades by the presence of the Indian woman whom
they were carrying as if dead. Accompanied by some of these

men and also by Indian males they went through the middle of

the Plaza to the residence of the Archbishop where they insisted

that they must see the Archbishop in order to show the Indian

woman to him. The servants refused to let them into the corri-

dors
;
the women impudently persisted in trying to enter. While

this struggle was going on, which was not long, two young stu-

dents who were there came up close to the Indian woman that

was being carried. One of them addressed these particular

words to the other, “Say, look how that poor dead woman is

sweating !

^
’ The other approached her as near as he could and

answered, “This woman’s not very dead for she’s blinking a

little and is swallowing saliva !

” “ What do you know about dead

people, you stupid dogs of students?” said an Indian woman
who heard their conversation, “Now all of you in Mexico City

will be dead like she is !
” The boys did not wait for any further

remark but slipped away amidst the frightful confusion that

prevailed there. An honest fellow who was there related this

to me and he assured me under an oath, which I demanded of

him, that not only what the students said was true but that

shortly before he heard the “dead” woman tell them to carry

her well. Well, this is what the Indians are like!

Expressing their feelings to the Archbishop was probably

not exactly what the}" wished but, rather, to kill time until night

should arrive. But, as it was then six o’clock and as the mo-

ments seemed centuries to them, they suddenly deserted that

Palace and started for the Plaza which is near-by. The women
remained on the corner of the street of the Archbishop ’s Palace
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and Reloj Street and a crowd of men passed onward until they

were in sight of the large balcony of the Royal Palace. The

number of this crowd of men did not exceed forty according to

the uniform statement of all those who saw them nor did they

make any commotion for a good while. This was probably not

because they became timid upon contemplating the madness into

which they were precipitating themselves but, rather, so that

others in a greater number should join them
;
at the very moment

that their number did grow one of them began to shout against

the Viceroy the most audaciously impudent remarks and execra-

tions that have ever been heard. Then, taking a stone from his

bosom, he threw it at the balcony.

As his companions were only waiting for this in order to

begin, they raised the cry with even more insolent terms and,

hurling stones against that window which belonged to the apart-

ment of the wife of the Viceroy, in a short time they had smashed

it. Don Amadeo Isidro Seyola, chief steward of His Excellency,

was in the room when the Indians attacked and, wondering why

the soldiers did not go out and beat back the Indians, he passed

through the rooms and corridors and went down to the Guard-

room at full speed shouting, ‘^To arms!” He did not find ten

or twelve there whose duty it was to take up arms and as many

others who would do so voluntarily. Both of these armed them-

selves with pikes and went out on the Plaza to repel the Indians

who, at that time, must have numbered more than two hundred.

At the first onslaught of our men they all fled both to the shel-

ter of the stands of the merchants which were on the Plaza and

to the sanctuary of the Cathedral cemetery where they were

protected.

In the meantime a crowd of Indians came out from about

where the gibbet is located and destroyed the merchants’ booths

there in order to have a clear field. Meanwhile a few of the

soldiers went up on the azoteas with short carbines and, doubt-

lessly in order to frighten off the Indians, they began to fire at
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them with powder only. When the Indians recognized that this

was true they jumped up and down slapping their paunches.

“Fire! Fire!” they kept saying to the soldiers, “and if you

haven’t got any bullets, throw tomatoes. Maybe bombs and

rockets will scare us off since they are fired at us from your

arquebuses ! Take bullets and see how strong pulque makes us

to turn them away !

’
’ And they began with great rapidity and

noise to throw stones. At the sound of those shots the ensign,

Joseph de Peralta, and a few soldiers who were near the Guard-

room, hurried up
;
and at the uproar and shouting of the Indians

came running innumerable other Indians, both those who had

been stealthily hiding in the Plaza itself and those who came from

the streets picking up stones. So many were the stones that they

were all throwing at the good old fellow, Don Amadeo and his

companions, that it forced him to retreat into the Palace and

this with considerable danger because the rioters followed him

closely. As soon as they observed that they were safe, and had

gotten some breath, they attempted to repel the Indians a second

time not only with the assistance of Capt. Don Pedro Manuel de

Torres, who was already there scolding the soldiers who were

shooting, and the few other soldiers that had arrived, but also

with the help of Don Juan Altamirano de Velasco, Count of

Santiago, and some citizens who had hurriedly come up. But

they were unable to do this for, besides the stones which poured

down upon them, they lacked numbers. Already the ensign and

two of the soldiers were badly hurt and all were bruised by

stone blows.

I am convinced that by merely garrisoning each door with

six musketeers the rioters would not have dared to come very

near. But when God wills for our punishment that everything

shall be bungled, even though men may put forth their best

efforts they do not succeed. Some one who was there figured

that if the doors should be closed the Indians would withdraw,

for even the Devil himself does this when they are closed upon
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him. Perhaps either because this order was given or because the

general excitement and confusion probably suggested it all, the

doors were closed so hastily that two or three soldiers were left

out on the Plaza. The whole mob rushed upon them and tore

them to pieces. Some of the soldiers who were free of this dan-

ger on account of being shut up within rushed to the quarters

of their captain which faced the Guard-room in order to safe-

guard his property while the rest, seizing muskets and short

carbines which were there, went up on the azoteas to bombard the

Indians. But, since they did not have even a dozen bullets

among them all and although they fired off several shots and

threw stones and heavy pieces of wood, they did not do much

damage.

SiGUENZA Becomes a Witness of the Riot

I was not present at anything of all that I have related that

happened on this afternoon because I was at home over my
books. Although I had heard part of the noise on the street it

did not even occur to me, since ordinarily on account of the

habitual drunkenness of the Indians we are continually dis-

turbed by uproars, to open the glass partitions of the window of

my study to see what it was about until a man servant came in

almost choking with excitement and shouted to me, '‘Sir, a

riot !
” I opened the windows in all haste and seeing^ that an

infinite number of people were runing toward the Plaza I also

went half-dressed and almost running amidst those who kept

shouting "Down with the Viceroy and the Corregidor who have

stopped our corn and who are killing us with hunger !
” In a

moment I reached the corner and, without daring to pass on, I

stood there thunderstruck. The number of the people was so

exceedingly great, not only of the Indians but of all castes, the

shouts and howling were so raucous, and so thick was the storm

of stones which poured down on the Palace that the noise which

the missiles made on the doors and windows exceeded that of
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more than a hundred drums of war played together. Of those

who were not throwing—who were not few in number—some

were waving their blankets like banners, others were throwing

their hats into the air, and others were jeering. To them all the

Indian women kept supplying stones with singular diligence.

It was then half-past six o ’clock.

Through the street w^here I w^as standing (and it must have

been the same through all the other streets that empty on to the

Plaza) bands of men kept coming, pushing one another. Span-

iards carried their swords unsheathed and, on beholding the

same spectacle that held me wonderstruck, they stopped. But

the Negroes, the mulattoes, and all that wdiich constitutes the

masses rushed on to the Plaza to join the others in Throwing

stones, and shouting, “Dowm wdth the Viceroy and all those that

defend him!” The Indians kept yelling “Dowm with the Span-

iards and the ‘Gachupines’ (applied to those who have come

from Spain) who are eating up ^our corn!” And they kept

exhorting each other to have courage since there w'as no longer

any other Cortes to hold them in subjection. ‘‘xVh, sehoras,”

the Indian women kept saying to each other in their owui lan-

guage, “let us go joyfully into this strife. If God wdlls that

the Spaniards be wdped out in it, it does not matter if w’e die

without confession! Isn’t this our land? Then w’hat do the

Spaniards w^ant in it ?
”

As it did not seem to me that I w’as doing much good by

remaining there, I turned my eyes tow’ard the palace of the

Archbishop. Perceiving some ecclesiastics in the doorw^ay I w'ent

to the Palace. The Vicar-General w'ho w^as there told me to go

upstairs. After I reported briefly to the Archbishop all that I

had seen he wished to go to the Plaza in the possibility that by

his authority and truly venerable, affectionate, and hoh^ pres-

ence the populace might be pacified. I accompanied him wdth

many others wdio follow^ed him. The coach w^nt at the head

(but empty because he w^as walking) and, wuth the Cross raised
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high so that they might see it, the Archbishop entered the Plaza.

We did not get beyond the Provincia arcades for, when the

Archbishop observed that they had knocked otf one of the coach-

men with a stone blow and had thrown stones at us without any

reverence for the Cross which they saw was accompanied only

by clergymen, he turned back quickly as did all of us who accom-

panied him. Shortly after this happened the twilight ended and

the night began.

Some reinforcements of honorable and upright men had

entered through the door of the barracks, through the mint

which is next door, and through other places, to join those who

considered themselves very safe on account of being shut up in

their Palace. It did not occur to them that because of a lack

of opposition the rioters would attack with even greater per-

sistence. If it is true that all the muskets had been loaded the

night before, as I was told, there must not have been any other

powder in the Palace. And there was an entire lack of bullets

for after twenty-five or thirty shots had been fired from the

azoteas not another report was heard. Inasmuch as those who

had entered as relief came unprepared and, of the few soldiers

who were there, two or three of them were very badly hurt,

another had a left hand broken by the explosion of a short car-

bine, and the rest were bruised from head to foot with stone

blows, these auxiliaries were of no use. This was not because

they had no firearms but because they had no one to lead them

or give them weapons, as they say. And, finally, all was con-

fusion, excitement, and shouting there because no one of the

Viceroy’s household was there, since His Excellency was not at

home, except the duennas and other servants. And it was not

remarkable that this was so when the very soldiers (already

quartered in the Palace) failed in their duty and were not even

in the Guard-room at the time ready to take arms from their

Captain-General whenever he should return to his Palace, as is

always the case in well disciplined infantry.
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At the very moment that the doors were closed and the rabble

found itself without any opposition, it raised such a uniformly

raucous and frightful howl that it struck terror. To the aston-

ishment of those who heard it this howl not only continued with-

out interruption but increased as those who were coming on to

the large Plaza and the Plaza del Volador kept swelling it until

night closed in. It seemed to me up to then, judging by the

space covered, that the number of rioters must have exceeded

ten thousand. And after having left the Archbishop in his

Palace and laid aside the fear that at first possessed me I

returned to the Plaza. I readily recognized (for I walked right

among them) that not only Indians were present but all the

other colors without any exception whatsoever. The assumption

of the Indians had not turned out to be a vain one when they

passed with the Indian woman who pretended to be dead through

the Baratillo in order to provoke the saramiUIos and, at the same

time, draw them into attachment to their cause. And it is proved

conclusively that not only the Indians went there but all those

who, mingling with the Indians—and they are many—frequent

the pidquerias. These, by common report, had encouraged the

Indians days before in what they wished to do because of what

they would be able to loot on this occasion.

In such an extremely serious matter as that which I wish to

relate I shall not dare to state positively whether the Indians

were the ones who, without the advice of others, began the riot

or whether others, who went about there, among them, Span-

iards, persuaded them to do it. Many of those who were able to

hear, confirm and corroborate each other in the latter. What I

saw was the first. On the pretext that the city was deficient in

income (and this is truly so) it rented the ground of the Plaza

(in order to pay the interest on the many censos on itself) to

different people. The latter had more than two hundred fixed

and permanent wooden shops upon the Plaza, the majority of

them with European and domestic merchandise in considerable
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amount. The remaining shops were not so valuable because

they contained glassware, crockery, especies miniestras, and food

stuffs. What was left of the Plaza unoccupied by the shops

was covered with Indian stands made of reed grass and petates,

a matting, in which they sell by day and in which they take

shelter by night. As a result of all this one of the most extensive

and best plazas in the world seems to some an illfounded village

and a pigsty to everyone. Your Grace knows this is so since

you have seen it so many times and you also know that it has

always been considered poor management to permit such stands

in that place (which ought to be clear and unencumbered be-

cause of its very nature) because of the easily inflammable

nature of what they are made of and because of the expensive

property which is contained in the shops.

The Royal Palace and the Cabildo Are Burned

As they were not acomplishing anything by their stone-

throwing except tiring their arms out to no advantage, they

decided to set fire to the Palace on all sides. Since there was at

hand more than enough material for this purpose, in the reed-

grass and petates of which the stands and huts were made, the

Indians alone, men and women, began to destroy them and

make piles which they pushed up to the doors of the Palace and

then ignited them. In the twinkling of an eye this was done.

The fire began (I don’t know why) at the second of the shops

which are near the Palace bridge without passing on to the

others. As there was sugar only inside the flame became huge

and roaring at once. Then followed the door of the courtyard

where are located the Hall of the Court, the two Audiencias, the

clerical offices of the Chamber, the storerooms for the bulls and

sealed documents, and beyond this the court jail closed by the

Constable at the beginning of the excitement which he or those

who were present in his quarters had been unable to prevent

with carbine shots. Then came the door of the large court3mrd
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where are located the living apartments of the Viceroy and his

wife, the fatoria, the Treasury, the office of the Accountant of

Taxes and Imposts, the Chancellory, the Registry, the Court of

the property of the deceased, the quicksilver storehouse, the

office of Mines and the guard-room of the company of infantry.

But what a company! With the very pike of the captain (who

was left outside when the doors were closed) or, rather, with

some burning reeds on it an Indian set fire (I saw this) to the

large and exceedingly handsome balcony of the Viceroy’s wife.

As so many were engaged in this and the material so well

arranged there was not a door, starting with the Clerical Offices

of Provincia which were also burning, nor a low window in the

whole Palace, both on the main facade which faces the plaza as

well as the other which faces the small Volador plaza where the

courtyard of the Court of Accounts is located and in which

are the executive offices, the general Court of the Indians and

the Royal Chapel—no door—which was not afire. So much for

the two sides which face the west and the south. On the east and

north side where the doors of the barracks, the park, and the

garden, which was likewise burned, are located one saw the same

thing. What must have been the excitement and alarm of those

within and apparently safe when they saw themselves attacked

on all sides by such an implacable enemy! How much better it

would have been to defend the doors than to expose themselves

to the possibility of being burned alive ! But considering the

fact that they reply to me by stating that they were short of

powder and that the stones reached farther than their swords

and pikes, reprehending them seems to me an impertinence so

I’ll turn to another matter.

Since no other cry was heard among the rioters than “Down
with the Viceroy and the Corregidor!” and since the Palace

was already burning on every side, they passed on to the muni-

cipal buildings, where the Corregidor was living, in order to do

the same thing. The fact that neither he nor his wife were at
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home saved their lives. His coach was the first thing that they

rushed upon and to which they set fire. And while this was being

consumed by the flames, they dragged it rolling about through the

whole plaza as in triumph. While some were engaged in this

and in killing the mules afterwards which were pulling the coach

in a frenzy because it was on fire, others brought huge piles of

petates, reed-grass and boards up to the offiees of the Public

Scribes, the Cabildo where the bound books and judicial records

are kept, the office of the Deputation, the Public Granary, the

public jail and, lighting them all at the same time, the flames

exceeded those of the Palace because of being more continuous.

The time spent in this was not even a quarter of an hour

because the excessive number of those engaged in doing it was

in harmony with their diligence and zeal. And it is very

remarkable that from six o’clock when the uproar began up to

this time, which must have been half-past seven, they worked

with their hands and their mouths with equal fervor. The great

amount that they accomplished with their hands has already

been seen. The insolence and foulness which they uttered with

their mouths was no less. Nothing was heard on the wffiole Plaza

but ‘‘Hurrah for the Holy Sacrament! Hurrah for the Virgin

of Rosario ! Hurrah for the King ! Hurrah for the santiague-

nos! Plurrah for Pulque!” But to each one of these acclama-

tions (if, perchance, they were not countersigns with which to

recognize one another) they kept adding “Down with the Vice-

roy and his wife ! Death to the Corregidor ! Death to the Span-

iards ! Down with bad government !

’
’ All this was not shouted

as simply as I have written it here but with the addition of such

shameless remarks, such names, and such curses against those

Princes as it seems to me were never uttered until then by

rational creatures. In this sin they all died I know very well

because I was in the midst of it all
;
but only the Indians died in

the sin of burning the municipal buildings, the Cabildo of the

city, and the Palace.
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The Looting Begins

I have already stated that the saramuUos accompanied the

Indians from the very moment that they passed through the

Baratillo with the Indian woman who pretended to be dead.

Inasmuch as almost all of them either help or buy from the boys

and slaves what the latter steal in the houses or are the ones

who do so themselves whenever the carelessness of someone else

or their own diligence offers them opportunities, they found no

other chance more suitable than the one at hand to get something

to gamble with and with which to eat sufficient not only for a

few days but for years. And so, while the Indians were setting

fire, they began to break down the doors and the very weak roofs

(like people who, through frequenting the Plaza, were familiar

with best stocked of the shops) and to load themselves down with

the merchandise and money which they found there.

It did not seem to the Indians, who no doubt perceived this,

that they would be very well off if they did not get a share of

such a considerable amount of booty. And so, joining in with

the saramidlos and with all the other mullattoes, Negroes, chi-

nos, mestizos, lobos, and exceedingly vile Spaniards, both

gachupines as well as creoles, that were there, they all fell at

once upon the shops which contained iron and things made of

that metal, both in order to get axes and bars with which to break

into the other shops and to arm themselves with machetes and

knives which they did not possess. From this time on these

fellows forgot about the foul things that they had been shouting

and the Indians, both male and female, forgot to feed the fires

consuming the municipal buildings and the Palace, nor did they

remember to ask for corn because now they did not have hands

enough for looting.

In a moment a shop was empty of all that it had contained

and in another instant the whole structure was on fire for the

same ones who carried off their contents also set fire to them.
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And when to all this was added the stands and the huts on the

entire Plaza which were likewise burning and when I saw noth-

ing blit flames and scorching heat in every direction, amidst

the heaviness of heart which oppressed my soul, it occurred to

me that it was something like burning Troy must have been when

the Greeks destroyed it.

Instead of a call to arms the bell for prayer was rung at this

time in all the churches. As it seemed to the reverend fathers

of the Jesuit and Mercedarian orders that their exhortations

might be of. some service in quieting the people, they approached

the Plaza in procession, the Jesuits accompanied by the holy

image of Christ and reciting the Rosary in chorus with expres-

sive pauses, and the Mercedarians with an image of the Most

Holy Virgin to whom they chanted litanies with soft music. But

as the stones kept raining down upon them from everywhere at

the same time, the religious order in which they were marching

was broken up and all were scattered about in different places

;

although they continued to preach it was fruitless because they

were either not listened to or were hissed.

Do not be startled that this should be so when they did almost

as much to the very venerable Sacrament of the altar. Dr. Don
Manuel de Escalante y Mendoza, treasurer of the church, had

taken it out of the cibory of the Cathedral when the conflagra-

tion began. This, accompanied by clergymen and Spaniards who

thought that the whole populace would follow its God and Lord,

was rushed to the Plaza. But so intent upon throwing stones,

in setting fire and in looting shops were those who were on the

Plaza that they did not even kneel to it or adore it. Only some

who had begun to burn the magnificent new palace of the Mar-

ques del Valle put it out themselves, influenced thereto by the

very effective persuasion of Don Manuel and the awe-inspiring

and venerable presence of the Lord. Doubtlessly, they with-

drew from there in order to go and loot the Plaza.
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The majority of the shopowners, fearful of what afterwards

took place, were among the populace from the beginning of the

riot. But since there was no wealth which was preferable to

life itself some of them kept still though seeing and even bewail-

ing the impiety with which the rioters were carrying off their

property. ‘‘Well there,’ boys,” said others, “since our misfor-

tune and your good luck will it this way, why go to it and good

luck to you !

’
’ There was no lack of those who robbed them-

selves for, by getting into their shops among the rioters and as

one who knows where the most valuable part of their stock was

located, they loaded up with it and started to flee. The Indians

and the innumerable saramidlos did the same thing. But those

who had agreed beforehand to all that has been seen in the riot

began to disagree shortly afterwards, not collectively but indi-

vidually. It was suspected that when those who were not Indians

observed how much the latter and their women were carrying

off they stealthily approached the Indians with whatever they

had stolen from the hardware shops, if they did not happen to

have swords, and swiftly thrust the Indians through and then

ran up as if to help them. As the natives fell, they robbed them

of the best goods and then withdrew.

Several Indians died in this manner and, from what I imag-

ine, a good many more in number. As I have already said all

those who were throwing stones ceased to do so for a long while

prior to the sacking of the shops. This was for no other reason

than the fact that either their arms were limp or because the

stone-throwing was a hindrance in setting fire to the Palace and

the municipal buildings. At the same instant that the Spaniards,

who were on the end of the streets opening onto the Plaza, in

the cemetery of the Cathedral and elsewhere, observed this they

went mingling with the rioters. As the latter, loaded down with

merchandise and goods, not only kept leaving the Plaza helter-

skelter, but jeered at those who were coming in, saying to them,

with much laughter, “Filthy Spaniards, the merchant fleet has
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already come. Go on, sissies (mariquetas)

,

to the shops and bny

your ribbons and hair-switches !

’
’ The latter either repented of

having looked on so much destruction with folded hands or

else were filled with shame upon hearing such ignominious re-

marks and others worse still and, especially since they had

assurance that there would be no more stone-throwing, some of

them with carbines and others with swords charged upon the

rioters.

The same thing happened when the Count of Santiago, with

many of his household and severable honorable men, came in on

one side and, on another, Don Antonio Dezas Ulloa, Knight of

the Order of Santiago, and Don Joseph de Urrutia, the first the

Acountant and the second the Treasurer of the Royal Treasury,

and many other distinguished persons, fired a volley from their

carbines on those who were looting. But since they met no

resistance whatsoever, because the rioters were only attending

to loading up and getting away and also because the friars of

the Company were opposing them by entreaties and by covering

the natives with their cloaks thus protecting them as if they

were innocent, they passed on, in order not to lose time, to the

Palace to busy themselves with something.

It seems to me by the bodies that I saw shortly afterwards

stretched out near the Cathedral, nineteen in number, and by

others which I not only found thrown about the Plaza but which

I touched with my own hands (on the occasion of accompanying

the Holy Sacrament when Lie. Don Antonio de Aunsibay, Vicar-

General of this bishopric, took it afterwards into his own hands

from Don Manuel de Escalante) for, after someone had put

the holy oil into my hands, I anointed thirteen who were alive

and confessed three, the number of the dead must have exceeded

fifty in that vicinity. This is without counting several who, it

is known on good authority, were burned alive because they

insisted on sacking the shops when they were afire. And this

is also without counting numerous others who were killed or
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wounded on the streets in order to get away from them what

they had stolen as is now inferred (from what was learned from

those who went to the hospitals to be cured and later went into

their own churches and into others).

Those who were found on the streets in general and espe-

cially on the street of the Canal might do a great deal as exem-

plary punishment. The excessive number of canoes, which are

always on the canal, loaded with all the goods that they were

throwing into them (who would be able to do this but their

owners?), got away without any interference. The opposition

displayed on the streets as I have stated, was made only against

Indians and drunken people because the majority of them

dropped what they were carrying at the first shout and took

flight. It was quite the opposite with those who were not Indians.

Desperately defending what the Indians were attempting to get

away from them, these rascals made their way through wherever

they tried to.

The very moment that they threw themselves into burning

and robbing on the Plaza they forgot about the municipal build-

ings and the Royal Palace. Because of this it was made easy

for many people of the upper classes of Mexico City to get near

to the Palace. They helped the inmates to put out the fire on the

doors of the barracks, of the Park, of the courtyard of the Court

of Accounts, and on some of the windows and balconies where

the fire had still not made great headway. Leaving adequate

guard at these doors and windows they got inside. Supposing

that the private individuals who lived there must already have

safeguarded their possessions, as was really the case, they passed

on to the apartments of the Viceroy and his wdfe where the few

duennas and ladies there, assisted by some of the household and

their servants, began to do the same with the jewels of their

master and mistress. Those entering valiantly helped them in

this with all the more zeal and determination as the flames, com-

ing into the bed-chambers through the large balcony and the
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Provincia arcades, became larger and more voracious. Not even

a single one of all the papers of great importance there was lost.

They all loaded themselves up with the least hazy and most

valuable of them and, entrusting the rest to some soldiers and

trustworthy persons, they took the ladies, duennas, and other

women and timid people out through a house which is next to the

Garden. Crossing through the midst of the rioters on the street

they led them to the palace of the Archbishop which stands

opposite

Siguenza’s Part in the Riot

I also was in the Palace at that time because I went there

after handing over the holy oil to a curate assistant. Since

this letter is not an account of my own merits but of the events

of the night of the eighth of June which I witnessed, I shall

avoid from now on relating how much (or how little or whatever

enemies who are never lacking may choose to call it) I did freely

and spontaneously without regard to my rank or for reward.

With a bar and with an axe I cut beams and pried open doors

by my own efforts and not only some apartments of the Palace

but whole halls and the best archives of the city were rescued

from the fire. This will suffice to indicate what I did.

If those w’ho had freedom enough to be able to flee through

the fire which surrounded them at a considerable distance away

were in even greater afflction and distress than I have indicated,

what must have been the agony of the prisoners in the court-

jail—and many of them shackled—when they saw that, at the

very moment that the door was afire, all the halls were filled with

a thick smoke and they were smothering ! To get out through

where they had come in was impossible for in a very short while

the vestibule seemed like an oven. Because of the walls of its

small courtyard, which were more than twenty varas in height,

it was the same thing as an oven. And so the prisoners helped

the constable and the gatekeepers for they were all in the same
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danger. They broke the padlocks on the doors through which

one goes to the Torture Chamber and from here to the rooms

of the Justices of the Peace. Now almost breathless and breath-

ing fire they got out into the corridors. From there they went

to the courtyards where, either with the aid of others or by their

own efforts, they removed their shackles and became unhampered.

It occurred to them all uniformly that the faithfulness with

which they might act (and they reasoned rightly) would be of

great value in atoning for their crimes. Without a single one

of them taking sides with the riotous populace when they could

easily have done so, they distributed themselves about the azo-

teas and in other places and worked unceasingly that night and

part of the following day. And they succeeded in getting a

pardon for their misdeeds not so much on account of this service

as on account of the kindliness of the one (i.e., the Viceroy) who

was able to grant it. While the Palace is still burning I shall

turn to another matter.

The Viceroy Remains in a Convent During the Riot

The news of the attack which the seditious natives had made

upon him, and of the confusion and uproar on the Plaza found

the Viceroy in the San Francisco convent. The first tidings

which were brought there attributed the excitement to some

boyish prank
;
the second indicated that it was nothing less than

a gigantic revolt of the whole of Mexico City plotted, without

exception of persons, to kill His Excellency. This they kept

shouting. Those in the convent (besides the head groom, Don

Alonso de la Barrera and some pages) were Don Juan de Dios

de Medina y Pocaso and Don Alonso Morales, Ordinary Justices

of the Peace of the City, and the reverend fathers, Don Juan

de Aguirre Espinosa, and Don Bernabe Alvarez de Itay. As

the news was immediately accompanied by the loud din which

was heard in the streets. His Excellency left his chair at once
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to go out even though he recognized that the excitement of those

outside was all that it could possibly be. While some of the

friars ran to lock the door others (together with the gentlemen

that I have mentioned) ran to stop him, pointing out how sui-

cidal it would be to do such a thing and emphasizing how impor-

tant his life was. And, with the promise that they would go

personally to find out what it was, they detained him there.

While this was going on Her Excellency, the Viceroy’s wife,

came to take refuge in the same San Francisco convent
;
when

she was approaching their Palace the coachman observed from

afar off what was happening on the Plaza. Without ascertain-

ing definitely what could be causing it they speedily crossed the

streets and succeeded in reaching the convent without any mis-

hap as they were in the lee of it. This was remarkably fortu-

nate for they almost ran over those who were running toward

the Plaza without the latter realizing it.

The hubbub in the streets kept increasing as was noted dis-

tantly by those within the convent and, likewise, the musket

shots which were fired in the Palace were heard. And all this

came with the positive news that there was no other shout among

the Indians and the populace who, it was also learned, were the

ones revolting, than that the Viceroy should die because there

was a shortage of corn. Oh, what torture must have been that

of this Prince in being shut up there with the sighs and tender

tears of his afflicted wife on one hand and his reflections on the

ingratitude of the masses for whose sustenance he had labored

so hard on another, and his knowledge of the entire lack of pro-

visions and arms of those who were there. With conversations

that were mutually embarrassing they kept him inactive. And

above all the friars did not wish to open the doors of the con-

vent as this seemed to them, in view of the presence of Their

Excellencies, whom the populace was seeking in order to kill, not

what they should do. Consequently, there was no way for the
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few who were in attendance to execute the Viceroy’s orders nor

give to others the commands which he deemed necessary.

As the whole populace was on the Plaza the crowd dimin-

ished on that street. The friars who were guarding the doors,

having heard the knocks by which the most illustrious person-

ages of Mexico City, giving their names at the same time, were

breaking down the doors, very cautiously opened them to the

newcomers. The latter all olfered themselves and their lives as

well to Their Excellencies. And when the Viceroy learned in

detail from them what had happened and especially the fact

that the seditious natives, forgetting about the Palace and the

municipal buildings which were burning on all sides, had turned

to pillaging the shops and setting them on fire, he ordered the

Count of Santiago, Don Antonio de Desa y Ulloa, and the others

whom I have mentioned, in the name of His Majesty and his

Viceroy, to return to the Plaza with all the men they could get,

both in order to dislodge the revolters from it and to save the

Royal Treasury and the tribunals from the conflagration. They

all fulfilled their very high obligations and, with the order given,

they promptly did what has been stated.

Although at the very moment that the pillaging ended the

riot ceased, since those who had caused it withdrew to guard

their loot. His Excellency, in order to avoid any greater commo-

tion on the following day through the lack of corn (and while

the uproar still continued), dispatched the Regidor, Don Juan

de Aguirre Espinosa, to the Province of Chaleo to have all the

corn which could be found there brought to Mexico City by day-

Break. Don Francisco de Sigiienza was sent to escort the pack

trains which were coming from Celaya and the interior from

wherever he should meet them up to the city. Don Carlos de

Luna y Arrellano was commissioned to visit all the bakeries in

Mexico City that night so that they should knead three times as

much dough as usual for the following day. Still others the

Viceroy sent to the butcher shops and even to the truck gardens
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so that there should be no shortage of garden stuff, fruits, and

vegetables. Not only did the Viceroy do all this but he also sent

couriers to Puebla de los Angeles and to different places where,

on account of the scarcity being general and greater than in

Mexico City and the inhabitants more numerous, such a perni-

cious and abominable example as the uprising in the capital

might stir up their minds, did not those in authority who should

be warned, receive warning.

Damages Wrought by the Rioters and the Flames

The night was spent with these matters. But it was not

necessary for the day to dawn in order to see and lament with

sorrowful sighs what the fire was doing
;

it continued with

remarkable vigor until Tuesday. To state in a few words what

necessarily demands a very long account, the greater part of the

arcades and the offices on Provincia street were burned and in

them some papers, something of the apartments of the Viceroy,

all the rooms which face the vestibule, the main door of the

Guard-room, the whole prison with its entresols where three

babies and a woman perished, the torture chamber, the Hall of

Crime (la del Crimen), the Menor Quantia, the chief scrivener’s

office of the chamber with all its papers, the chamber of the

Royal Audiencia, and in these rooms all the hangings, the car-

pets, linens, clocks, books, papers, and ornaments that were in

them. The armory and some of the arms were burned. May
God give long life or, better, glory to the one who, throwing

down the doors on one side and forcing the fire to take a respite,

saved the hall of the Royal Acuerdo and the Court of Accounts

!

The damage to the municipal buildings was greater for they

burned them all, I mean, the living quarters of the Corregidor,

the Accountancy of Public Estate, the clerical office of the

Cabildo, the Chamber of the city government and all below that

pertained to it and was part of the Public Granary, the office of
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the Disputation and the fiel ejecutoria, the offices of the public

scribes and all the papers that were in them and the main office

of the Cabildo, both the current documents as well as the proto-

cols, old census books, entailed estates, and similar things. Again

I repeat, may God give glory to the one who, amid so many

flames, took out and still has in his possession the capitulary

books, the only ones saved from so voracious a fire ! Some stores

were also burned (and all that was in them) which were the

property of the city. And finally, after having calculated the

damage with due consideration and judgment, the total loss in

looting and destruction by fire exceeds three millions.

The Viceroy and his wife left the convent accompanied by

the Archbishop, Gowned Ministers, the titled and first nobility,

and also a vast populace which, either through pretense or

repentance for what had happened, cheered them wildly in pub-

lic acclamations. Their Excellencies went to lodge themselves in

the new palace of the Marques del Valle. The probable state of

mind of the rioters was not clear and, even though the whole

city was still in arms, without delay His Excellency appointed

the militia corporals which seemed advisable to him. Enlist-

ments were opened for two companies of cavalry to be on a

salary basis; these were to police the city and garrison the Pal-

ace. The companies of the battalion were distributed where

they seemed needed and so, finally, it was made impossible for

the populace to start another riot. Upon sending some troops

into the barrio of Santiago that Monday and the following

Tuesday, even though they found it depopulated they made use

of some Indians (to carry out what was afterwards done with

some success) and the recovery of a part of what had been stolen

was begun.

Although those who had left the city on the same Sunday

night had more than enough clothing and money they did not

have food. So they attacked some canoes which were sailing

from Chaleo with a supply of corn and stripped them. But
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with the energy that Don Juan de Aguirre injected into getting

other canoes and Don Francisco de Sigiienza, my brother, into

getting pack trains which he found near-by, not only sufficient

but more than enough corn would have been plentiful in the

city for that day and others to come if His Excellency, with no

other advisors than his own charity and compassion, had not

ordered that all the corn that had come into the city should be

distributed freely and without cost to everyone and particularly

to the ungrateful, treacherous rabble of insolent Indian women.

]\Ieasures of the Viceroy After the Riot

Such a Christian act as this is truly worthy of praise but this

excellent Prince deserves for another all the praises which elo-

quence has formed in all times for the greatest heroes. Since

the drunkenness of the Indians had never reached greater excess

and licentiousness (beginning with the time of their paganism)

than in these present times in which, with the excuse of how

much tribute it brings to the King, Our Lord, on the part of

those who fetch the pulque in, it is more plentiful in a single

day in Mexico City than in a whole year when the capital was

governed by idolaters. With regard to the abundance of pulque

there was not a corner—I have expressed myself badly—there

was not a street nor a public plaza in the whole city where openly

and shamelessly many more souls were sacrificed to the Devil

by this vice than bodies were offered to him in the pagan tem-

ples in former times. With the murders, robberies, sacriliges,

sodomy, ravishing, the acts of bestiality, the superstitions and

idolatries which have been preached against so many times from

the pulpits and which have been written against in so many

books, who doubts that God was vexed (if it may be expressed

in this manner) and who doubts that He wished to make a

slight threat by taking his spoiled children as instruments to

punish a place where He had been so sinned against ? If there is

no atonement. His Justice will be carried through.
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From the very moment that the riot began everyone raised

the cry, inspired by Heaven perhaps that
‘

‘ This is the result of

pulque!” The same thought had occurred at the same instant

to His Excellency who, detesting the consequences which follow

upon its misuse, had written at great length about it to the

King, Our Lord and, as it seemed to him that he would please

His Majesty by pleasing God, on the morning of that same

Monday, June 9, he ordered that not even a single load of

pulque should come into Mexico City and, with the advice of

the Real Acuerdo, which was afterwards concurred in by the

Archbishop, some of his suffragans, the ecclesiastical and secular

cabildos, the learned men, and even by a few of the Indians

themselves who had kept something of their former nobility, he

ruled that until an account of the matter was rendered to the

King, Our Lord, pulque was absolutely prohibited in Mexico City.

After four Indians had been caught in the very barracks of

the Palace in the act of setting fire to them and, after they had

confessed without resort to any torture at all that they had been

accomplices in the riot and had taken part in the burning, they

were all shot on Wednesday morning at eleven o’clock except

one who committed suicide with poison the night before. Five

or six were hanged, one was burned, and many more were

whipped on different days and, I suppose, they are still carrying

on judicial proceedings against others who are prisoners.

The false alarms, apprehension and excitement in all Mexico

City during that week and perhaps afterwards would require

a very long account for adequate expression. Notwithstanding

this the faint-hearted drew some comfort by reflecting on the

fact that, even if there was a shortage of Spaniards for their

defense, inasmuch as the Indians of Tlaxcala were deadly ene-

mies of the Indians in Mexico City, they would be kept safe by

these native allies in case of a great outbreak. And when the

rumor became current that the Tlaxcalans had offered them-

selves to the Viceroy, everyone rejoiced.
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The fact that these ideas and the Indians as well were fan-

tastic was amply proved the following Monday, June 16, when

there was reliable information in this city that there had also

been a revolt in the city of Tlaxcala—I mean, to speak with

accuracy and precision—in three of their towns. These were

the circumstances: There are markets or tianguis in that city

every Saturday. On the Saturday which is reckoned as the 14th

of the same month the load of corn of two fanegas was valued at

five pesos. By shouts of protest the Indians of those towns got

Don Fernando de Bustamante, Alcalde Mayor of that Province,

to give them the corn that he had at four pesos only. As snatch-

ing the corn seemed to the Indians a more convenient price than

this one, they threw themselves upon the corn that was exposed

upon the Plaza and carried it off. To avoid any disturbances

no opposition was offered to them. But when the Alcalde ob-

served a notable restlessness among them and suspected the same

thing that he had learned through a courier had happened in

Mexico City, he had the Spanish inhabitants summoned by a

drum. At two o’clock in the afternoon there were only six men

in the Palace.

But the. Indians who had come did not want even these.

Imitating the Indians of Mexico City in all that they had done,

they began all at once to throw stones at the Palace and to set

fire to it. The Alcalde and those who were with him made all

the resistance that they could and, with the aid of twenty other

Spaniards who quickly hurried up, they repelled them after

having routed them pretty thoroughly. While the fight lasted,

which was quite a while, the greater part of the Palace was

burned. Through some punishment that was inflicted upon

them, I imagine, and through the dispatching by His Excel-

lency of two mounted companies at once in case the rebellion

was still going on, the tranquillity which today prevails among

them and throughout the whole realm, was brought about.
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This is the condition in which we find ourselves at present

and this is my letter. If Your Grace wishes to print it in order

that everyone in the Court there and the kingdom may know

on good authority what others have probably written with not

so much personal and real information, I consent to it at once

but with the presupposition that not a single word shall be

added to it or removed from it. If it may not be in this manner

then let it not be published. May our Lord grant you, my
friend and lord, many long years and these with perfect health

and tranquillity in everything.

' Don Carlos de Siguenza y Gongora.

Mexico City, August 30, 1692.
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tions with Sigiienza, 51-12.) be-

lief in Astrology, 60 ;
sketch of

life, 62
;

visits Sigiienza before
departure for Oalifornias, 63-

64; object of flattering sonnet
by Juana Ines, 71; 168, 178.

Kircher, R. Father Atanasio, cor-

respondent of Sigiienza, 49.

Laguna, Marques de la. Viceroy of

New Wpain, 52 n. 43
;

appoints
Father Kino Royal Cosmograph-
er, 57

;
65.

Lampart, Guillen de. 111 n. 7.

LaSalle, Jean Cavelier, Sieur de,

sees Comet of 1680, 58 ;
his col-

ony sought, 86; 89, 106; move-
ments of, 140

;
Spaniards dis-

cover ruined settlement, 141
;
163.

Lasarillo de Tonnes, picaresque

novel, 35.

Leon, Alonso de. Governor of Coa-
huila, 86; discovers LaSalle's
settlement, 141.

Leon, Velasquez de, scholar of
New Spain, 63.

Lezamis, Joseph de 42 n. 15, 44.

Lima, University of, 50.

“Livy of Anahuac," (Don Fer-
nando Ixtlilxochitl) brief sketch
of, 92-93.

Lopez Pacheco, Diego, Duque de
Escalona, Viceroy of New Spain,
6 .

Lopez de Sigiienza, Don Gabriel
de, favorite nephew of Sigiienza,

8 n. 26; states Sigiienza 's chap-
lain 18 years, 13 n. 47

;
gives

facts of Sigiienza 's chaplaincy,
14 n. 50, 22

;
gives account of

Sigiienza in riot, 128-129; 131,
180.

Louis XIV of France, 2 ;
Spanish

fear of policy, 140
;

fleet arrives

before Pensacola, 165; 176, 184.

Luna y Arrellano, Tristan de, 141;
unsuccessful expedition, 146.

‘
‘ Lunarios, ' ’ almanacs made by
Sigiienza, 76-77, 177.

Lutgarda de Jesus, Mother, a sis-

ter of Sigiienza, 7, 8 n. 26.

Luyando y Vermeo, Don Miguel
de, Regidor of Mexico City, 137.

Madagascar, 32, 33.

Madrid, father of Sigiienza born
in, 5.

“maestro Bel,’ 32.

maestre de campo, title of honor,

162, 172, 177.

Magellan, Strait of, 88.

Maldonado, lieutenant of De Soto,

146.

Mange, Juan Mateo, possible cous-

in of Sigiienza, 5.

Manila Galleon, 31.

Mariana de Austria, Queen Regent
of Spain, 18.

Mariana de la Cruz, Mother, 103.

Mariana de Neoburgo, Dona, mar-
ries Charles II, 112.

Marques del Valle, new palace of,

127, 134.

Martinez, Henrico, Dutch engineer
in Now Spain, 75, 80.

mascara, popular diversion, 18, 23.

Massanet, Father, Damian, Fran-
ciscan missionary, 107.

Matagorda Bay, where LaSalle
landed, 140.
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Mather, Increase, declaims against

Comet of 1680, 58.

Matlacueje, name for Sierra de

Tlascala, 101.

mediana, species of wheat har-

vested in June, 114.

Medina y Pantoja, Ines de, god-

mother of Sigiienza, 3n. 6.

Menendez y Pelayo, Don Marceli-

no, opinion of Sigiienza, 1 ;
as

versifier, 21-22.

Mercedarian Order, 7 ;
forms pro-

cession to quiet rioters, 127.

Mexican antiquities, Sigiienza ’s

museum of, 1.

‘ ‘ Mexican Athens ’
’ (Mexico City )

,

25, 182.

Mexican Cyclography, scientific

work of Sigiienza, 77.

Mexican language, 12; Chair of,

12 n. 43.

Mexican Theater, work of Vetan-

curt, 46, 47.

Mexico. See New Spain.

Mexico City, Sigiienza born in, 3

;

influence of Sigiienza in, 28;
Ramirez arrives at, 30 ;

Holy
Mary of Guadalupe in, 33; Ra-
mirez returns to, 35 ;

cause of

vagrants in, 42; Vetancurt born
in, 46

;
Father Florencia in, 47

;

Gemelli Careri in, 48, 49
;
Van

Hamnie in, 50
;

eclipse in, 55

;

comet seen in, 58 ;
Sigiienza

builds parapet to protect, 83

;

founded in 1325, 100
;
celebrates

marriage of Charles II, 112

;

threatened with famine, 116;
food consumption in, 116 n. 20;
pulque plentiful in, 118; massa-
cre threatened in, 121; called

“Athens of New World, “ 182.

Mexitzin, 77.

Mezrain, Sigiienza ’s belief con-

cerning, 100.

mictlampa, 100.

Milan, Francisco de, a pilot, 172;
diary to be sent to Spain, 177.

Miruelo, a pilot, 146.

Misfortunes of Alonso Baniirez, as

forerunner of Mexican novel, 29

;

synopsis of, 30—36; 87.

Mississippi, 89, 140, 141.

Mobile Bay (Bay of Espiritu San-
to), 142, 145; entered by French,

165, 169.

Moctezuma, Conde de. Viceroy of

New Spain, 40 ;
receives instruc-

tions to occupy Pensacola, 161;
orders Sigiienza to Pensacola,

167; asked to assist Sigiienza’s

relatives, 174, 175; again seeks

Sigiienza’s advice, 178.

Moctezuma, Emperor of Aztecs, 95.

Montufar, Juan de, manager of

Estates, 111 n. 7.

Moral Equilibrium, essay of Juana
Ines left to Sigiienza, 54.

Munon Chinialpain, Domingo de
San Anton, Mexican historian,

95-96.

Naphtuhim, Sigiienza ’s belief con-

cerning, 100.

Narvaez, Don Juan de. Rector of

Royal University, 23 n. 19, 23,

25 ;
resigns as Rector, 25 n. 26,

146.

New Mexico, governed by Jironza
Petris de Cruzate, 5 ;

Sigiienza

interested in, 107, 140, 156.

New Spain (Mexico), Sigiienza

collects antiquities of, 1; Si-

giienza ’s knowledge of, 17
;
gon-

gorisni at worst in, 20, 21;
Ramirez ’ vagrant life in, 30

;

Sigiienza ’s unique position in,

37 ;
remarkable archbishop of,

41
;
early book about, 46

;
great-

est poetess of, 50
;

quality of

scholarship of, 56 ;
comet seen

in, 58
;
remoteness from Europe,

70, 72; not favorable to think-

ers, 74; almanacs in, 76; gen-

eral map of, 85
;
guarded by San

Juan Ulua, 87
;

difficulty of
publishing in, 90

;
Sigiienza ’s

knowledge of affairs of, 105

;

Sigiienza ’s interest in northern
frontier of, 107 ;

riots frequent
in, 110; Spanish control of

threatened, 3; races in, 118;
Pez returns to, 144; Arriola pre-

fers office in, 162
;

Arriola
returns to, 165; Arriola criti-

cized in, 168.

Newton, Sir Isaac (1632-1727), 58.

Nochistongo, Cfit of, 80.
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Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe,
sloop used on Pensacola expedi-

tion, 144,

Occidental Paradise, work of Si-

giienza, 97
;

full title of, 102

71. 40; brief summary of, 102-

103; copies sent to Charles II,

104; 105.

Olmecs, early Indian tribes, 97,

100
,
101 .

Orellano, Francisco, 29.

Orie7htal Planeta, long- poem of Si-

giienza, full title of, 22 n. 18,

128.

Ortega, Captain Francisco de, 57.

Otomi language, 12; Chair of, 12

n. 43.

Palafox y Mendoza, Juan de. Vice-

roy of New Spain, 12.

Paredes, Conde de. Viceroy of New
Spain, 52.

Parthian Triumph, work of Sigiien-

za, described, 23
;

full title of,

23 n. 19; poetical contents of,

27; 53.

Pedro, slave of Ramirez, 33, 35.

Pensacola Bay, 5, 40
;

Sigiienza

draws map of, 86; 109; objective

of expedition, 139; rediscovered,

141
;

to be occupied, 142
;
wins

Pez ’ interest, 143
;

Sigiienza

rechristens ‘
‘ Bahia de Santa

Maria de Galve, ’ ’ 146
;

syste-

matically surveyed, 147-151;
praised by Sigiienza, 153

;
de-

sirability indicated, 156; Conde
de Galve sends report on, 157,

159; occupation of paramount
importance, 161; Arriola first

enters, 162
;
presidio established,

164; type of first settlers, 164
71. 7

;
date of occupation con-

fused, 164 71. 8; subject of Arri-

ola-Sigiienza quarrel, 166—167.

Pena, Dona Maria de la, sister-in-

law of Sigiienza, 8 7i. 26.

Penalosa, ex-governor of New Mex-
ico, 140.

Penol de los Banos, 81.

petates, reed-matting, 122, piled

against Palace door, 125.

Petrarch, 183.

Petrey, Father Juan Francisco,

correspondent of Sigiienza, 50.

Pez, Admiral Andres de, associated
with Sigiienza; 39, 111, 112;
sketch of life, 142-143

;
his

plans, 144; river in Pensacola
named for, 150

;
on committee

discussing defense of Pensacola,

155; submits report, 156; sent
to Spain, 157, 160; in disgrace,

161-162
;

Sigiienza blames for

delay in Pensacola project, 163;
cited by Sigiienza, 172.

Philip IV (of Spain), 5.

Philippines, 31, 162; Arriola ^s

record trip to, 171.

Philosophical Manifest, Sigiienza ’s

pamphlet on comets, 59.

Phoenix of the West, lost work of
Sigiienza, described, 97-98; fate

of Ms., 98 n. 25.

Plaza (of Mexico City), objective

of rioters, 119, 122
;
description

of, 122
;

rioters attack Palace
in, 123; cleared of rioters, 133.

Polemic on nature of comets, 58;
produces a by-product, 70.

Pomar, Juan de, Mexican histo-

rian, 96.

Popocatepetl, 50.

Porto Rico, 30.

Presidio de San Carlos de Austria,

at Pensacola, 164.

Public Granary, established by
Philip II, 115; commotion in,

119, 121.

Puebla (de los Angeles), 9, 30, 33.

pulque, native beverage, 117
;

ef-

fects of according to Sigiienza,

118.

pulquerias, native saloons, 118;
where riot plotted, 120; 136.

Punta de Buen Viaje, 57.

Punta de Sigiienza in Pensacola
Bay, named for Sigiienza, 147.

Queretaro, city of New Spain, 16,

17; described by Sigiienza, 18;

19.

Quetzalcoatl, Aztec god, 97.

Ramirez, Alonso, 29; his story,

30-36.

Ramirez, Ana, mother of Alonso
Ramirez, 30.

Ramirez, Don Luis, relative of

Alonso Ramirez, 30.

Ration, Indian captured at riot,

118.
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Eavina, Peter, of Italy, correspon-

dent of Sigiienza, 50.

Beal Acuerdo, consultative body,
urges withdrawal of Indians
from Mexico City, 135, 137.

Relacion de lo sucedido a la Arma-
da de Barlovento, 109 n. 54.

Renaissance, 182, 183.

Ribera Enriquez, Payo de. Viceroy
of New Spain, 20.

‘‘Rio de la Palizada” (Mississippi
River), to be reconnoitered, 145;
explored at mouth by Sigiienza,

152-153
;

true significance seen
by Arriola, 163; European ships

reported in neighborhood of, 178.

Rivera, Juan Antonio, Diary of,

111 n. 7.
‘ ‘ El Robledal, ’ ’ name given by

Sigiienza to place in Pensacola
Bay, 149, 150, 155.

Robles, Diary of, reports Sigiien-

za ’s departure from Jesuit Or-
der, 9-10

;
records dispute of

Archbishop and Sigiienza, 43.

Robles, Father Juan de. Prefect
of Congregation of San Salva-
dor, 19.

Rodriguez, Don Diego, professor
of mathematics in Royal Univer-
sity, 12.

Romero, leader of maritime expe-
dition to Pensacola, 141, 142.

Rosales, Dona Teresa, sister-in-law

of Sigiienza, 8 7i. 26.

Royal Council (of Madrid), 177.
Royal Cosmographer, title given

Sigiienza by Charles II, 2;
Father Kino appointed as, 57;
title defined, 75, 171.

Royal Fleet. See Windward Fleet.

Royal Palace (of Mexico City),

58; destruction planned, 118; in

flames, 126.

Royal University (of Mexico), Si-

giienza a professor in, 3 ;
de-

scription of, 11-12
;

fosters cer-

tamenes, 23; Sigiienza studies 27
years in, 45

;
Sigiienza professor

of Mathematics in, 66, 107; un-
willing to grant Sigiienza a pen-
sion, 179.

ruhigo, a wheat rust, 114.

Ruesta, Don Francisco de, Spanish
mathematician, 38.

Ryswick, Treaty of, 161.

Saenz de Cauri, Juan, pseudonym
of Juana Ines, 53 n. 47.

Salayzes, Felipe de, pseudonym of
Juana Ines, 53.

Salmeron de Castro, Jose, competi-
tor for Chair won by Sigiienza,

10 .

San Bernardo, Laguna de, French
settlement in, 86, 106.

San Jorge (Georgia), 169.

San Juan de Porto Rico, 30.

San Juan Ulua, 30; Vera Cruz
sacked by pirates, 32

;
arrival of

Father Kino, 57 ; 87
;
expedition

leaves for Santo Domingo, 106;
Negro revolts in. 111; return of
Pez-Sigiienza expedition, 153

;

Arriola expedition leaves, 164;
172.

San Miguel, Father Julio de, 11.

Santa Bosa, Manila galleon, 31.

Santiago Tlatilulco, suburb of Mex-
ico City, 42 n. 15.

Santo Domingo, Island of, 54.

Santo Domingo, Mother Maria An-
tonio de, 103.

saramullos, renegade Spaniards,

118; loot stores, 126; 127.

Saucedo, Juan de, competitor for

Chair won by Sigiienza, 10.

Secretaria de Gobierno, employed
father of Sigiienza, 6.

Segundo de Luna, Pedro, former
student of Sigiienza, 19, 20.

Serrano, Spanish adventurer, 29.

Sierra de Tlascala, 101.

SIGuENZA Y G6NGORA, Dr. Don
CARLOS DE, character and at-

tainments, 1, 2 ;
lack of travel,

2 71. 3 ;
his opinion of his titles,

3 ;
place and date of birth, fam-

ily, 3 ;
nephew of Don Luis de

Gongora, 4; character and at-

tainments of father, 5-6
;

as a
secular priest, 7, 129; early edu-

cation of, 8; leaves Jesuit Order,
9-10

;
beginning of official ca-

reer, 10 ;
wins chair of Astrology

and Mathematics, 11
;

seeks

chaplaincy, 12-13
;

reforms in

Hospital del Amor de Dios, 14-

15; inability to publish writings,

17, 90; says Mass at Queretaro,

19; wins prize for poem at
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Queretaro, 20 ;
as a writer of

verse, 20-23
;

as Secretary of

certamenes, 24, 26; wins prizes

in certamenes, 24-26
;

pride as

verse-writer, 27 ;
epigrams and

quatrains of, 7 n. 23, 8 n. 25, 26
n. 28, 30; sonnets of, 24 n. 24,

26 n. 29
;

his service to indi-

viduals, 28-29; prominence in

Mexico City, 37; relations with
viceroys, 39 ;

not anxious for

offices, 42 n. 12; witnesses a
miracle, 44-45

;
relations to

other scholars, 45-50
;

associa-

tion with Juana Ines, 50-54;
views eclipse of sun, 55

;
asso-

ciation with Father Kino, 57-

72; publishes Philosophical

Manifest, 59 ;
points out weak-

ness of Astrology, 59
;

Mathe-
matical Bellerophon, a reply

to de la Torre, 60 ;
considers

himself challenged by Father
Kino, 64

;
significance of asso-

ciation with Father Kino, 72;
as a scholar, 74; makes alma-
nacs, 76; work on Indian an-

tiquities, 78; work attributed to,

78 n. 15; explores Lake Texco-
co, 81; cleaning and construc-

tion of canals, 82
;

discovers

evidence of Indian hatred of

Spaniards, 83-84; as a map-
maker, 84—87

;
work on fortress

of San Juan Ulua, 87 ;
interest

in agriculture, 88; study of abo-
rigines, 92

;
assembles museum

of antiquities, 93-95; receives

Ixtlilxochitl collection, 93, 93 n.

8 ;
some manuscripts in his pos-

session, 95-96
;
disappearance of

his manuscripts, 95 n. 13
;

his

belief in his Phoenix of the

West, 97-99; theory of pre-Cor-

tesian history, 100
;

explores

pyramids of Teotihuacan, 101

;

some lost works of, 102
;
extant

historical works discussed, 102-

108
;

advises of his history of

Texas, 107; describes events
preceding riot, 112-120

;
studies

wheat blight, 114; opinion of

Indians of Mexico City, 117

;

describes profiteering of Indian
women, 117

;
opinion of pulque.

118
;

describes Plaza of Mexico
City, 122

;
when first witnesses

riot, 123
;

joins procession to

quiet rioters, 124; saves books
and documents, 128-130; reports
on “zoning” of city, 136;
placed on city commission, 137;
ordered on Pensacola expedition
as scientist, 144

;
his instruc-

tions, 145
;
rechristens Pensacola

Bay, 146; begins survey of Bay,
147

;
discovers skeleton, 150

;

says Mass at Pensacola and
buries soldier, 152

;
explores

mouth of Mississippi, 152-153

;

prophesies arrival of French col-

ony, 154
;

suggests manner of
occupying Pensacola, 155-156

;

significance of his trip to Pensa-
cola, 157-158; publication of his

report, 158 n. 23; gives new re-

port on Pensacola, 162-163

;

quarrel with Arriola, 165
;

or-

dered to Pensacola again, 166;
reply to Conde de Moctezuma re-

futing Arriola, 168-178; his

illness, 159, 173, 179; conditions

on which he will return to Pen-
sacola, 173-175; his “sporting”
proposition to Arriola, 175; ap-

pointed ‘
‘ Corrector General, ’ ’

179; his death, 179; his will

described, 180-181, 180 n. 29;

his body dissected, 181; question

of return to Jesuits, 181 n. 35

;

his character summarized, 183-

185.

Siguenza y Figueroa, Diego de,

brother of Siguenza, 8, 8 n. 26.

Siguenza, Francisca de, sister of

Siguenza, 8 n. 26.

Siguenza, Don Francisco de, broth-

er of Siguenza, 7, 8 n. 26; es-

corts packtrain bringing corn,

133; death in 1696, 179.

Siguenza, Ignacio Felipe de, young-

est brother of Siguenza, 8 n. 26.

Siguenza, Ines de, sister of Si-

guenza, 8 n. 26.

Siguenza, Friar Jose de, brother of

Siguenza, 7, 8 n. 26.

Siguenza, Dona Juana de, sister

of Siguenza, 8 n. 26.

Sinaloa, 63.
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H jledades, poem of Don Luis de

Gongora, 4.

Sonora, 5.

Star of the North, work of Father
Florencia, 47.

Suarez de Figueroa y Gongora,
Dona Dionisia. See Figueroa,

Dionisia de.

Syncapura (Singapore), 33.

Tampico, 139.

temporal, species of wheat har-

vested in October, 114.

Teotihuacan
,

28
;

town of San
Juan, 93 n. 8; pyramids ex-

plored by Sigiienza, 101.

Teotl, Mexican word, 100.

Tepotzotlan, Oolegio de, 8, 9, 16.

Terminos, Laguna de, a pirate

nest, 106.

Texas, missions to be established,

142; Sigiienza ’s history of, 107.

Texcoco, Lake of, 80
;

search for

‘^sumidero, ” 81-82; map of by
Sigiienza, 84; augmented by
rains, 113.

Texcoco, ancient kingdom of In-

dians of New Spain, 92.

Theater of the Holy Metropoli-
tan Church of Mexico City,

lost work of Sigiienza, 102.

Theater of the Magnificence of
Mexico City, lost work by Si-

giianza, 46.

Theater of Political Virtues, Si-

giienza claims Gongora as rela-

tive in, 4 n. 11, 52; full title of,

52 n. 43; 53.

Theuth, Egyptian word compared
by Sigiienza to “teotl,” 100.

Tlaxcala, Indian Kiot in, 134.

Toltecs, ancient peoples of New
Spain, 97, 101.

Torquemada, Juan de, historian,

Vetancurt borrowed from, 47;
Sigiienza makes critical annota-
tions to, 102.

Torre, Don Martin de la, publishes
Christian Manifest on comets,
59, 63 ;

Sigiienza attacks in

Astronomical Libra, 69.
Torres, Don Laureano de, Governor

of Florida, 172; diary to be sent
to Spain, 177.

Torres, Pedro Manuel de. Secre-

tary to the Conde de Galve, 111
n. 7.

tortillas, replace bread in Mexico
City, 115; profiteering on, 117.

Trinidad, Island of, 33.

trigo hlanquillo, wheat of abun-
dant yield, 116.

Trophy of Spanish Justice, histori-

cal work of Sigiienza, 54
;
brief

summary of, 105-107
;

full title

of, 105 n. 47.

Valenzuela, Carbonel de, 57.

Valenzuela, Fernando de, memo-
rias of. 111 n. 7.

Valley of Mexico, Sigiienza ’s repu-

tation not limited to, 45.

Van Hamine, Father Pedro, Jesuit

missionary in China, 50, 50 n. 37.

I'era Cruz. See San Juan Ulua.

Veraguas, Duque de. Viceroy of

New Spain, 6.

Vetancurt, Friar Augustin, friend

of Sigiienza, 46; sketch of life,

46-47; cites Sigiienza, 81; 91 n.

3; preserves some of Sigiienza ’s

work in writings, 90.

Veytia, Mariano Fernandez de

Echeverria y, eighteenth century

historian, 92, 94.

Vexilla Pcgis, sung by Sigiienza,

152.

Viceroys, during active career of

Sigiienza, 39 n. 5.

Vida, Father Joseph, friend of

Father Kino, 72.

Virgin of Guadalupe, 16, 17, 18,

21 ;
saves Eamirez, 33

;
47

;

image carried to rioters, 127.

Windward Fleet, 87 ;
sent to Santo

Domingo, 105; Pez becomes Ad-
miral of, 143.

Xavier, Saint Francis, 14, 22.

Yucatan, 34, 35.

Zaragoza, Father Jose, correspon-

dent of Sigiienza, 50.

Zumarraga, Juan de, Archbishoj)

of Mexico, 96.

Zurita, Oidor Don Alonso de,

Spanish student and collector of

Indian history in New Spain, 96.
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